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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAE RIG'J LATOR Y COMMISSION

3 - - ---- - --- - - - - - -x
s

4 In the matter ';afa :
_

3

5 ME TE OPOLIT A ri E !EU.i CONFANY Docket do. 50-289
( R es t:. rt )

6 (Three : tile Island 'J n i t 1)
s

7 ---- - - --- - - -- - - s

8
25 North Court Ftreet,

9 'arrasburg, Pennsylvania

10 Thursday, January 8, 1981

11 Fvidentiary haarino in the above-entitled

12 matter was resumed, pursusnt to adjourneent, at 9403 a.m.

13 SEFORE:

9
14 IVAN W. S '' I T H , Esq., Chairman,

Atomic Cafety an d licensinc 2 card
15

32. WAL ? H. JCFnAF, M e:r.b e r

16

DR. LINDA W. LITTLF, '!e m b e r

17
Also present on behalf of the Scards

18
45. ?ORIS MCRAN, |

19 C1 Ark to the Erard j

20
.

21 -

|

22

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS
23

POOR QUALITY PAGES
24

h25

L
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9

/
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V 1 APPEARANCES:

2 On' behalf of the Licensee, detropolitan edison
Company: '

3

GEORGE F. TEC1F' ,E, Esc.
4 T"CM;S A. BAXT 's q .

DELI 5EA A. RIO Esq.
5 Shaw, Pittm! cc and T cwbridge,

1800 M Strees ,4.,
6 Washington, D. J.

7 On behalf of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

8 ECSEET ADLER, Esq.
Assistant Attorney Genera].,

9 505 Executive house,
Harrisburc , Penn sylva nia

10 WILLIAM DORNSIFE,
Nuclear Engineer

11

Cn behalf of Union of Concerned Scientists:
12

FLLYN WE!SF, Tsq.,
13 ROSFPT D. POLLAPDfs

_) Earmon C "eiss,!

14 1725 I Street, .i . W .
Wachington, C. C.

15

On behalf of the Eegula tory Staff:
16

JIMEP T O U P.T E L L O T T E , Esq.
17 J;MEE M. CUTCHIN, IV, Is;.

Cffice of Executive Lecal Directo r,
18 United Ftates Nucles :equ',atcry Commission,

Washington, D. C.
19

Gn behalf of ANG3?:
20

GAIL SEADF0ED
21 245 W. Philadelphia Etreet,

York, Pennsylvania
22

23

24

25
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\

i P? OC EFD I N G S,

2 CHAIFFAN 9t'ITH: ;re there any preliminary matters?

3 DR. JCRD;N Eefore Mr.' Pollard er Ys. Weiss, ,

4 continues their questions, they brought out ye ste rda y in

5 their questioning that rather, I guess, surprised me a bit,

6 and I want to :nake sure that I heard correctly without going

7 into the reasons thereof.

8 Did you say that non-safety grade loads may be

9 connected to th9 1? buses independent of the requirements of

10 Reg Guide 1.75 if they are shed upon the accident sign 61 and

11 are not reco n n oc ':e d prior to stabilization?

12 Whereupon ,

13 E0?ERT FI'7.PATFICY,

14 called as a witness by counsel f or !:uclea r Regulatory '

15 Commission Staf f , havinc previously been duly sworn by the

18 Chairman , r9sumed the stand, was f urther exa mined and

17 testified as follows:

18 THE WITNESS: That is correct.

19 CHAIPMAN SMITR. I understand we are within

20 striking distance of transcript page 10,000 this acrning, so
,

21 you may want to consider whether you are going to rush off

22 to Washincton.

23 (General laughter.)
,

1

24 CECSS FXAMI. NATION -- Eesumec

25 EY ME. P0llARD:

O
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fs
'\- 1 0 Yesterday you were making a distinction between

2 the ._ direct effects of fault current versus the indirect
3 effects of fault current in determining how to apply Rec

,

4 Guide 1.75, or in de terminint whether or not the provisiens

*5 of Reg Guid? 1.75 have been met.

6 Can you tell me what criteria you used for '

7 decidinc whether an effect of the fault current is direct or

8 indirect?,

9 A Yes. Yesterday I mado two distinctions, to my
, ,

10 recollection , direct, indirect and not related, and I called

11 the undervoltage trio not related to the fault current, but >

12 to the fault. In terms of indirect, that I addressed

13 yesterday as, for example, an indirect relationship to the
O ,

!

14 fault current would be, say, the grounding relay that Mr.

15 Torcivia was talking about, where that is coupled to tha '

16 f a ult cu rren t through a currer.t transformer, and only *

, ,

17 nominal current would run through that circuit trippine that

18 rela y , so th a t that does not receive any signals or go

19 through a ny conditions that is not within its ratings of

20, no rmal opera tion , a nd that would be, I believe, a basic j

21 criterion to look at indirect and direct effects of the
9

22 f a ul t current. |

23 0 7. s I recall, you raid tha t the heat generated by !

24 the fault cu r rant would be a direct effect? )

i
25 A Yes, the thermal effect. j

|
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'' I
'

1 O Suppose that. heat caused a fire. 'do uld the fire

2 be a direct.effect?. )
l

3 A It certainly would. '

,

4 0 'Jould the damage caused by that fire be a direct
l

.i

5 effect?

6 A Yes, indeed.

7 0 But detecting of a fault is not a direct effect
i

8 wh en you use it for undervoltage ?

9 A Inst's richt. I am saying the undervoltace is

10 caused by the fault, not by the fault current. I would be

11 more than' happy to go into detail to explain that.

12 0 If you could explain for me the dirtinction that

13 you have just made just now between fault current and fault.

14 -A I would be happy to do that.

15 For the parties and the Board I would like to

16 first define a couple of things to hopefully make more
i

17 understandable my ex planat ic n , and the threa things I would

18 like to define first are what we wc uld call a black box, a

19 current source, and a voltage source, and then 7o en from
l
i

20 th a t to explain the undervcitage.
|

21 First of sll, in encineering, many timas ve will
l

22 take an ites and we don't care particularly what ir inside

23 the item itself, just what the input and the output mi;ht

24 be, and we will call that a black box. A typical example of

25 t h a t mi;ht be a television set. Ani oO us who go to a store

O
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O
'k/ _1 to b uy one, we don 't care exactly how it is connected up

-2 inside. All we cara about is that we plug it in, we give it

3 a signal from-an antenna, and we cet an audic-visual outpet.,
,

4 If I want'to talk about celevisions, I could, as

5 an example, call that a black box with an input and an

6 output.

7 I would like to move on to a current source, and I

8 would like to call the current source itself a black box.

9 It gets some energy input, and the. output of a current

10 source would be constant currant, a conctant current,

11 independent of what impedence right be placed on its output

12 terminals. And in order for a current source to supply a

13 constant current over varying impedences, and to be in

14 accordance with Chm's law, it must vary its voltage to d rive

15 a constant current thrcugh the impedences, whereas a voltage
i

16 cource -- a black box is called a voltage source which, in

17 this case we cculd put in the black box a diesel generator |

!
'

18 -- a voltage source gives you essentially constant voltage

,
19 within its physical limitations, independent of the

20 impedence spplied to it, and the current varies accordine to

21 whatever the impedences are.

22 The distinction ic here we have a voltage source

23 a n d we have X number of impedences hung off the u160 bur and

24 the u80 volt bus. The short we are talking about here

25 really is reflected into a model of this system. :t is just

O
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(_/ 1 so much impedence. . The impedence of those leads at the 4160 !

2 bus coming down through the transformer to the 480 volt bus

3 and-down to the fault, that becomes a sim ple voltage

4 divider. And the voltace across the various parts of those

5 impedences falls out independent of what current.is flowing

6 through there. You have X amount of voltage on your source,

7 and it is going to drop acrocs all those impedences. The

8 current flow will be a result of the magnitude of the

9 impedences.

10 - ut when you have a voltage source and then an

11 impedence, any currents that follow, follow from the

12 im pedence , and the voltage divides across the impedences

13 directly proportional to the impedences. Therefore, in this

O
14 case, we have current as a result of a volta gE thrCugh

15 impedences. It is a fallout of the impedence system itself,

16 not the current causine the voltage. We have the voltage,

17 and it is dividing across the impedences. That is the

18 distinction I am making, where this is not related to the

19 fault current.

20 DR. JORDANS The voltage tha t is not related,

21 namely, is the voltage at your constant voltage source.

22 TH E 'a* IT N E S S : Yes, and it will divide across the

23 impedences directly pro por tion al to the sire of these
i

24 imp edences.

25 DR. JOEDAN The voltace across each irpedence is

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 564 2345
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Y\ 1 certainly very much related-to the= current. '

,

2 THE WIT?iESSa ho, sir, the current fellows from !

g~ 3 the fact that you have a voltage source and X amount of

4 impedence. The current is a follow from that. It is not
4

5 the current making the volta ge and the impedences. It is

6 the voltage across the impedences, and the result is the

7 current, whereas if it were the other way around with a

8 current source, then that yould be a direct result of

9 current. That is the distinction I am.trying to make. 'The

10 current is fellowing from the voltage source, and the

11 impedence is across that v01tage sourco, not the other way

12 around, and therefore it is not a result of the f a ult

13. cu rren t but the fault itself being some kind of low

O 14 impedence placed into the circuit.

15 DR. JOEDAN: Yes, I hear you.

,
16 CHAIPMAN ?MITH: !s an effect of what you are

:

17 talking about that downstream of the fault you bava less

18 current?

19 TH E 'JITNESS . In electrical engineering jargon,

20 dowa stream of the f a ult, if it is a true fault, there is

21 nothing. That is what the fault is, a short circuit of

22 anything below that in the circuit. In this case it would

23 be the pressurirer heaters. Once you have a fault in the
,

24 circuit, the pressurirer heaters are just essentially

25 removed from the circuit. They receive no energira tion a t

O
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1.that point.,

2 CHAIR. TAN SMITH: !s that how fault has been used
3 in the context of this issue, e total short?

.

4 THE WITNESS: Yes, a total volt at the three-phase

5 short takes the pressurizer haater elements themselves

6 to ta ll y out of the circuit. ,

7 CHAIR"AN SMITH: We have been borrowing your

8 easel. Have you taken it back?

9 M3. POLLARD: Yes, I packed it up this scrning.

10 CHAIRPAN SMITH 4 You decided no more Intervenor
11 funding of the Commission?

12 (General laughter.)

13 MR. POLL?RD: We could sell it to ycu for the

O 'l14 price we paid. '

15 (General laughter.)

16 DR. JORDAN: You took the classic drawinc, tco.

17 MR. POLLARD: I saved it, and I shall return it if

18 you wish to have it. I hs.ve no use for it.

19 EY ER. PDLLARTs (Resuming)

20 0 It is the undervcitage which results on Bus 1P
.

21 from pressurizer heater fault. Is that caused by the fault?

22 A Yes.

23 Q Is it an affect of the fault?

24 A Yes, it is.

25 0 You are saying it is not an effect of the fault

O
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,

' ) 1 cu rr en t? Is that the distinction you are trying to make? '

i
2 A Yes, I just went th ro ug h th a t . !

3 0 I know you just want through it. I am tryinc to :,

;
4 make sure I understood you. *

|
5 So thon'in your view, use of sn undervoltage relay |

6 to trip open'the breaker to isolate a fault meets the i

.
;

7 provisions of 3eg Guide 1.75? !

N8 A It can. I am saying it is potentially the j

9 equivalent of the SI signal. You then have t- look at the,

;10 circuits involved specifically, as Mr. Torcivia handed out
!11 that sheet, that curve the other day of voltage versus
!
I

12 time . You have to then make sure that you can use that. I j

i13 am saying it is a via ble rhoice , but then you have to
!O t

I14 actually be able to demonstrate that you have got an event
|
;

15 that gives you enouah low voltsve fer enough time to pick up t
'

16 these devices.

?17 In essence, yes, it is a viable means, given that j
r

!,18 you can demont trate its use for the circuit involvad.

t
19 C Does the design of the undervoltage relay circuit !

20 for the pressurizer heaters at Thrae Mile Island Unit i reet
i
I

;

21 the provisions of Reg Guide 1.75? I
|

22 A It does. As Mr. Torcivia said on the stand a few !
|23 days a go, there are certain -- there may be certain faults, j

24 somathing less than faults that would put more impedence !
|

25 into the circuit than just a three-phase volted fault f - f
I
|

-

I
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' ) 1 which this undervoltage trip would not isolate the heaters

2 from the circuit. But I think it is only fair to expand on

3 this a bit, to put this in a proper perspective.

4 The reason my testimony never addressed this

5 undervoltage trip was -- and the SEP mentions it more or

U less in passing is the fact J never gave the LicenFee--

7 credit for this particular trip. All of a sudden, now, they

8 meet or do not meet 9eg Guide 1.75. The Licensee in their

9 prepared testimony, which I didn't see prior to preparing

to mine, and in yours, Mr. Pollard's testimeny where 'f r .

11 Pollard took the opposite view of the Licensee, this ir

12 where this has really been brought to prominence, this
,

,

13 pa rt icula r item.,

O 14 The reason I am -- I brought it up as a rebuttal

15 to begin with . The most important rearon for me it in using

18 this, not for Three Mile Island, but in using this as a |

17 viable signal in the day-to-day activities of the Power

18 Syst ems Srs n ch. !f someone comes in and wants to use that,

19 I am saying they are able to do it. In terms of giving ..
\

20 Three %ile Island Unit 1 credit for it, the evaluation did
,

21 not hinge on this. The other designs, the other EC7 plants

22 that all had to do the same modification do not have an
23 undervoltage trip. They rely on'overcurrent and an SI

24 signal, just as in Lessons Learned. This decian goes beyond

25 what any other ?CW operating reactor has done.

O
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i /"T

("( / 1 The other aspect of this undervoltace trip whi chj.
!

: 2 hasn't come out -- and I would like to-refer to the SER on
4
i

3 page C-8 --; ,

!

4 Q What page?

5 A C3-0, the first santence of the first full;

; 6 paragraph, I would like to read that. "In order to provide
1

[ 7 further protection of the emergency power system, the
:
! 8 circuit breakers which connect the pressurizer heater loads

9 to the emergency buses will be a utoma tically tripped upon,
:
i

i 10 emergency bus undervoltage or an emergency safety faatures

11 actuation." And then the next sentence --

4

12 CHAIEMAN SMITH. You should slow down.;

I
1 13 THE WITNESS: I'n sorry.

i 14 Th a t ref erence again was page CS-8, the first full
,

a

: 15 parsgra ph on the page. I just read the first centence, and
1

,

j 16 the second sentence would be: "This precludes the

i 17 posribility of a miraligned heater bank becoming part of the

! 18 diesel generator sequenecd load upon a loss of off-sita
;
'

19 po we r. " That is the other thing that the undet"oltage trip

; 20 does for me. No matter if an operator puts it on the bus by |
|

} 21 whatever procedure he wanted it on th e re , if he forgets to
i

22 t a ke it off, things go back to normal. We are all running

23 back fine and the heaters are sitting there, should the
9

7

! 24 diesel generator be called upon due to an 2ndervoltage loss

25 of voltage on the bus and that heater is still there, it is4

4

4

i
/

'
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'\/ 1' then taken off by this undervoltage trip. There are a lot

2 of good thinas about the undervoltage trip just besides it

3 does in some cases back up the fault protection.- Eut it is
-

4 not a basis in my evaluation of the acceptability of this
. \

S design that it was a requirement and an absolute backup to

6 meet Reg Guide 1.75.

7 BY MR. POLLARD: (Resumina)

8 0 You referenced this section of the Safety

9 Evaluation Report in your direct testimony. Did you prepare

10 the sections of the Safety ? valuation 2eport referanced in

11 your testimony?

12 A Yes, with the help of two others, but it is

13 basically mine.

.O
14 0 Referring to the centences you just read on page

15 C8-8, particularly the second sentence where the STF states,

16 "This preclud es" -- a nd I et.phasi=e the word " precludes"- - --

17 "This precludes the possibility of a misaligned heater bank

18 becomine part of the diesel generator sequenced lead upon a

19 loss of of f-site power." A :' d the "This" refers to either

20 th e undervoltage or the engineered safety features

21 actuation, is that correct?

22 A No. The English may indicate that, but the

23 possibility of the misaligned heater bank being a sequenced

24 load is taken care of by only the undervoltage trip.

25 0 A: I correct that as soon as the diesel generator
1

i

|
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( 1 breaker closes, the undervoltage will clear?

2 A That's correct.

3 0 And if the undervoltage has cleared, a s soon as

4 the diesel generator breaker clcses, please explain how'that

5 precludes connecting the hea ters to the bus during the

6 diesel generator sequenced load.

7 A Yes. The loss of voltage which would start a

8 diesel generator would les ve that bus de-energized -

9 approximately ten seconds, which is more than sufficient

10 time to trip on the underveltage.

11 Q I understand. Sc that trips the main feeder

12 breaker, and my quection is once the diesel generator

13 breaker closes, and the undervoltage signal clears, what

O ,

14 precludes reclosing the main feeder breaker before the

15 diesel generater saquenced loading is completed?

16 A Nothing explicitly precludes it other than the

17 opera tor 's reaction time. *:e probably could not do it that-

18 f a s t . There is no physical pcrtion of the derion which

19 would prec.ude doing it.

20 0 You would agree that that pertien of the SER is

21 not entirely accurate? It does not preclude reclosing of

22 the circuit breaker prior to completion of the diecel,

23 cenerator seguenced loadinc.

24 A No, 1 don't acree with you that that is an
)

25 in accura t a st a te r.en t of the SEE. The SER doecn't say

9
1

i

|
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( 1 anything about the operator being able to put it back on.

2 It says it precludes it being there when the diesel

^ 3 generator starts its loading sequence.

4 0 It doesn't sa y tha t, M r. Fitzpatrick. It says it

5 precludes the possibility of a misaligned heater benk

6 becoming part of the diesel generater sequenced load.

7 DR. JORDAN: 1sn't .it the sequenced load that you

8 are relying on?

9 THE 'iITN ESS : The th ru st cf this centence is that

10 it would not be on the diesel daring the sequence. Mr.

11 Pollard had the right sense of the sentence, that it would

12 be tripped off. It is not a sequenced load, but it would be

13 an unwantad load, an unanalyzed load during th e sequencing

O
14 of all the other loads. The automatic undervoltage trip

15 would take it off the bus, and the only way it could~cet

16 back on would be a very fast operator deciding immediately

17 that he had to have this and throwing it back on during this

18 -- I think it is about a 25 second interval when the diesel
19 has finished its loadinc.

20 BY ME. P3llARD: (Fesuming)

21 0 I ao correct that if an operator happened to be

22 near the breaker, there is nothing about the undervoltage

23 circuit that would preclude him from closing the main feeder

24 brea ker d uring this 25 seconds of sequenced loads?
e -

25 A That is rorrect.

O
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1 0 If we could continue on the same paragraph, the

2 last sentence states, "Furthermore, in accordance with
.

|
3 Position'u and Clarification 5 above, this automatic icad

4 setting capability is effected through Class 1F circuit

5 breskers at the em a rgenc y switch, gea r. "

6 Now, position u, which is on-CB-3 of the SIR,

7 states, " Pressurizer heater motive and control power ;

8 interf aces with the emergency buses shall be accomplished

9 through devices tha t have been qualified in accordance with
1

10 saf ety grade requirements."

11 Is the phrase " safety grade requirements"
i

12 synonymous with the phrase " Class 1E requirements"?

13 A It is in the context I used it, yes.

O
14 0 Are the main feeder breakers safety grade breakers?

15 A To the best of my knowledge they are. I did not

16 re view that. That was part of the original review and

17 approval of the TMI design.

18 C Ihese circuit breakers were not used cricinally?

19 A That's right. These are two spare breakers, one

20 in each switch gear.

21 Q Ace you saying that the staff reviewed spare
|

22 breakers durin; the original licensing of the plant?

23 A No, the staff doern't have to review cpare,

|
| 24 brea kers. You take a look at the switch gea r, and all of

25 that is encomparsed in that, and I assume, picking up the

O
|
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/~Y
(\ j 1 review now, that that was all part of the normal review. If '%

2 you would approve one breaker in there -- you raally don't -

3 approve breakers, you a pprove the switch gear ' which includes.

1

4 the breakers, and a spare would be included in the original

5 review.
;

6 0 You are elying on the assumption that the staff I

I
7 determined that these breakers were safety grade at tha time

8 Three Mile Island Unit 1 was licensed, and you have made no I
|
|

9 attempt to verify whether t.h*t is correct?

10 A That is indeed the case.

11 Q Do you' agree that the three undervoltage relays

12 which have been added to Bus 1- and 1S are new equipment

13 that weren't there originally?

Ok |

'

14 A Yes.

15 0 Are those undervoltace relayr safety grade?

- 16 A To the best of my knowledge, they are.,

17 C Are they seismic category one?

18 A As far as I know.

|19 Q Eov do you know that? .

20 A From the give and take with the licensee over

21 reviewing the design. They said thsy were puttinc in safety

22 grade equipment. Now, I did not require them to submit test

23 results and all of the rest of that to verify that.

24 0 In other words, the Applicant said they were

25 safety grade and you made no attempt to verify whether or

O
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1 not they were?

2 A I made no independent attempt to verify tha t ,

3 tha t 's correct.

4 0 'Ir there any portion of the' modification which was |

5 required at Three file Island Unit 1 in order to power the .]
~J

6 pressurizer hesters from the on-site power supply'wherein
;

7 you made any attempt to verify whether or not the design is |

!

8 in' fact in compliance 1with saf oty grade requirements?

9 A There.is no portion of this design where !

10 required the Licen'see to submit all the background material j
.

11 that would cover seismic environmental qualifications of any

12 of these devices. The only new device we are actually
,

13 adding to power that comes into the circuit itself is the

14 disconnect device. Everything else is existing equipment. |

>

15 0 Also the undervoltage relays are new, correct?

16 A They are not in the circuit, but t ha t is new !

!
'

17 equipmen t , tha t 's correct.

18 0 Do you know whether any of the new equipment added i

19 a s a result of this modification is included amonc the j
:

20 equipment of the Licenspe's response to I,E Bulleting 70-01B? ;
o

21 A .N o . *

22 0 No, you don 't know?

23 A That'c correct.

; 24 C How about the existino equipment? Do you knew cf f
L

!
j . 25 the equipmen t that was before the modification that is now

|
,

i

.

;
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1 utilized to power the pressurizer heaters, do you know'

,

2 whether or not that is. included anong the listing of ;

,

3 equipment in response to 79-01B?
)

4 A No.

5 0 On page C3-7 of the Safety Evaluation Report, the

6 last paragraph on tha t page references Emergency Procedure

7 1202-19, Pre ssurizar Systems Failure.

#8 Did you review that procedurs in preparing this

9 portion of the Safety E valua tion Report, or in preparing
'

10 your direct testimony?
.

11 A I had one look at, to the best of my recollection,
;

12 one look at EP 1202-29, Rev 0, Eev 1, something way back and

13 made some preliminary comments on it to the people charged +

i.

t '

' 14 with reviewing the procedures. The fellow I worked with

15 then is the one, as I said earlier, there were twC other
,

16 people that gave me some inputs to this SEE. The part on
,

17 the procedure was his input, and that is Yr. Poger is the |

18 name of the fellow. c

l
19 0 Was it your responsibility or Mr. Boger c

20 responsibility to determine whether or not the addition of
]

21 th e pressurizer heaters and the' methods of connecting th e
I

22 pressurizer h ea ters to the on-site power supply would not |
|

123 result in overloading the diesel generator. j
i

24 A That is basically a split responsibility.

25 C For your portion of that responsibility, did you

e
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,

1 review the design of'Three Mile Island Unit 1 to examine the
.

2 no n- se. f o t y equipment which can be powered from the emercancy' !
5

fi 3 bus?
i

4 A No. What I did'with this procedure was the main |
r

5 part of -- what I did with'the procedure was te ensure that |
|

.f6 the Kirk Key interlock system was reflected in it , and the-
i

-7 loads documented in the procedure were loads on the bus.

8 There are many more loads.on the bus -- on the list --

9 excuse me, the list that might have to be tripped to'get the '

10 pressurizer heaters on,-dependent on the loadino of the
i
t

11 diesel. i
J
,

12 Mr. Poger would then take over and verify that !
I
I

. 13 those loads may or may not be able to be tripped in any ;

14 given circumstance. That's why there are a number of loads !

I15 there . The procedure leaves it up to the discretion of the -

16 shif t supervisor, exactly what loads. The procedure says
!

17 these are loads tha t can b+ tripped, and it is the i
:

18 discretion of the shif t supervisor which loads he would take |
i

19 off in order to ac ccmodate the 100 -- to make sure his 126
s20 kilowa tts of capacity are available left on the diesel.
t

.

I
21 The other thing that snould b= made clear is the 1

22 precsurizer heater load, as the staff discucsed in response

23 to UCS 3, it is not an absolute requirement f o r safety. It

24 may well be tha shift superviscr's decision that the loads

25 he has on there are more important, and he wouldn't shed any

O

I
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\/' 1 of.them, and just forego using the pressurizer heaters. But

2 that his shift supervisor discretion.

," 3 0 Did you review these loads listed in Emergency j
|

l

4 Procedure 1202-29 te verify that they were in' fact !

5 non-safety loads?

6 A- No. All I did was check that they were loads that

7 would be available to be tripped. It then transfers over tc'
l
1

8 the shif t supervisor to determine these are the loads that 1

9 are.available to be tripped, can I afford to trip any of

10 these ? If he can't, he won't. |

11 0 Do you know whether Mr. Eoger made any attempt to

12 determine whether the. lcads listed in Emergency Frocedure

13 1202-29 are non-safety loads?

14 A No. As f ar as I k now, neither I nor V.r. Eoger

15 care whether they are saf ety or non-saf e ty. The fact is

16 they are loads that are available to be tripped if you need

17 t o g e t come spare capacity because of diesel generator

18 loadino. It is still the shift supervisor discretion on

19 whether he trips or doesn't trip any of these loads,

20 depending on how he perceived the need of the plan t , and he

21 may well decide the loads he is running are mere important

22 th an pressurizer heaters, and he just doesn't use the
|

'23 pressuricer heaters. But that is totally -- the proce d u re
i

24 leaves that totally up to the discretien of the shift

25 supervisor. )
|

|

I
1
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Q
f\/ 1 0 .In the course of your-review, did you determine

:

2 that there. are some non-saf e ty loads capable cf beinq !

i
3 powered from Bus 1P or 15 in addition to the pressurizer !^

\
.

;

4 heaters? .

!
5 A No. The conc'ern of safety and non-safety of the

6 given already approved desicn was of no concian to me in

7 terms of reviewing and approving this. modification, and so I ;

!
8 did not go into that.

|
!

9 Q Let me see if we can then make an assumption. !

|
10 Let's assume f or the purposes of the next question that all

!

:
*

11 of the loads listed in Emergency Procedure 1202-29 are in |
1

12 fact non-safety loads. They are in no way needed to protect i

13 th e health a nd saf ety of the public, and racognizing the |
'

)
14 staff's coal of the short te rm Lessons Learned Peport to

,

!

15 improve the reliability of the preccurizer heaters by making {
j

16 available the capability to power the pressurizer heaters :

:

17 from the on-site power supply, do you think it would be j

t

18 valuable to require that so?e of these non-safety loads te
,

19 taken off the diesel generator bus so that they could not be
!

20 powered from that bus in order to preclude the need for the !
!

!

21 operator to worry about load shedding to pre vent exceeding |
!

22 the capacity of the diesel cenerator? j

!
23 EE. CUTCu!Ns I object to this question on the !

!
24 ground that this witness has on several occasione disclaimed

i

25 competence to judge what the purpose of these leads is and

-

:
i l

?

j
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I 1 what they are used for. He only looks at the electrical
!

2 engineering design to see if that load may be safely added.

!

;" 3 to the diesel power supply.
|

"

.

4 c;i AIRE Ali ShTTH: "r. Cutchin, it hasn't been our !
?

5 practice to sustain objections based upon exceeding I
:

6 competence. Instead'of that, we establish that by the

7 witnese and the particular question, and then rather !
!
:

8 successfully we have had an understanding that they vob't i
!

9 pursue the area generally beyond ths competence of the
|
}

10 witness. j

i
11 ME. CUTCHIPs I raised this, * r . Cha irman , because j

12 at least my ears tell me that he has made this statement |

13 several times, that he doesn 't care about these sorts of ,

;

14 things.
:
!

15 CHAIRMAN SMIIH I understand that. I understand i
i

16 that is whst he said, but let's give him a chance to answer !
1

!17 the question .
)
i

!

18 DR. JORDAN 'Je are in terested in the question, !

1

19 M r . Cutchin, of whether in tripping loads and naking

20 available the 126 KW, that there are no loads tripped that

21 are important to safety, and sor.eone must have made that

|22 dete rmina tion , and if the staff hasn't reviewed that, we

23 would be interested in knoving that.

24 %R. CUTCHIS: I th cuch t ! heard the witness say as

25 vell, Dr. Jordan, that it doesn't really nececsarily make

q|> -

!
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d 1 any difference that it is a safety load if that particular
|

2 safety load is no' longer needed at the time in question.

'

3 DR. JORDANS That is exactly the point I am

4 making. Is it no longer needed? Has there been any

5 valuation of the preposed 1 cads for tripping, that thase

6 loads are not needed under the circumstances being

7 prescribed ?

8 MR. CUTCHINs That is a Board question that goes

9 slichtly outside the scope of this question. I think it is

10 a perf ectly proper question for the Board to ask. I am not

11 sure that Mr. Fitzpatrick is the one. Maybe ve vill just

12 let that question go forward and see if he can answer it.j

13 DR. JORDANS I don't want it to be outside the
O

14 scope at the moment. If you believe it is outside the

15 scope, I would like to know why. It seems to me that an

16 important part of the Contention is that the adding of the

17 126 K'd will not overload the diesel generator or interfere

18 with the general safety. Surely that is an obvious

19 f ollow-on .
|

20

21

22

|
23 |

|

|

24 |

|
25

'
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1 Tae resson we have been followin; this with the

2 Licensee is to make sure tha t in choosing loads to be

3 tripped, that he is not choosing loads tha t are iT.portant to,

4 safety. And nobody has yet told us that these loads are not

5 important to safety.
|

6 MR. CUTCHIN The witness has said , I believe , Dr. |

7 Jordan, that he looked at those listed in the procedure

8 without concern for whether they were safety or nonsafety.

9 DE. JORDAN: That's exactly my problem: Ee looked

10 at them without the concern of whether they were important

11 to safety. And I an concerned -- and I be21 eve that this is

12 an important part of the Contention -- that they must not be

13 important to safety, otherwise you don't dare trip them.

14 And, therefore, you cannot -- you will overload the

15 gene ra tors. '

16 MR. CUTCHIN: If you a re asking can we answer that

17 question, le t 'c see if .'!iste r -- I doubt thet he can answer

18 th a t question, since he said he can't. And if the ?oard

19 believes thst it needs that answer, we will get you an

20 answer.

21 DS. JORDA1: That's the ;uestion we have been

22 trying to get an answer to now for over a week.
?

23 MR. CUTCHIN: ! hadn't heard that question

24 directly posed to the staff in general.

25 DR. JORDAN: Not to the staff. Not to the staff.

..

|
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I 1 %R. CUTCHIN I will volunteer to get you an
;

2 answer to tha t question, Dr. Jordan.

3 DE. JORDANS Fine. ! do want to know, then, the

4 answer to the question.
~

5 MB. POLLAED4 I do, too. I would like to add a

6 comment to this discussion. Let's say we had a hypothetical
J

7 plart where all the loads necessary for safety took up the ,

1

8 fall rated capacity of the diesel generator. I don't know

9 exactly what th e meaning of the requirement in the

10 Short-Term Lessons Learned Report would be. '4culd that mean i
I
<

11 in tha t particular plant they don't have to bether

12 connecting the heaters to the on-site power supply? j
1

13 DR. JORDAN: The question I was posing then has

0 14 been some time ago. And I guess I will ask it, then, again; )

15 namely: Have you looked at the loads tha t a re teing

16 proposed for tripping in order to make the capacity of 126

17 kilowatts availa bis; have you looked at those loads or has )

18 anyone in your organiza tion looked at tho se load r to make
1

19 su r e t.h a t those are loads that can indeed be available?
|

20 You used the word "available" for tripping. is

21 there a list? In other words, is there a list of loads that

22 are available f or tripping that are not important to
]

23 safety? As well, of course, includinc on tha list those
|
'

24 that are important to safety and may not be trippec?

25 Does Mr. Boger or an: Se in your organization know

O
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1 what those loads are? '

2
. THE WITNESS: The answer to the last part of your !

:
r

3 question first is I believe it is page 13 of the emergency ;

4 procedure 1202-29. It lists -- it doesn't make a
'

'

;

5 distinction, it doesn't set one group as these are safaty i
;

6 load s and these are nonsaf ety leads. It gives the operator !

7 a list of all of the loads that are available to him. I

i
8 ca n ' t sa y --

,
.

9 DB. JORDAN: Ey "a vailable ," what do you mean? '

i
10 THE-WITNESS: I want to get to that. When I said

!

11 "all of the loads," I can't say it is ill, every sin 71e load

12 tha,t is available. It is a group of loads that is available

13 to t he operator. He must get shift supervisor approval for '

'

14 any load he would_take off. These may or may not be'what we i

|

15 would call Sa f ety or nonsarety loads. {
i

16 The thrust of te procedure is that it is up to the ;
t
i17 shif t superviser's discretion on what loads come off, i

i

18 because it is up to the shift superviser to determine at $

I
19 that point in time what sa f ety loads the plant needs. The

20 plan t most lik9ly dces not need every safoty load available fe

;

21 to that operator at any given time in the plant. f
!

22 So the shift super vicor cas , by this procedure, j

1
23 has a number of loads to choose from. If he then determines j

i
24 -- and they may be saf e ty o r nonsaf e ty a s th e designa tion -- i

|

25 but if that load is not needed for the plant safety at.that !
l

/~T '

%) !

!,

e !
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1 particular point in time and the shift supervisor so

2 determines that, he is able to give approval to the reactor

3 operator to trip that load in crder to make rcom for the

4 pressurizer hesters. .

5 It is also his discretion that if all of these

6 loads are needed, he can at that point say, "We do not use

7 the heaters; we stay with the loads we have."

8 DR. JORDAN 4 Are you comfortable with a precedure

9 that allows the shift supervisor or the operator to discard

10 loads which may be important to safety during an accident

11 situation without havinc an established procedure for

12 deciding which loads should be discarded?

13 THE WITNESS: The procedure, as I understand it --g-
V 14 and I want to go back again -- that I have only seen one of

15 the very, very earliest revisions. I have heard Pevision 12

16 passed back and forth during the hearing here. But as far

' 17 a s m y understanding of the procedure is, or any procedure

18 for -- any emergency procedure -- you cannot foretell ahead

19 of time exactly what might go any'which way.

20 Th ese procedures, in a case like this, have to

21 leave some discretion to a knowledgeable on-site person -- I

I
22 in this case, the shift suporvisor -- to determine at any

23 given point in time what is and is not necessary for the

24 saf e ty of that plant.

25 DR. JORDAN: I guess then, whether you ara

V'
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/ 1 comfortable or not, I guess, really wouldn't affect me. But ~

2 I must say to you that I am uncomf ortable with a lack of

3 procedure for deciding whether or not a load at the time is

4 safety-related or not. This is left to the discretion of

5 the operator. I can't help but be uncomfortable abcut

6 that. We will leave it at that.
.

7 THE WITNESS 4 The only suggertion ! might make is

8 Mr. Boger is the staff expert in this particular area. I am

9 not sure I shotid be volun teering him f or this, but he would

10 be the optimum person to address a question in that area,

11 Dr. Jo rd a n .

12 M3. CUTCHIN: If I may, I may comment here. This,

13 I think, is the same sort of a problem that we got into when

O
14 we were talking about automating everything. If you can't

.

15 -- you will never be able to have that completely

16 developed .

"

17 DR. JORDANS There is a similarity, and I have the

18 same misgivings thst I had then.

19 BY MR. P3LLARDs

20 0 I would like to try again the questien we had

21 before we digressed. Let's see if I can restate it for

22 y o u . I am not asking you to deterr.ine whe th e r a particular

23 lo a d is safety grade or nonsafety-crade or when it has to be
i

24 sh ed . I am trying to ask you from your own professional

25 opinion, in designing Three Mile Island Unit 1, with the

O
|

| \

|
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( 1 goal in mind of not degrading the capacity, capability, or
~

2 reliability of the on-site power supplies by the connection

3 of the pressurizer heaters, would you please assume as an

4 assumption as a given that the loads listed in emergency

5 procedure 1202-29 have absolutely no relationship to

6. protecting the health and safety of the public, they are
i

7 nonsafety loads. Do you think it would be a safety
,

8 advantace to remove those loads from the- diesel generator

9 bus in order to relieve the operator of the need to shed

10 them in order to connect tha pressurizer hesters to tha

11 on-site power supply?

12 A Yas. I would think there would be some advantage

13 to that. I am not sure how big that might be, and I,

14 certainly wouldn't be in a position to try to quantif y it '

15 for you. out in the th rus t of your assumptions, ny answer

16 would be "Yes, I would see that there would be an

17 incremental advantage to rae.ssignin7 those loads."

18 0 In the course of ycur review of Three hile Island

19 Unit 1, did you give any concideration to requirine the 1

)
20 removal of any nonsafety loads from bus 1P or 15 7 )

I
21 A 'o.

)

22 XS. WEISS: Mr. Chairman, we are ;oing to becin a
.

23 line of questioning on Regulatory Guide 1.63, which was

24 mentioned by the witness in hir rebuttal yasterday and

25 provided to the parties by the Licensee. It is Revision 2,

O
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D'(_) 1 Ju ly 1978, Reguistory Guide 1.63, Electric Panetration

2 Assemblies in Containment Structures for light Water-Cooled

3 Nuclear Power Flants.

!
4 We would *sk that that be marked for.

5 identification as UCS Exhibit 31

8 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman, I am going to object

7 to this line of questions as clearly surrebuttal-type

8 information, in that this was mentioned in passing. It was

9 referred to only for the propocition that here vac an

10 example of a regulatory guide involving a situation where

11 use of fault current devicer was acce ptable. If the line is

12 that narrow, then I will sit back and wait. Put if it is

13 coing much broader than that, I am goina to be objecting.
) !

14 MS. WEISS 4 I take it you are not objecting now,
| !

15 3r. Cutchin, so we will begin the line of questioning. And
'

t

16 if you think it goes beyond that, well, then, I am sure you i

17 will object.
i

18 (The document referred to was
i

19 marked UCE Exhibit 'lo . 21 |

|
20 for identification.) !

-

|
21 tR. TROWERIDGEs What har been marked for i

, 22 iden tification?

t

23 '19 . WZISS: Reg " cide 1.53. '

i

24 ME. TECWBRIDGE: Just the two pages of 1.63 cr all '

;

!25 the --

O
!

;

!
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'(> 1 MS. WEISS: All th ree pages, the three pages that

2 you distributed for us. And I thank you for it. The

3 regulatory guide and the letter of July 18, 1978, from
,

"4 Robert Minogue, office of standards development,

5 transmittina the regulatory guide. It is three pages in

6 total.

7 MR. TROWBRIDGE4 Very well.

8 BY hR. POLLARDS
I

9 0 Mr. Fitrpatrick, can I address your attentich to i

10 yesterday's transcript page 9705. I

11 A I don't have a copy in front of me.

12 (Handing document to witness)

13 MR. TROWBRIDGE: 9705? I

14 MR, POLLA?D Yes. I
l

15 3Y ME. POLLARD
|

16 Q 3aginninc at line 14 on page 9705, you testified
l
i

17 th a t , "Ancther item in this regard is the fact that Mr.

18 Pollard has also said -- he has quoted 1.75 and 1.6, the reg i

19 guid es , in terms of these are cases where we don't use fault

20 protection, overcurrent protection. There is another Reg

21 Guide 1.63 where the staff explicitly relies en overcurrent

22 protection , and th a t is for protecting the containment

23 7enetrations f rom a fault. So the staff does use

24 overcurrent devices and gives full credit for them."

25 Do you have any changes.to make to that.

O
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/~)'k_/ 1' testimony?

2 A No.
.

3 0, 3 Focusing on line 20, you particularly cred the

4 word " fault" rather than " fault current." Did you mean to

15 make tha t . distinction here as well?
.

.

'

1

6 A You are correct. That should raad "f a ult
.-

|

7 current." '

,

!
8 0 If I could now direct your attention to --

9 CHAIEMAN SMITF: 'J e will actually correct the

10 transcript at that pace to conform with -- or don't you want

11 that?

12 MS. WEISS: Nc. I think I would like it to

13 reflect what he said, and s is a change.

O
14 CHAIRMAN 5 ITH All right. That 10 your

15 prerogative.
.

16 EY MR. POLLARD 4

17 C If I could direct your attention to r gulatorye

18 Guid e 1.63, particularly regulatory position C.1. This is

19 on page 1 of the ;uide. First, some-preliminary things.

20 You would agree that this Guide 1.63 describes a method

21 acceptable to the staff for complying with the previsions of

22 General Design Criterion 50, which is contair. ment desicn

23 basis, and for complying with Appendix 3, quality assurance

24 criteria for nuclear power plants and fuel reprocercini

25 plan ts? !c that correct?

I
|
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'

1 A' Yes.

2 0 In general, what the. regulatory guides does is say

3 that, "IEEE Standard 317-1975, en ti tled 'IEEE Standard for
,

'4 Electric Fenetration Assemblies in Containment Structures

5 for Nuclear Pover Generating S ta tions , ' prevides an

6 acceptable method of complying with General Design Criterion

7 50 of Appendix A and with! Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, with

8 respect to the mechanical, electrical, and test requirements

9 for the design qualifications, construction, installation,
.

10 and testing of el- 'tc penetration assemblies in l

11 containment structu .s for light water-cocied nuclear power

la plants subject to the following"?

13 A That is indeed wha t it says.

O
14 0 Now, regulatory position C.1 states: "Section

15 u.2.4 should be supplemented by the followings The electric

16 penetration assembly should be designed to withstand without

17 loss of mechanical integrity the ma ximum short-circuit

18 current versus time conditions tha t could occur, given

19 single random failures of circuit overicad protection

20 de vices . "
;

21 Is it not correct that what that position

22 stat ement means is that you should design the containment

23 penetration to withstand the f ault current which would

24 persist if the overcurrent protection failed?

25 A The thrust of the requirement here is that you

O
.
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^
1 must design th e p?nettstion to u thstand a f ailure, to be

2 able to maintain its integrity long enough for the second

3 overcurrent protection device te work, assuming they are

4 coordinated and the first one, the one that would go first,

5 is the one that fails.

6 0 So in the case where we have an arrangament like

7 we do with the pressurirer heaters, if the main faeder

8 breaker trip did not trip and the f ault current was not

9 sufficient to trip the incoming main bus breaker, if this

10 was the arrangement used on a particular con tainment

11 penetration, the containment penetration would have to

12 withstand for an indefinite period of time the fault

13 curren t? Is that not correct?g.

O
14 A No -- well, that would be one way of satirfying

15 th e regulatory guide . The other way would be to put in

16 another device, which is usually what happens, because you

17 wind up with a penetration as a given, and you do your

18 protective relaying around it. *

19 I would like to aske a comment on your analocy.

20 If we look at Figure 1 of the Shipper-Tercivia testimony for

21 a second, the distribution breaker, way down downstream of
i

22 the main feeder breaker, that would, for the purposes of

23 t hi Regulatory 1.53, would also be countable.

24 C Even though it is not fully sa f e ty -g ra d e from the

'25 standpoint of it; location?

!
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^

1 A That's correct.

2 C Another thrust I think you confirmed was that an

3 acceptable way of meeting Regulatory Guide 1.63 is to design,

4 the containment penetration assembly to withstand the fault

5 current without loss of containment integrity.

6 A- Yes. You can make the design withstand it

7 indefinitely. Or if that is not the case, then you work

8 your protective relay around it to protect it.

9 Q '4ould you agree with me that there are some

10 con tainment penetration assemblies which carry safety-grade

11 circuits?

I12 A Yes, there are.

13 0 So you don't have the option, at least for those,

14 of deenergizino or interruptine that circuit durina an

15 accident; is that correct? In other words, we could not

16 trip open all circuit breakers vliich are supplying power to

17 all the circuits which go through containment penetrations

18 with an accident signal?

19 A Th a t 's co rrect .
.

20 Q You would agree that Regulatory Guide 1.63 sets

21 forth acceptable ways of meeting different Commirsion

22 regulations than Regulatory Guide 1.75? In other vords, Reg

23 Guide 1.63 has nothing to do with assuring the intecrity or

24 isolating nonsafety loads f rom saf ety-grad e power supplies ?

25 A That is not the direct purpose of the regulatory
)

|
-
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. (-)/ 1 guide.

2 CH A IR P. A N SMITH: h' hat was your answer?

3 THE WITNESS: That is not the direct purpose of
\

4 the regulhtory guide.
.

5 BY ME. POLLARD:

6 Q Is it an indirect purpose?

7 A No. The reason I mentioned it is the evercurrent

8 protection is a main portion of this document.

9 Q At least for safety-grade circuit for pass-through

10 containment penetrations, you don't have any other option,

11 do you, other than relyin; upon the overcurrent pr.otection,

12 since the circuits must be e.'ercized in order to cope with

13 th e accident?

O
14 A That is correct.

15 MS. WEISS: I have s couple more questions.

16 EY MS. WEISS:

17 C When did you join the VRC, r. Fitzpatrick?

18 A June of 1974

19 0 Did you come immediately to the electrical

20 instrumentation and control systems branch?

21 A That is correct.

22 0 can you tall me who your instructor was en the

23 meaning and itterpretation of Eegulatory duide 1.75?

- 24 A I don't think I can point to anyone specifically.

25 C Do ycu know if it was Mr. Pollard?

O
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'\-) 1 A I doubt it. Mr. Follard and I were in the branch

2 Jimultaneously for, as I remember, a pretty short period of
__

3 time before he moved on to be a project manager.,

4 Q You don't recall that he was your instructor on

5 Regulatory Guide 1.757

6 A No, I don't remember really working with vr.

7 Pollard that much all durino that short time period.

8 Q Do you recall that you took a series of training

9 lectures 7

10 A No.

11 Q You don't recall the training lectures?

12 A I don't recall him civing a training lecture on

13 this, no.

O
14 CHAIE/AN SHITH. '' s . 'd eis s ?

15 YS. '4 EISS No further quastions.

18 (Board conferring)

17 CHAIPvAN SMITH: v r. Adler.

18 CRCSS EXAMINAIICN

19 BY v2. ?OBERT ADLER1

20 0 I would like to make sure that I understand your

21 testimony in response to Mr. Follard's questions racarding

22 the use cf the methods cf connectinc pressurizer heaters to

23 emarcenry power supplies in other pla nte.

24 You did testify that there are ether operatin?

25 plants whers the prersarizer heaters are connected to ES

O
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l '' -1 buses? )

2 A That is correct.

3 Q Did you testify that in those plante the isolation.

s

4~ devices that are used are circuit breakers and not

5 undervoltace relays?

6 A The operating plants I specifically addressed were
.

7 the other ECW plants. What I said was they had similar

8 designs to ?MI-1 without~ the sdditional.prctection afforded

9 by the undervoltage protection. They use the circuit

, 10 brea ker with overcurrent protection.

11 Q And without the ure of undervoltage rela ys , do

12 those designs meet Eeg Guide 1.75?

13 A Yes. I chould also add tha t they have the safety

O 14 injection sional also. I want to make that clear.

15 0 Taking the circuit breakers alone, don't the

16 circuit breakere rely on fault current?

17 A I am not cure I heard -- there is a bord I didn't

18 catch in tha t quection, if you could repeat it, please.

19 Q After the ES signal -- |
'

20 CHAI? MAN SMITH: You withdrew the question? I
|

21 MR. ECPEBT ADLER: I am trying to clarify the

22 question . I will withdraw it and reask it, if necersary.

23 BY MF. ROBEPT ADLEF:

24 Q Tha other plants use a circuit breaker in an ES

25 signal; ic that correct?

O
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( V, R 1 A Yec.
,

2 C And followino the ES sional, it is possible, as in

. 3 TMI-1, to reconnect the pressurizer h ea te r to the ES bus?
\ _

4- A That is rorrect.
i

1

5 Q And at that point the only means of protecting |-

|

6 against degradation of the ES bus from a f ault on the

7 pressurizar heater is the circuit breaker; is that correct? j

8 A It would be some number of circuit breakers in a
9 row, just as we have at Three hile Island. The detection

.

10 would be in overcurrent detection.

11 C Is it your testimony that under those

12 circumstances Peg Guide 1.75 no longer applies?

13 A Yes, it is my testimony that following as I--

.

14 poin t once again back to the Standard Review Plans,

15 following any stabiliza tion period, you were then allowed to

16 add any loads you so desire back onto the bures.

17 0 Can you show me where in Feg Guide 1.75 it is

18 indicated that is permissible?

19 A No, sir. The reg guide does not address that at

20 a ll .

21 C It is on the Standar Review Plan?

22 A That is correct. The Standard Review Plans

23 a tt? mpt to, at least in some v3 y , s u p p l e.T. e n t guidance to the

24 staff in this area, because it is lacking in the reg guide
.

25 as it is now w ri t t e rs .

O .
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( 1 DR. JORDAN: If'you are about to leave it, I want

2 you or.com?one to ask how the Standard Review Plan includes

(' J that.

4 MR. ROBEFT ACLER: '4e have a quote from the

5 Standard Review Plsn on paga 4 of Mr. Tit: patrick's

6 testimony. Perhaps he could expand upon how that language
,

7 permits this circumstance.

8 THE WITNESS: The para gra ph that I quote f rom
;

9 Standard Review Plan section 9.3.1, Revision 1, on page 4 of
~

10 my testimony, is a paragraph designed to give staff

11 reviewers guidance in how to review the connection and

12 disconnection of non-Class 1E loads to and from the Class 1E
13 distribution buces.

'O
14 DR. JORDAN: ~Are you quoting now?

15 THE WITNESS: Well, I was reading -- I was reading

16 alon g.

17 DR. JORD;N: Where are you readin ?

18 THE WITNESS: I wa s reading from the middle of tho, ,

%

19 f i r s t sentence, just taking the thrust of the fi rst

20 sentence. Tha t in why it is there, to give guidance to the

21 technical reviewers on the staff on tha subject of

22 connection and disconnection. It is part of that first

23 se ntence . I am trying to pe raphrase from it as to why --

1

24 what the paragraph is about. |
l

25 MR. ROBERT ADLER: Perhaps it would help if you go !
l

.(:) I
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I 1 through each sentence.

2 CHAIFMAN SMITH: Let's'back up. There was some

3 confusion. You said " .". r . FollarN's te.7timony," and you,

s.

4 didn 't mean that. The Ftandard Feview Plan is quoted on

5 paga 4 of this witness' --

6 M. R . ROBERT ADLER: I thought ! said "Mr. |

I
7 Fitrpatrick's testimony." '

8 DR. JORDAN: Ve are talking about Mr.

9 Fitrpatrick's testimony? !

10 li ? . RCBERT ADLE3: Yes, sir.

11 (Board conferring)

12 DR. JORDAN: Where are you reading? You sa y ycu

13 ar e not readinc but you are paraphrasing?

'O
14 THE WITNESS: I was paraphrasing from the first

15 sentence, just stating what the purpose of this paragraph is

16 is t o give th e technical reviewers of the staff guidance in

17 the subject of connection and disconnection of non-Class 1E

18 loads to and from the Class 1E distribution buses.

19 DR. JORDAN Is it the first sentence or the

20 second sentence?
,

i
21 THE WITNESS: I am reading from the first senteace

22 of the quote f rom the Standa rd .eview Plan. I am taking

1

23 wo r d s o u t o f that.

24 DR. JORDAN: You are paraphrasing taster than I

25 can follov. That's all th=re is to it. What's wrong with
,

O
l
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(() 1 the sentence as it stands?

2 THE WITNESEs Nothing. I was just tryin: to

3 shorten it to get across a point, that's all. I am really

4 trying to get to the last sentence of the pa racra ph .

5 DR. JORDANS That's what I am trying to get to, is

6 the last sentence of the par agra ph . I can't see how th a t

7 sentence says that it doesn't apply after the period of

8 stabilization. I just don't read it that way. Presumably,

9 you do, and that's why I want you to go fairly slowly,-

10 beca use I don't understand how you arrive at the

11 conclusion.

12 TuE WITNESS: Yes, sir, I will go through that

13 now. The santence we are talking about, the last sentence

14 of the quote, saycs "Further, the decica must also prevent

15 th e automatic or manual connection of these loads during the

16 transient stabilization period subsequent to this e ve nt . "

17 DR. JORDANS That doesn't say at all that you can

18 disregard 1.75 af ter stabilization. I juct don't see it,

19 anything that even makes me infer that.

20 THE ilITNESSs As we erne down through the

21 paracraph itself, it starts addressing Eegulatory Guide
.

22 1.75.

23 DR. JORDANS Yes, it doer.

24 THE WITNEFS: Ey the time you get to the bottom

25 sent snce, you have a design that you hava stripped all the
i

1

i '

\

)
1

|
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(( ) '1 nonsafety loads'from the buses, given that this event has

2 happened, some event has happened. And so the leads are off

3 the bus. ',

\

4 DR. JORDANS Now they are going to go back on?

5 THE WIT?iESS: It is reasonable to assume that this

6 could have been an SI signal that started your event. It is I

7 basically one of two things that starts an event that

8 involves a diesel genera tor It is either a safety

9 injection -- an emergency --

10 DR. JOR D A .4 4 Also, a diesel generator.

11 THE WITNESS 4 That affects the diesel generator. |

12 Two things brina the diesel generator into play: One is a

13 loss of power on the bus, which is usually a ssumed to be a
I')k' 14 loss of off-site power; and the other is an accident

15 sign al. Th r. t may or may not load the diesel, but it i

16 certainly starts it up and puts it into a standby . mode, at !
|

17 leas t. '

18 DR. JORDAN: I was coing to get into this in

19 considerably g reater detail, and I don't like to interrupt

20 th e Commonwealth's questioning unnecessarily at this tize,
.

21 but I do want to get in to the scena rios that you are talking

22 abou t. And, of course, loss of off-site povar is a major

23 o n e . Arsuming loss of off-site power, the diesels have been

24 started, the loads have been shed.

25 THE WIThESS: Right.

O
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/\_/ 1 DR. JORDAN We are now connecting the pressurizer

2 heaters to the diesels, as required. I don't see where this

3 has anything about you don 't have to pay any attention to, ;

4 Reg Guide 1.75.

G THE WITNESS: Taking that scenario first, Dr.
<

6 Jordan, at.that point in time you have not had an accident

7 signal. You had a -- your scena ric was a loss of off-site

8 power, and now we have loaded -- subsequent to that -- we

9 have loaded the diesel with its loss of off-site power loade

10 and manually put on the pressuciter heaters some time later,

11 which would be after the sta biliza tion of certainly the

12 diesel cenera tcr.
,

13 Now, if an accident comes along, we still have --

O- '14 an accident signal comes along --

15 DR. JORDAN: You are assuming a simultaneous loss

16 of o f f-sita po wer, an accident?

17 THE WITNESSs No, sir. I would like to get to

18 th a t one next. You were breaking up the scena rio , so I

19 vanted to take you through both of them.

20 DR. JORDANS Have you completed with the loss of

21 off-sita cower?

22 THE WITSEES: !io , sir, no.
1

23 DR. JORDANS You had a loss of off-site power.

24 THE WITNESS: Ye s.

1

25 DR. J'JR D A N : 'le are no w reconnected to the |
.

.O

|
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(\_) 1 diecels, as required.
J

2 THE NITSEES: We have autoloaded whatever
!

3 sequenced loads went immediately onto the diesels.- The |
|

4 diesel now is in a. steady-state operation, and the operators
!

5 had determiasd thit now they want power. They want to power !
:

6 a bank of heaters from the on-site system, and they add |
|

7 those heaters to the system. '

I
8 At that point in time, we have available to us, in |

!

9 nccordance with Regulatory Guide 1.75, the accident signal f
*

r

10 available to us because we have not had an accident in this i

11 scenario. Should one come along , a accident signal would

12 tr3 this load off.

13 09. JORDAN But I a7 assuming for the moment '

O' 14 there is no accident signal. You connected a presrurizer ,

15 heater. Cnly one of the diesels has come on , sa y . You have
i

18 connected the pressurizer heaters to the remaining diesel or !

17 one of the diesels that failed after the pressurizer hesters :

!

18 have been connected. |
I

19 That pressurizer heater had the f3 ult, and that !

!
!

20 knocks out the other diesel because of the failure of the !

!

21 isolstion ievice, which is -- which doesn ' t meet the [
!

22 requirements of 1.75. It is only an overcurrent device. !
!

23 Wh y doesn ' t it have to meet the requirements of 1.75, that !
i

24 it relies entirely on current? !
!

25 THE WITNF.?S: A fault at that point in time, it

([) !

|
i

!
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() 1 would rely on the coordination of the ovarprotection

2 devices.

3 DR. JORDANS But you are sa yin g it does not have

4 to meet 1.75, because it is beyond the stabilization time.

5 THE UITNEES: That is an 1cceptable mode; righ t.

6 If an accident should --

7 DR. JORDAN: Where in here does it say that under

8 this circumstance it doesn't have to meet the requirements

9 of 1.75? I don't see it in here.

10 THE WITNESS: No, sir, it doesn't state that

11 explicitly. I v?.s trying to cet to the reasoning behind

12 it.

13 DR. JORDAN: It doesn't say it here, but you

14 rearon f rom this. Tell me the reasoning why you are

15 comfortable with not requiring the -- meeting the

16 requirments of 1.75 after the load has been stabilized and

17 the heaters have been connected?
!

18 THF W!TNESS: At that point in time, we have

19 traditionally allowed any of the nonsafety loads to be

I20 reloaded onto the saf ety bus. There are a lot of other 1

21 concerns beyond the scope of power systems as to when and j

22 What loads that might be.

23 DR. JORDAN: My main concern is the second load.

24 You have lost one diesel, and you have to assume that in a

25 loss of of f-site cover that en? dierel vill not start

O
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%_/ 1 hecause the statistics are all in favor of once out of 100, j

2 at least. I am worried very much'that we are nov

3 approaching the ststion. blackout situation, which is a;

4 transient that is not considered a tolerable transient, that

5 connecting the pressurizer heaters will knock out the

6 remaining diesel, and that we now have a station blackout. '

7 . Don't you need to protect against that by having

8 isolation devices that meet at least the req uirements of Reg

9 Guid e 1. 75, is what I am questioning. '4h y you think -- are

10 you not worried about station blackout, or what is the

11 reasoning that says you don't need to aset 1.75 after the

12 diecel is stabilized ?

13 THE WITNESS. You are now adding a load to theOLJ
14 system, once things have settled down on the diesel '

15 generator. You are adding now a load, the presrurizer

16 heaters to the diesel, once things have stabilized. "

i17 In order to jeopardize the diesel generator '

18 itself, there are -- in the T5:-1 design, there are five

19 intervening circuit breakers between the load and the diesel
.

20 generator. The maximum fa ult current that you can get due

21 to the natural impedances of the circuit with the bolted

22 three-phase f ault has been supplied by the licensee.

23 This level of fault current cheuld not even be
24 seen by, say, the top two breakers in this chain of five.

| 25 So this f ault --

i
-

1
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U 1 CHAIRMAN SEITH. The top two breakers what?

2 THE WITNESS: The top two breakers in this chain

3 of five breakers that separa te the dierel generator itself

4 from the pressurizer hester load, they should not even be

5 detecting a fault of this magnitude down at the uO-volt

6 level.

7 So you are really not attacking the-diesel

8 generator itself. There are-just too many intervening

9 circuit breakers with protection involved tha t you really

10 are talking about major failures in this system.

11 Now you are into the Class 1E system, as soon as

12 you leave the distribution breaker. You would have to take

13. an awf ul lot of single failures along the way here befCre

O
14 you could get this second diesel, which is, ir. my opinion,

15 not a reasonable scenario.

16 DR. JORDANS I guess what my real problent is when

17 f o you need to pay attention to Reg Guide 1.757

18 THE WIINESS: The provision of Rec Guide 1.75, for

19 instance, usine the SI signsi to strip nonemergency --

20 nonsaf ety loads f rom the bus, that is -- tha staff has

21 considered that vitally important at the sta rt of a given

22 even t, to ao as far as we can to protect the sanctity of the
!

23 syste= , particularly at th e beginning of an event, when you |

24 h a v e tho diesel generator starting, taking on all these

25 loads.

O i
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((_)' 1 '4e have gone out of our way to ensure that )
|

2 nonsaf2ty loads, although we allow them to be present on the ;

3 bus, will be nowhere around during this period of time, not

4 only power systemvise, but~slso'during the the transient--

5 is bigger than the power system; it also involves the

6 reactor system itself, for whatever transients the

7 electrical system may be responding to.

8 It is vitally important during this period of time

9 to protect the sanctity of the system. As things stabilize

10 o u t , you get into an event, things are going the way an

11 operator understands them to be going. At that point in

12 time, we have allowed them to put nonsafety load s , a t least

13 be available on this bus, if he now determines that it is

O 14 time to start one of those nonsafety loads and he feels that

15 h e can do that ssfaly without perturbing anything else. The l

16 staff has allowed that practice.

|
17 And at that point in time, given you have already |

18 h a d , say, an SI sienal which started you into the event, you

19 a t that point in time do not have SI as a backup signsl.

20 And that has to be recoenized. That is where we are here

21 again at TMI-1. There are points in time when the SI signal

22 just is not .tvailable, although the staff allows connection

23 of these loads.

24 *J h a t you are counting on then is a multiplicity of

25 circuit breakers in the circuit, and all with relay

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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(w- 1 coordinatica among them.
,

2 DS. JORDANS Are you really saying, then,'that |
|

3 1.75 requires isolation and and ! think, from reading--

4 your testimony, you do indead sa y that it requires the--

i

5 isolation of safety-grade circuit treakers and a safety

6 injection signal.
;

-

|
7 THE WITNESS:- An SI signal or something else.that

1
,

8 someone can come up with and prove is equivalent.
:

9 DR. JORDAN: Ey "SI signal," you mean in the case

10 of T.YI-1 it is the signal that starts the engineered safety

11 features; namely, the high-pressure safety injectien?

12 THE WITNESS That's correct.

13 DR. JORDAN: All right. I guess you can see that

O 14 my surprise was that I felt that protection of the Clasc 1E

15 generators was of such prime importance tha t a n y t 'li n g that

16 was connected at any time would have been required, would

17 have required the protection of Reg Guide 1.75. And that

18 was just a 11sspprehension.

19 THE WITNESS: If we were to follow throuch on

20 that , we would have to basically preclude any addition of

21 nonsafety leads on the safety buses, which has not been the

22 staf f 's practice to do that.

23 DR. JORDAN: It requires scre than just simple

24 overcurrent relays, is what I would have thought would be

25 required . :ut you are sayinc that is not the case.
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./ 1 Overcurrent relays are adequate.

2 THE WITNESS: At somme point in time, followinng

3 one more time, those words, " transient stabilizatin period," )

4 in my tastimony, it is recogniz9d that most likely the SI

5 signal is no longer available as a signal. |

1

6 DR. JORDANS But, you see, the transient I am
1
1

7 considering most likely' is the loss of of f-site power. I

8 There is no safety injection signal. There is an extreme !

9 need to keep those diesels running. .Th a t is what the whole !

to plan t safety is now dependent upons those diesels. We have

11 got to have them. The emergency feedwater systems,

12' ev e r y thin g , now is depending on that. In part, the

13 emerge ncy f eed wa ter system, but other systems certainly

O
14 are.

15 So'it just does bother me. That's all ! can say

16 at the moment is that it does bother me that the

17 requirements for isolation of nonsafety loads doas not have

18 to meet Reg Guide 1.75.

19 What requirements must be met? Where does it say ;

I
20 t h a t -- for these loads the only requirement is, I think you

21 have said, is that there be overcurrent protection devices;

22 namely , circuit breakers. I believe you said those have to

23 b e s af e t y -g r a d e Cla ss 1I. !c that true? Since 1.79 is now i

24 no longer applying --

25 THE WITNFSS4 Yes. Whatever loads you put on a

O
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I. 1 nonsafety load, you put on a Class 1E bus. Except for the

2 special case, like the heate rs we have in front of us where

3 we have an intervenina distribution breaker --

4 DR. JCFDA.Ns I didn't hear that.

5 THE W!! NESS: Exc-rt #or the case in front of us

6 with IMI-1 --

7 DR. JORDAN "Except in the case"?

8 THE iITNESS4 The care in front of us, TMI-1, and

9 the pressurizer hesters.

10 DR. JORDANS I am sorry. My hearing or phonetics

11 is so bad . "Except in the case of"?

12 THE WITNESS: In the case of TMI-1, where we have

13 an intervening distribution breaker.
i

|
|

14 DR. JORDAN: What?
'

15 THE WITNESS 4 An intervening distribution
i

16 brea ke r. In nost cases, the first breaker will be the Class
|

17 1E breaker tying that n o n s a f e t'y load to a Class 1F bus.

18 DF . JORDAN I see. 'i h a t ic a Class 1E breaker,

19 or wha t are the requirements besides the usual ones of

20 testing There are no requirements for redundancy, for

21 e x a m pl e'?

22 THE WITNESSt Not within the switch gear, but each

23 switch year itself would have to have its redundant

24 coun terpa rt. Usine the TMI-1 nomenclature, you would have a

25 red systen and a green system.

O
.
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-

1 DR. JORDAN: I don't really know what a Class 1EL --
-

2 circuit breaker is. What ma kes it Class 1E?

'
3 IHE ~4ITNESS: It is environmentally and

4 seismically qualified. It has a large paper trail

5 associated with its CA, et ceters.

6 DR. JCRDAN: Is the staff's experience with

7 circuit breakers,'has it been so good, are they so reliable,

8 that that is all that is necessary? You really believe you

9 can trust the circuit breakars to work every time? I don't

10 se e that it compares, for example, with the reliability of

11 the reactor protection syctem, the trip systems, or other

12 redundant systems.

13 In your opinicn, is a circuit breaker a very, very

14 reliable device? ! don't think =. diesel is, for example. I

15 am f amiliar with the experie nes en diesels, and the

16 reliability is very poor. But circuit breakers, I am not

17 f amiliar wit h. And I am now asking you for your

18 prof essional opinion, because I do not know the answer. I

19 have not had the experience. Are circuit breakers

20 exceedingly reliable devices, so reliable that we can indeed

21 use them for icolation devices for Class 1E -- for Class 1E

22 systems?
:

23 THE WITNESS: I sm not sure that I know the exact !

24 reliability of circuit breakers. I believe them to be

25 reliable devicer. And the staff has traditionally put faith

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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("O\/ 1 in.them to do just that.
(

2 DR. JORDAN: This is a staff position, that they )

3 are suf iciently reliable that that is all that is necessary
.

4 in isolating nonsafety loads from the Clars 1E systems after |

5 stabiliration?

/ 6 THE WITNESS: At some point downstream of an

7 event, all you vill have left when you put n o n -Cl a ss 1E

8 loads back on the Class 1E buses is a ccordinated set of

9 circuit breakers to provide the protection you a ra talking

10 abou t.

11 03. JORDAN: All right. This, as you can see, I

12-am a little startled by this. I am here to learn about the

13 TMI-1 systei. Thank you.

14 I am corry, .i r . Adler.

15 M9. ECBERT ADLER: That's fine.

16 DR. JORDAF: I didn't mean to go into it, but once

17 I got start 34, I just needed to clear ap that matter. Thank

18 yo u.

19 CHAIENAN E ITH. While we're on that subject, when

20 you are ref erring to circuit breakers and coordinated
,

21 circuit treakers, does that include fuses?
I

I

22 THE WIT.4ESS: It can very well include fures,

23 yes.

24 CHAIRhAN S?.ITH: !t is about time for the

25 midmorninq break. Would that te convenient f or yo':?

O
.
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(~)
(%) 1 MR. E0BERT ADLE3: Let me just ask one question,

.
*

;

2 and then I.can come back. I
r

3 (Counsel for the' Commonwealth conferrino)
,

4 BY MR. ADLEEs f

5 C Just to follow up on some of Dr. Jordan's
i

6 questions, there is a transforme-- between the 4160-volt bus |
!

7 and the 480-volt bus. '4 o uld that transformer also act as an j

8 isolation device to protect the diesel generator? !

,

9 A Tha caly credit I would give that transformer |

!
10 itself is that it throws some extra impedance into the

11 circuit which limits the fault current. In terms of an

12 isolation device in the TX:-1 design, no. I

13 MB . 30BERT ADLER: All richt, we can take a break

C)
'

14 now.

i
15 CHAIRMAN SMIIH 3efore we do, let's see what tha

i16 da y holds for us. Last nicht, we had considered the
!
;

17 possibility of informing Mr. Lewis and Ms. B r a d f o rd that,

i
18 contrary to our earlier report to them, that it would not be ,

19 possible to begin henring the filtering case beginning at
,

.i

|20 1:00 o' clock. And then, when it became a ppa rent that we

21 believed there was only coing to be ten more minutes of UCS

22 examination and there would be only limited crcss

23 examination of Contention Q, it was reasonable to expect we

24 could arrive at the filtering Contention.

25 .'i e w it is all up in the air again. Do you have --

O
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( 1 is Mr. Toole' -- they are ready. How about the four people

2 you have on the filtering?

3 MP. BAXTEE: I told them to be here a t 11400
s

4 o' Clock.

5 CHAIE"AN SMITH: And how about Mr. Peger and Mr.

6 Sullivan?

7 MR. CUTCHIN: They are both here, and our

8 filtering men will arrive ea rly this af ternoon.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is it fair to say it would be

10 equally convenient or inconvenient to take "er

11 another? Or hos does that affect your people:

12 iT P . 3AXTER: dy people have been here for a couple

13 of d ays. The filters people will be arriving. They are inO
14 t ra n si t . I can't stop ther. I would still prefer to go in

15 orde r.

16 4E. CUTCMIN: So would I. hy other people have

17 been here a little over a day now, too, and I wouli like to

18 get them back to the office.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ves, I can see that it would be

20 pref erable to go in crder. We may be faced with a decision

21 of -- well --

22 ':2. CUTCU!Na It is a quess as to whether we push
_

23 it back to tomorrow morning. Fut I guess these people have

24 known all along that we were giving them our best cuess.

25 They may have to spend a few hours lon;er then they

V(~s
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-[ . 1 anticipated in order to get their issue up.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 I am not concerned about that,

3 particularly. Everybody has to wait. I am concerned about
i

4 Mr. Lewis ' sta temen t, that if it has to be scheduled after

5 today, if it has to be scheduled. for tomorrow, he simply

6 can 't make it. I an not saying that tha t is cont rolling,

7 but we are coing to have to have the decision to make. If

8 it can be avoided, I would like to avoid it.

9 MR. CUTCHIN: Can we guess how much longer we ara.

10 going to be here?
,

11 CH A IP '' AN SMITH: It doesn't seem possible that,

12 the way this examination is going, that we can conclude this
;

13 panel and get the next panel on and off and then get the
O

14 filtering completed today. It just doesn't seem possible.

15 MR. EAXTER: As I understood, you don't know for

16 sure th a t 'dr. Lewis is coming this af +.e rnoon ; isn't that-

17 true?

18 CHAIEMAN SMITH *: hat's right. There is nothing

19 for us to rule upon now. I just thought if we could look

20 down the road a bit and avoid a problem. That's right. Mr.

21 Lewis could not even assure us that he would be here.
I22 !R. ROBERT ADLIR: Po we know if ;hGEY is going to

23 be here?

24 CHAI?iA!i .:;1!TH : les. 'f s . Fradfctd will

25 definitely be here. So we will proceed. I don't went to

'

O
i
i
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1. borrow treuble. I just try to avoid it if v" can. We vill

2 proceed and' ret whst happenc.
,.

3 (?rief recess.)

4

5-

6 -

7

8.

9

10

11

12
,

13

O ,,

15

16
1

17

18'

19

20
i
4

21 -

J

22

23

.I
24

25

O q
l

|

|
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/ 1 CH7I? TAN SMITH: During the break I received a
~

1

|2 message that Mr. Basdekas would like to talk.to me. k'e

3 arranged a telephone conference in which all three members
.

4 of the Foard participated with v r. Sardekas. Mr. Sasdekas

5 stated that he had had conversations with Mr. Tourte11ctte
.'

6 and Mr. Pollard, although he has full confidence in Mr.

7 Tourteilotte expressing is position, he wanted to be assured

8 that there is no mistake on what his position is and he

9 wanted to communi ?.te it directly to the Boa rd.

10 In essence he told us precisely what Mr.

11 To u r te11s tt e told uc. He understands tha t the form in which

12 he has presented the information is not evidence; it would

- 13 only become evidence if he came to the hearing and was

14 submitted to cross examination en it. I confirmed that that

15 is the case.

16 He stated that his position is that he is not

17 requesting to come but he is quite willing to come if the

18 Soard believes that his views should be reduced to

19 evid ence . He obviously understands the difference between

20 limited a ppea rance statements and evidence. 'de told him

21 that indeed vr. Tourte11otte made that point clear. He
.

22 stated also that he is willine to be interviewed by :! r .

23 Pollard ; that he wishes to be interviewed as a staff member,

'24 no t as a private citizen, and it would be appropriate for a

25 member cf DElD to be present and that he does not feel that
r

O
,
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Qf%/ 1 the presence of counsel from CELD would have any -

2 intimidating effs:t upon him expressing hir views. -

3 We told him indeed .. r . Tourte11 otto had made that'

~

4 clear, too, so in ersence the conversation was just a

5 feeling on his part that expressino his views through third
,

6 parties is not always satisfactory and that he felt a direct

7 communication to the Board would be prudent on his part. As

8 it turned out, it was precisely as r. Tourtellotte

9 represented it to be.

10 There was one other aspect. He believes his views
<

11 have a direct applica tion to TM!- 1. I ctated tha t we noted
,

12 that statement in his report and we were considering that

13 and we are now in the process of considering whether the

O
14 Board on its own is going to ask him to appear to present

i

15 all or a portion of nis views as expressed in those :

16 documents. !

17 (3 card conferring)

18 CHAI3"AS SFITH Dr. Little said ! rheuld emphaine '

19 the emphasis that 'f r . Hasdekas made that he just deesn 't |
t

20 f eel that the presence of CELD would have the slightest

21 intimidatiny or restrictiv+ effect upon him at all. That is

22 the impression I received from him, too. He reemc to be

23 pretty strono in his views t hat he will express his views
;

24 regardless of what the circunstances of the interview are.

25 MR. SOFEET ADLES: I have just a few more

O
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w/ 1 questions. |

2 BY MR. ROBERT ADlER4 (Eesuming)

!

3 0 Mr. Fitzgerald, do ycu happen to know when Section |1

4 8.3.1, Fevision 1 of the Standard Review Plan was written?

5 A Yes. I would like to think a moment. I would like-

O to give you a ballpark answer. I can't give you a date on

7 it. The reason I can't give you an exact date is NPR policy
,

8 as to Fevision 1 determined that no dates would be placed on

9_the pages. My best guess would say maybe a couple of years

10 ago the original Revision 0 wac placed out, I believe in

11 1974 I don't believe you will find a difference in this

12 pa ragraph between Rev. 1 and Rev. O.

13 0 This paragraph has been in effect since 1974
O

14 A That would be my understanding without having the

15 d'o cu m e n ts in front of me to abcolutely verify that.

16 0 ''m curieus. Reg. Guide 1.75, Bevision 2, is

17 dated September 1978. If it is your testimony that Standard

18 Review Plan is a modification of the Eeg. Guide, I wonder

19 why that ic not reflected in C.1 of Reg. Gud de 1.75.

20 A I am not sure I can give you a specific answer to

21 that. It is an entirely different effice at the N?C that

22 crea tes and publishes reg. guides, an entirely different

23 of fice that creates the Standard Peview Plan. "ihere are

24 interactions between the two entities that can come into
25 pliy .

O
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b
-(l / 1 0 You said there are interactions?

~'"

2 -A Yes. There are necessary interactions that may or

3 may not on s timely basis pick up details here or there.

4- |R. CUTCFIN: 'Mr. Adler, maybe I could help here. t

5 It is my understanding that S ta t: d a rd Feview F1sns would ;

t

6 refer to reg. guides but it is not normal practice -- in

7 fact, I am unaware'of any instance where a reg. guide would
,

8 refer back to a Standard Review Plan.

9 MP. 20EERT ADLER: However, if the officers who

10 were dealing with the Standard Feview Plans found an
,

,

11 ' inadequacy in the reg. guide, wouldn't it make sense to

12' inform the Standards Eavelopment Office and hav ' hem revise

13 accordingly?

14 MR. CUTCHIN: I'm not sure I can agree with the

15 characterien tion of an inadequacy. It may have been a lack

16 of ccmpleteness, but the normal practice is to refer these

17 ma tters, as I understand it, to the Standards Development

18 people who are invol > ?. in putting out at least the draft of

19 the reg. . guide for review. I guess I can't shed any more -

20 ligh t on it than that. <

l

21 PY XR. ROBERT ADLE3: (Resuming)

22 0 Would the proposa?. TMI-1 derien be acceptable for

23 a new operatine license?
i

24 A T s.

25 0 'Jith the undervolt age relay ?

. . .

i
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-(\_/ 1. A With or without,

s

2 0 Either with or without it would be acceptable?
!

3 A That is correct, yas.

4 C I am not cure I understand how you derive the fact

5 that the undervoltsge trip was an acceptable mesns of

6 meeting Reg. Guide 1.75. It it simply your testimony that it "

7 is not prohibited by either the IEEE standarde or the. reg.
t

8 guide?

9 'A Could you repeat that question for me?

iv 0 Lat me rephrase the question. I will withdraw it.

11 The undervoltage trip, accordino to your

12 testimony , ic not prohibited by Reg. Guide 1.75; ic that
.

13 correct?

O
14 A That's correct.

:
15 0 It is not explicitly allowed for?

,

16 A It comes under the heading of something other than

17 a signal derivei from fault current. It fits.into that
e

!18 ca tegory . The only explicit exception la safety injection

19 signal, but it fits in the catecory of other than derived

20 from f ault current, which, other than the 5: signal is not

21 addressed by the guides.
>

22 0 And it is acceptsble to take credit for an ;

i|23 undervoltage trip as an isolation device.
1

!
24 A It can be. The concapt of the underycltage trip is 1

!

25 a acceptable concept, but then you must eview the design

O
;

I
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(%) 1 specifically te rake sure th e undervoltage trip will indeed

2 cover you, and in all cases that is not true vith the TM.I-1
3 design, as Mr. Torcivia indicated earlier. There may be

.

4 something less than a bolted three-phase fault that would

5 give a higher impedance and, therefore, a higher voltage on'

6 the bus. You would not trip the undervoltage relsys. I
l7 Q In the last paragraph of your professional

8 qualifica tions you refer to the f act that you are a member
i

9 of IEEE. Did you have anything to do with the development
10 of IEE 360-19777

11 A No, I did not.

12 0 As part of your responsibilities in the N P. C , do

13 you ha ve any responsibility f or reviewing proposed IEEEO
14 standards?

15 A The usual means of reviewing an IEEE standard is
18 wh en it is put out in draft form. The Office of Standards
17 Development has the lead in this area. A standard would be

18 a n d a r the rasponsibility of, say, the Power Systems 3 ranch,

19 as well as come other branches in the agency would also

20 given copies and a request by ?tandards Development to *

,

21 review and make comments on the document.
22 Eo, my branch probably eceive a request tou

23 review the documen t . I was not involved in that review.
24 0 3ec. Guide 1.75 expressly accepts the guidance in

25 IEEE 3sa, 1974, and my question is wh ethe r the NP.C h ss

O
,
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[Os/ 1 considered the 1977 version in terms of acceptability as

2 pdrt of Seg. Guide 1.75.

3 A Yes. It is my understanding from talking with the

4 man in Standards Development who was responsible for

5 coordinatin7 the review of the 1977 version that the - sta f f

6 explicitly rejected the 1977 version.

7 0 Do you have a copy of the 1977 version in front of

8 yJu?

9 A .i o .

10 C, This is Met Ed Exhibit 22.

11 MR. 30RERT ADLER: Ferhaps the witness could be-

.12 supplied with a copy.

13 (Handing document to witness.)

O 14 3Y ME. PCFEFT ADlES: (Resumina)

15 C Before you look at the document itself, do you

16 know specifically why this proposed revision to IEEE 364 har

17 been rejected by the NRC?
,

18 A No. I understand there were 26 negative comments

19 se nt back to IEEE, but what the 26 comments were, I do not

20 know . ;

21 0 If you look st page 15 of that document,.an.d I
i
'

22 believe ycu were here during Licensee's rebuttal testimony

23 when they referred to Fection 6.1.2.1 as permittine the use

24 cf circuit breaker automatically tripped by fault current

25 given the two conditions set forth in the document as an

O
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|

1 acce ptable' isolation device, de ' you' know if that was one of

2 the reasons why this proposed revision was rejected by the

3 NRC?
'

4 A I don 't (now specifically any of the 26. I would

5 assume that was one of them, yes.

6 Q Do you have sny explanation for the fact.that an

7.undervoltage trip was not also included in this proposed

8 revision as an acceptable isolation device?

9 A No, I cannot addresc'that.

10 33. SCEEST-ADLER: Thank you.

11 I have no more questions.

12 CHAI5%AN SMITH: '!r. Trowbridce.

13 "R. TE0WBRIDGEt Let me confer very briefly with

O
.

14 Mr . To rcivia . I will ha ve a t ne st one question.

15 (Councel for Licensee conferrinc.)

16 CROSS EXAM! NATION

17 EY MR. TROWBRIDGE:

18 0 I will ask one question, not knowing whether Fr.

19 Fitzpatrick can answer it or not.

20 If, ac you thought likely, one of the reasons for

'21 NRC rejection of the 1977 version of IEEE 3eu was the

.

22 section on circuit breaker trip by fault currents, you also

23 rugg est that the resson for the rejection would te the

24 failure to have included an acrident tri p as well .

25 4 I don 't believe in answer to that question I

O
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1 mentioned that that accident sicnal was part of the

2 provision acceptability or not. I'm not sure what ycur

3 question is.,

.4 0 The question I attempted to ask was whether -- let

5 me rta;;t over.

6 You indicated that you thought it likely that one

7 of the reasons that the staff rejected IEEE 384, 1977, that

8 version, was the section on circuit breaker trip by fault

9 current.

10 A That is correct.,

11 0 I ask you whether you also think it likely that

12 the rearon f or rejecting that section ic because it failed
,

13 to provide in adfition f or in accident signal f or an ES

O 14 signal trip.

15 A If you look at the next section cf the standard,

16 Section 6.1. 2. 2, that is an independent provision of the

17 st anda rd , to trip circuit treaker trip by accident signals.

18 That would not have been, I presume, in the list of 26.

19 That is an accertable method.

20 MS. TE0WBRIDCE Thank you, Mr. Eitzpatrick. |
*

1

21 (Et d conferring) I

22 CHAIENAN S F.IT H Eave you concluded your

23 ex am ination, Mr. Trowbridge?

|24 ME. TE0WBRIDGEs Yes. Mr. Fitz pa t rick has 1

1

25 provided all the information, ! think, that he is able to
,
,

O
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s) 1 provide.
.

2 (Fourd conferring)

3 BOARD EXAMINATION,

4 BY DR. JOEDAN.

5 0 I started to explore with you the transients that

6 you felt were being specifically addressed by the need or

7 the additional requirement for connecting the pressuri2er

8 heaters to the Class IE supplies. '

,

9 Were you part of or involved in any way with the .

10 ta sk force that made the recommendation that appears in 05787 '

11 A Dr. Jordan, during that time period I was detailed |
:

12 to the TMI-2 task force and spent most of my time right at

13 t h e si t e .O
V

14 0 I see.

15 What, in your mind, are the transients that were

16 the chief concerns that would be met by adding the

17 pressurizer heaters? Were they considering primarily less :

i
18 of load , loss of off-site power? j

!
19 A Tha t would not be my understanding. My -

20 understandin g is that the thrust of wanting the provision
i

51 21 for being able to add the pressurizer heaters gets involved |
!

22 wi th small break LOCA scenarios such as we had at TMI-2. |
|

23 Beyond that, that is the extent of my knowledge. |
!

24 0 You think, th eref ore , it was prima rily te protect j
:

25 against small treak LOC A s? !
!

:
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1 A Not to protect against them, but here is something. (s /
2 you can do te help you get through, or something to that

3 effect.,

4 C *d h y would the connection of the pressurizer

5 heaters to the Class IE loads be valuable during a small

6 break LOCA?

7 A All I can tell you la what I remember reading out

8 of 0578, and that says if you are able to add the

9 pressurizer heaters, get a source of power for the

10 pressurizer heaters, and the only source of pcwer available

11 given a loss of off-site pcVer is the emergency power

12 system , that given you can put those heaters onto an

13 alternate source of power and the only one a vailable is the

O 14 emergency power supply, you are then able to maintain, !

15 believe, it at hot standby conditions.

16 At others hava testified on UCS 3, if you don't

17 have them, then you start dropping in pressure and you knov

18 long er maintain hot standby conditions, but you still
,

,

19 maintain natural circulation. But beyond that, I have

20 exhaurted my expertise in the area -- excuse me -- knowledge

21 in the area.

22 0 Normally if there were a small break 10CA sticking 1

|

23 P O R V , it there a requirement for the on-site supply? I know
l

24 the on-site supply will be activated during a small break

25 LOCA or a safety injection signal, but that doesn't mean you

A
V.
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(* 1 are' automatically switched to it, does it?

2 A That is-correct. If the engineered safety

3 features actuation system detects a small break LOCA, it

4 vill react acccrdingly, and one of those reactions will be

5 to start the diesel generators. They sould not come into

6 the picture unless you had a loss of off-site power.

7 0 I guess my feeling is that the transient that

8 would be helped nost by this requirement is the loss of '
>

9 off-site power. Am I correct in that feeling? Do you see

i

10 where I am perhaps possibly wrong? |

11 A I don't think I am the one to address that. All I )

12 know is personally prior to !?.I-2, if we were glien a loss

13 of off-site power event at a nuclear power plant that didn't

O 14 have pressurizer heater availability to the safety buses,

15 that was a survivable event without pressurizer heaters.

16 That I can state. Feyond that I just don't know.

17 I personally don't see what compels the operators

18 of a plant now to run out and immediately plac? the

19 pressurizer heaters on the emergency bus when they never

20 were able to do that before, to cope with a loss of off-site

21 power. If there are reasons for that, I an not the one to

22 address them.

23 C I gusss I am a little puzzled. If you have a loss

24 of off-rita power, then.the best condition to put the plant

25 in is hot standby. Is that perhaps correct?

.%
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I\ 2 1 A I don 't know the best position to put the plant in.

2 Q But if you are to put it into hot standby, then

3 you do need pressurizer heaters.<

4 A It is my understanding to maintain hot standby you

5 would need pressuri er heaters.

6 C I guess I am really wondering in part what
.

7 motivated the task force to put this requirement on new

8 plants in view of the fact that there is also some danger in

9 connecting s load as large as that to tha 1E bus. Has there
,

10 really been a balancing of the r.dvantaces and disadvantages

11 of making this connection? I know the connection is'not

12 required , but the availability for putting it on must be

13 th ere.

O.
14 This is one of'the fixes that I guess in my mind

15 comes under the category of is it necessa ry rather than

16 addressine the question of is it sufficient. I really see

17 rela tively few cases in which it is necessary, exceptina for
:

18 the case of loss of off-site poser. In the case of off-site

19 power, I can see that there really is -- well, there ,is a

20 need for it because certainly then going to hot standby and

21 from there to cold chutdown is certainly a desirable

1

22 procedure . I
i

23 V o w , . a re there any other -- you talk in the
!

24 position statenent on page 4 that ycu quoted from the

25 Stan dard ?.e vie w Plan, you talk about prssible other

O
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(s) 1.nonsafety losds. *It-says, "If the power supply has not been

2 sized to accomrodste the added non-Class 1E loads during
1

3 emergency conditions, the design must provide for tha

4 automa tic disconnection of t hose no.n-Class 1E 1 cads upon the

5 detection - of the emergen cy condition . "

6 But if the power supply is designed and can. handle

7 these loads, if they are, sa y , relatively small, then there

8 is no need to disconnect tnem. Is that what this centence

9 says?

10 A This is supposed to be supplemental to a few
f

11 sentences back where it talks about the provirions of '

12 Regulatory Guide 1.75. k'e h a v e to consider this in the

13 overall big picture of what is going on. This paragraph

O
14 here is hoping to tie in a number of thoughts together f or

15 the reviewer.

16 C Let's take the case of the lors of off-site

17 power. Does that disconnect all nonsafety-grade leads?

18 Does that event itself disconnect the loads? I don't see
I

19 any requirement in either 1.75 or here. I don't see the

20 requirement .

21 A It ir not clear that it would trip all the
|

22 non-safe ty loa ds. All of the major hea vy leads would be

23 tripped.. There may be some at the low voltage buses that

24 would just hana on.

25 0 Those loadr that stay on, do they have to meet the

.
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1 requirements.cf 1.75 so that if there was a fault they

2 wouldn't degrade the power supply?

.3 A By the requirements of 1.75, you mean the

4 automatic disconnectio' n ? - |

5 C Yes, the isolation requirenents.

6 A They may not come under that provision dependino

7 on whether or not they are trippable. If you ha ve some very

8 small loads on, say, the instrument bus that are nonsafety,

9 those really are not trippable by an SI signal. The switch

10 gear involved in that just is not amenable to taking an

11 outside signal and tripping it like a molded case circuit

12 breaker.

13 0 : didn't hear either.
,0
~

14 A For instance, a molded cane circuit breaker. A

15 molded case circuit breaker may protect a large number of

16 very snall loads, some of which may be nonsafety. Those

17 really would not be trippable under an accident condition,

18 nor would they be of a magnitude that you worry about it as

19 a real direct threat to the emergency power system.

20 C If they are small loads, are you saying that even

21 if there was a fault, it would not draw a large current?

22 A That's right.

23 0 That is because the viring for a small lead would

24 be small also.
1
.

25 ! That's correct.
, ,

1
1
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'' / 1 0 You did start to reply to me that in the case of a

2 fault in the pressurieer hes ters, that that current would

3 not be so large as to endanger the dierel generator itself ?,

4 You started to say something in the event -- and that led me

5 to that conclusion.

6 A That's right. That level of fault when it is

7 reflected way back up to the diesel itself should not be a

8 threat to the diesel or to the breakers, the diesel

9 generator breaker.

10 0 Didn't we have testimony from Mr. Torcivia that
;

11 that fault load could be a s large as 1000 amps?

12 A Ha predicted the initial current to be 4000.

13 Q Initial current th rough the fault in the !O |
14 pressurizer heater? |

l
15 A Through the fault itself, yet. I

16 0 Is 4000 amperes no t a th rea t to the diesel?

17 A Well, 4000 amperes would, first of all, be

18 reflected throuch the transformer.
:
'

19 0 Of course, 4000 amperes at 690 volts. Is that not

20 a pr et ty fair-sized power load?

21 A That is a good load, but one of the concerns we

22 have is that you allow circuit breaker coordination. That

23 type of a load should not th reaten the circuit breaker for |

24 the diesel generator itself. That should not trip --
<

25 0 I don't know what ycu mean by tnreaten. You say

Ov
|
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A
f- ,1 4000 ampere load is not cu f f ici'e n t to trip the nain circuit

;

2 breaker on the diesel. j
|

3 A Bight.g
1

4 C Evan though that represents 2 megawatts of power;- I

5 or am I wrong in my men tal calcula tion?

6 4 _That seems terribly high.
.

7 Q 4000 amperes at 680 volts. I guess I have made a

8 mistake.

9 A _It looks like it would come out in that ballpark.

10 Q Hsw's that?

11 A It looks like it w ould .

12 Q I seems to me it would be a threat to the diesel,

13 and also a very significant load on the main circuit breaker.

O ,

14 A You also see by the curve supplied by Mr. Torcivia

15 that that drops down significantly in a very few seconds or

16 cy cles. The instantaneous setting of that circuit breaker

17 would not be challenged, and the time overcurrent would

18 probably not even start picking up either because you have

19 to size that breaker large enough to handle all the loads on

20 the bus and then use th a t ar a backup for the 4150 rcit

21 breaxers if they fail to interrupt the major faults

22 some where on that bus. The setting of the diesel ;enerator

'
23 circuit breaker, both instantaneous and time overcurrent

24 settings, should be much higher than the threa t posed by

25 this f ault iovn at the 480 volt level.

1
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(b\' 1 0 Yes, 480 volt. Sut if the' main circuit. breaker
T 4

2 doesn't trip, this is indeed a load of some megawatts, like
_

3
( 1.or 2, that, is a serious load en the diesel and could lead

4 to tripping of the diesel or faulting of the diesel

5 somehow. I have been having trouble with this statement

6 that the load due to a fault is not significant, is not a )
,

1
7 threat to the diesel. It seems to me it is a threat to t'he- '

l
8 diosel. I

9 A Before you threaten the diesel in the diesel |

10 generator breaker you would also have to fail the four

11 intervening circuit breakers with coordinated protection.

12 0 So you ere sayinc that what you are depending on
.

13 is not the main or the big circuit breaker at the diesel

O .

14 itself s what you are depending upon are the two circuit j

15 breakers below ? Are those the ones you are talkinc about

16 mainly depending upon?

17 A The first two or three ought to get us through the
.

18 event without even worrying about the final two.

19 0 Without what?

20 A There are five altogether, five treakers between
.

21 the heaters and the diesel generators.

22 0 You are counting the three that are in parallel?

23 I guers each one is connected in parallel, but each one to a

24 different heater load? Is that the first three you are

25 talking about looking at --

.O
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(~h,,) 1 A If we could look at Figure 1 of th e,

2 Shipper-Torcivia testimony, if you strrt at the distribution

3 breaker panels, the first breaker, these breakers would be
.(

4 in series. There are five series circuit breakers.

5 0 Five?

6 A Five in series.
~

7 0 I don't see five.

8 A The first one is within the distribution breaker

9 panels.
.

10 Q All right.

11 A Then we move up to the main f eeder breaker.

12 Q Two. .

13 A Then the main breaker.

14 C Eut the. main break er would not be open, you said,

15 by a fault in the heater.

18 A The main breaker would be open by a fault in the

17 heater at a approximately I believe the Licensee--

18 testified 12 to 15 seconds.

19 0 I see.

20 A Then going up thrcuch the transformer, the breaker

21 at the u160 volt bus, and then going --

22 C There is another breaker up there?

23 A Yes, that square above the transformer. ;

i

24 Q The scuare above the transformer is a breaker.

25 A u160 volt breaker, and followino along the bus
i

--

|
'

|

|
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(G,/ 1' Q I didn't realize that was a breaker.

2 A And the fifth would be the diesel generator

3 circuit breaker itself.
(

4 0 Yes, of course, that is the breaker, as you said.

5 'r. Torcivia said 4000 amps would trip in about 15 seconds.

6 BY CHAIRFAN SMITHS

7 0 Didn't you testify earlier that there were five

8 brea kers to the bus?

9 A Between the diesel generator and the pressuriter

10 he ate rs.

11 0 I misunderstood you. I thought you said there

12 were five --

13 A There were four between the 4160 volt bus and the
14 heaters, and five between the diesel generators and the

15 heaters .

16 0 I understand you ire saying that now. I thought

17 you said differently before in your testimony.

18 A I don't believe so.

19 BY DE. JORDANS (Resunig)

20 0 So far as you now, the only nonsafety load tha t

121 could be a threat to the diesel in case of a fault, sssuming i

22 a f ailure of all of the overload protection, ic the |

23 pressurizer heaters.

24 A That's the cnly one I know in TMI-1 design that

25 would do that. However, I ;culd like to add to that. A

i
.
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(ty' 1 fault of that mag.11tude would do one of two thinas. It

2 would either ther trip out the undervoltace -- we really

3 muct make a dictinction here at the main feeder breaker. If,

f

4 you are failing the main feeder breaker because it fails to

5 respond to overcurrent, that is one thing, and then the

6 undervoltage ic then available. If you are failing the main

7 feeder breaker itself, then you are failino a piece of

8 safety orade equipment and using up a single failure. I

9 think that distinction should be made.

10 0 I see, I see. So you are sayin,g that'that main

11 feeder break er should not fail but overcurrent.

12 A The overcurrent should not destroy that breaker.

13 C I see. Okay. Is that'part of being safetyp.

"' 14 grade? Is that in one respect why perhaps that breaker is

15 dif f eren t from an ordinary breaker?

16 A No. The only real advantage is that if you fail

17 that breaker itself in terms of the single failure analysis,

18 t h e advantage is you have used up your single failure. In

19 most cases Licensees will buy the exact same switch gear for

20 thei r sa f ety and nonsafety loads. What they rave in is not

21 cettino a paper trail that I described before with all o,f

22 th a 9 A in volved , but they buy the race equipment and it is

23 just easier that vsy. It is done in a lot of cases. I

24 can 't tes tif y tnat TMI-1 hac done that, but that ic a very

25 common cractica with applicant.m, that all of the svitch cear

( ,
,d
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t( ) 1 is the same. They just don't try to take credit for it as

2 being Class 1E.

3 0 So far as the regulations are concerned, the
f

4 single-failure criteria being Class IE, is part of the

5 argument in th a t if you have a failure there, then th a t is '

.

6 the single failure?

7 A' That is right.
'.

8 0 !40 uld the fact that it is now a Class 1E, say,

9 main feeder breaker, does that mean tha t it has been tested,
|

10 qualified for la rge curren ts ? '

11 A It should have been put through a testing program

12 to demonstrate its capability.

13 (Pause.) *

() 14 0 So far as you know, has there been any analysis of

15 the interaction of the nain the pressurizer h eaters,--

16 possible f ailure of pressurirer h eaters with the remainder
17 of the system? It has been suggested that there should be !

1

18 interaction studies in some cases. Do you know of any study |

19 th at has been made of the possible effects, or is it assumed !
{20 tha t thare will never be a failure which will lead to loss
!21 of power? '

22 A You are talking about -- I am not sure wh a t you
23 are talkinc about. !

l
i

24 0 A safety study in which one assumes that there are

25 possible failures beyond the single-f ailure criteria . In

O
L
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- 1'other words, system interaction studies, safety studies. to )

1
~

2.you know-whether there have been any that have assumed I

g 3 failures of the pressurizer heeter and the breakers, the

4 possible consecuences and what might happen, what-
,

5 mitications might be considered and so on.

6 A I have personally gone through some of that in my

7 review of the design itself. I am not sure hov -ieep you are

8 asking the question.

9 0 What were you ref erring to? You ..._n what you

10 said in the restart report?

11 A No, what I went through in determining the

12 acca'ptability of this design during my review of it, not

13 necessarily what I documen ted.

*

14 0 Would you say a little more about that, what you

15 went throuch then in determining the acceptability?

16 A In terms of interaction?

17 0 Yes.

18 A The TJI-1 on-site power system is what we call a

19 split bus design. It has two separate divisions. "ith my

20 review and my requirement which I placed in the SEP., that

21 the green and the red not be e ne rg ized simultseously, T

22 tound no other wyy to threaten both power sources with any

23 interaction.

24 0 You said not he loaded simultaneously? I: that

25 the word you used?

O
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| 1 A It'may have been, but I guess the-better word

2.would be not to energize banks 9 and 9..

3 0 In other words, you would not allow them to start(
4 both diesels at the same time.

5 A No, I am talking about energiring grcup ?,

6 pressuriner heater group 8 from the red system,.and

7 pressurizer heater group 9'from the green system

8 simultaneously.

9 0 I misunderstood what you meant by energine. So

10 you are saying the two pressurizer heater loads should not

11 be connected at the same time.

12 A That was a requirement I put in the SER, yes- and

13 that has since been reflected in the procedures.O
V

14 0 And that'you have talked abcut in your testimony, 4

,

15 I believe. As a matter of fact you did, yes. Either they

16 are in the restart report --

17 A It is definitely in the restart report. The TMI-1

18 S E P. .

19 0 That is where I read it, then.

20 A Yes.

21 Q All right. And you feel that the interaction
,

22 stud y you have dona did lead you to that conclusion that

23 they should not be loaded simultaneously.

24 A And I felt putting in that requirement precluded

25 the interactions.

O
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(k_) 1 C Id i read it, and-I will say that I didn't

.

2 perhaps even understand it possibly at that time. Would you
i

_ 3 review briefly for me why loading them at sapara te times is

4 an additional safety advantage?

5 A The concern I was thinking of at the time of the

6 review as if the red bus was energizing pressurizer heater

7 group 9 and the green bus was energizing pressurizer heater

8 group 9 simultaneously, if you look at the physical design

9 of TMI-1, once you get inte, I believe it is, the secondary

10 shield , there ic e terminal box there where the pressurizer

11 heater power cables come in, and then from there you have a

12 different set of ca bles that run off to the pressurizer

13 itself.

O
14 There is essentially no physical separation a t all

15 in t here. Ther= was never a requirement of the original

16 design.

17 C It doesn't meet IEEE 279 or anything else?

18 A Gr much else, because it was all nonsufety loads

19 clum ped t og e t her . Now, given a read and a g reen ene rgined

20 simultaneously , you would have them running side by side

21 through that connon a rea. That was the basis of tha t

22 requ irement .

23 C That I didn't pick up. All right, fine.

24 DR. JCRDAN. That completes my questions.

25 YE. TROWERIDGE: Tr. Chairman, I would like to try

.O

|
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/((_h/ 1 my little question one more time having read further in the
2' standard.

- 3- CEOSS ON E0ARD EXAMINATION

4 BY MR. T30WBRIDGEs
_

5 Q '4 hat I am disturbed about is that as the record
6 now stands, it indicates your view that it was likely that

|7 the Office of Standards rejected IEEE 394-1977, among other i

8 reasons becausa of the section on circuit breakers tripped
9 by fault current. Now, let me look a t the whole righ t-h a nd

i

10 colu mn on p a g e 15.

11 CHAIRdAN SMITH: You are referring to Licensee's

12 Exhibit 22.

1

13 hS. 4EIS?: I don't believe that is what the
14 witness said. I thought the witness said that there were 26

15 nega tive comments and he believe tha t one of them, at least,

16 had to do with that section to which you referred but not
17 that it was the sole, primary --

118 MR. TROWBRUDGE: If I indicated sole in any way, I '

19 did not mean to. I agree with your sta temen t. I am looking ,

ao a t the whole section. I guess it is still a subsection

21 6.1.2, isola tion devices.
;

22 BY MR. TECW3FIDGE: (Fesuming) {

i
23 C Do you have that in front of you? 6

*

24 A Yes, sir. i
~

,

;

25 0 Under the next subsection, called circuit breaker f
,

-(J)
.

;
I
i
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1

-(s- 1 tripped by fault currents, it indicates that a trip, tha t a

2 circuit breaker automatically tripped by a f ault current-is
I

3{- acceptable provide,d it meets the conditions that are

4 specified in that subsection. We have been over those J

5 before. I am not sure whether you have seen the transcript

6 on this subject or not. !
!

7 What I want to get to is the next subsectioa to !
l

8 which you referred before, which has not been discussed ;

9 before, which is " circuit breaker tripped by accident

i10 sign al," and I want to read tha t subsection. "A circuit :
,

11 breaker not meeting the requirements of 6.1.2.1" -- which is |
|

12 the circuit breaker tripped by fault current subsection -- |

13 " qualifies as an isolation device if it is automatically ;

'
i

14 tripped by an accident signal generated within the same
|
i

15 division as that to which the de vice is applied, provided

i16 that the time delay involved in generating the accident
;

17 sequence tripping the breaker does no t cause unacceptable j
t

18 degradation of the Class 1E systet.."
|
!

19 Now, I read that and I think the reasonable ;

20 reading of that section is that the converse of that section '

!

21 is that if an irolation device does meet the requirements of
|

22 5.1. 2. 1, th a t it doesn't need to have an accident signal .

i

23 trip . I am suggesting t o yo u th a t that,may be the most |
|

24 likely reason for the rejection of that -- for one of the !
!

25 objections of the Of fice of Standards, rejection of the !

-

I

i
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(() 1 standard.

2 "S. WEISS 4 The witness sta ted he knows it was

3 rejected and thare were 27 negative comments. He does not

4 know the substance of the comments.
,

5 32. TRGWBRIDGE: The witness testified as to what

6 he thought was likely. I don't like the record standing on

7 the what he thought was likely without exploring further. I

8 realize what he thinks is likely is not the soundest or the

9 most persuasive evidence, but if he has said it, I would

10 like to explore it further. ,

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We can find out quite quickly.

12 .Y r . Trowbridge on this particular issue is in the same

13 posture of cross examination as the Union of Concerned

14 Scientists.

15 MS. WEISS: I don't understand that comment, Mr.

16 Chairman .

17 CHA!3"AN SMITH: Thic is cross examination. We

18 wo ul d n0 t think for a moment to interrupt "r. Folla rd 's or

19 your crCss examination of this witness alonc this line, and |

20 on this particular issue, this particular point made by Mr.

21 Trowbridge, his cross examination, his relationship to this

22 witness on this point is the same as yours.

23 Objection overruled.

24 SY MR. IPOWERIDGE: (Resuming)

25 0 Mr. Fitzpatrick, have you now lost my question as

O
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l f(,/ 1 a result of this, or do you still have it in mind?

2 A I would be willing to try to answer it without

3 your coing through it again.

4 C All right.

5 A The first section of Section 6.1.2.2, which you

6 have pointed out does disagree with the provisions of

7 Regulatory Guide 1.75 becauce it essentially' endorses the

8 position above, 6.1.2.1, which the staff has traditionally

9 had trouble with. Whether or not one of the 26 items would

10 have been specifically addressino that, I don't know.

11 In my viaw, when the staff comes out and says

12 6 . 1. 2 . 1 is not acceptable, then whatever 6.1.2.2 has to say

13 abou t it really doesn't matter. We are telling licensees
-O.

14 and applican ts to f o rget about 6.1.2.1, and whether it is'-

15 talked about later er not, the staff pecition is 6.1.2.1 is
,

16 unacce ptable followinc an accident or some major

17 per turba tion of the system.

18 As I have said before, later on you wind up using

19 6.1. 2.1 a nd you wind up wi th juct that protection, or you
i

20 certainly may wind up with only that protection of

21 coordinated circ ui t breakers. ?ut for the immediacy of an

22 event to protect the sanctity of the on-site power system,

23 t h e staff says in Reg Guide 1.75 that just usino those

24 circuit breakere sitting there waiting f or a fault and not

25 taking these challenges completely away from the on-sita

O
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("N |((,) 1 power system is unacceptable.

2 Waether or not 6.1.2.2 says anything about that or

- 3 not, the concept in 6.1.2.2 of using an accident signal is

4 especially addressed in the re; guide as being acceptable.
1

._ji Any reference that it may make to an unacceptable thing may

6 or may not have .been picked up by the reg guidg comments.
7 ! don't know, but to me it doesn't matter as a

8 reviewer on the staff. It does not matter.

9 MR. TRCWPRIDGEs I think you have answered my

10 question.

11 Thank you.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Now, we have to decide whether

13 you have your final -- or do you have questions, Ms. Weiss?
.

14 Do you have further examination?

15 35. WFISS4 I believe go af ter the staf f 's

16 redirect.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 !s that all right.

18 tR. CUTCHIN That is all right because I would

19 ge t another turn if it was something that was really
-

1
20 im portant . I have only one question, if you would like me

21 to ask it now.
l

22 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

23 3Y .in. CUTCHIN:

24 0 Mr. Fitzpa trick , d uring his early questionino Mr.

25 Pollard was trying to make a point that even thouch the

ONJ
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/ ) 1 pressurizer heaters might be automatically shed, the

2 operator' mi;h t decide to quickly reconnect them to the

3 on-site power source. Do you have a feeling -- and I know
,

4 at the time that it took on the order of seconds for tha

5 diesel to come-up to speed and stabill:e -- do you have a
_

6 feeling for abcut how quickly the operator could reconnect

7 those pressurizer heaters and what pro;edures he would have

8 to go through in terms of distsnce, time, and the like?

9 A I can only reiterate what I have heard sitting
.

10 here the pa s t five or six days. Sooeone woult have to be

11 dispa tched to another level to throw a switch. How lonc it

12 migh t take to get there using the -- I'm not sure if there

13 are or not locked doors on the vsy or things like that. I

14 know they have a card key cystem over there. ~t may or may

15 not be beween the control room and the switch gear room. It

16 takes a finite time to do tnat, certainly well beyond the

17 diesel loading sequ 'nce of a pproximately 25 seconde.

18 0 It would clearly take loncer for him to perform

19 that procedure than it would take f or the diecels to

20 stabilize ou t.

21 A I would certainly expect that to be the case.

'

22 0 Thank you.

23 *R. CUTCHIN: No further questiCns.

24 CHAIR *AN SMITH: Zs. 'a' e i s e , hew long is your cross

25 examination?

O
,
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1 53. POLLARD I have four short technical

2 questiens and then Ms. Weiss has one or two.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: '4culd you profer to try to

4 conclude it before lunch?

5 ,,J S . W ISS4 Yes.

6 MR. PCLLA3D: Yes, sir.

7 RECROSS EXAMINATION

8 BY MR. POLLARD

9 Q Durino the discussion you had with Dr. Jordan, the

10 discussion centared upon whether or not the heater fault

11 could resu't in loss of the die sel genera tor. I think we

12 all can agree that opening of the diesel generator circuit

13 breakers is clearly unacceptable in terms cf an effect; tnat

O 14 is somethino that wants to be avoided.

15 My cuestion is: Is it not also the goal to prevent

18 tripping of the main bus breaker and thereby deenergiring

17 bus 1P or 157

18 A Yes, ths' would cartainly be a goal. The goal in

19 an y power system configuration where you have multiple

20 circuit breakers at m ul ti plo voltage levels is to coordinate

21 all your protection such tha t you lose the least a: cunt of

22 load , and certainly that goal that you mentioned is included

23 in t hat overall goal that exists.

24 0 In other words, loss of bus 1P and 1S

25 simultaneously is unacceptable; is that correct?
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-f_) 1 A I'm not sure I can speak to that. There may or i

2 cay not be instancas where it could be acceptable.

3 0 Those are the redundant ES buses, are they not, 1P

4 and 1S?

5 A They are redundant to one another but they are not

.6 the full spectrum of the emergency power system, so that

7 there may be some point in time where, because of the loads

8 invc1ved and tha situation a t the. plant, you wouldr,'t need

9 either one. I don't know.

10 0 Would you agree that there must be at least s o m <e

11 other points in time where losc of both 1F and 1S would be

12 unacceptable ?

13 A I would definitely acree that that would be true.

14 0 You also mentioned to me your testimony and

15 discussion with Dr. Jordan that the maximum fault current
16 had been supplied by the Licensee. Did you do any

17 independent verification of what the maximum fault current

te would be from a f ault in the pressurizer heaters?

19 A No.

20 0 Frior to your attendance at this hearing, did you
.

21 do any independent review of wha t th e setpoin ts oucht to be

22 in order to have proper treaker coordina tion?

23 A No. Pri:r to my appearance at the hea ring , es far

24 as I know, tha desien is not finalired yet. My tour through
l

25 TMI-1 in the late fall, all I was able to do was look at )

O
I

|
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1 empty spaces on the walls. The equipment wasn 't even a round

2 yet. )

3 Q Yy next question iss '4 hen you were discussing with

4 Dr. Jordan a scenario of loss of off-site power, you

5~ responded to ona of his questions by saying that since the
,

6 main feeder breaker was safety grade, if it failed to opan

7 yo u wo uld h a ve to count that the single failure of a safety

8 grade piece of aquipment. Did I unisrstand that correctly?

'

9 A That is correct.

^10 Do you agree with me that in order to call that

11 breaker. safety grado, it must, among other things, neet the

12 requirements of General Design Criterior 3, 17, and 21, and

13 Section 4.6 of IEEE Standard 279-19717

O)(- 14 A Ceud you go through th4t list again?

15 Q The list are the regulations referenced in the

16 introd uction to Regulatory Guide 1.75. I can repeat it.

17 General Design Criterion 3, 17, 21, and Section 4.6 of IEEE

18 Standard 279-1971.

19 (Pause.)

20 A I would say from my readinc of this introduction
1

21 that the circuit breaker we are talking about would have te I
1

22 meet the considerations spacified f or General Design j

23 Crit erion 3 and Criterion 17 and not the otherc. I
j'

24 0 Put in order to be called safety grade, it would i
1

25 have to r ?et the requirements of General Design Critoria 3

i
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- 1 and 17; is that what I understood your answer to be?

2 A If that.was the question I was answerinc, no, that

3 doesn't make it safety grade.

-4 0 I know tnat doesn't in and of itself. Let me back

5 up and' try and resta te the question and cut my list down.

6 You had said,-in answer to a question by Dr.

7 Jordan, that if the main feeder breaker failed to trip, that
,

8-that would have to be counted as a single failure of a

9 salety grade piece of equipment. Now, my Question is. In

10 order to classify the main feeder breaker as safety grade,

11 in addition to some other requirements doesn 't it also have
4

12 to meet the requirements of GDC 3 and 17?

13 A GDC would place no design requirement on the

O 14 breaker. It would place a location requirement.

15 0 'ih e t a b o u t 17A?

16 A It would e.ppear again from reading the

17 in troduction that the single failure criteria vould be

18 applied out of GDC 17.

19 0 f. n d you would agree that Eeculatory Guide 1.75

20 sets forth a method acceptable to the staf f f or complying

21 with, amonc other regulations, GDC 177

22 A Some aspect thereof. If you follow 1.7f and that's

23 all you do, you would come nowhere near 17.

24 0 '/ e r e you finished?

25 A Yas. It'just doern't fully satisf y 17 This just

O
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Aj ,) 1 addresses-a piece.

2 0 . :: understand.

3 Would you agree, then, that if the Three Nile,

4 Island " nit 1 design did not comply wi th the requirements of

5 Beg Guide 1.75 or did not provide a degree of protection |
|

6 equivaleat to maetino Reg Guide 1.75, you would therefore be

7' unable to conclude that at least that portion addressed by

8 the reg guide of General Design Criterion 17 was not met and
|
|

9 therefore the breaker could not be called safety grade? H

10 A I'm corry. If ycu could try that ene more time.

11 LR. POLLARD: Would you please read the question

12 back ?

13 (The record was read by the reporter as requested.)

14 THE VITNESS: My understanding of the q uestion is

15 that I believe that is true. The safety grade breaker is a

16 qualified breaker. The single-failure criterion comes in
1

17 where you have, in TMI nomenclature, a red and green system. )
|

18 3Y MR. POLLAPD: |
|

|19 C When you were discuscing with Dr. Jordan the
i
1

20 subject of systems interaction, you ststed that in your
|

21 review you had concluded that both groups of heaters should

22 not be energired from the on-site power supply
1

23 simulteneously because at some point in their circuits there

24 was no physical separation between the two groups of

25 - h eate rs. Was that correct?

O
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Ih 1 A That is correct.U
2 0 Do~I understand you, then, that one potential

3 thing that-concerned you was if there were a fire in the
i

4 heater cables, that fire could simultaneously affect both
!

5 groups of heaters? Wo t '.d that be an example of the kind of i

i

6 concern you might have?
|

1

7 A That's true.
l

8 0 Under such circumstances where you had a fault in ]
|

9 both groups of heatars at the same time, why couldn't_you
1

10 rely upon the breaker coordination just as you rely upon the I

11 breaker coordination if only one group of heaters is )

12 connected at a time?

13 A That getc back to the same concept that you find

) 14 in the basis of Re: Guide 1.75 when it talks about isolation

15 de vice , when it comes down and it says all of this

16 coordina ted protection is fine, but there is a concept in
|

17 here that tne next sentence starts, but it is ctill prudent
|
|

18 not to do this.

19 That concept comes forth here also. You may well
i

20 be protected by all of the various layers of five circuit
.

21 breakers on each side, all with relay coordination, but the

22 f a ct is it is still not a prudent thing to do because when

23 these things are e n e rgi ?.ed , there are other requirements of

24 IEEE 384 which F.eg Guide 1.75 also endorses with comments,

25 and that is about the separation of circuits like this. This

O
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/ 1 is the red and the green power with absolutely no separition

2 at all f or a ecod length.

3 It was my concern that this should be allowed to

4 be run simultaneously,.and ! made it a requirement in the

5 safety evalua tion re port, notwithstanding all the protection

6 afforded by the system design.

7 0 Correcc me if I am wrong. It is my understanding

8 of IEEE Standard 384-177, in combination with the provisions

9 of Reg Guide 1.75, that phsycical separation is definitely

10 not required between nonsafety circuite if those nonsaf ety

11 circuits are separated from the Class IE power supply by

12 acce ptable isola tion devices.

13 That is, if we could rely upon breaker

14 coordina tion as an acceptable icolation device, then there

15 would be no requireme.t to separate the two hes te r bundles.

16 Do you disagree with that interpretation of the requirements

17 of I:',E E S ta n d a r d 384-1974 in combination with the provisions

18 of Reg Guide 1.75?

19 A No, and I was well aware of that when I made my

20 review , and in spite of that I made the requirement on the

21 Three hile 1 that they would not be enercized

22 simultaneously, and it is for consideration cuch as Dr.

23 Jord an brouih t up of any possible interactions.

24 0 '4 h a t type of interaction was caucing you concern?

25 A I didn't identify any. It ves just one more step

O
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|

1 in a conservative direction to protect this design.q_
!

12 C In other words, you were somewhat concerned,
!

3 though, that if thera were a fault generated on bcth groups

I4 of heaters at the same time, that that could possibly result
'

5 in loss of both bus 1P and 15.
-

;

|

6 A There is always a possibility of that, and going
!

7.right back to what it sais in Reg Guide 1.75, it is prud ent

8 to avoid ths.t if possible. I may have gone beyond what was

9 required, but I did what I did and ! required it.
,

10 0 Now lot te cive you a little different arrangement

11 and see if you would also agree that it would be prudent not i

12 to connect the heaters to the on-site power supply in this

13 arrangement. Let's assune we ha ve had a 1 css of off-site
b)N- 14 powar. One diesel generator fails to start. Eo that means

15 we have already lost either bus 1F cr 1E. 'Jo ul d you agree

16 that under those circunstances, then, it would be prudent to '

17 preclude the connection of the pressuriner heaters to the

18 on e remainin g buc, 17 cr 157

19 A I don't think I am the one te make that decision.

20 I would leave that up to, again, sa y , the shift supervisor.

21 If he f els ha needs that load for any reason, he occht to

22 be able to apply it. "he lessons learned requirenent was we

23 provide the espsbility for adding this load. Now, to me,

24 you leave it up to the person who knows exactly or should
!

25 know exactly what is going on in the plant, and if he )
l

i
I
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O
i ,/ 1 doesn't, he shouldn't be trying to be adding on safety loads

|s
|

2 if he knows it is under control. I don't have a problem 1

3 with him taking the initiative to add the load if he thinks

4 he needs it.

5 : don't think the derign is of such a detriment to-

6 the capability end reliability of off-site power system that

7 he should be totally shy of adding this load if.he feels

8 that at any specific point in time he needs the pressurizer

9 heaters. That is not within my scope to worry about it.

10 C Csn you explain to me why you are not willing to

11 leave up to the discretion of the shift supervisor the

12 option of connecting both groups of heaters simultaneously?

13 A I have been told by my reactor syrtems counterpart
0r
\1/ 14 tha only one bank is needed, and I believe it states that is-

15 a f actor of 2.5 in excess of what is needed to raintain, the

16 kilowa tts a re in excess of a factor of 2.5 of what is

17 required. Eo there is no system requirement as f ar as has

18 been iden tified to me that two would need to be on

19 simultaneously.

20 Therefore, coming back to this worrying about any

21 possible interactions, just tryino to preclused it as much

22 as possible. We had the direct, the disconnect link

23 conrept , which isolates us from the 30P part of the system,

24 and with the prohibition of enargizing red and green

25 simultaneously, I thcught that was sufficient that we didn't
]

(~N !

%.)

|
|
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^'')# 1 have'to worry about the inte raction of red a nd green, and

)2 that covered the . b'a se s . suf ficien tly . Maybe it was an
|

3 overkill; those are my requirements. That is what I did. I

4 Q If you had been aware tha t there war never a need

5 in terms of need in the sense of protecting the health and

6 safety of the public, that there was never a need to ever

7 connect pressurizer h eaters to the on-site power supply,

8 would you then agree it would be prudent to preclude it

9 civen'the design arrangement at Three Mile Irland Unit 17

10 CH AIR?. AN SMITH: That is a question I want to make

11 sura is understood, all of the premises --

12 MR. FOLLARD: I want him to assume that there is

13 never a need in the sense of need to protect the haalth and

14 safety of the public

15 CuAIRMAN SMITH: The way it was phrased, if he was

16 a ware , which is somewha t different.

17 MR. POLLARD: I am sorry. I want him to assume

18 th a t that is the case.

19 BY MR. P3LLARD:

20 0 Suppose you were told, and you shall assume for >

y

21 this question that you were told correctly, that there is

22 ne ve r a need to connect the pressurizer heatere to the j
1

23 on -s i t e power supply in order to protect the health and

24 safety of the public. Under those circumstances, would you

25 then adopt the position that it is prudent to preclude the

(2)
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\-) 1 heaters from ever being connected to the on-site power

|

2 supply utilizing 'the de sign proposed for Three Mile Island |

3 Unit 1?

4 A Yes. I would hava to go beyond just that. If.I

5 was told tha t the pressurizer heaters were never required

6 for the public health and rafety, my interpretation of what

7 you said would mean that the staff would take away its

8 lessons learned on the subject. That ma y be something you

9 did not mean, but my interpretation of what you were sayinn

10 was that the staff came to se, other members of the stuff

11 came to me and said we have decided we were wrong in Section

12 2. 1. 1 of Lessons Learned, ve don't need this capability.

13 Then it ;oes away.

O -

1-4 C You are aware that the staff has not required the

15 pressurizer heaters to be safety grade.

16 A That is correct.

I
17 BY MS. WEISS:

18 Q I want to briefly follow up Dr. Jordan's questions

19 o n the purpose for the Lessons Learned requirement.

20 Do you have a copy of NUREG-0578, the TMI-2

21 Lessons Learned Task Force Short-term Eeport?

22 A No, I don't.

23 0 I will see if I can make s copy available to you.

24 A If you are coing to talk about the requirer.ents on

25 the pressurizer hesters that is in the SES.

f
4
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'v 1 0 No, I am interest in the language on page A-2 of

2 NURIG-0578.
|.

3 (Raniing document to witness.) |

4 MS. WEISS: Thank you, Dr . Jordan.

5 nY MS. WEISS: (Besuming)

6 Q Page A-2 of the document, the second full
l

7 paragraph, third sentence states: "Exparience at T.MI-2 has )

8 indicated that the maintenance of na tural circula tion

9 capability is important to safety, including the need to
,

10 maintain satisf actory naturs1 circulation durino an extended

'11 1033 of off-sito power."

12 My question to you simply is is not strike--

13 t h a t . I will try to avoid double negatives.
'

]
14 Isn't it true for the loss of off-site. power event '

15 th a t the only signals a vaila ble to protect the ES power

18 supplies by trippinc the h=aters -in the event of a "ault in

17 th e pressurizer helter circuits are signals derived from the

18 f ault current?

19 A I'm sorry, I was half listening and half trying to

20 re a d the centext of this. i'ould you repeat?
,

21 0 I'm not sure I will be able to say that all acain. I

22 I will give it a try. I
|

23 Isn't it the case that for the loss of off-site
I
'24 power event, the only signals e valle ble to protect the 7S

25 power supplies by trippin; the heaters in the event of a

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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(_) 1 fault,in the pressurizer hester circuits are signals derived'

2 from the fault current?

3 A No.

4 0 What other sionals are there?

5 A Undervoltage.

6 C And in your opinion, undervoltage is not a signal-

7 derived f rom the fault current?-

8 A Yes. Hopefully. I went through that extensively

9 this mornin;.

10 0 Is undervoltage af egua te for all size faults?

11 A- Not in the T'!-2 design.

12 0 TMI-17

13 A Excuse me, yes.

OI

14 Q For TEI-1 there are certain faults in the

15 pressurizer heater circuits that would not activate the

16 undervcitace ralays, correct?

17 A That's correct. There would be very small

18 f aults. That would be that much less cha11ence to anything
.

t

19 upstream also.

20 0 What do you mean by very small? Do yos know what

21 the size would be? !

22 A No.
t

23 0 On e ether line of questions. I want to nake sure
,

24 I understanf the concept of stabilization as you use it with i

.

25 ref erence to the applicability of P.eg Guide 1.75. Is it !

,

I

:
P

|
|
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/
I 1 true that in your opinion, Eeg Guide 1.75 does not apply

,

2 after the plant has been stabilized, and that you define

3 stabilization as being . reached a t the point at which all of

4 the automatic loads have been sequenced on to the default

5 generators?

6 A No, that's not correct.

7 0- Please tell me where I went vrong.

8 A I have said that the provisions of Regulatory

G Guide 1.75 in terms of usino something other than fault

10 current are really not applicable sometime downstream of an

11 event, some period of time called the stabilization period.

12 I also raid as many factors involved in determining the

13 stabilization period, all of the major factors involved in

14 establishing the stabilization period are not within the

15 purview of the Power Systems ? ranch.

16 From the Power Systems Branch point of view, the

17 emergency power system har reached stabilization following

18 the diesel sequencing. The reactor systems and the reactor

19 itself , it may be some time before that --

20 0 Isn't it true that it is your branch th a t reviews

21 the design of the electrical system and determines whether

22 it meets Reg Guide 1.75?

23 A That is correct.

24 C And you do not ask the systems people to define

25 stabiliza tion ? You define it f or your purposes as

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 stabilization of the electrical system. That is when the

2 sequenced loads have been automatically added to the diesel

3 generators.
,.

4 .a That is the electrical stabilizaticn. That is not

5 the overall stabilization, that is correct.

6 Q And that has no relationship to the sta tus , no

7 pa rticula r logical rela tionship or no particular -- strike

8 that.

9 It has no particular necessary relationship to the

10 status of the plant in general, particularly the condition

'

11 of the core? That may not be the clearest way to ask the

12 question , but isn't it true that you could reach

13 stabilization as you defino it and in terms of the Power

14 Systens Eranch without respect to whether the core is being ,

15 cooled or is in a ecoled condition?

16 A Yes. The power syste: stabilization occurs quite

17 early in an event and is nowhere near the limiting f actors

18 in determining stabilization.

19 0 And the conditions or the limitations on ,

20 connecting nonsa f et y loads to the emer7ency power supplies

21 are related to the definition of stabilizatien on the
,

22 electrical system and not to the definition of stabili7ation

<

23 with respeact te the condition of the core or the other

24 condition, any other condition of the plant.

25 A I believe there is only one stabilization period.

O
,
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I' 1 I have lost the sense of ycur question.

2 Q I understand tha t you look at only one part of the

3 plant and you don't obviously want to suggest that there

4 aren 't other things going on tha t other safety systems and

5 other people haven't reviewed. There are .many things which

6 interact. It is your responsibility to determine in what

7 manner or when the conditions are present for the addition

i 8 of nonsafety loads on the emergency power bus. That ic

9 witnin your purview, correct?

10 A Yes.

11 0 So the question simply ic with respect to the

12 connection of the pressurise r hea ters to the emergency power
,

13 su pplies , that may be done a t any time after what we have
- O, .

14 defined as the stabilization of electrical system, which may

15 not have any ralationship to the condition of the core or

16 other conditions in the plant.

17 A I'm sor:y; could I have that read back?

18 (The record was read b y the reporter a c requested. )

19 THE 'JITNESS: I disagree with that. The operators |

20 a t Three file Island have the procedures in force to tell
:

21 them when and how to do this. It is up to them to decide if

22 it is prcper to add these loade. In termc of power system

23 th rea t , the power system threat goes by very early, but it

24 is then left up to the operators at Three F.ile Island to

25 determine if and when they need there loads. -

O
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'

'o' 1 BY M3. WEISS: (Resuming)

2 0 I want to know incof ar as the prohibitions placed

3.by your interpretstion of the NFC requistions, Regulation I
|

4 1.75 -- excuse me -- Regulatory Guide 1.75. As you aoply

1

5 that reculatory guide in the course of your work, you place 1

|
6 no prohibition on the reconnection of the pressurizer

|

|7 heaters to the emergency power supplies except that it may )

8 not be done until the electrical system ,has reached

9 stabilization?

10 A Tnat is not correct. The requirement then ir that

11 there must be sufficient capacity on the diesel, and that is

12 for any nonsafety load, not just the pressurizer heaters.

13 That is the Branch'c scope of responsibility.O .

14 Q Thank you. Those are the only two limitations
1

15 which you place? |

1

|16 A Eight. The remainder of the concerns are somcone

17 else's.

18 MS. "EISS: No further questions.

19 Before we leave the subject matter entirely, I

20 want to make sure we move UCS exhibits into evidenca. I

21 don't knew whether this is an appropriate time to do that or

22 n o t .

23 CHAIEMAN S".ITH: It is up to you.

24 M3. WEISS: There have been four exhibits marked

25 for identification that havo yet to be moved into evidence.

O
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f
\ 1 They are marked as UCS 27, which is Safety Guide 1.6; UCS

2 20, which is Regula tc ry Guile 1. 75, Revision 2, September

3 1979,' Physical Independance of Electric Systems; UCS 30,

4 whirh was the nine-page compilation-_of correspondino pages

5 and Amendnent 18 and Amendmant 22 from the Restart Peport;

6 and UCS 31, Regulatory Guide 1.63, Sevision 2, July 1978,

17 Electric Penetration Assemblies and Containment Structures
8 for light Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants.2

9 We would move at this time tha t all of those be
10 accepted into evidence.

11 ??. TROWDFIOGE: No objections.

12 CH AI3'! AN SMITH 4 They are received.

13 (The documents roferred to ,O
14 previously ma rked for identi-

,

15~ fication as UCS Exhibits No.

16 27, 29, 30 and 31, were

17 received in evidence.)

18 ME. CCTCHIN: I have one final comment. Dr.

19 Jordan had expressed his concern about getting an answer to

20 a question that I agreed to attempt to oet the answer to, j
:

21 and it was whether the staf f has determined that 1 cads -|
|

22 listed en page 13 of Energency Procedure 1202-29 are indeed |
l

23 available for trippino off in order to add the pressuri er I

24 h e s t e r s .

25 LY information is that whan the procedure was |
i

O
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d 1 originally written, it only stated that the heaters could be

2 added if there vere' loads available for tripping. The

3 reviewer insisted that thera be specific loads list.ed that |
< 1

4 Vere.the only ones that~ could be tripped.

5 Again, the staff has made no determination as to

|
*

6 whether those loads are safety loads or nonsafety loads, and |

7 that determination vill be made by the operator depending on

8 condition s a t the time tha t he determines to trip them as to

9 whether they are available for trippine or not. Eo they

10 haven ' t been looked at to see if they are safety or

11 nonsafety, and the staff really hasn't any real concern in

12 that area.

13 DR. JCRDAN4 I think tha t is fine. The Licensee

14 is going to come in with people whow know about that, and we

15 will reserve questions until they come in.

16 CHAIRMAN SYITH4 Anything further with this

17 witness?

18 f.R. RC9ERT ADLER: Yes. Mr. Dornsifa has a f ew

19 clarif ying auestions.

20 CH AIR J A!! SMITH 4 I think,it would be better te

21 defer it until after lunch, th e n .

22 'da. RGEERT ADLER: It is very shcrt. 'J e could

23 finish with the witness.

24 CMa.IEZAN SMITH: All right.

25 RECROSS EXAMINATION

k i
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1 BY MR. DORNSIFE:

,

2 0 First of all, I would like to ask you: Concerning
|

3 the loss of off-site power transient alone, assuming one of

4 the diesel generators are not available, and f urther

5 assuming that either by failure of some one of the breakers

6 on.the other IE bus to open or whatever, the other diesel

7 generator is not available either, isn't it true there would

8 still be available the emergency feedwater pump using only

9 DC power supplies which would be able to remove decay heat
,

10 for at least a period of a couple of hours?

11 A That is my understanding, yes.

12 0 I would also like to ask you a clarifying question

13 concerning Mr. Cutchin's question, follow-up question. I

14 d i d n ' t understand necessarily the scenario you were talking

15 about. Was the scenaric he was discussing with you

16 considering an acrident sienal occurring with off-site power

17 being available and then all of the ES loads startine on

18 off-site power, and subsequent to the stabiliza tion period

19 when the ES signal is bypassed, ther you lose off-site

20 po we r ? Was that the scenario he was talkinc about of

21 reclosing the pressurizar heaters?

22 A I'm sorry, I just don't recall that, any of that

23 conversation . |
1

24 Q Isn't it true, though, that if tha EC sicnal is I
1

25 initially -- that initially if the signal that cheds the

O
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f')s(_ 1 loads off the bus, the pressurizer heaters off the bus, that

2 until the ES.sional is bypassed, and that assumes you have

!
3 to follow the small break LOCA procedures as f ar as plant ;

4 stabilization, that if you try to reclose that breaker it

5.will trip until that signal is bypassed?

6 A That is 17 understanding, yes.

7 0 So the scenario he was talking about was a r

,

8 subsequen t loss of of f-site power f ollowing stabilization,
i
'

9.which would then allow .possibly the reconnection of the

10 pressurizer heaters right away if you could physically do it. ;

11 A Yes, I believe that is true, yes. '

12 0 I also have one follow-up question concernino Dr.

13 Jord an 's line of questioning on the diesel generator and its
f_

U
14 response to an overcurrent =.ss u m i n g the breakers, you know,

15 would not open as designed. You recall S.r. ~crcivia's

16 follow-up oral testimony concerning the maximum ra tings of

17 the diecel, that the half-nour ratine was 3300 kilowatts and

18 the 2000 hour was 30007 Is it conceivable?

19 Do ~you know, first of all, what that rating is

20 based on, how the manuf acturer arrives at a diesel generator

21 rating?

22 5 No, I don't know all of the things they go through
;

23 to ierive a ra ting , but the ba si s of providing various
j

24 ratings is if you run a machine for, let's say, '.his |

25 particular machine at 3000 M'd fcr 2000 hours, you would then

O
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( 1 vant to shut it down and do an overhaul on the machine.
2 That is to ensure it's long life.

,

3 0 It is not necessarily if you exceed the rating you

4 won't necessarily fault the diesel or destroy the diesel.

5 A N'o t ' necessarily . :: would depend on the magnitude

6 of the fault.

7 0 Is it partially based on maybe temperature

8 restrictions?

9 A Yes, temperature is.an important effect.

10 0 It is conceivable that the diesel could very

11 readily for 10 minutes handle a load even larger than 3300

12 kilowa tts .<

13 A Yes, that is correct.

14 0 And isn't it also true that, using "r. Torcivia's

15 example of a f ault current which instantaneous four

16 cycles gives you 4000 amperes, which as Dr. Jordan ,ointed

17 out was about 2000 v 'A , and let's assume the diesel is fully

18 load ed a t 2200 MW to begin with, wnich is about the loading

19 of the accident, let's say that instantaneous loading is put

20 on the diesal of an additional 2000 KW for four cycles and

21 nothing trips, would the diesci necessarily fault -- could

22 th e diesel handle that sort of an instaneous load without

23 f aulting ?

24 A It should te able to do that.

25 0 In addition , accordin; to Mr. Torcivia 's exarple,

I

i

,
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1 the load then settles out, assumina nothing happens, to
,

2 about 1800 amperes, which is about 900 KW. Isn't it

3 conceivable that the diesel could for a period of ten

4 minutes, let's say, handle that load?

5 A Yes, sir.

6 Q And the operator would then have sufficient time

7 to t rip the pressurizer heaters off the bus, noting he eas

8 exceeding the 3000 KW ratine of the diesel.

[9 A That is correct.

10 'G . DCENSIFF Thank you.

11 CHAIP. DAN SMITH: Anything further?

12 ('lo response.)

43 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Ihank you. You are excused.

14 (The witness was' excused.)

15 CHAIEYLN SMITH: Would it be possible to take a

16 somewhat shorter lunch break today? We will return at 1:35.

17 MS. KTISS. We will not be back, Mr. Chairman.

18 Mr. Chairman and tne Board, thank you all for pushinc

19 through, and I hope we all meet in a better place sometime.

20 CHAIErAN SMITH: ds. Weiss, before you leave,

21 there is a s.stter, a housekeeping matter that we have to

22 attend to, and that is at what time in the proceedings

23 should cross examination p?.ans be available for

24' examina tion ? I suggest at the end of the entire proceedinc

25 we will go thrcugh our various capers and make th em

O
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1 available f or whoever wants to examine them.

2 MS. WEISS: I thought that is what we had agreed

3 to.

4 CH AIn ! AN SMITH: I don't think sc. I think as far

5 as yours were concerned, it was at the end of your ,

6 presentation. I think the better approach is at the end of

7 the entire proceedina.

8 MR. POLLARD: Yes.

9 OMAIEMAN SMITH: Just a moment, please.

10 (Discussion off th e record. )
,

11 CH;IB.'AN SMITH: Wa have a message that Ma rvin

12 Lewis is en. toute.

13 (Discussion off the record.)

14 .3AIEMAN SMITH: Ve will recess for lunch, to

15 return at 1: 35.

16 (Whereupan, at 12:52 p.m., th e hea ring recessed,

17 to reconvene at 1:35 p.m. the same day.)

18

19

,

20

21 ;

22

23
,

24
,

25

I
|

ts

,
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5
1 AFTEENCON SESSIs1

2 (1:u0 p.m.)

3 CHA!SMAN SMITHS Before we proceed, let's have a

4 discussion with Mr. Lewis about what has transpired.

5 MP. LE'AI S : I am Marvin I. Lewis, pro se.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: ir. Lewis, why don't you and 3s.

7 Bradford move up to the front table. These microphones we

8 know work. Brino your signs, if you wish.

9 MR. LE '4I S : I am Marvin I. Lewis, pro se. I just

10 wanted to ask , hopef ully, th a t my Con ten tion goes on today.

'

11 I can't get back tomorrow nor until F ri 9.a y . That's all I

12 want to put on the record. I want to thank everybody for

13 informins me about my Contention today.

14 CH AIEi: AH SMITHS 9e have an' estimated hour, hour

15 and a half. I see by your cross examination plan that it

16 will be a very efficient cross examination. Eo if that fits

17 into your srhedule, let's proceed on the ordinary schedule.

18 And, 3s. Eradford, may I succest that you taka

19 ad va ntage of the intervening hour and a half to prepare the

20 cros: -examination plan, which is required by tha several

21 Ecara orders now. Are you aware of that, Ms. Dradford? Do

22 you know about cross-examination plans?

23 25. IPADF0ED: Yes, sir.

24 CH AIE'' AN SMITH: ay I succest that you takev

25 advantage of that time and crepa re a cross examination

'

i

|
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A
kl 1 plan.

2 MS. ERADFCRD: Yes.

3 CFAIRYAN SMITH: '4 e ll , "Yes," "No"? Do you have

4 any feeling abCut that?

5 MS. READF0FD: Yes. I don 't know that I have any

6 questions to ask, sir.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I see. All right.

8 MS. BRADFORD: Thank you.

9 CHAIF"AN SMITH: Suro. Now, do you understand the

10 procedure -- maybe it is a good idea for you to observe an

11 episode of receiving evidence. The ordinary procedure is+

12 that the testimony is presented in writing, and you have

13 received that in writinc. And if you don't have any

14 questions and the Eoard doesn't have any questions and

15 nobody else has any questions, then that's it, everybody

16 goes home. Okay?

17 MS. BRADFORD: Yes. Thank. you. I understand

18 tha t . Thank you.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Now, so that we will --

20 MR. BAXTSR: Licensee is attempting to call tr.

21 Walsh and Mr. Toole.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: 711 right.

23 (Poard conferring)

24 CHAIR'AN SMITH: I would point out what has

25 ha ppened so that Mr. Lewis and Ms. Eradford will

.

1
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,

. 1 understand. Je are now taking Union of Concerned Scientists
,

2 Contention Number 9.and ECNP Contention Number 1C. UCS has .j

3 withdrawn this Contention 9. ECNP has other commitments, f
i

4 and they have not attended. !

t

5 So, the Board, having the panel not appear, the

6 Board presented them for questioning by the Board itself, ,

7 the Commonwealth, and whoevar may want to ask questions of

8 them. That was a matter of our discretion. !
.i
:

9 Mr. Baxter.. '

,

.

10 'Wh e r e u po n , |
.

11 FATFICM S. WALSH and i

'
12 RONALD J. TCDLE,

13 called as a witnesses by counsel for the Licensee,
3

'

14 Metropolitan Edison, having first been duly sworn by the :

15 Chairman, ware examined and testified as follows: I
!

16 DIRECT EXAMINATION |
,

17 BY F. 3AXTERs -

18 C Centlemen, would you each identify yourselves,

19 give your full names for the record, and your position and !

20 place of employn en t ? Mr. Toole?

21 A (WITNESS TOOLE) I am Ronald J. Toole, manager of

22 TMI Unit Number 1. I am employed by General Public
:

23 Utilities , i
, ,

1

24 A ( W IT.'iESS W ALS H ) ! an Patrick Walsh. I am the i

25 plant analysis manager for 7?U Service Company. |
!

!
:

i.
,

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC, ,

i400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345

!
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A) 1 Q I call your attantion to a document that bears the%

2 caption of th: proceeding, dated September 15, 1980,

3 entitled " Licensee 's Testimony of Patrick S. Walsh and

4 Ronald J. Toole in Response to UCS Contention Number 9 and

5 ECNP Contention :iumber 1C, Safety Systems Status Panel."

8 I would like to begin by asking you, Mr. Toole,

7 whether you have any changes or corrections to make to this

8 document?

9 A (WITHESS TOCLE) Yes, I have a correction on page
7

10 2. The sentence above where it says " Testimony by Witnesses
,

11 Walsh and Toola" should be "by Witness Walsh." And on pace *

12 4, about the center of the page, above "The thrust of the

13 UCS Contention," the words "by Witnesses Walsh and Toole"Ov
14 should be inserted there. *

15 0 And this document is the material associated with

18 your name, including the statenont of professional :

17 qualifications attached, testimony which you have prepared

18 or had prepared under your direct supervision for I

19 presentation at this hearing, .i r . Toole? f
|

20 A (WITNESS TOOLE) Yes, it is. |
i

21 Q Mr. ualsh? r

I

22 A (WITNESS WALSH) Yes, it is. j

23 Q Is your testimony true and accurate, to the best

24 of your knowledge and belief? '

25 A (WITNESS TOOLE) Yes, it is. ;
-

,

.

t

I
t

i
ALDER 5oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC, I

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345 !
,
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/V 1 .A- . ( WITNESS 'J ALSF) Yes, it is.
'

2 MR. EAXTER I move the receipt into evidence of ^

3 the~ testimony and~ask that it be physically incorporated
4 into the transcript as if read.

5 ?R. C'JTCMIN: No objection.
i

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH There are no objections?.

7 (io response.)

8 The testimony is received.

9 (The testimony of Witnesses Toole Ond Walsh
:

10 follo ws. )

11

12

13

O
14 ,

15

16

17

18

19

20

2.

22

23

24

25

O

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2346
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() OUTLINE

, The purpose and objective of this testimony is to respond
I

to UCS Contention No. 9 and ECNP Contention No. 1(c), each of

which challenge the adequacy of the methods used for monitoring

safety system or component status at TMI-1. Fur ther , the tes-

timony discusses the impact of EFW valve closure on the outcome

of the TMI-2 accident. The testimony identifies the instru-

mentation and administrative controls utilized at TMI-1 to
assure that safety systems are not disabled.

O

-i-

O
1
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/ INTRODUCTION
_

This-testimony, by Mr. Patrick S. Walsh, GPU Plant
|

Analysis Mandger, and Mr. Ronald J. Toole , Manager , TMI-1, GPU,
i

is addressed to the following contentions: )
l
i
!

|

UCS CONTENTION NO. 9 |

The accident at TMI-2 was substantially
aggravated by the fact that the plant was

,

|operated with a safety system inoperable, to
!

wit: two auxiliary feedwater system valves were I

closed which should have been open. The
principal reason why this condition existed was
that TMI does not have an adequate system to
inform the operator that a safety system has
been deliberately disabled. To adequately
protect the health and safety of the public, a 'i

system meeting the Regulatory Position of Reg.
3Guide J.47 or providing equivalent protection is
|[} required.

ECNP CONTENTION NO. 1(c)

!
The electronic signals sent to the control

room in many cases record the wrong parameters
and may, thereby, mislead the reactor operator.
For instance, in the case of the Electromatic
Relief Valve ("ERV", the Metropolitan Edison
designation is RC-RV2), the signal sent to the
control room to indicate a closure of this valve |

;indicates only the electrical energizing of the '

solenoid which closes the valve, not the actual
physical 31ve closing itself. This misleading
signal aggravated the accident at TMI-2. There
is no reasonable assurance that this same
problem, or comparable ones, cannot arise many
times over at TMI-1. It is the obligation of
the Suspended Licensee to provide sufficient
information on the performance capability of all
pertinent components of the control system to
reasonably ensure that electronic signals will
record, accurately and in a timely manner, all
necessary and correct parameters.

<
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I~T
(_/ ECN2 Contention 1(c) was limited by the Board to " signals sent I

to the control room" and further limited to core cooling !

systems and containment isolation systems. (See First Special

Prehearing Conference Order, dated December 13, 1979, at 38).

RESPONSE TO CONTENTIONS

BY WITNESSW WALSH:eHEEEGGEEs

The assumption which underlies these contentions is that

the accident at TMI-2 was substantially aggravated in that the

plant was operated with a safety system inoperable. Before

turning to the merits of the contentions that the indication of

} safety system status at TMI-l is inadeguate, it is important to
note that the underlying assumption to UCS Contention 9 is

invalid. First, the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System is not

classified as a safety system. Second, the closure of the EFW

valves did not have a substantia] effect on the eventual
outcome of the TMI-2 accident. Analyses (l) performed by GPU

using the RETRAN code (2) indicate that even with the correct

operation of EFW, the condition of the plant would have been

identical 20 minutes following the start of the accident. It

should be noted that core damage did not occur until af ter
1reactor coolant pumps were turned off, 100 minutes following
|
|

the start of the accident.

r |

%
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1
1

s These analyses compared two alternate scenarios with the

d
actual accident sequence. In the actual event sequence the

reactor tripped from high pressure at 8 seconds due to loss of

feedwater. The power operated relief valve failed to reclose

at 15 seconds. The steam generators boiled dry at approxi-

mately 1 minute and 45 seconds. High Pressure Injection (HPI)

was actuated at 2 minutes and 2 seconds and was throttled at 4

minutes and 38 seconds. Emergency feedwater flow was initiated

at 8 minutes and nomir al steam generator conditions were

achieved at approximately 20 minutes. The two alternate

scenarios that were analyzed are: (1) emergency feedwater

available from the beginning of the event with other accident

events unchanged; and (2) HPI properly maintained with no

emergency feedwater. The results of the analysis of tne first
(

scenario indicate that simulated plant conditions were iden-

tical to the actual event after about 20 minutes. The results

of the second scenario show that the core would have been

adequately cooled by HPI even without emergency feedwater.

This second result is verified by the actual system response

during the accident since Reactor Coolant System temperatures

did not increase during the period when HPI started at approxi-

mately 2 minutes until it was throttled at about 4 1/2 minutes.

The lack of EFW flow was discovered by the operators using

indications of system conditions that were available on the

main control board. The EFW system was realigned 8 minutes

after the reactor trip and approximately 6 minutes af ter the

O
-3-



first indications of steam generator dryout. The operators

O-
reacted to the fact that steam generator level was not

increasing despite open control valves, and thus discovered the

closed EFW block valves by checking the pump and valve. control
*

indications on the main control board. The steam generator

conditions were returned to nominal design conditions 20

minutes after the reactor trip. Thereaf ter , plant conditions

were undistinguishable from conditions that would have existed ,

if EFW had operated normally. In addition, other analyses of

the event (3,4,5) have concluded that the brief EFW isolation

had no significant effect on the outcome of the accident.

Consequently, the assumptions underlying UCS Contention No. 9

are invalid.
SY w iMS SES WA L S H A MD ~rOOL D_ ,
~~~

The thrust of the UCS contention is that the principalO
reason the improper EFW valve position existed during the

accident was that TMI-2 did not have an adequate system to

inform the operator that safety systems have been disabled.

The contention is not valid for either TMI-1 or TMI-2. At

TMI-1, the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)

has indicating lights on the main control console indicating
whether the HPI and LPI protective systems are fully enabled

and indicating whether actuation bistables are reset or

bypaesed. Annunciators will indicate a "not reset" condition,
a "not bypassed" condition and an "ES actuation trouble"

condition which further alerts the operator to an abnormal

condition. Annunciators will also indicate abnormal status of

O
-4-
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|

(]) core f1 cad tank isolation valves (a portion of the ECCS). In

additien to these indicators and annunciators, a dedicated j

con 1o1 panel in the control room indicates the status of all

l' ;ividual components that are actuated by the ESFAS. This

panel's display lights are color coded so that any exceptions

to an automatic actuation are indicated to tne operatGr.

Besides these features, procedures have been instituted in

the following areas since the TMI-2 accident to verify the

operational readiness of Engineered Safeguards Features (ESP)

Systems and EFW Systems.

1. ESF Checklist

This checklist verities the readiness of ESF and EFW
system components each eight-hour shif t. It verifies

() control room valve position and control switch positions
for these systems.

The checklist is initiated by the off-going shift,

and revieved and signed by the on-coming Control Room

Operators, Shift Foreman and Shift Supervisor.

2. Administrative Valve Controls

Critical valves in the ESF and EFW systems have been

either locked or placed under routine surveillance. This

includes locking of manual overrides where applicable,

and/or routine checking of manual override status as part
of the Auxiliary Operator log sheet entries. Locked

|
valves are checked at defined intervals, established on

I

the basis of their importance and frequency of use.

I
|
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3. Log Sheets
|

Non-control room indicated main flow path ESP and EFW

valves will be checked at defined frequencies (once a

shift or daily) to assure correct position. The deter-

mination of frequency is based on accessibility not only

to the Operations Staf f but to other personnel who may be

working in the plant.

4. Verification Prior to Surveillance or After Maintenance

Proper ESF and EFW valve positions will be confirmed

as an initial procedure step prior to initiating surveil-
P

lance tests on any ESP or EFW train. Upon completion of f
L

the surveillance activity, the valvec or switches that

were manipulated will be verified by procedure to have |
,

been returned to the correct position.

Prior to returning components to service after !

t
'maintenance or special testing, the affected components

and all other components manipulated during the '

maintenance will be verified to be in the correct post-

maintenance position by two independent operators. j
;

These individual administrative systems by their very
,

i

nature provide various levels of backup to the primary control i

method. This is illustrated on Figure 1 for valves. Depend ing

on the importance of the particular valve, one or more of the i

backup methods are applied to each valve.

.

.

.
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- These administrative controls inform the operator of

system status not only periodically, but also each time a

safety system would be unavailable during testing or

maintenance.- These methods are considered effective since an

operator will be required to acknowledge that a safety system

is disabled when he begins his shif t and at any time during the
shift the equipment in disabled. Because of the required

deliberate administrative action necessary to manipulate ESF or
EFW components, these controls are considered to be as

effective as automatic annunciation of disabled systems.

It is implied from UCS Contention 9 that if a system

meeting the requirements of Fegulatory cuide 1.47 had been

installed at TMI-2, then the EFW system would not have been

disabled. If applied, Pegulatory Guide 1.47 requires a displayO
system which would provide automatic indication and alarm of I

!
safety system availability at the system level . Continuous I

automatic indication of disabled safety systems, however,

provides no guarantee that the operator will recognize and

maintain awareness of the abnormal configuration. Because of

this, administrative controls still have to be depended upon to
require the operator to overtly note status on a ctatus list or

record system even if automatic annunciation is available.

This is recognized in Regulatory Guide 1.47, which itself
I

states that: " An acceptable way of aiding the operator's

knowledge of plant status is to supplement administrative

procedures with automatic indication of the bypass or

O
-7-
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L inoperability of each redundant portion of a system tha t

performs a function important to safety" (Emphasis added).

The Regulatory Guide also recognizes. the limitations of the

concept of automatic indicating systems:

It is recognized that automatic indication of
inoperability or a bypassed condition is not
feasible for all the possible means by which
safety-related systems could be completely or
partially rendered inoperative.

It also recognizes that:

Manual capability would [still] be useful in
displaying those inoperable or bypassed
conditions, whether deliberately induced or
not, which are not automatically indicated.

The feasibility of automatic indication assumes certain

conditions. The Regulatory Guide states that:

Such a design is considered practical
O because (1) appropriate emphasis on

testabi_ity [of safety systems] early in
the design process can reduce to a minimum
the number of bypasses needed for frequent
activities such as testing and (2) ac-
tivities such as modification, repair, and
maintenance either are conducted infre-
quently or can be restricted to times when
plant conditions do not require the
affected system to be available.

It is implied that this requirement is not practical except
early in the design process of a plant under construction and

thus would not be practical when applied in a backfit situation
such as TMI-1. Further, it presumes that there is an infre-

quent need to bypass safety systems. Operational requirements

for surveillance testing and preventative maintenance ac- 1

|

1

tivities at TMI-1, however , require a significant number of

()
-8-
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() brief periods of unavailability for safety systems or their

supporting systems. Consequently, providing an automatic,

consolidated, system level indication of bypass is not

pr,actical because the assumptions which form the basis for the

practicality of the requirement are not valid for TMI-1.

In summary, Contention 9 of UCS is incorrect in its

allegation that the TMI-2 accident was substantially aggravated

by the fact tha t two Emergency Feedwater System valves were

closed at the beginning of the event. Additional administra-

tive controls have been instituted since the TMI-2 accident to

verify the correct status of critical components after testing,

at shift change and at predetermined intervals during opera-
tion. The addition of an automatic system that meets the

() requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.47 would be an unnecessary

addition of hardware that would not improve the protection of

the hea]<a and safety of the public, since this system would
also continue to rely on administrative controls to assure its

effectiveness.

ECNP Contention 1(c) asserts that electronic signals sent

to the control room may mislead the operator. Licensee has

performed a review of signals to the TMI-1 control room for the

emergency feedwater system, emergency core cooling systems and
icontainment isolation systems, and found no position indication '

that could mislead the operators by a demand indication rather

than direct position indication such as the power operated
relief valve in TMI-2. Valve position ind ir ations for these

1

-9-
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systems were verified to originate from limit switches driven
}

by the valve stem, and not from demand signals to the valve.

Other major components also have direct indication of

operation. The Emergency Feedwater System motor driven pumps

have indications for motor breaker position, and pump discharge.

pressure, and will have feedwater flow instruments which are

being installed, all of which will give a direct indication of

pump performance. Similarly, the steam driven emergency

.feedwater pump has indication of turbine speed and pump

discharge pressure. The high pressure injection pumps (makeup

pumps) have motor breaker position indication, pump discharge
pressure indication and flow indication. Decay heat removal

system pumps have motor breaker position indication, pump

('/ discharge pressure indication and flow indication.)
s_

All valves which are required to respond automatically to
an ESFAS signal have special indicators on a dedicated control

panel in the control room which are color coded to inform the

operator that the valves are in the proper position af ter an

ESPAS actuation. This allows the operator to note any excep-

tions to an ESFAS actuation sequence within a short period of
time. Finally, modifications to the PORV to improve indica-

tions of its performance are described in Licensee's Testimony

on valves and valve Testing in response to UCS Contentions 5

and 6.

-10-
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VALVE ARiffilSPIMTIi" OMITOL Sltf%ltY Ff mre 1O l }
.

v v
IFASCN VALVE TWITIGI fE1110D LEED IOR IVCKUP PEI10DS IUIU(FIALLY AVAIIN1IE 'IO DE17CP ERIORGIANGS IS MADE IOfenL REALIGtB(P

_

.

1. Major Outage Gerating Procedure AP 1011 Iock Shift 'liirnover ES Oneck List / Shift Operator DailyCtoplete Valve Aligment Valve List / Shift Oieck List /9 tift
~

'Ibur deck List

. -

2. Preventive Prevmtive mintenance AP 1011 Inck Shift Turnover ES O eck List / Shift Operator DailyM11ntenance Procedure Valve List / Shift Oieck Idst/ Shift 'Ibur Oieck List

.

3. Corrective Surveillan Procedure AP 1011 Inck Shift 'litrnover ES Geck List / Shift Operator Dailymintenance Valve List / Shift Oieck Idst/ Shift 'Ibur dieck List

_

4. Surveillance Surveillance Procedure AP 1011 Iock Shift Tunover ES Orck List / Shift Qurator DailyProcedure Valve Idst/ Shift Oneck List / Shift 'Ibur deck List.

5. Oparating Surveillance Procedure AP 1011 Inck Shift Turnover ES Geck List /Stift Operator DailyProcedure Valve List / Shift 01eck Idst/ Shift 'Ibur Oneck List

6. Operator Mistake Operator Iogs FIIui ment AP 1011 Lock Shift Tunover ES deck Idst/ Shift Operator Dailyt
Status each time he makes Valve, List / Shift Orck List / Shift 'Ibur dieck Listchanges. 'Ihe logs are
revicaxi by the Shift

.

Forerun and Operations
Engineer.

.

*
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[) 1 B Y 115. BAXTEat (Resuming)

2- Q The testimony does not indicate in particular
:

3 where it is responding to UCS Content 1on Number 9 nnd where
,

4 it is responding to ECNP's Contention 1C. Mr. Walsh, could
,

,

5 you identify for the record what part of the written

6 testimony response to each Contention? '

7 A (WITNESS WALSH) The first pa rt of the testimony, '

8 starting on page 2 and running through to the third '

;

9 paragraph on page 9, is directed to wa rd answering UCS !

i
10 Cont ention .1um ber 9. Starting on the last paracraph on page

'

11 9 to the end of the testimony is directed toward ICNP ;

I

12 Contention 1C. i
-

|

13 Q I have one cla rif ying question for you, l'r . Ralsh, '

)
14 abou t a statement that appears in the staff testimony that '

15 is g oing to be presented yet on these issues. ar. Boger, in i
i
.

16 his testimony at page 7, sta tes that, "EegulatCry Guide 1.47
:

17 requires that an automatic system be provided to indicate on
{

18 a system level the bypassing or deliberately induced -j
i

19 inoperability of a safety-related systam, whereas the
|

20 measures being implemented a t TMI are administrative in }
6

21 nature." .'
I

22 I don't '< n e w that Mr. Boger intended that !
!

23 statement to be exhaustive, but could you tell me whe the r a t i

24 TMI we rely exclusively upon a>1ministrati"- controls? !
t
!

25 A (WITKISS WALSU) No, we do not rely exclusively on '

!

| !

i :

!
Al.0ERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC. i

i
400 VIRGINf % AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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O
/\_) 1 administrative controls. Cn page 4 and 5 we do make some i

i2 reference to some of the annunciators that indicate whether j

3 the engineered saf eguard syrtems are actuated or are lined
,

4 up in a ready mode. In addition to those, as further

5 examples, there are several other annunciators which

6 specifically indicate the inoperability of bypars of

7 systems.

8 Most of the -- all of the pum ps used in the

9 emergeny safeguard systems have annunciators associated with

10 them, that if the control handle for the pump is in the

11 pull-u p position or the breakers react out, there is an

12 annunciator for each size pump motor. The u-KV mo tors a nd

13 the 4 8 0-vol t motors have separate indicators for those

14 conditions.

15 There are also four or five annunciators on the
16 diesel genera tors which indicate troubler, failure to start,
17 overload, fault, blocked conditions, or breaker trip.
1E conditions. The actuation cystems th em selve s have

19 indications of whether on the control board whether each
20 channel is bypassed or not reset, and there is also a main

,

21 annuncistor which indicates that condition.
22 C You referred to pa ges a and 5. 'i a s that to your

23 ewn direct testimony 7

24 A (W7.TNESS WALSH) To my own direct testi.9ony, yes.

25 MR. BAXTEF: The panel is available for

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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1 examination. l

2 CHAIRNAN S ITH: 1r. Adler. |

3 CECSS EXAMINATION

4 BY MR. ROBERT ADLIRs j

5 Q Gentlemen, have you analyred wha t compliance with

6 Regulatory Guide 1.47 would entail at TY.I Unit 17

7 A (WITNESS TOOLE) Yes, I would say we have analyzed

8 to some extent, not completely.

9 Q I wonder if you could briefly give us some

10 analysis of what would be raquired to comply with Reg Guide

11 1.47 in terms of plant engineering modifications in terms of

12 time and in terns of cost?

13 A (WITNESS TOOLE) As f ar as in terms of time andf~

i14 cost, I don't think I am prepared to answer that for the

15 entire system. As far as axamples of what it would take to

16 accomplish the Eeg Guide 1.47, I could address that.

17 C Fine. Go ahead.

18 A (WIT!;ESS TOOLE, What it would take as far as to

19 analyze the system on a component basis and tc review our

20 surv eillance procedures to determine each individual

21 component, which is actuated or its position is changed once

22 a year in a process of testina and look at each one of those

23 components individually as to could we provide a rignal from

24 that component that we could, in turn, tie into a logic that

25 would be develcred in snch a way that it would give a system

.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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1. indication that that system had been disabled when thes

,

2. component's position-has been changed.
!

3 For inatance, if a valve is to te normally opened
.

4 .to support an ES alignment to allow flow in the low pressure |
,

5 injection system, for instance, if that valvo were to be
,

6 closed to perform a surveillance, what we would have to have |

7 is a cosition switch on that valve that would tie into this ,

!
i

8 logic. And once the valve is closed, we would get an alarm '

9 saying lo w-p re ssure injection system A is disabled. |

10 0 Can you try to speak directly into the !

11 microphone?
,

t
t.

12 A (WITNESS TOCLE) How much did you miss?

I13 0 I could hea r you, but with some difficulty.

( |*

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Toole, you are taller than
;

i
15 the witnesses who have been using that microphone, and they '

|
16 are very distance-sensitiva. I suggest you change the stand |

!

17 that is being used. You have to be within a very few

18 inch es.

19 3Y M?. 333ERT ALDER:
|

20 0 Is it your testimony that no analysis has yet been

21 performed to determine which individual components in tha j

22 plan t would affect the systens status at the system level?

23 A (WITNESS TOOLE) To my knowledge, we hava not done '

24 a complete study to determine exactly every component that

25 would have to be incutted into this. !
!

: ,

i
B
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'(_/' 1 A (WITNESS WALSH) I have been involved in the

2 analysis. We haven 't done a specific analysis to see what

3 would be required to meet Fequlatory 1.47, literally,

4 because we 1 coked at the systens that we have in place and

5 ve looked at the administrative con trols tha t we have in

6 place. Ve feel our objection to implementing 1.47 is not an

7 economic or scheduling basis. We feel that we have a more

8 effective system.

9 My main objection to putting in tbst type of a

10 system is _ I think it is another extensive ha rd ware

11 modification to the plant that will lead to increased

12 complexity. The ocerator will have to deal with th a t

13 increa sed complexity and eventually there will have to be

O
14 administrative controls to ensure ~ tha t the operator enables

15 that particular system or that system is tested and operated

16 and the operator takes note of a particular annunciatoc's or

17 system panel tha t is installino the system. And we would be

18 no better of f than the present administrative sys; tem that we

19 have right now.
|

20 0 That, in fact, was ny next question, whether you
|

21 think -- whether your objection to complying with Feg Guide
[
r

22 1.47 was simply tha t it was not necessary or that your

23 administrative procedures are superior. Ara you sayin? you )
24 disagree with 1.u7?

25 A (WITNESS WALSH) Yes. I disagree with the concept

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC. |
*
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(Os/ 1 that an automatic system is -- for indicating inoperability
2 and bypass is an absolute necessity. I think the

3 administrative controls are a more effective means of
4 keeping the operator involved on a regular basis of checking '

5 his lineup and an effective means of having the operator
i

6 stay involved in the process, which is a very important
7 concep t, I think.

8 A- (WIThESS TOOLS) 1.47 would address one set of
9 specific criteria, where the administrative controls

i

10 monitors multiple mistake-monitorin; type criteria. If you
911 followed the requirements of Peg Guide 1.u7 and designed

12 specifically to sa tisfy that reg guide, you would put |

13 yourself into a position where you could identify certain |'O 14 problems. Our system is gea red to iden tif y that problem i

15 plus many mdre.

16 0 Ey concern is this You stated that you have not

17 analyz aich individuel components affect the plant at the f

18 system svel. Your testimony is that you expect the
;

19 operator to do this.

20 A (WITNESS TOOLE) When I say I haven't analyzed it,
{

21 What I haven 't done is sat d own and written out a list of
,

22 each and every component and compared that to every test i

23 th a t we have run or that we do perform to assure that it is '

24 correct. ;

25 A (WITNESS WALSH) Our administrative controls look
,

1

!

!

l

'l
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1 at every component in the engineered safegua rd system and

2 check that its lineup is in its proper standby position, so

3 that the checklist that the operator does in the control

4 room at the turnover ~each shift checks every component that

5 is indicated in the control room that needs to be lined up

6.to operate, and that the other administrative controls are

7 log sheets on which the operator in the plant has to go out

8 sad phyrically verify the position of valves that are in --

9 the manual valvas -- that are indicated in the control room,

10 the position of those valves that need to be in certain

11 required positiens for standby status of the engineered

12 saf eguard systems.

13 BY MR. DOENSIFEs

O
14 0 I have one follow-up question, if I may, on that

15 id entical su bject . ~t seems -- let me try to understand

16 your administrative procedures a little better. You are

17 saying the operator identifies which components are

18 unavailable; and then he, in his own expertise and knowledge

19 of the systems, will then decide whether that askes that

20 tr ai n of ISF unavailable? Is that correct?

21 A (WITNESS TOOLE) That is not correct. What we

22 have done is analyzed the system, low pressure injection.

23 And low-pressure injection has a flow path a nd an alignment

24 from the borated water storage tank to the vessel. We have

| 25 looked at that system, and we have developed a checklist

,

,
l
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x 1 th a t says that these valves must be in this alignment and

2 this pump must be in this alignment.

I
3 The operator, on a chift basis, will confirm that

4 they are in that alignment. If the A side were to be,

5 disabled for maintenance or for surveillance, he would then

6 know that that side was disa bled. Or just prior to

7 disa bling it, he would look to make sure that the other side

8 on paper war aligned properly.

9 For valvas that are not -- do not have a conponent

10 level indication inside the control room, the auxiliary

11 operator looks at it on a shift basis or on a daily bacis,

12 dependinc on location, to ensure that it is in a proper

13 position.

14 C So therefore, from a functional standpoint,-at

15 least, the adninistrative procedure is identical to Reg

16 Guide 1.47. The bottom line of the procedure is that the

17 system is not available, and that is known to tha cperator

18 by looking at the checklist. ;

I
19 A (WIT.NE35 TOOLE) I would say that is correct. I

I
20 would say if you were to try to meet Eeg Guide 1.L7, the

21 first step would be to identify the components involved,

22 which we have done, and we have established a checklist in

23 that manner. '4e h a v e n o v looked at each individual

24 component to determine what sional we vould get tc tie into

25 the logic.

O
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1 BY MR. R3"ERT ADLERs

2 O Have you read the testimony filed by Mr. Robert

3 Pollard that was originally intended to be introduced into

4~ evidence?

5 A (WIThrSS.TCOLE) Yes, I have.

6 A ('ITNESS WALSH) Yes, I have.4

7 C At page 9-2 of that t r,s t im o n y --

8 CHAIRMAN S"ITH4 Cff the record just a moment.

9 (Discussion off the record)

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Proceed.

11 B Y F. R . ROBERT ADLER:

12 Q In the first full paragraph, in the paracraph
;

13 beginning , "Another example," hr. Follard discussee the '

O 14 trippina of the diesel fuel racks. And then'he says," In

15 vi'olation of operating procedures, the fuel racks were left

18 in the trip position. Failure to reset the fuel racks

17 resulted in a condition that prevented either. diesel

18 genera tor f rom being started either automatically or

19 manually from the control room."

20 I don't believe that you addressed this scenario

21 in your testimony. First of all, did this failure to reset

22 t h e racks in fact render both diesels inoperative?

23 A (WITNESS TOCLF) That is correct. This failure or

24 by placing the diesel in this position, as identified on
'

25 page 9-2 of Mr. Pollard's testimony, Reg Guide 1.47 vould I

i

i.
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1 not have required us to indicate that in the control room,

2 to satisfy Reg Guide 1.47.

3 Reg Guide 1.u7 requires us to indicate

4 manipulations that are performed once a year. This is a

5 manipulation that is net normally performed.

6 DR. JORDAN It's not what?
5

7 WITNESS ICOLFs It is not a manipulation that "

8 would be performed once a year on a scheduled basis.

9 BY 3E. ADLER:
.

10 0 Would your new sdainistrative procedurer have

11 detected this error?

12 A (WITiESS TOOLE) Yes, it would. We htve an alarm

13 in the control room which identifies in this condition that

LO 14 the diesel 7enerator is blocked.

15 A ( WIT ?lESS WALSH) In fact, there was an alarm in

16 the Unit 2 control roem that indicated the diesels were

17 tri p ped .

18 0 But the operators didn't see it?

19 A (WITNESS TOOLE) That's not true.

20 0 It's not true? The operators knew that it was not
.

21 reset?
|

22 A (WIT"ESS WALSM) The operators deliberately

23 tripped the fuel rack to provent the unnecessary starting of

24 the diesel from several conditions. They went throuch the

25 ES trip set points several times during the day. They

OO
|
|-
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( 1 deliberately tripped the diesel fuel racks to prevent the

2 diesel from sta rti ng automatically, having tc be manually

3 shut'down, to attempt to prevent da: age to tha dierels. It

4 would start up and run under an unloaded condition, and the

5 manufacturer doesn't recommend running the diesels in the

6 unloaded condition.

7 This was a violation of th e tech spec, but the

8 operators did deliberately do this, with the rearon. And

9 there is no reason for me to believe tha t they didn't

10 realize tha t the diesels were tripped during this whole

11 time.

12 0 How long would it have taken to reset the tacks?

13 A (WITNISS IOOLE) Within five minutes.

O
14 0 Five minutes. So you don't really see any adverse '

15 ef f ect from the violation of the tech cpecs?

16 A (WITNFSS TOOLE) It was a tech spec viola tion. )
i

f17 DR. JORDANS Xr. Adler asked a question which I

18 would like you to clarify a little. You said that tripping |.

.

19 of the racks is not something that would have been included |

!

20 in Eeg Guide 1.47 because it doesn't happen as often as once |

21 a year? I
\

22 A WITNESS TOOLE: That's correct. We do not trip |

23 t h e fuel racks in any surveillance procedure or inservice

24 inspection testing'that is done on a scheduled basis. We |
!

25 could go for a number of yea rs wihout tripping the fuel :

() i
!

|.

i
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l' -1 racks.

2 3R. JORDANS Therefora, it doesn't come in under

3 1.47 for thst reason?

4 '4ITNESS TOOLIa - For that reason, yes.

5 DR. JCPDANs Okay.

8 BY 3R. ROBERT ADLER:

7 0 Without wanting to get too heavily into regulatory

8 philosophy, your substitute for Reg Guide 1.u7 relies

9 heavily, if not exclusively, on administrative procedures.

10 And yet, in this example you are sayina that the operators

11 deliberately violated both the tech specs and the plant

12 operating procedures, and that decision was correct.

13 Doesn 't that indicate either that the procedures
O

14 were incorrect or that the operators made an incorrect

15 decision ?

18 A (WITNESS TOOLE) Would you repeat tha t as you said

17 that? I don't think we said that the operators were correct

18 in w h a t they did.

19 0 You implied that there was a good reason for it.

20 Do you agree that there was a good reason to leave the

21 diesel racks unset?

22 A (WITNESS TOOLE) I believe it was a valuable
>

23 reason to block the dieselc. The dierels had started end
24 stopped a number of times, and the probability of failures

25 in cycling the diesels increases with starting and

f'\
U
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l 1 sto.ppino.
E

'2 0 If you were an roerator, you would have done the

r 3 same thing?

4 A (WITNESS TOOLE) I really can't answer tha t

5 question.. I was-not involved in that.

6 C At pages 3 and 4 of your testimony -- before we go
.

'
7 on to the next sucject, let me go back and ask one more

8 question about the diesels. To your knowledge, and in your-

9 opinion, ware the operators at all times during the TMI-2

10 accident aware that they had left the diesel fuel racks in

11 the trip position?

12 A (WITNESS TOOLE) From the time that the diesels

13 were tripped until the tir.e that the diesels were reset, the

O
14 operators who made the' decision to trip the' diesel were

15 still there.

16 0 The s1me operators were there?

17 A (WITNESS TOOLE) Yes. Other than that, I have

18 never arked that que s tion , so I don't know the answer.

19 Q Let's say there was a change of shift. Your :

20 current proredures would require the outgoing chift to
i

21 inform the new shift that rhe racks were tripped? !

22 A (WITSESS T001E) Yes, that's right. And it would

23 be documented on the ES checklitt.

24 Q Turning to page 3 of your testimony, you explain

25 the process whereby the operators discovered that ESW flow

O
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A
(k ) 1 had been impaired, and you state that it was discovered as a

2 result of an analysis of the shifting parameters and that

3 they in fact determined that the valves had been rhut eight

4 minutes into.the accident. Then you state that the steam

5 generator conditions were returned to " nominal design

6 conditions 20 minutes af ter reactor trip."

7 First of all, can you explain what you meant by

8 " nominal design condition"?

9 A (WITSESS W ALSH) Yes. The steam generators are

10 designed to go to a condition after reactor trip is

11 determined by the turbine bypass valve settings at

12 approxima tely 1010 p.s.i.g. and 550 decrees. That is what I

13 mean by " nominal conditions after the trip."

O
14 C The steam generators were completely functional at

15 20 minutes?

16 A (WITNESS WALSH) That's correct. Tha steam

17 generator level set point was above the 30-inch level

18 required for this condition, and the temperature and

19 pressure were in that band.

20 0 Have you done an analysis to determine whether

21 this 20-minute interval would have been acceptable under all

22 accident scenarios?

23 A (WITNESS W A LSH) I am not sure what you mean by

24 " acceptable."

25 0 Would having the steam generators not up to what

O
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(\_l' 1 you term "noninal design . conditions" be adequa te to protect

2 the safety of the plant for all accident scenarior for 20

3 minutes?
|

4 A (WIT?tESS WALSH) You are saying with auxiliary |

5 feedwater, emergency feedvater unavailable for 20 minutes;
6 is that right?

7 O That's correct.

8 A (WITNESS WALSH) Making some other assumptions,

9 the emergency safeguards high pressure injection system was

10 functional and operating during that time, yes. The plant

11 would have been safe from -- or at least to the rest of my
12 knowledge -- saf e f rom all postulated accidents during t h a't
13 period .

O
14 (Counsel for the Commonwealth conferrine)
15 BY ME. ADLER:

16 C At page 5 of your testimony, you introduce your

17 testimony on the procedures which have been added since the

18 TMI-2 accident. You say, "Frocedures have been instituted

19 in the following areas since the TMI-2 accident to verify
20 the operational readiness of the engineered safeguards

21 features systems and ESW systems." A re all of these

22 procedures new?

23 A (WITNTSS TCCLE) The procedures are not naw.

24 These are additions and changes to existing procedures. The

25 e.ngineered saf eguard features checklist is in addition to

O
i
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f- 1 the operator turnover procedure.?

2 Q Before you go too far, what I am getting at is I I

3 would like a scre clear definition for each of these four
4 areas of procedures, cf how these procedures suppl' ment thee

5 procedures that axisted at the time of the TMI-2 accident.

6 3R. BAXTER: Let me make sure we don't have a
.

7 semantics problom. Mr. Adler, when he uses the word

8 " procedure," I think , is not meaning it in the strict sense

9 of a new operating procedure number an4 title, but a new

10 f unction or exercise. Is that correct?

11 MR. ROBERT ADLER: That's correct.

12 WITNTSS TOOLE: What we identify here is new.

13 BY MR. ROBERT ADLER:

'14 0 'Everything here is new? In that case, can you

15 briefly describe the adminirtrative procedures that existed

16 at the time of the TMI-2 accident and why you thoucht th ey
17 vera deficient?

18 DR. JCEDAN I didn't get the question.

19 MR. ADLER: I will withdraw that question. Let me

20 ask it this way.

21 BY MR. ROBERT ADLFR:

22 0 Can ycu describe the major differences between the

23 administrative procedures that existed. at the time of the

24 accident and these procedures, and have they have improved

25 as a result of the change?

L.
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b-) 1 A (WITNESS TOOLE) Prior to the accident,

2 administrative crocedures required an operator turnover.

3 What it did not have wa s a checklist that would require an

4 operator to go completely through the status and establish

5 what the conditions are to the plant and sign off that this

6 is the status and use that checklist to turn over to the

7 oncoming shift that this is what your status is.

8 Prior to the accident, that would have been a

9 verbal diFCussion. It would not have been as complete or as

10 sy s te ma tic .

11 On valve controls, prior to the accident, when we

12 did a test, surveillance tests er ISI tests, we would run

13 th e test, and when the test was completed we would have been

O
14 finished. We have now made additional requirements in a-

15 procedure that, prior to running the A system for tests or

16 removing the A system from cervice, we would verify by
i

17 monitoring these individual components for position to

18 ensure that the redundant side is prepared to oc into )
19 operation if we did have a problem.

20 When the tests or the surveillance is complete, we

21 have added to the procedure a second redundant verification
q

22 to ensure that everything has been restored properly per

23 procedure.

24 0 How many people are responsible for each of these

25 procedures? .Is it just one operator who does it's Or is

O
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i

2 A (WITNESS TOOLE) Tha t is what I mean by a double' '

3 checkoff. The procedure could te run by one individual

4 operator that started and finiched.on the same chift. That
i

5 operator voald run the completed procedure. When he was

6 finished, he has a page in the procedure that he would take

7 out, hand to another operator, who would then go through the

8 various components that were operated, and verify that they

'

9 were rectored to the proper position.

10 So the operator who ran the test would have rigned

11 off and verified that ha rectored the components to the

12 proper position, and someone else would also sign off a

13 checklist that verified the components were restored to

14 their proper position.

15 Q Let's go to the change-of-shift procedures. Is

16 that performed by one operctor on each side of the shift, or

17 two operators on each side of the shift?

18 A (WITNISS TOOLE) It is the responsibility of the

19 operator who was on shift and his shift foreman to prepare

20 th a t properly. They both signed that. The people who come

21 in when it is reviewed with them, they sign it.

22 0 For the incoming shift, do all of the cperators on

23 the incoming shift have to read the verification list, the

24 status list?

25 A (WITNESS TOOLE) The licensed control room

-
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k_) 1. operators would all verify that they understood the 1

1

12 condition'of the plant.
i

3 ::R . ROEERT ADLER: 3r. Dornsife will continue the

4 questioning.
.

5 BY *R. DDRNSIFEs

|
6 0 I have one additional question concernine ECNP 1C

|
-

7 Contention. On page 10 of your-testimony, the last

6 paragraph, the first sentence, you ra y that, "All valves

9 which are required to respond automatically to an ESFAS

10 signal have special indications on a dedicated control

11 panel." My question is: Do those valves include all of the

12 valves that are manually -- in the safeguard systems -- tha t

13 are manually controlled from the control room?

- 14 A (WITNESS WALSH) No. I an not sure what you mean,

15 " manually controlled."

16 C That the operator has an ability tC change their

17 position f rom the control room. Is that included on that

18 list ?

19 A (4ITNESS WA1SH) That is not a list, that is

20 actually --

|
21 Q The status panel.

22 A (WITNESS WALSH) "ost of those valves, I think, in

23 almost all those valves, are just the valves that receive a

24 signal to operate during the actuation.

25 0 So there may be some valves controlled from the

,
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() 1 control room'that may not be on the status panel?

.2 A (WITNESS WAL-SH) That's correct.

3 0 Their position indication would be the positive
(

4 position indication, as indicated in the testimony above, a-

5 stem position readable in the control room in some other

6 status panel?

7 A (WITYESS WALSH) Yes. One of the main control

8 boards from where they were controlled.

9 Q It would be a mimic bus?

10 A (WITNESS WALSH) It would depend on the controls.

11 Some of them are simic buses; some are just labeled as the

12 type of control.

13 0 For those valves that are automatically actuated

14 or chance position automatically, does the opera tor have the

15 ability in the control room to operate those valves if they

16. don't function, if the status panel says they haven't gone

17 to the proper position?

18 A (WIThESS W ALSF) Yes.

19 MR. ECRNSIFF4 I have no further questions. '

20 CHAIF3AN SMITH: "r. Cutchin.

21 MB. CUTCuIN: I have one or two questions.

22 BY ME. CUTCHIN:

23 0 Gentlemen, in your opening discussions, you were

24 discussing the fact that the diasel generators were blocked

25 ou t early during the TMI-2 accident. And you, I believe,

O
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( 1 stated that the operators could have been aware of that by

2 some sort of annuncia tior in the control room. What ir that

3 signal based on? What is it developed from? Rack position |,
,

4 or something else?

5 A (WITNESS TOOLE) In Unit ': umber 27
|

6 C In Unit Sumber 2.
1

|7 A (WITNESS TOOLE) I am not sure.
1

8 A (WITNESS WALSH) The particular alarm that was

9 annunciated was a diesel overspeed trip alarm. I don't know

10 if that is directly derived from tripping the fuel racks or.

11 if it was from some other alarm. At least, that was the

12 alarm listed in NUEEG-0600.

13 A (WITNESS TOOLE) I thought tha question was

O 14 physically is it a valve that we closed at the diesel or a |
|

15 lever that eliminates the fuel to the diesel? The diesel

16 overspeed alarm in Unit 2 comes in from a number of alarms

17 tu a t are actuated by various things at the diesels, one

18 being an overspeed trip. i

19 0 I had understood you to say that the diesels had
1

20 been blocked from starting by virtue of havi., had the fuel l
1

21 racked out, if you would. I

|
22 A (WITNESS TOOLE) The fuel was shut off to the

23 diesel . I

24 0 And that would have -- some thing would have been

25 generated, a signal that would have been annunciated somehow

O
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k. 1 in the control room, but yo.u are not certain of what the

2 exact' source of that signal was?

3 A (VIT.iESS TOOLE) That's correct.-

4 MB. CUTCHINs Thank you.

5 CHAIR /AN SM!TH: Is that your only question?

6 ME. CUTCHIN That's my only question.
.

7 (Board conferring)
,

8 EOARD EXAMINATION

9 3Y DR. JOR DAN
.

10 C I notice on page 2 of your testimony you state,

11 "The emergency f eed wa ter syctem is not classified'as a

12 safety system." Are there any plans to make it change--

13 its classification, upgrade it to be a safety system?O
V

14 A (WITNESS WALSH) I bel!. eve there are some plans

15 for uporading tne feedwater system. I am not sure whether

16 it will be fully safety-grade. I have to refer to what the j

17 Resta r t Iteport says.

18 DE. LITTLEa You would have to ref er -- I didn ' t
1

19 understand.

20 WITNESS N.A1SHs I have to check the Festa rt Eeport
q
1

21 to see what was listed in there as far as what upgrades were

22 planned . I am not sure whether those upgrades would mak e it

23 fully safety-grade or not.

24 MR. BAXTEF4 We introduced a lengthy exhibit in

25 association with the Scard cuestion 6, licensee's Exhibit

O
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/ 1'15, which describes both the pre-restart and the long-term
|
17 modifications that are beinc planned for the emergency

3 feedwater system, which supplemented the Festart Peport,

4 essentially pullad it all together in one place.c

5 DR. JCRDANs You tid. And the answer, you say --

6 one of the things that you have.cubmitted already?

7 MR. BAXTER: Yes, sir. I don't know if you recall

8 the witnesses Capodanno, Lanese, and Torcivia. They

9 presented tha t e xhibit.

|
10 DR. JCEDANs In view cf the fact t ha t I believe

11 there is a commitment to upcrade, I am kind of wondering why

12 it is that you make a point that the feedvater system is not

13 a sa f ety system.

O'
14 WITNESS WALSHs ! quess the point was that in the

15 Contention it said that had there been a 1.u7 system

16 installed at the time of the accident, it would have

17 prevented the closure of the bic ek valva,

18 The cnly point made here was that the f eed wa ter

19 system at the time it was installed we.s not considered

20 saf ety-crade and probably would not have met the full

21 requirements of 1.u7. I guess that is not really an
i

22 important point at this stage of the game. !

23 CHAIRPAN SMITHS Could you change that centence to

24 better reflect the circumstances prevailing today? Do you

25 think that's an accurate statement?

O
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[~)
S_/ 1 MR. BAXTEP: The witnesses were responding to the |

|2 first sentence in Tontention 9, which says a safety system
;
1

3 was rendered inoperable at the accident. They are saying

4 that the accident, at that time tha t was not classified as a
1

I5 safety system, we are going to upgrade it in the long term.

6 DR. JORDAN: It wasn't classified as a safety
;

7 system at that time.
1

8 33. BAXTEE: That's right. |
'

9 WITNESS WALSH: It does not mean that we don't |

10 in tend to upgrade it.

11 CHAIRMAN EMITH: My only concert. is I have, in

12 other proceadings, seen sentences like this arise in

13 proposed findings in places cut of context. This sentence

<O\ 14 is one that is amenable to be taken out of context and cited

15 incorrectly or for the urong purpose. However, I think
L

16 there is enough surrounding it that there is no long-term

17 concern on it.

18 d2. BAXTER: We could r.ake it past tenso.

19 CHAIEMAN SMITH: That comports with the purpose of

20 th e testimony.
.

1

I

21 MR. BAXTEP: Yes, it does.
'

22 Would you like to amend it?

!.3 WITNESS WALSH: I would like to stand ny testimony

24 to say that on page 2, the third sentence, tc read: "First,

25 emergency feedwater system was not classified as a safety

O
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1 system" rath<r than "not is classified as a safety system."

2 DR. JORDAN: That helps.

3 BY DP. JORDANa

4 0 I cather your position is that TMI-1 does not hava

5a status panel and, in your view, should not have a safety

6 status panel, that the eoergency -- the procedure is a

7 better way of doing business?

8 A (WITNESS TOOLE) TMI-1 has a status panel. !t

9 does not have a status panel on a system level as required

10 b y Reg Guide 1.47.

11 G Would you review for me now what the status panel

12 now ha s , what it is like and what it does now have? And.

13 then I will perhaps ask a few questions about what it would

:o'
14 take to make it a fulily compliant status panel.

15 A (WITNFSS TOOLE) The sta tus panel has lichts to

16 indica te the logic system ac to whether it is in an ES

17 status or a non-ES status.

18 0 of all emergency systams?
,

19 A (WITNESS TOOLE) '4 h en I speak of the logic system,

20 I mean the electrical logic system which would initiate the

21 components that would such as the purps and valves that--

22 would align and start to perfork the ES function --

23 electrical logic system , the bystables, the relays. For

24 each relay there is a light on a local panel. The computer

25 knows whether there is power to each relay on the level of

w
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1 ES channel A thare is an alarm that would say1
--

2 A (*4ITNESS WAISH) The re is a not-bypass alarm and a

3 not-reset alarm.

4 A (WITNESS TGOLE) And a trouble alarr.. And if a
.

5 component were to lose power, you would have an ES trouble

6 alarm. So the status panel has lights to indicate that you

7 have power applied properly. And it has lights to indicate

8 the position of the components that are involved.

9 Q I need a little help in the way of an example, I

10 guess.

11 A (WITNISS TOOLE) let ne provide an example. *he

12 low pressure injection system draws water from a tank

13 through a valve to a pump, through another valve that would

<C:)
'

' 14 go to-the vessel. What we have is we'have indication of the ,

15 position of the suction valve, which is a motor-operated
.

s

16 valv e . We have an indication that the pur.p is powered and
.

17 prepared to start.
1

18 0 By pcwered, if it is covered, why doesn't it run? h
i

19 A (WITNTSS TOOLE) We have an indication in the
'

i

20 cont rol room that indicates that the breaker is racked in -

21 and we have control power applied to the pump, to the e.o t o r ,
r

5

22 indica ting that upon an ES signal the logic would complete ,

!
23 an d the pump would rtart. i

i

24 0 You mean the breaker would close? !
!
>

25 A (WITNESS TOOLE) The breaker would clore. j
!

()- '

,

i
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1 0 And then the breaker closes, and then there are
l

2 some further valves?
1

3~ ~ A (WITNESS TOOLE) There is a discharge valve that

4 has a light in the control room that veuld.be green. And ;l
i

5 when the valve ree?ived 'the ES signal to start, the valve

6 would open and the lich t wculd co to red.

I
7

8

9

10 _'j

11

I

12

13

O.

14'

15

16
|

)17

18 j

19

20

21

22 -

23

24

25

O. .
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1
'

1 What ve. don 't have is what Eeq Cuide 1. u? is

2 askino for, is that we would have those three contacts tied
,

3 together through a logic that has another annunciator, that

4 if one of those is not in a correct position it would say

!5 that the decay hest system is not properly aligned.

6 Q Wouldn't it also, the logical system of 1.47,
,

7 wouldn't it also require, ssy, that that assures that there

8.is an oil supply-for the pump, that there is pcwer available

9 to-generate tha oil supply or whatever is required? Isn 't

10 it a lot more extensive, in other words?

11 A (WITNESS TOOLE) Cn sn oil supply, if you were to

12 look at something like the diesel generator, it has an oil

13 reservoir that rupplies oil and it has a level switch on it

Os
14 that indicates whether you have the proper amount of oil in

15 there. Since we -- let me r et ra ct that.

16 If that level switch were a switch tha t we took

17 out of service once a year to callibrate or to check, that

18 would have a contact in the logic string. If tha t switch

19 were not taken out once a year, out of service once a year,

20it would not b.e in the logic string.

21 C Isn't th9t an inadequscy of 1.47 you sre pointing

22 ou t , rather than because you probably don't have -- or.do

23 you read the level of the supply? Is that indicated on yout

24 status panel?

25 A (WITNESS TCOII) We have an eperator monitoring
|

(2)
|
|
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('7- 1 the level, making a daily tour on which he would monitor the

|
2 level. '

3 A (WITNESS WALSH) There is also an alarm on the

4 tank.
1

5 A (WITNTSS TOOLE) There is aise an alarm on the
.

6 tank.

7 0 A low-level alarm?

8 A (WITNESS TOOLE) Yes.

9 A (WITNESS WALSH) The point you are trying to make

10 is tha t the subsystems are available. Like for the example

11 that Mr . Toole gave, that if tha low pressure injection

,

12 pumps are operable, they require -- in some modes of

13 oper ation , they require coolant water supplied by a closed
'

1'4 cooling water system, which is cooled by another river water

15 system.

16 Those pumps a re indicated on this panel. If ther
'

17 are raquired to stsrt for an ES to support the syrtem -- and

18 some systems, they are not required. Ir. some esses they

19 a r e n ' t required. But if they were required to run, than the

20 f a c t that that pump had reached its FS position, this

21 particular panel would, the light would turn from yellow to

22 blue when the actuation occurred.

23 0 On the panel you are talking about?

24 A (WITNESS WALSH) The ES status panel, yes, sir.

25 A (WITNrSS TCCLE) On cooling water to a component,

O
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/* 1 there would be an alarm that would define whether we hal

2 insufficient cooling on a bearing. There would be an alarm

3 to indica te the bearing reached a high temperature had you

'4 not had cooline.
.

5 0 The would be an alarm?

8 A (WITNESS TOOLE) That's correct, on an individu'al

7 component level.
J

8 0 Yes. Are you saying you do have a status panel,

9 that it presents essentially as much informa tion as would be

10 required by 1.u7, but it does not integrate the information

11 in the manner required by 1.47 to sun it all together? Is-

12 that the chief difference?

13 A (WITNESS TCOLE) We ha ve a panel and it does not

14 satisfy Reg Guide 1.47.

15 0 You have a panel that wha t?

18 A (WITNESS TOOLE) We have a status panel and we

17 have individual components indicated in the control room,

18 which do not satisfy Eeq Guide 1.47. What Reg Guide 1.47 is

19 saying is that to have component level indication alone is

20 not satisfactory.

21 C All right. You do hsve the component level

22 inf o rmution, which is what would be required in crder to

23 tell you whether the system itself was ready to start, as

24 required by 1.47. Eut you don't have it all put together

25 into a logic system?

1

d%
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1 A (WITNESS TOOLE) That's correct.

2 C Is that the chief thing that is lacking or is Reg

3 Guide 1.47 requiring additional information that you do not
~

4 have in your component system?

5 A (WITNESS TOOLE) There would be some additional
,

6 information that we would have to provide to the control

7 room.

8 0 I see. And tha t additional information is now j
1

9 being pr ovid ed by the operator going from point to point and
j

10 making a status check, is that it?

11 A (4ITNESS TOOLE) Tha t 's correct. We have va l v es

12 that are operated more than once a year, that are manual

13 valves , that do not have a position switch on them. What we 1O i

14 are doing presently is we put that valve in the position

I
15 required to support an ES alignment, and we put a chain lock '

16 on it and wa lock it, and we administrative 1y maintain it

17 locked. And we periodically visually look at it and make

18 sure tha t it is still there and still locked in the correct

19 position .
J

20 BY CHAIEMAN SMITH:

21 C Do you have any ph ysical indica tor ? For example,

'

22 you lock a valve and take f rom the valve a device that you

23 hann in the control room that can be seen in the control

24 room, a physical tag, or anything of that nature?

25 A (WITNESS TOOLE) We don't have a status board. We

O

F
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1 have a' locked valve-listing which indicstes which valves are

2 locked closed or locked open. That is maintained in the
I

l
3 :ontrol room .

4 BY DR. JCRDANs

5 0 Getting back to the energency feedwater system, in

6 the contentions what did you have and what will you now have
,

7 with respect to those valves that were closed?

8 A (WITNESS TOOLE) The valves that were closed in

9 Unit.No. 2 do not exist in Unit No. 1.

. 10 0 That is the ideal way to take care of it.

11 (Laughter.)

12 Q I'm not being facetious.

13 Of course, there are still some valves that have

-O 14 to be closed in order to tak e a system out for maintenance *

15 or f or t estinc.

16 A (WITNESS TOOLE) That's ccrrect. A valve that had

17 to be closed for testing and we have those valves -- our--

18 test procedure would be such that when that valve was closed

19 there would be a step in the proced ure that would designate

20 the closed set valve. When the procedure was completed or

21 prior to the completion of the procedure, at the end there

22 would be a point at which there would be a step that said to

23 open that valve.

24 In addition to that, there ir a separate sheet at

25 the back of the procedure that lists avery component that

O
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(O\/ 1 will be manipulated during performance of tnat procedure.

2.That is given to another operator who independently goes out

3 and verifies that that valve has returned to the correct
4 position.

L

5: A (WITNESS'WAlSF) There is one more difference in
|

6 the two test procedures. In the specific example of the

7 Unit 2, they closed both those valves for testing either of

8 the three pumps. This particula r test procedure only closes

9 a valve on the dis:harger pump.

10 So even if.they did not reopen that valve, both

11 the steam-driven pump and the other motor-driven pump would
,

,

12 still be available.*

13 'O Would 1.47 require any indication of the position

'O
14 of those valves -- rather, not an indication of the valves, *

15 bu t would the position of those valves show up on the status ,

16 panel?

17 A (WITNESS TOOlE) What would show up on the status

18 panel would be one window that says emergency feedwater

19 system A is in a correct alignment or is not in a correct

20 allo nment , one or the other.

21 0 That does not show up at present on your status

22 panel?

23 A (WITNESS TOOLE) That's correct.

24 Q As a matter of fact, do those valves shew up

l
25 durinc this naintenance procedure? i

O
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1 A (WITNESS TOOLE) The valve we would close to

2 perform the emergency feedwater motor-driven pump testing,

3 there 'is a valve f or each one of those pumps that would not

4 show up.

5 (Pause.).

6 Those valves in themselves would only disable one

7 electric-driven pump.

8 Q I guess then, in view of that, I have a little

9 trou ble reconciling your statement that your administrative

10 procedure is better.

11 A (WITNESS. TOOL'E) I think that the administrative

12 procedure is more complete, in that the Reg Guide 1.47 is

13 written to ~ cover the incident where that valve is the
< 14 specific valve that you left in the incorrect position. We "

15 have looked at many more combinations of events that could

16 have occurred, and what we are looking at is more of the

17 syst em. We are looking at components of the system that are

18 not operated only once a year.

19 0 Doesn't that mean, however, again that what you

20 are pointing out is a deficiency of 1.477 Or is it just -

,

21 impossible, with a systen such as being envisioned by 1.47,

I22 to have put in that detail?
i

23 A ('a'IT:ESS TOOLI) It is net impossible. It is a

24 matter, as you said about th e emergency. f eed wat er valves,

25 the best way to not have the problem with them is to just

O
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(O' _/ 1.not have them. We are looking at how is the best way to
,

2 prevent having the problem that we are trying to prevent and
f

3 countering.
,

4 What we feel is the test way is by operator
$

5 involvement in ansuring that we are cognizan t of where the
.,

6 components are in the plant, what position are they in, and
,

7 are they prepared to run.
4

8 3Y CHAIRMAN SMITHS

9 0 fr. Toole, the impression I get from that analysis

1 10 is that you are giving it an either or an or evaluation,

11 that compliance with 1.47 would preclude operator

| 12 involvement with individual co.m p o n e n t s.
.

| 13 A (WITNESS TOOLE) I don't think that is true. What
Oi 14 Reg Guide 1.47 would do is, the operator weuld then be '

,

j

15 required to look at each individual component, and then he

16 would be required to look at that one mere annunciator. If
;

17 we had that annunciator, we do not believe that that wculd

i 18 be the answer te not having the operator make the complete

19 review of the system's status.,

1 1

20 BY DE. JORDAN:

21 0 Even if you had 1 47, you would say that some of

22 the things you are now doing would be required in addition?
|

-

4

23 A (WITNESS TOOLE) We would do it the same way a nd

24 a d d one more item on the bottom of the line that said, look |

25 at that annunciator and make sure tha t that is lighted or

,
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1 unlighted.

2 A (WITNESS WALSH) Another objection is, I have a

3 stronc feeling about increasing the circuit complexity of |

4 that power plant. It is ano ther thing that the operator

5 will have to be cognizant of. It is another circuit in i

l

6 there that has to be installed and tested. It has to be
'

7 periodically tested by the operator. It will require more

8 knowledge on his part. It will require more general.

9 complexity of the plant.

10 I think that is the wrong way to go in design of
.

11 nuclear power plants.

12 Q I don't understand the circuit complexity. If the

13 information is available on the present status ranel, say,

O
14 to put that information together now with a logic ' diagram

15 and sum it in a single warning light or whatever, it seems

16 to me a pretty simple circuit.

17 A (2ITNESS TOGLE) The information is not all

18 available at this time.

19 O But isn't that the deficiency, the point of the

20 def,1ciency at the present, the f act that the information
21 isn't all available? You do have to go and get it piece by

22 piece with the operator.

23 A ('4IT."ESS W A LS H ) It requires less indication in

24 the control room. One of the facets of control room derion
||

25 is, in trying to keep it simple enough, you don't put

() l
|
|

|

|
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1 information in -the control room that the operator doesn 't

i
2 need to naka a decision on a regular basis.

- 3 -Q I agree. But in a certain sense, I ouess I

'

, 4 thought that was an advantage of 1.47. You could les ve out

5 an awful lot of lights that you have on your present status

6 panel, and you have one ligh t, and if that light is lit he

7 is not troubled, he knows it. And he doesn't have to look

8 at 50- ala rms across to see.

9 A (WITNESS WALSH) He still needs the indication. -

10 He opera tes those controls f rom the control room. When he

11 operates the valve, he has to have an indication of whether

12 it is open or closed. So the indicators would still be

13 th er e .

O
14 Right now I guess we are serving a du'al purpose.-

15 On some of those indicators, there are already two

16 indicators in the control room, one on the SS status and one

17 under local control. We can never move the local control

18 lights on a pump or a valve. You would still have to have

19 t h a t .
L

20 We are adding to that switch in the circuit. If

I21 that goes to a pull lock and it is not now presently

22 indicated on an annun'ciator, we have to run another set of

23 wires into that switch and put them into a logic circuit of

24 some sort. You are talking hundreds of components here.

25 That is a considerable amount of electrical complexity.

I
A
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(\ ' 1 A '(WITNESS TOOLE) Each alarm we put-in the control |

2 room we expect the op.erator to know what it is and to know
,

- 3 what the response is if that ala rm came in. And if we put

4 that alarm in, we would expect the cperator to remember what

5 all the inputs are that would cause that alarm to come in,

6 which would be quite a complicated alarm.

7 0 You really do feel professionally that the system

8 you are proposing for TMI-1 is better than that proposed by

'
9 P,e g Guide 1.u77 Both of you feel this way?

10 A (WITNSSS TOOLE) Yes, I do.
.

si A (WITNESS WALSH) I believe sc.

12 0 However, be that as it may, is there not an action

13 plan requirement for essentially a status panel which would

O - 14 essentially meet 1.477 =Is that not one of the action plans-

15 that would be required f or opera ting reactors?

16 A (WITNESS WALSH) I don 't believe it is.

17 A (WITNESS TOOLE) In new reactors.

18 0 All right. Well, I am thinking now of --

19 A (WITNESS WALSH) Are you referring tc the

20 ref erence to 06 96, which talks a bout a safety system

21 display, saf ety parameter display panel?

22 0 In part Iam. I was first going to refer you to

23 the 0660, task 1-D on control rcom design. I guess that is

24 true.

25 Part I under that is the plant safety verameter

O;
,
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Lg_/ 1 display console. Now, does that do the job required by 1.47

2 or are those distinctly separate things?

3 A (WITNESS WALSH) I view those as distinctly

4 separate things. The concept so far in that type of a

5 system -- and I really hesitate to call it a panel a s . such.

6 Some people propose a panel, some people propose a system.

7 Eigh t now it is a concept whereby I think the idea is that

8 the operator will have in one place or have functions

9 available in the control room where he can evalua te the
10 critical saf ety functions, however pecple define them.

11 Most of the vendors have come up with concepts,

12 and we have done work in tha t area, but we have not defined

13 specifically one single system or panel that performs this

O 14 function. I think -it is a separate thing from thic

15 cont ention .

16 0 You believe that the status panel -- that even if

17 you had your system, you would still want your status panel

18 a n d your controls that you have at present? '

19 A (WITNESS WALSH) Even if we had which cystem?
|

20 Q Ine parameter display sycten?

21 A (WITNESS WALSH) We would still need, I think, th e

22 engineered safspuarde panel or, if Eag Guide 1.47 wa s

23 required to be implemented, it would be a separate system.

24 .M R . CUTCHIN Dr. Jo rd a n , you may or may not have

25 been thinkinc about tack 1D. I believe it is 3 on page
!

/"h
\_) *

|

|
|

t
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(( 1 1.D-4 which addresses the safety systems status monitoring

2 directly.and refers to Eeq Guide 1.u7 and discusses the
|

3 then-planned schedule f or initia ting a study as to whether )
4 to require backfitting of Reg Guide 1.47, on page 1.0-u.

5 That is in NUREG-0660. The one page I have before I

1

6 me is dated May 1980 and has a task 1.D in the upper

7 righthand corner.' ;
1

8 DR. JORDAN: Are you looking now at 05607

9 MR. CUTCHIN: That is the task action plan. I

10 believe the page I have is labeled 1.0-4

11 DR. JORDAY: Safety system status monitoring, item

12 3.

13 HR. CUTCHIN: Yes, and it refers to the plans for

O
14 studyin0 the necessity for requiring implenentation of Reg

15 Guide 1.47, which is the matter we are talking about.

16 DR. JORD4N Thank you, I had overlooked that.

17 (Pause.)

18 (Pause.)

19 XR. BAXTER: I have been lookjug at -- you're

20 t alk.ing about task 1.D-1. I have been looking at the

21 discussion in NUREG-0737. I don't see the reference to

' 22 Regulatory Guide repeated in tha t clarifica tion.

23 DR. JORDAN: I think you're right. I also

24 noticed. I looked first st 0737 and d i ?. not see it.

25 Ot herwise , I might have b3en triggered., yes.

f") ;

V
i

i
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1 MR. CUTCHIN The reason you proba bly didn 't see .

2 it, as I read the item in 0660, the study to decide whether

3 or not is not to take place until quite some time in the

4 future.

5 DR. JORDAN Yes. Under th e resources for tho

6 first year, it is estimated to be .5 man-years by NER, which

7 doesn't sound that NRC is putting a high priority on it.

8 And I gather that the Licensee is'not coing to put a hich

9 priority on it, because he already feels tha t he has a

10 better system.

11 I will talk to the staff Vitnesses about their

12 priority later.
.

13 (Board ronferrinc.)O
14 SY DR.-J0PDAN:~-

15 C One question with respect to your testimony on

18 ECMP 1C. Are you familiar with a letter from the Chairman

17 of the ACRS, Mr. Plesset, to NBC Chairman Ahearne, dated

18 December 11th, 1980, in which there is a recommendation --

19 and I will read it to you. It goes as follows, quotes

20 "The Committee helieves there is a need for
l

21 instrumentation to monitor the position -- that is, open or
]

22 clos ed -- of the pressurizer, PCPV, and safety va3ves in an

23 unambiguous manner. The sensitivity of the currently

24 proposed method to monitor valve position remains an open

25 issue between the staff and the Licensee. Thir matter

Ov
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O,
N/ 1 should be resolved in a manner acceptable to the staff prior

2 to restert." Ocota.

3 Now, two or three questions on that. First of !

4 all, is it true thst the staff has not approved of your

5 proposed indication of position of FGEV7

6 A (WITNESS WALSH) I don't know.

7 A (WITNESS TOOLE) I thought that the position

8 indication -- that our method of providing position

9 indication of that valve was acceptable.
,

10 C I was rather of that opinion too, wo I will

11 reserve that question for the staff, who is hereby

12 f orewarned .

13 Will you now address the substance of this, r.amely

O
14 that the sensitivity of the currently proposed method to

15 monitor valve position is inadequate?

16 A (WITNESS WALSH) The valve -- T ' m not an expert on

17 the PCRY, but the modification that is being installed is

18 mainly based on indicating the flow rate of the downstream

19 -- downctream of the v a lv e . And its sensitivity I believe

20 is rated at 10 percent of rated flow of the valve.

*
21 In addition, the PORY has an accelerometer

22 attached to it, which will indicate the vibration of an open

23 or riosed flow through the valve. I am not sure about the

24 sensitivity of that. That is a backup method.

25 I guess in my opinion, if the 10 percent number is

O
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1 correct, and I think it is in that ballpark, I would think

2 it would be adequate. It is certainly not going to indicate
!

3.small leakage and that is _ not wha t it wac designed for. But i
!

a it will indicate whether the valve is open or closed. )

5 10 percent flow is certainly --

6 0 It will indicate whether the valve is closed telow
i

7 10 percent; is that right?

8 A (WITNESS WALSH) If indeed the valve is linear,

9 that is correct, yes, sir.

10 0 Do you know about the accelerometer?

11 A (WITSISS WALSH) That is tackup. That would have

12 to hav some flow. ! don't consider that as unambiguous a

13 means of indica tion. It was only instilled as a backup

O
14 method.

15 C You agraa that there is not at the moment an

16 unambiguous indication of the valve's position?

17 A (WITNESS WALSH) I have always concidered it a

18 bett er indication of the valve's position, the fact that

19 whatever the valve control indicates -- in this cace it's

20 flow .

21 C Tha t's a pretty good answer. Apparently there has

22 been a recent mee ting be tween -- in which GPU and I ga th er

23 B C W m e t with the ACES and discussed this. Were you involved

24 in that?

25 A (WITNESS WALSH) I wasn't present.

O
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I 'I(,/ 1 A (WITNESS TOOLE) Neither was I.
i

|
2 PY DE. LITTLEJ l

,

1

3 Q On page 5 of your testimony, in the first full

4 paragraph, it. indicates that, besides these features,

5 procedures have been instituted. I understand you to say

6 that these are not new procedures, but modifications to

7 existing procedures?

8 A (7ITNFSS TOOLE) That's correct.

9 0 How many operatina procedures are involved in

10 that? Pour or 407 How many have been modified to take care

11 of this?

12 A (WITNESS TOOLE) I would say there was closer to a

13 number like 100.

O
14 A (WITMEES WALSH) Inat involves only to the case

15 where wa are talking about verification of surveillance

16 prior to or af ter new maintenance. That means each

17 individual surveillance test procedure. The other three

18 controls here are really implementation of a n administra tive

19 pro:ed ure.

20 Q Are these already in operation? The statement is

21 that they have been instituted, which is past tenre. So

22 this means tha t all of these are presently in use? The .

I
23 thing that confuses me, if you look under number one, it ic

24 present tense; number two it is present tense; number three

|
25 it is future tense; number four is future tense. And the

(2) |

i
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tO
(ks' 1 leadoff sentence is past tense. That's my confusion.

2 A (WITNESS.TOOLI) Number one, we have established

3 the' checklist. Number two, we have established the valve
;

4 controls. Number three, we have established a log sheet

5 which we are not totally satisfied with those yet. It is

6 not what I would consider a firtlized log sheet. Cne and

7 two are complete.

8 Item four, when we are talking about the

9 administrative procedures, we are talking about somewhere in

10 the neighborhood of five or six procedures. When we get to

11 iten four and we talk about the surveillance procedures and

12 the maintenance procedures, we are talking in the

13 neighborhood of 100 procedures.

O
-14 At this point in time, we have not gone back and

15 made a review to ensure ther we have done all of the

16 procedures exactly how we wanted them to be done.

17 0 When do you anticipate this will be completed?

18 A I would anticipate that we will complete this

19 portion of our procedure review by .A p ril 1st.

20 Q '91? Of '617

21 A (WITNESS TOOLE) 1981, yer.

22 C On page 10 there is a statement down about fcur

23 lines into the first full paracraph that there will be

24 feef vater flow instruments which will give a direct

25 indication of whether or not water, in this case, is

()>
f
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1 flowing. What kind'of feedwater flow instruments are
-

|

2 these?

3 A (WITNESS.WALSH) Those are coing to be

4 differential pressure applied to a Venturi meter or an

5 orifice that will -- th a t are being installed as part of the

6 restart modification.

7 Q Wh ere' is the readout for these?

8 A (WITNESS WALSH) On the main control room board

9 panels CC and CL.
.

10 0 I can't hear you?

11 A (WITNESS WALSH) CC, CL, th e ce nter console, the
1

12 righ t console. There is the emergency feedwater valve

13 controls there, and the pump controls, and the instruments,,

14 will be right next to them. +

15 C Is this yes-no 7 how much flow? Are they

16 quantitative?

17 A (WIT. NESS W ALSH ) They are q ua n tita ti ve . They are

18 analog meters.

19 0 Continuous readout or on demand?

20 A (WITNESS WALSH) Continuous. They will usually be

21 reading sero, because of the system.

22 (Pause.)
i

23 CHAIRMAN SMITE: Any other questions of this panel
1

24 from anyone? l

25 (No response.)
|
|

-
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- 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ycu are excused, gentlemen. |

|
2 Thank you.

3 ('41tnesses excused . )

4 %R. CUTCHIN: Can we take a short break before we

5 put on the staf f 's witnessec?

L
6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I have received r. Lewis'

7 cross-examination plan. I would expect it to te a short

8 cross-examination.

9 I am wondering what type of hardship would be

10 imposed if we took the filtering panel frca the Licensee and

11 the staff out of o rd e r.

12 MR. CUTCHIN: How much time do we anticipate

13 questions on the staff's panel on ECMP 1C and UCS 9?

O
14 DR. JGEDAN It won't be long. Put on the other

15 hand , we will finish it this afternoon.

16 'f R . CUTCHIS: I don't see wha +. is to be cained by

17 changina the order. I will tell you quite frankly, Mr.

18 Chairman, I would just as soon proceed in the order with the

19 witnesses as planned, if indeed we are going to finish both

20 sets this af ternoon.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The only consideration I can see

22 that should be weighed is that we can assure all parties

23 that we vill stay until everything is done. Mr. Lewis is

24 trav eling by bus from Philadelphia. He is going to have a

25 short e xamin a tio n .

O
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1 I.am just counting numbers. There are four
|

2 compared to.two on that panel. Fowever, you seem to have a j
.!

3 strong reason for it. l

,

4- MR. CUTCHIN If we have assurances that we will !

5. finish with these witnesses today, then ' will not object.

6 I think it is just a matter, if you sre saying you wish to :

7 accommodate Mr. Lewis because of his travel plans, then that ;

8 is up to the Board.
.

0 - CH AIRM A' SMITH As it turned out, his car was -

10 broken. He had to come here by bus. ! wouldn't look !

11 forward myself to trying to make my way back to Philadelphia |

12 tonight by public transportation either.

13 MR. CUTCHIN: Then we will need about ten minutes
O - 14 to get ready.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Does anybody object to that

'

16 procedure and the commitment that we will finish tonight?

17 MR. BAXTER: No.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right. .

19 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Mr. 2dler?

20 MR. ROBERT ADLER: I was goino to say no. >

21 CH.B IRM A N SMITH: All right.

22 (Recers.)

23

24

25
l

O
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^'d 1 MR. CU TCHIN : Mr. Chairman, both of these

2 witnesses have previously been sworn.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Proceed.

4 Whereupon,

5 DONALD F. SULLIVAN

6 BRUCE A. BCGER,

7 called as a witness by counsel for the NBC staff, ha ving

8 previoously been duly sworn by the Chairman, were examined

9 and testified f urther as followsa

10 DIRECI EXAXINATION -- RESUMED

11 EY _12. CUTCHIN4

12 0 3r. Sullivan, do you have with you a copy of a

13 documen t consisting of four pages and entitled "NRC Staff
O

14 Testimony of Donald F. Sullivan Regarding Bypass and

15 Inoperable Status Indica tion s (UCS Contention 9)"?

16 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I do.

17 0 !s that four page document accompanied by a

18 two-paca sta tement of your professional q ualific a tio n s ?

19 A (WIT 5ESS SULLIVA:i) Not the particular copy I

20 h a ve , but I do have a copy of my professional qualifications.

21 C That has been provided to the reporter?

22 A (' WITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes.

23 0 Did you prepare both of these sets of documents?

24 A (WIT,iESS SULLIV AN ) Yec.

25 0 Are there any corrections which you wish to mske

O
1
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y/ 1 to this particular document?
1

2 A (JITSESS SULLIVAii) Fo. I

g 3 0 Are they true and correct to th e t est of your

4 knowledge and belief?

5 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes.

6 Q Do you sdopt them as your testimony on UCS

7 Contention in this proceeding?

8 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes.

'
9 0 Do you also have before you a document labeled

10 "N RC S taf f Testimon y of Donald F. Sullivan Regarding

11 Derivation of In st ru men t Input Sicnals (ECMP Contention 1C)"

12 consisting of six pages?

13 A (WITNFSS SULLIVAN) Yas.

O
14 0 Was thst~ document prepared by you?

15 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes.

16 C Are there any corrections you wish to make to that

17 document ?

18 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Yes, there is one correction.

19 On p ag e 5 o f the document, the second line from the top

20 presen tly reads, in quotes, " primary system pressurizer

21 pressure." I wish to change that entry. I wish to delete

22 the second entry and .eplace it with, quote, " reactor

23 coolant system pressure."

24 "P. CUTCF!N: Th$t correction appears in the

25 reportar's copy, Mr. Sullivan's testimony on ECMP Contantion

O
1
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. 1 1C, and the correction. appeared.on page S.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Vould you give me the correction

3 again?

4 WITNFSS FULLIVAN - On page 5, the second line

5 reads " primary system pressurizer pressure." I wish to

6 delete that second entry tha t I just quoted and replace it

7 with, quote, " reactor coolant system pressure."

8 BY EB. CUTCHIF: (Resuming)

9 C As corrected, as that correct to the rest of your

10 knowledge and belief ?

11 A (WITFISS SULLIVAN) Yes, it is.

12 O Do you adopt it as your testimony on ECME

13 Conten ton 1C in this proceeding?

O
14 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) Yor. *

15 C Mr. Folger, do you have before you a copy of a

16 docu ment entitled "NRC Sta f f Testimony of Bruce A. Boger

17 Regarding Bypass and Incpera ble Status Indications (UCS

18 Contention 9)"?

19 A (WIrNESS BOGER) I do.

20 0 And ir that accompanied by a two page statement of

21 your professional qualifirations?

22 A (WITNESS BOGER) Yes, it is.

23 0 Were these documen ts prepared by you?

24 A (WITNESS BCGEE) Yes.

25 _ 0 Are there any corrections whi ch ycu wish to make?

O
I
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7[- \l's 1 A (WITNESS BCGER) Yes, -I would like to make two 1

2 corrections. Ihe first is'on page 5, line 5. The word

3 " shift.sugervisors" should be changed to indicate " shift

4 foremen."

5 MR. CUTCHIN: There ccrrections ha ve also been

8 made in the reporter's copy, Mr. Chairman. '

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: One moment.

8 (Pause.)

9 MR. CUTCHIN: In the package which y oil have, hr.

I10 Ch airman, Mr. F.oger's testimony is bound together with Mr.

11 Sullivan's testimony on UCS Contention 9 and would appea r at

12 the back of that package.

13 (Pause.)O
14 WITNESS ?OCEPs I'have a second correction to

15 make . un page 10, on the fifth line frca the top, after the

16 word " operational" should appear the word "readinecs."

BY MR. CUTCHIFs (?esuming)17 .

18 C As corrected, is this testimony correct to the

19 best of your knowledge and belief?

20 A (WITNESS 90GER) Yes, it is.

21 Q And do you adept these documents as your testimony

22 in UCS Contention 9 in this proceeding?

23 A (WITNESS EOGER) Yes, I do.

24 3R. CUTC9IN: I ask that the documents just

25 identified be received into evidence and bound into the

O
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's'v 1' transcript, along witn the outlines' accompanying them.

2 CHAIE:1AN SMITHS No objections; the tectimony is

3 received and bound into the transcript.
,

4 (The testimony of Donald F. Sullivan and Bruce A.

5 Boger, with the attachments referred-to, follows.)

-6

7

8
,

9
r
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'
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OUTLINE

This testimony of Donald F. Sullivan and Bruce A. Boger contains the NRC

Staff's response to UCS Contention 9.

The purpose of this testimony is to demonstrate that, contrary to the assertions

made in the contention, a bypass and inoperable status indication system meeting

the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.47 or equivalent is not required to

adequately protect the health and safety of the public.

Conclusions to be drawn from this testimony:
,

-- The design provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.47 are intended to aid operators-

in maintaining an awareness of the bypass, or other deliberately induced
inoperability of safety system (s).

-- TMI-l is not required to conform to the provisions of Regulatory GuideO 1.47-

-- The Licensee has not volunteered to install a " bypass and inoperable
status" system that conforms to Regulatory Guide 1.47.

-- The Staff is presently conducting a study to determine whether to require
plants such as TMI-l to conform to Regulatory Guide 1.47, but a decision
will not be made until 1982 or later.

-- Pending completion of the study ana a backfit decision, the Staff has
required licensees to improve their administrative controls for removing
safety systems from service for maintenance and returning them to service.

-- Met Ed has complied with those requirements at TMI-1.

-- The strengthened administrative controls do not provide information to the
operator equivalent to that which would be provided by conformance to
Regulatory Guide 1.47.

-- The upgraded administrative controls provide reasonable assurance of no
undue risk to public health and safety.

O |
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E UNITED STATES.0F AMERICA
'

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
.

h BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

. In ' the Matter of - )
/

METROPOLITAN EDIS0N COMPANY,
et. al -

Docket No. 50-289 . +

.(Three Mile Island Nuclear
Generating Station Unit 1) ) ,

NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF DONALD F. SULLIVAN
REGARDING BYPASS AND INOPERABLE STATUS INDICATION

(UCS Contention 9)

.

Q 1. Please state your name and position with the NRC. '

A. My nme is Donald F. Sullivan. I am a Senior Nuclear Engineer assigned

to the Reactor Systems Standards Branch, Office of Standards Development.

From July 1979 to September 1, lh80, I was temporarily assigned to the

Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch, Office of Nuclear Reactor
,

Regulation.

Q 2. Have you prepared a statement of professional qualifications?

A. Yes. A copy of this statement is attached to this testimony.
.

,

l

Q 3. Please state the nature of the responsibilities you 'have had with respect

to the Three Mile Island, Unit I restart program.

A. I prepared the responses to UCS Interrogatories 67, 83, 85, 86, 88, 89,
i~ \90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 97, and 98. These Interrogatories and responses '

,

include those pertaining to UCS Contention 9.
O
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What is the purpose of your testimony?

O
The purpose of ray testimony is to respond, in part, to UCS Contention 9.

Specifically, try testimony supplements that of Mr. Bruce Bogor, flRC.

;

Q 4. UCS Contention 9 states :

A .- "The accident at TMI-2 was substantially aggravated by the fact

that the plant was operated with a safety system inoperable, to

wit: two auxiliary feedwater system valves were closed which

should have been open. The principal reason why this condition

existed was that TMI does not have an adequate system to inform

the operator that a safety system has been deliberately disabled.

To adequately protect the health and safety of the public, a system

meeting the Regulatory Position of Regulatory Guide 1.47 or providing

equivalent protection is required."
,

This Contention is limited to core coolina, containment isolation, end

emergency feedwater systems.
,

Q 5. What is the purpose of Regulatory Guide 1.47?

A. Regulatory Guide 1,47, " Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for

fluclear Power Plant Safety Systems," was issued in May 1973. The design

provisions called for in the guide are intended to aid the operators in

ensuring that they are aware of the bypass, or other deliberately induced

inoperability, of a safety system (or systems). Its development was prompted
|

by experiences at operating plants which had indicated that, when the |
I: _.

measures used to indicate inoperable status consisted solely of the theni

current administrative procedures, the operator was not always fully aware
O

of the ramifications of each bypassed or inoperable component.
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Prior't'o the developent af this guide, emphasis on the various "inoperability"

O. or bxpass" conditions was glaced enir on iedication ce..., by iis8t, aierm,

or a " tagging" procedure) that a specific component was inoperable without
. reference to the system involved or- to any other redundant system. For

example, assume that maintenance personnel request, and reccive from the

operator, permission to disable " Direct Current Bus A," an electric circuit
-

which provides d.c. current essential to the performance of several engineered

safety feature systems, e.g. , " Containment Spray System A". ' Using an

equipment-specific indicating system, there would be no indication that

" Containment Spray System A" was simultaneously rendered inoperable. This

could only be inferred by the operator from the indication that the "A System"

d.c. bus is inoperable. Under a Regulatory Guide 1.47 design, the operator

would be presented with an explicit indication that Containment Spray System

A (and other ESF dependent on DC Bus A) are inoperable. Thus, if maintenanceA
V

personnel should subsequently request permission to disable the redundant

" Containment Spray PubpB", the operator would be explicitly alerted to the

ramifications of this request.

The provisions of the guide are applicable to any portion of a safety

system that is expected to be made inoperable more than once per year at

times when the affected system is normally required to be operable.

Q 6. Is TMI-1 subject to the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.477

A. No. Nuclear power plants are subject to the provisions of only those

regulatory guides whose issuanca predates the plant's construction permit,

unless othemise' stated in Section D, " Implementation," of the guide, or unless

j the C$mmission has backfit the guide'to the plant. #

In the case of TM1-1,

[ Regulatory Guide 1.47 was issued five years after the construction permit. Thus,O,

' V
since there is no Section D in this guide, and there has been no backfit action,

TMI-1 is not subject to the guide's provisions.

1
. _ - _ , _ _ . _ _ _ , _ _ . _ _ , __
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Q 7. Has t'e .ensee proposed to install a " bypass and inoperable status"O
indicoi..on system that conforms to Regulatory Guide 1.477 I

,

A. No.

O

.

*
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- PROFESS 10!!AL OUALIFICATIONS_,

.
.

.

DONALD F. SULLIVAN . -. .

..-

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMISSION

I am a senior nuclear engineer a'ssigned to the Reactor Systems Standards

Branch of the Office of Standards Development. I am currently on temporary

assignment. to the Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch. Office of '

Nuclear Reactor Regulation, performing various design reviews incident to

the plant licensing process. This assignment will tenninate on September 1,1980.

I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Physics from Holy Cross College,

Worcester, l'assachusetts, and a Itaster of Science degree in Physics from

Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut. In addition, I have studied

. electrical engineering mathematics and physics at the graduate schools
.

of Brown University, Providence, RI, and the University of Tennessee,

Knoxville, TN. 4

.

I have approximately 26 years of professional experience, conmencing in

August 1954. During the first 9's years, I was a member of the Instrument

Group, and later the Controls Group, 'of the Connecticut Advanced fluclear

Engineering Laboratory (CANEL), liiddletown, CT. This service included a

temporary assignment of 19 months at the Reactor Controls Department, Oak 1

Ridge National Laboratory. My responsibilities at CANEL included the

design, specification and installation of various portions of the instru-

j. ment and coptrol systems for the CANEL critical assembly facilities, the <

Lithium Cooled Reactor Experiment and its simulator, and miscellaneous test
' O steeds.

p-
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I joined the AEC (NRC) in March 1964 and for the first (approximately) 8

years performed licensing safety reviews of the protection, control and.

emargency power systems of numerous comercial nuclear power stations and

research and military reactors, and participated in the fornulation of

related standards and guides.

In April 1972, I was transferred to what is currently, the Reactor Systems

Standards Sranch of the Office of Standards Development. In this capacity

I am responsible for tiie development of various regulatory guides and

criteria in the areas of protection, control, and emergency power system

design and testing. From August 1978 to April 1979 I served as Acting '

Branch Chief of the Reactor Systems Standards Branch.
r

I am the NRC member of the IEEE Nuclear Power Engineering Committee, and

participate in the Committee's develop 4ent of standards for nuclear power
i

plants,
t

In August 1973 I was the U. S. member of the International Atomic Energy
4

Agency's Panel on the Code of Practic'e on Safe Reactor Design and Construc-

tion. held in. Vienna, Austria.
|

I hold Patent No. 3,050,575 for the development of a special purpose thermo-

couple.

|
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REIR11ATORY CONISSION

BEFDRE THE A7mIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDISON CCMPANY, ) Docket No. 50-289
et. al. )-

)
(ihree Mile Island Nuclear )
Generating Station Unit 1) )

NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF BRUCE A. BOGER
REGARDING BYPASS AND INOPERABLE STATUS ItOICATION

(UCS Contention 9)

Q. 1. Please state your name and position with the NRC.

A. My name is Bruce A. Boger. I am a Reactor Engineer assigned to the

Operator Licensing Branch, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

Q. 2. Have your prepared a statenent of professional qualifications?

A. Yes. A ccpy of this statement ir, attached to this testimony,

l
Q. 3. Please state the nature of the responsibilities that you have had with

respect to the ihree Mile Island Nuclear Stations. !

|

A. A list of my activities is attached to this testicony.

.

Q. 4 What is the purpose of your testinony?

,
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'A. Le purpose of my testinony is to respond, in part, to UCS Contention 9.

Specifically, my testiuony supplements that of 6:. Ibnald Sullivan, NRC.

Q. 5. Will the staff backfit Regulatory Guide 1.47 at 'IMI-1?

A. We backfitting of Regulatory Guide 1.47 is the subject of Sections

I.D.3.a and I.D.3.b of the NRC Task Action Plan, NUREG-0660.

In sumary, the staff is presently reassessing the matter of back-

fitting Regulatory Guide 1,47 at operating plants. he Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation will study the need for all licenseesg)(_
and applicants not presently comitted to the requirements of Regu-

latory Guide 1.47, " Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for

Nuclear Power I'lant Safety Systems," to monitor and verify operations,

test and maintenance activities by means of an autmhtic status noni-

toring systen such as that described in Regulatory Guide 1.47. his

study is to be performed following a review of procedures and other '

nonautomatic actions to verify these activities.

The Staff position with respect to backfitting Regulatory Inide 1.47

at 'IMI-1 will be developed in 1982, or later, subsequent to empletion

of the aforementioned study. )
> 1

|

0. 6. What action does the staff consider necessary pending development of

the staff position on backfitting Regulatory Guide 1.47?

.
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A. Item I.C.6 of the NRC Task Action Plan, NUREG-0660, requires that the

licensee's procedures be reviewed and revised, as necessary, to assure

that an effective systen of verifying the correct performnce of opera-

ting activities is provided. In the clarification letter of September 5,

1980 (D. G. Eisenhut to All Licensees of Operating Plants), an acceptable

. program for this verificaelonis described, except as noted in the

September 5,1980 letter, in Section 5.2.6 of Draft 3 of ANS 3.2 (ANSI

Standard N18.7-1972), " Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance for

the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants." The staff will require

the licensee to emply with its I.C.6 pending development of the staff

position on backfitting Regulatory Guide 1.47.
Ov

Q. 7. What is the implementation schedule on item I C.6 of the NRC Task Action

Plan?
,

A. The Action Plan provides that the licensee nust complete this its by |
|January 1,1981, or prior to the receipt of a full power license, which-
|

ever is later. For IMI, this is required before restart. The Office of
1

Inspection and Enforcement will audit the inplementation of this item.

Q. 8. khat additional staff requirements were issued to address the administra-
'

tive controls on safety-related systems?
j.

A. The staff requirements are outlined in IE Bulletin 79-05A, item 10,
O
V which states:

_ ___ _ _
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"10. Review and nodify as necessary your unintenance and test proce-

dures to ensure tnat they require:

verification, by inspection, of the operabilitya.

of redundant safety-related systems prior to the

removal of any safety-related syst s from service;

b. verification of the operability of all safety-

related syst es when they are returned to service

following unintenance or testing; and

-

c. means of notifying involved reactor operating personnel

whenever a safety-related systs is re::oved fran or

returned to service "

|

Q. 9. Has the licensee cmplied with this IE Bulletin it m?

A. Yes. The details are given in NURFB-0680, "IMI-1 Restart," pages C2-7

and C2-8 (item 10). In part, the licensee has nodified its aJministra-

tive controls in the areas of tagging, log entries, and surveillance

testing to ensure redundant safety systets are not sinultaneously re-

coved from service. Equipment tagging and safety-related systes

surveillance testing will be under the direct control of the Shift |
Forman. The Shift Foreman ceintains an awareness of systems status

O through a mandatory shift relief and turnover program which requires

;

- - _ ___ . _____
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a review of the station logs. The modified tagging procedure, AP 1002,

" Rules for the Protection of Employees Working as Electrical and Mechan-

ical Apparatus," requires that redundant safety-related systems be tested

for operability prior to rerroval of equipment from service. This proce-
ForernAn

dure also requires the Shift hpam+nne to sign tagging applications that

terreve these systes frm service. In addition, log entries must be made

when equipment required by Technical Specifications is taken out of ser-

vice or returned to service. Those systerrs, permitted in a degraded trode

of operation by the Technical Specifications, will be noted on the shift

turnover checklists which are reviewed by the Shift Foreman. Addi-

tional information on the use of shift turnover checklists is given in

O nuREc-Oe80, ''IMI-1 Restart", pages C8-54, and C8-55. Based upon the

Shift Foreman's awareness of plant status and the procedural and Techni-

cal Specification requirements, redundant safety system should not be

recoved from service simultaneously.
d

O. 10. Have other controls been required by the staff to ensure proper safety

system aligrment?

A. Yes. Additional controls were required by IE Bulletin 79-05A, it s 5,

and NUREG-0578, item 2.2.1.c.

IE Bulletin 79-05A, item 5, states, in part:

O
V " Review all safety-related valve positions and positioning

requira,ents to assure that valves are positioned (open

_
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1

or closed) in a m nner to ensure the proper operation of I
.. 1

engineered safety features. Also review related procedures, |

such as those for maintenance and testing, to ensure that

such valves are returned to their correct positions following
]
1
'

necessary manipulations."

The additional controls delineated in NUREG-0578, item 2.2.1.c, require

the licensees to review, and revise plant procedures as necessary to

assure that a shift turnover checklist is provided and canpleted by the

on-comirc and off-going individuals responsible for comand of operations

in the control room.

Q. 11. Has the licensee carplied with these additional controls?

A. Yes. The details are given in tRREG-0680, "IMI-1 Restart," pages

C2-5 and C2-6 (it s 5) and pages C8-54 and C8-55 (it s 2.2.1.c).

The licensee has revised the procedures to ensure that proper valve

positions in safety-related systems are consistent with the process

flow diagram and are maintained during power operations and after

maintenance and testing. The revised procedures also require an

independent reverification of valves and switches u nipulated during
a: e

the test and maintenance. In addition, a cmplete safety-related -

valve lineup per the system operating procedure lineup checklistJp
will be performed prior to startup.

.
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'The licensee has revised the administrative procedures to incorporate ,

Shift krnover and Engineered Safeguards checklist to be reviewed _by

incoming and off-going control rom operators, shift foremen and shift
isupervisors.
i

Q. 12. .How will these controls ensure that an operator is infonned that a safety

systen has been disabled?

A. These controls will require that operators review the readiness of.

safety-related systems on a shift basis via checklists. This checklist ,

review will ensure that the operator is aware of the status of all

safety-related systems.O ,

Q. 13. Do these neasures described above provide information on safety-related

systs st.atus equivalent to that which would result frcn confonnance to

Regulatory Guide 1.47?

A. No.

Q. 14. In what respect do the measures described above not provide information

equivalent to that provided by coufemance with Regulatory Guide 1.47?

!
3

A. Regulatory Guide 1.47 requires that an autcnatic system be provided to ,
:

indicate, on a syste level, the bypassing or deliberately induced in-

operability of a safety-related system, whereas the measures being imple-

I mented at 7MI are administrative in nature. In addition, the licensee's

i

t

|
|

, _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ - - --, ,
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controls do rot require tagging (indication) at a syste level. Ilowever,

to provide operator awareness of erstem bypass at the syste level, the

licensee relies on tagging at a component level supplemented by notations

in the statien lop books and shift turnover checklists. '

An operator's mandatory review of these logs and checklists, in conjunc-

tion with his knowledge of syst e design and e xponent interactions, will

provide awareness of the bypass or inoperability of equipment at a systm
,

level.

Q. 15. Wy are these administrative controls sufficient to ellow restart without

conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.47 or equivalent?

A. Since the issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.47, and primarily since the IMI-2

accident, the administrative controls over safety-related systes have been

strengthened considerably. The areas in which controls have been upg aded

include:

|

i(1) Verification of safety-related systs aligment during normal
i
;operations:
1.
J

(2) Approvals required to remove equipment from services

(3) Monitoring of equipment while out of service:

(4) Reverification of proper safety-related systs aligment after

maintenance and testing; and

(5) Periodic audits to review the effectiveness of administrative
controls.

._ _ _ _ _
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he specific changes made to the adtrd.nistrative procedures at DiI-1 in

these five (5) areas are outlined below.

(1) Verification of safety-related systen aligment during normal

operations -- he licensee has modified Administrative Procedure

1012, " Shift Relief and Log Entries," to include an E.S. check-

list of valves, breakers and switches from the control room.

h is check will be performed on every shift. In addition, manual

valves in the main flow paths of engineered safeguards and emer-

gency feedwater systms will be checked at least daily by the

auxiliary operator and recorded on a logsheet.

AP 1012 also requires the caupletion of shift turnover checklists

for the Shift Supervisor, Shift Foreman and Control Room Operator.

Wese checklists identify the status of E.S. equipcent, Technical

Specification action items, abnormal lineups and planned operations. !

hus, AP 1012 wi?.1 assure ronitoring of E.S. equipment for normal

aligment and will assist in the notification of operating person- ;

nel d en this equipment is out of service. I

i

(2) Approvals required to renove equipment fran service -- he licensee

has nodified the administrative procedures controlling the renoval
7 of equipment frcm service for maintenance and testing. AP 1002, e

the switching and tagging procedure, requires the Shift Foranan to
GV approve the tagging (renoval) of equipment and also states that

redundant engineered safeguards equipment nust be tested prior to

. .
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removal of equipment from service. To ensure proper safety-related

system operability during testing, the revised surveillance tests

on safety-related systems have been revised to require Shift Fore-

man approval prior to testing. In addition, these tests require a

checkoftheredundantsafetysystemforoperationalF04d[d653

prior to testing.

(3) Monitoring of equipment while out of service -- As noted in (1)

above, the licensee has revised AP 1012 to require the empletion

of shift turnover checklists. These checklists will identify any

E.S. equipmenc that is out of service and will also specify the

O es pers the equi-t mey r-ein eet of service according to

the Technical Specifications. To account for periods of absence

from operating duties (leave, training, cte.), AP 1012 requires

that relieving individuals review the station logs, records and

special instructions which have been generated since their lace

shift.
i

l

(4) Reverification of proper safety-related system aligtrent after

maintenance and testing -- To assure proper system alignment l

after maintenance, AP 1002 was revised to require that the res-

toration switching order (return of equipment to service) be

[ verified by a second person. In addition, a second person will ,"

verify proper execution of the switching order. To assure proper

system alig ment after testing, the surveillance tests have been

revised to include an independent position verification. There-
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fore, after maintenance or testing safety-related system, emergency
f

standby readiness will be verified independently by two individuals.

(5) Periodic audits to review the effectiveness of administrative con-

trols -- Le licensee will evaluate the effectiveness of these

programs by requiring: a) the applicable department heads to

periodically review / sign their departments' shift turnover log-

sheets and b) the Operation Quality Assurance Department to

periodically audit and review the effectiveness of the shift

turnovers.

< th h erefore, even though conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.47 has

not been schieved, the upgraded administrative controls are ade-

quate to provide us with reasonable assurance that operators will

knoa the status of safety-related systwi while the study con-

cerning the backfitting of Regulatory Guide 1.47 is empleted.
,

1

.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS IlST

BRUCE A. BOGER
]

i
'

Education

June 1971 Received BSNE - University of Virginia
June 1972 Received leiE - University of Virginia |.

Wrk Exoerience

June 1972 to Virginia Electric and Power Company |
June 1977 Surry Nuclear Power Station

Assistant Engineer - Performed startup testing on Unit
!b. 2.

Engineer - Assisted the Supervisor-Engineering Services;
trained for and received a Senior Reactor Operator License.

Supervisor - Engineering Services - Directed the activities
of the onsite engineering staff.

- O Jeme 1977 ce v1=8 te Etect=tc ema re e= c 9 m71
September 1977 Rich::end, Virginia

Supervisor - thelear Engineering Services - Di:ected the
activities of the offsite engineering staff in support of
Surry Power Station.

October 1977 to U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cocmission
'Present Bethesda, Maryland -

Reactor Engineer in the Operator Licensing Branch - Ad=Ln-
ister licensing examinations to nuclear power plant and
research reactor personnel.

Professional Affiliations

Registered Professional Engineer - State of Virginia )
Member - American Nuclear Society |

1

'
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Participation in M Activities

1

Bruce A. Boger

November 1978, April 1980: Administered operator license examinations on Uniti

One.

November 1978, March 1979, March 1980: Administered operator license examirations
on Unit Two.

,

March - April 1979: Member of the M-2 energency response team, assisted in
the preparation of emergency and contingency procedures.

July 1979 - Present: Member of the M Technical Support Staff, conducted audit
examinations on post-accident installed eculp:mnt on M-2. Also partici-
pated in the review of training and procecures in conjunction with the M-1
restart programs. 'Ihis incided preparation of SER inputs and testfreny.

O
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OUTLINE

This testimony of Donald F. Sullivan contains the NRC Staff's response to

ECNP Contention 1(c).

The purpose of this testimory ~is to demonstrate that, contrary to the allegations.

made in the contention, the instrumentation in the TMI-l control room by

which the generator monitors information from the core cooling and containment

isolation systems following a feedwater transient or small break LOCA receives

signals based on measurements of appropriate parameters:

Conclusions to be drawn from this testimony:
,

O -- NRC regulations that require direct measurement of variables that are
monitored by the operator apply only to measurements that provide inputs
to instruments that are part of the protection system.

-- None of the instrument channels by which the operator monitors information
from the core cooling and containment isolation systems following a
feedwater transient or small break LOCA, that receive inputs derived from
signals that are not direct measures of the desired variables, are part
of the protection system.

-- The instrumentation used to monitor steam generator level , pressurizer
pressure, core exit and hot leg temperatures and containment isolation
valve positions receive inputs derived from signals that are direct
measures of the desired variables.

'

-- PORV and safety valve positions and core coolant subcooling are not
directly but are indirectly measured. 4

-- The instrumentation by which the operator monitors information about the
core cooling and containment isolation systems following a feedwater
transient and small break LOCA measures o' records appropriate parameters.

.'

O
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA-

NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO M ISSION

'O.
V

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )g

)
METROPOLITAN EDIS0N COMPANY, )
et. al. Docket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear )
Generating Station Unit 1) )

NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF DONALD F. SULLIVAtl

REGARDIf!G DERIVATION OF'IMSTRUMENT INPtfT-SIGNALS

(ECNP Contention 1(c) )

Q 1. Please state your name and position with the NRC.

A. My name is Donald F. Sullivan. I am a Senior Nuclear Engineer assigned

to the Reactor Systems Standards Branch, Office of Standards Development.
^

From July 1979 to September 1,1980, I was temporarily assigned to the

Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch, Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation.

Q 2. Have you prepared a statement of professional qualifications?

A. Yes. A copy of this statement is attached to this testimony.

Q 3. Please state the nature of the responsibilities you have had with respect

to the Three Mile Island, Unit I restart program. i

A. I prepared the responses to UCS Interrogatories 67, 83, 85, 86, 88, 89, 90,
;

91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 97, and 98.
|

Q 4. What is the purpose of your testimony?

e
d A. The purpose of g testimony is to respond to ECNP Contention 1(c), which states:

l

1

1
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The electronic signals sent to the control room in many

|

cases record the wrong parameters, and may, thereby, mislead

the reactor operator. For instance, in the case of the

Electromatic Relief Valve ("ERV; the Metropolitan Edison
idesignation is RC-RY2"), the signal sent to the :ontrol room !

'

to indicate a closure of this valve indicates only the

electrical energizi.ng of the solenoid which closes the valve,

not the actual physical valve closing itself(4) This.

misleading signal . aggravated the accident at TMI-2. Thsre is

no reaso.nable: assurance that this same problem, or comparable

ones, cannot erf se many times over at TNI-1. It is the

obligation of the Suspended Licensee to provide sufficient

information on the performance capability of all pertinent
i

7 components of the control system to r'easonably ensure that
,

~

electronic signals will record, accurately and in a timely
of

manner, all necessary and correct parameters. '

-

ECNP Contention 1(c), as modified by the Board, alleges that the' '

Class IE instrumentation in the 1NI-1 control room by which the

operator monitors information derived from signals from the contain-P

ment isolation and core cooling systems fo11cwing a feedwater transient

and small break LOCA is inadequate in that it measures or records the

wrong parameters and may mislead the operator.

!
ECNP Contention 1(d), as modified by the Board, alleges that the ranges

I
of the Class IE instrucents referred to in ECNP Contention 1(c) are in-
sufficient.

O
Because not all of the instruments used by the operator to monitor

I
-_
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information following a feedwater transient and a small break LOCA

are Class 1E, the staff has chosen to:
i

!

i

(1) Identify in its partial response to ECNP Contention 1(d),

sponsored by W. Jensen, et. al., the instruments used by the
.

operator to perform necessary functions and monitor information

derived from signals from the core cooling system and the contain-

ment isolation system following a feedwater transient or small

break LOCA without regard to whether the instrumentation is labeled

as Class 1E, and then to show that the ranges of the instruments

are sufficient.

(2) Discuss in its reference to ECNP Centention 1(c) whethat the signals
,

' O to the instruments identified in the response to ECNP Contention
e ,

. - -

1(d) are derived from direct measures of the desired variables. .

Q 5. Does the NRC have any regulation that requires the oirect measurement of

variables that are monitorod by the operator following a feedwater
,

transient and a small break LOCA? '

,

A. Yes},but 10 TFR 60.Sb' a(h),(IEEE 779~1968 P~d' ME$Tf794pil, ~_~ [[.'
_

applies only to those monitoring instruments that are part of the protection

system. Specifically, Section 4.8 of IEEE 279-1968 states , "To the extent

feasible and practical, protection system inputs shall be derived from

signals which are direct measures of the desired variables." (The 1971
h '

version editorially substituted "that for "which"). None of the

instrument channels discussed in this response whose inputs are derived
;

from signals which are not direct measures of the desired variables are

O part of the protect 4oa erstem.

:
)

!

i

. -
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Q 6. Are the designs of relief valves such the electromagnetic relief valve

described in the contention subject,to the provisions of IEEE-279-1968
^

-

or 19717'

A. I know of no instance where they are, Relief valves are considered to

be ~ control devices, rather than devices that are essential to safety,

in terms of performing the pressure relief function. They serve to

limit system pressure to values below the setpoints of the safety

valves. The safety valves are the ultimate overpressure safety devices.

Since TMI-2, however, it has become apparent th'at more attention needs

to be paid to the reclosure of both safety and relief valves in terms

of more reliable position indication information available to tne operator.

O - -The licensee is proposing to measure flow downstream of the electro-
,

r.pgnetic relief valves and safety valves as a tre,ans of determining if

the valves are open or closed. Although valve position, per se, is

not monitored, the presence or absence of discharge flow from the valves

bears a direct relationship to the "open" or " closed" state of the valves
<

during reactor opera tion. ',_[
_ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . -. -.--

__.._ .._ -- ---- --- -- --

. _ _ _

!
-._ . . . . - . .

Q 7. Within the context of the contention, as limited by the Board and interpreted

by the staff, are all other inputs to indications in the control room derived

from sionals that are based on direct measurement of variables?
A. My answer is based on the NRC Staff's partial response of Messers. W. Jensen,

et. al., to Contention ECHP 1(d).

O taavts to certe4# or tae 4astru= eats e4= cussed 4" ** t test 4 o#7 ~411 ee eer4ved

from signals that are direct measures of the desired variables, as follows:

.
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n
.V " Steam Generator Level"

Reaccor Coolos t SW Ce*
"I *zr; tt: " ;;;_. L;g Pressure"
" Core Exit Tegerature"

" Hot Leg Tegerature"

In addition, the position indications (open/ closed) of the containment isolation

valies" discussedTn 't'h'e'HRC staff tesOgo_ny'o'f |iessr_s_,.' Jeilien.,_e~tM.'_ar_e.. derived
~ ~ ~

f rom ' di e Etly_a ciu~a t eT.pps illh n~ jinf.1.551tch esT_~_ [ U- - - - - - --t

Inputs to the following instruments will be derived from signals that are not,

strictly speaking, cirect measures of the desired variables. These instruments

are not a part of the protection system since their signals do not actuate reactor

trip or engineered safety features. Therefore, direct measurement of variables

is not required by NRC regulations:

"PORY Position", and " Safety Valve Position": These variables are not measured.

by devices that directly sense valve position. "Open" or " Closed" is sensed by

flow meters which monitor discharge flow when the valves are open and a no-flow

condition when they are closed. Since an open valve will always result in a
,

discharge flow, the staff believes that the measurement system constitutes a
'

safe design. (Sce 1NI Restart SER, NUREG-0680, Section 2.1.3.a. Pages C8-11,

12,13.)

.

"Subcooling": There is no instrument that can directly measure the amount of

subcooling (in the primary system) which is the number of degrees the liquid

is below the boiling point for the system pressure at a given time. The system

pressure and boiling point are, however, directly related by the laws of physics

such th'at, for a given system pressure, there is a unique boiling point. Thus , -

a measurement of pressure also yields the boiling point. (See TMI Restart SER,

NUREG-0680, Section 2.1.3.(b), Pages C8-16,17,18,19).
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O
Sigly subtracting the measured temperature from the known boiling point

yields the number of degrees that the liquid is subcooled.

/

In the TMI-1 system, temperature and pressure are measured directly. The

inferred boiling point and subsequent computer calculation (Subtraction)

result in an element of indirectness. We believe, however, that this measurement

technique results in highly reliable "subcooling" information to the operator.

Q S. Do you believe that this instrumentation by which the operator monitors

information about the core cooling and containment isolation systems following

a feedwater transient and a small break LOCA is adequate in that it measures

or records appropriate parameters and thus will not mislead the operator?

A. Yes.

O
.

.

O

_ - _
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PROFESSIONAL 00ALIFICATIONS

DONALD F. SULLIVAN

U. S. NUCLEt.R REGULATORY C0l+1I3SION
|

I am a senior nuclear engineer assigned to the Reactor Systems Standards

Branch of the Office of Standards Development. I am currently on temocrary -I

assigrment to the Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation, performing various design reviews incident to

the plant licensing process. This assignment will tenninate on September 1,1980.

I hold a Bachelor of Science des.'ee in Physics from Holy Cross College,

Worcester, Massachusetts, and a Master of Science degree in Physics from

Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut. In addition, I have studied

electrical engineering, mathematics and physics at the graduate schools
n(d of Brown University, Providence, RI, and the University of Tennessee,

Knoxville, TN.

I have approximately 26 years of professional experience, consnencing in

August 1954. During the first 94 years, I was a member of the Instrument

Group, and later the Controls Group, of the Connecticut Adycnced fluclear

Engineering Laboratory (CANEL). Midriletown, CT. This service included a '

temporary assignment of 19 months at the Reactor Controls Department Oak

Ridge National Laboratory. My responsibilities at CANEL included the

design, specification and installation of various portions of the instru-

ment and control systems for the CANEL critical assembly facilities, the

Lithium Cooled Reactor Experiment and its simulator, and miscellaneous test
~

stands.,

l

O
I

-
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I joined the AEC (NRC) in March 1964 and for t:1e first (approximately) 8

years perfomed licensing safety reviews of the protection, control and'

emergency power systems of numerous comercial nuclear power stations and

research and military reactors, and participated in the fomulation of

related standards and guides.

In April 1972, I was transferred to what is currently.the Reactor Systems

Standards Branch of the Office of Standards Development. In this capacity

I am responsible for the development of various regulatory guides and

criteria in the areas of protection, control, and emergency power system

design and testing. From August 1978 to April 1979 I served as Acting

Branch Chief of the Reactor Systems Standards Branch.
'

O I am the NRC member of the IEEE Nuclear Power Engineering Comittee, andt

participate in the Committee's development of standards for nuclear power

plants.

In August 1973 I was the U. S. member of the Inter:1ational Atomic Energy

Agency's Panel on the Code of Practice on Safe Reactor Design and Construc-

tion, held in Vienna, kustria.

I hold Patent No. 3,050,575 for the development of a special purpose thermo-

couole.

.

O
'

i
,
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t 1 MR. CUTCHIN: The citnesses are available for>

2. cross-examination.

3 CROSS-EXAMINATION
t.

4 BY MR. ROBERT ADLER:

5 0 I would like to attempt to define what I perceive

6 to be the differences between your testimony and the
,

7 testimony of the Licensee. I would like to refer you to

8 page 7 of the Licensee's testimony. At the end of the first

9 paragraph, there is a sentence which reads, quote: "Because

10 of the required administrative action necessary to

11 manipulate FSF cc ESW components, these controls a re

12 considered to be as eff ective as automa tic annunciation of
t

13 disabled systems."

<O
14 Now, in today's testimony the witnesses in fact |

15 expa nded on tha t statement to say that the administrative

16 actions are more ef f ective than the automatic annunciation.
17 Po you agree with the fact that the administrativt-

18 procedures are as or more ef fective than the safety system '

19 panel required by ?.eq Guide 1.477 !

.

20 A (WITNESS EOGER) I think F.y testimony indicates .

21 that the staff considers the administrativa procadures now t

22 in ef fect to be sufficient until such a time as the staff i

|23 evaluates R?g Guide 1.u7 and its applicability to TMI-1. !

I

24 (Pause.)
,

i

25 Q In your opinion, Mr. Boger, do the administra tive

|

1

i
ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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.(_) 1 procedures proposed by Licensee perfo rm the same functional
'

2 purpose as the safety system status panel? Do they

3 functionally perform the same task 7

4 A (WIThESS 20GER) The same as the panel that would

5 be required by 1.477

6 Q Yes, sir.

7 A (WITNESS BCGFR) Yes.

8 0 So in your opinion the Licensee's procedure for

9 say a new operating license would be sa tisf actory to meet

10 th e requirements of Reg Guide 1.47?

11 A (WITNESS 20GER) I don't deal with new operating

12 licenses. I cannot address tha t question.

13 (Paure.),

.Q
14 0 Gn pace line of Licensee's testimony, the last

15 sentence of tha t middle pa ragra;h reade, quote: "The

16 addition of an automatic system that meets the requirements

17 of Rea Guide 1.47 would be an unneesssary addition of

18 ha rd wa re tha t would not improve the protection of the health

19 and safety of the public, since this system would also

20 continua to rely on administrative controls to ensure its

21 effectiveness." Quote.

22 Again, today Licensee's witnesses amplified on

23 that statement, in fact saying that there would be a safety

24 dis a d va n tag e or a disad van ta ge in terms of the complexity of

25 the plant. Do you agree with those statements?

O)k

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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'#f 1 A (WITNESS ?CGER) You have given me several i

2 statements. Would you like to go through the particular one

3 that'you would like me to address?
,

14 Q I gave you two. Let's tak e the quote from the

5 testimony first. The sentence at the end of the first full

6 paragraph on page 9, beginnino with the --

7 A (WITNESS BOGE?) I agree.with the second half of

8 the. sentence, quote, "this system would also continue to

9 rely on administrative controls to ensure its effectiveness."

10 0 You do not agree with the portion that says it

11 would be an unnecessary addition of hardware that would not

12 improve the protection of the health and safety of the

13 public?

:%
14 A (diTNISS'EOGE3) I as af raid that I don 't know -'

15 what additional hardware would be required and I can't

18 evaluate that sentence. '

*

17 O You don't k n o w 'w h a t hardware would be require? in

18 ceder to meet the requiremen ts of F eg Guide 1.477 Not the

19 specific hardware at TMI-1, but what hardware is ncrmally

20 necessary to construct the system status panel required by

21 the reg guide?

22 A (WITNESS ECGER) Yes, that. But I cen't address

23 the specific valves that would have to te integrated into

24 the system to make a status panel.

25 0 Hasn't the N2C, in promulgating Rec 3uide 1.47,

O

ALDERSoN REPoRTINo COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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1 considered whether they think in general it is preferable to

2 add this type cf hardware, as opposed to usina

3 administrative procedures?

4 A (WITNESS FOGER) I can't address the NBC's

5 position in that area.

6 Q Can you, Fr. Sullivan?

7 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I cannot address it

8 specifically with regard to any particular Licenree case.

9 In other words, I have not reviewed any particular submittal

10 from an applicant which would indicate to me how much

11 addi tional ha rdware would be involved.

12 I do understand that Reg Guide 1.c7-type systems

.13 are being implemented on designs which -- at power plantsO(
14 which are being built, not yet operatinc. I think the

15 answer. to your question is, experience will tell un,

16 presumably within a few years or a year or whatever, how

17 much additional hardware would actually be added to the

18 - sy st ems.

19 Tnere is no operatinc power plant, to ay

20 knowledge, which has this system in it. At the t i .m e we

21 prepared the Reculatory Guide there was no value impact

22 analysis performed. I cannot give you a definitive answer

23 as to hcw much hardware, how zuch additional hardware, would

24 be involved.

25 (Pausa.)

O

ALDERSoN REPoRDNG COMPANY,INC,
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os,j 1 0 Do you have any idea, when Reg Guide 1.47 was

1
2 promulgated, whether it was considered to make the

3 requirement retroactive, whather the NEC considered that
i

4 possibility? q
l

5 A ( *4ITN ESS SULLIVAN) I responded to that in an

6 interrogatory.. I have looked in to th e pa rticula r question.
|

7 As far as I can determine or have determined, there was no

8 specific effort that is, nothing in writing or documented--

i
'9 or by virtue of an implementation schedule -- that called

10 for the backfitting of the 2equlatory Guida.
1

11 ! would also like to point out tha t th e Regula tory

12 Guide was published prior to the existence of what --a

13 committee that was formed wi thin the NPC, known as the

( 14 Regulatory Requirements Review Committee, which came into

15 existence in 1974, which was after the guide was out. I
i

16 Theref ore, it did net review the guide. And ac s saliant |
17 point, the Regulatory Requirements Eeview Committee dealt

|18 with backfitting issues.
l

19 So to summarize my answer, to the test of my

20 knowledge there was no particular policy, I guess ! would

21 use that word, with regard to this particular guida, in

22 -arms of backfitting.

23 ? ! Y. R . 00FNSIFEs

24 C ir. ?oger, your testimony on page 2, question 5,

25 it says -- this is concerning UCS 9. The pa ragra ph is taken

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, .0.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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1 right from NUREG-0660?

2 A (V!TNFSS BCGEE) I believe that's true.

3 O And the last sentence: "The study is to be
1

4 performed followinq a review of procedures a nd othar

5 non-automatic actions to verify these activities."

6 Can you explain to me what you mean by'ttat

7 sentence? What does " verify tliese activities" mean in that

8' context?

9 A (WITNESS BOGER) -I am not familiar with what study

10 will be performed.

11 C You think thic means the procedures that are

12 currently being adopted by a utema tic -- by the currently

13 operating reactors will need to be reviewed to see how

Os 14 effective they are? Is that what is meant?

15 A (WITNESS EOGER) That sounds reasonable.

16 (Pause.)

17 0 Your testimony on page 10 of the same Conten tion

18 -- i t starts on page 9, item 2, the very lest part on page 9

19 -- s ay s , quotes "Fedundant engineered saf eguards aquipment

20 must be tested prior to removal ,f equipment from service."

21 Quote.

22 My question involves the persibility of an

23 equi pmen t , a piece of ecuipment in a redundant ESF system

24 being declared out of commission without maintenance being
|

25 required, just somebody notices that a pump cr something ic

O
-

.

|
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'

1 out of commission. Does this paragraph apply in that case?

2 Would the redundant have to be tested?

3 A. (WITNESS BOGER) It infers tha t if you try to test

4 the inoperable piece of~ equipment to try to prove its

5 operability and found out in fact it was inoperable, then

6 you couldn't take out the other system, the system that you

7 originally intended to take out, because its redundant

8 system was not available.

9 0 It seems to me it says you have to test the

10 red undan t aquipment before you take a piece of equipment out

11 of service, to make sure it is availabl=> is that correct?

12 A (*J I T J F. S S S C G E E ) That's right.

13 0 So if something 'wa s f ound to be out of commission,

'O-

14 would tha t inf er tha.t you need to test the redundant

15 components, the redundant half, to make sure that it is

16 functional?

17 A (1ITaESS BOGEE) Tha t is normally the care.

18 0 Is there a poscibility that during the testing of

19 this red undan t piece of equipment it could be also taken out

20 of service? '

21 A (WITNESS 20GER) I can think of cases where that

22 mig h t happen, yes.

23 0 Is there any special procedure that you know of

24 that covers that specific, or any prec utions that are
.

25 taken ?
t

.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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.Qi,j 1 A (WITNESS 90GER) Just in tha surveillance test

2 that would be used to prove the operabi.11ty of this piece of

3 equipment, it would state that the other train had to be

4 operable. That's the only thing I can --

5 0 Wouldn't it be covered by tech specs also in some

6 cases?

"7 A (WITh'ESS BCGER) Yes.

8 0 Aren't there limitations? If both trains are

9 taken out of service, doesn't that require shutdown in e

10 very short period of time, so maybe you could conceivably

11 violate a tech spec?

12 A (WITNESS FGGES) The surveillance procedures

13 address the tech specs and tell what the requirements are.

l 14 In the emergency feedwater surveillance test, I believe it

15 sa ys tha t both or two trains are required before or abeve

16 250 degrees or .come such rea ctor condition.

17 0 You fsel that the procedures adequately cover the

18 place where something is out of condition and you have to

19 test the redundant side to make sure it is a vaila ble ?

20 A (WITNESS POGEE) The procedures would identify a
.

21 problem or an area of potential disagreement, and then it

22 would be up to management of the facility to decide how to

23 con tinue .

24 (Pause.)

25 0 Mr. Sullivan, I ha ve some questions for you on

O
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1 your testimony on ECMP Contention 1C. On page 4 your answer

2 to question 5, do you know of an current designs where you
i

3 can directly determine the position of the P0FV? Are there

4 any' current power operated relief valves where you can

5 directly determine the position of that valve?

6 % (WITaESS SULLIVAN) I don 't know of any. However,

7 that doesn 't mean tha t there aren't. I haven't done any

8 search on this. I am not familiar.
t

9 C From my understanding, it is a' globe valve

10 operated by some power device. So it is conceivable a stem

11 switch could be installed in a particular valve?

12 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) I understand your question. I

13 don 't .know why the applicant has decided not to have a

- O
,

14 direct indicator valve. They obviously have not. .

15 0 How about other Licensees, BEW Licenseer, for

16 exam ple, wno have to meet this requirement? Fow have they

17 satisfied the requirement?

18 A ('4IT5ESS SULLIV AN ) That I don't '<now.

19 A ('4ITNESS 90GER) I might be able to shed come

20 ligh t on that. It is a pilet-actuated valve, where you

21 operate a pilot to actuate the valve. And you cannot

22 actually p,u t a position indication on the piece of equipment

23 th a t the pilot operates. It is enclosed. You don't have an

24 exposed stem that you could attach a position indication to.

25 0 2r. Foger, are the other Licensees satisfying this

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC, |

I400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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kUE 1 requirement similar to TMI-17

2 A (WITNFSS 90GER) I am aware of other ECW units

3 that have similar valves. They have tha sonic flow

4 indicators downstream, as the licenree does.

5 0' Do they have a delta P elbow ti; also?

6 A (WITNESS EOGER) I can't say whether they do or

7 not.

8 CHAIE.<AN SMITH: If tne pilot on the valve has an
,

9 indication of its actual condition and position , isn 't that

to also a direct indica tion of the valve that it operates?

11 WITNESS BCGEF: If the pilot sticks in one -

12 position or the other, if the valve actually sticks, and the

13 pilo t tries to close it and is unable to, then your pilot

'
14 would indicate closed, but the valve would still be open.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: But the converse would not be

16 true, inasmuch as two masses cannot occupy the same space at

17 the same time.

18 WITNESS 50GER: I guess that's true, yes.

19 Let me go back over that. If the pilot the--

20 pilot could say closed and the valve could be open. If the

21 pilot said open, I think by the sama reasoning you couldn't

22 cay that the valve was actually open.

23 MR. DORN5IFE Mr. Chairman, I don't think that is

24 different than the concept on TMI-2 where just the power

25 available to the valve was indicated. The position of the

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE, S.W, WASNINGToN. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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1 pilot, that would be an indirect indication, as was the

2 power available.

3 3Y Mo. DDENSIFE4 (Resuming)

4 0 hr. Sullivan, are you aware of sny possible

5 configurations which can see sure or indica te the position of

6 a safety valve?

7 A (WITNESS SULLIVAN) ho.

8 Q So the only way to determine the position of a

9 safety valve is by some indirect measurement s?

10 A ('4 IT N ESS SULLIVAN) I wouldn't infer th a t from my

11 answer. I am not an expert en safety valve designs. !

12 simply said I don't k now of any, but that is not a very

13 authoritative answer on my part, believe me.
A
\/ 14 3R. DORNSIFE4 I was coing to ask some questions

15 concerning your concern, Dr. Jordan, about the sensitivity

16 of the flow device, if you would like me.

17 DR. JORDANS Go ahead.
t

18 9Y M3. D3?NSIFEs (Resuminc)

19 0 I had read the same ACRS letter. I am wondering

20 if either of you were a ware of the problem s with the

21 sensitivities, whether they had been resolved to your

22 satisf action , whether it is a case of the I.C?S letter beina

23 written bef ore you had made that d e te rmin a ti on ? 'a'h a t was

24 the problen?
,

25 A (VITNESS 3CGEE) I am aware of the letter. I have

O
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/ 1 seen the letter. Eut I don't know what the resolution to

2 that concern is.

3 Q As far ar you are concerned now, th e sensitivity

4 of the valve is acceptable to the staff the way it is

5 currently' designed?

6 A (WIT"ESS E0GER) I think the SER indicates that, r

7 yes.

8 0 Except f or the possibility that the reduced flow,

9 the SEE reads for the safety valve there is a larcern
:

10 diameter pire and the flows are reduced, especially when you '

11 are just talking sbout makeup pump capacity flows; is that

12 correct?
;

13 A (WITNESS BOGER) I would have to reference the SER

14 to back that up.

15 .3 E . 00ENSIFEa I have no further questions.

16 (Pause.)

17 F. P . EAXTr?: T have no questions. |

18 RCARD E X A .*. I N A T IC1.

t

19 EY DC. J0FDAN4 "

|20 C I noticed in your testimony in the outline, you

21 say, in referring to the lack of compliance with Reg Guide i

i
22 1.47 and the use of administra tive controls in its place,

23 quotes "The stren thened administrative controls do not -

!

24 provide information to the operator equivalent to that which ,I
,

25 would be provided by conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.u7.a |
f

C:) !
I
L

!
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A/ 1 Cuoto.

2 This is or. the outline page of the testimony cf
,

3' Donald E'ullivan and Bruce 3ccer, which is not pa rt of th e

'4 testimony itself. And the question I was about to ssk is,

5 is that' supported in the testimony or is this your counsel's

6 ide37

-7 'A (WITLESS BOGER) I don't have a copy of those

8 words. I think the testimony, in the' final paragraph on

9'page 11 --

'.' minute.10 0 Juct a

11 (Pause.)

12 ,

<

13 ~

<O ' 14

15

r
16

17 ;

18

19

20

21

8

22
f

23
,

24 ;

25

O,

|

i

?
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() 1 0 All right. Would you read that, then, the

2 s e ct ion ?

3 A ('4IT:iFSS 90GER) The upgraded - "Therefore, even

4 though conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.47 has not been
.

5 achieved, the upgraded administrative controls are adequate

6 to provide us with reasonable assurance that operators will

7 know the status of safety-related systems while the study

6 concerning the backfitting of Regulatory Guide 1.47 is

9 completed."

10 0 That hardly supports the statement in the

11 outline.

12 A (WITNESS 90GER) If you could reference question

13 14 and 13 on page 7

14 2 Okay. Is it then your position that you haven't

15 decided yet whether compliance with 1.47 would provide

16 additional protection tc the poin t where it should be

17 required for operating licences?

18 A (WITiEEE 90GEF) That is correct. That is a

19 su bject of a future study.

20 0 So then you would not say that you necessarily

21 disagree with the Applicant in this position that the

22 administrative controls and the present status panel is

23 superior, but rather would reserve judoment on that? Co you

24 have reservaticns shout that statement.

25 A ('4ITii?SS 90GER) ), sir.'

O
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1 0 You. don't have reserva tions ?

2 A (WITNESS BOGEP) No,. sir. I believe we have
s

3 determined there is reasonable assurance that the

4 administrative controls are adequate until we perform that

5 study.

6 Q Adequate for restart?

7 A (WITNESS BOGER) Yes, sir.

8 C That was not really quite what I was getting at.
P

9 Adeq uate in the long run, or superior in the icnq run. The

10 Licensee 's position is tha t it is superior in the long run

11 to Peg Guide -- to the requirements of Feq Guide 1.u7. Do

12 you have reservations about that settement? "

13 A (WIT. NESS BOGER) I think the cystem could provide

O
14 some informstion which would be of benefit, which might make

1

15 it superior to the administrative controls.

16 0 Has the Licensee complied completely wi th the

17 section .1.C.6 of the task action plan? The provision is --

'

18 the schedule in the task action pla n , according to your

19 t es t 'imon y -- and I did check that out is that the--

,

20 implementation sched ule is completion by January 1, 1921.
1

21 Since we have just passed that date now, did they T.e e t the

22 schedule ?
|

23 A (WITNESS BOGE3) I think my tes cimony goes on to !
!

24 say January 1, 1981, or prior tc the receipt of the full

25 power license, whichever is later. And it says for TMI it ;

.

9
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1 is required before restart.

2 _To my knowledge, it hasn't Paen done. I am not

3 aware that it has been done.

4 0 All right. You will insist that it be completed-

5 before restart? l

i

6 A ('JITNESS ECGER) Yes.

7 Q You voce not party, then, I take it, in any way to

8 the discussions between the staff, the ACBS, and BCW on the

9 recommendations concerning the flow from the PCRV, and you

10 ha ve heard the staff's -- th e Licensee's reply today tha t ,

11 in their opinion, measurement of-flow itself in a better

12 indication than position of the valve. Do you agree with

13 that ?

O 14 A (WITNESS DOGER) : personally would like to have,

15 direct indication of the valve, where possible.

16 0 What is wrong wi th measuring the variable itself

17 -- namely, flev -- rather than valve position?

18 A (WITSESS PCGER) This flow would be a direct

19 result of the valve being coen.

20 Q Why wouldn't you say you would rather have

21 information as to ficw rather than valve pCsition ;

22 information?

23 A (MITEFSS FOGEE) You are asking my opinion.

24 Q I guess ! need to know why you say you believe the
i

25 valva position information is better than flow information.

|
|
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f'_hs) 1 A (WITNFSS BCGFE) It indicates whether the valve is
l

1

2 or isn't open. It is directly in the flow path. I think

3 the other information is necessary to back up a particular
,

4 indication.

5 0 Does the position of the FORY tell you what the

6 flow is?

7 A (WITNESS SOGER) vo; it tells you a flow path has

8 been established .

9 Q Is there not another valve ahead of the PORV?

10 A (WITNrSS EOGER) Yes. The re is a block valve

11 upstream.

12 C So, therefore, isn 't flow inf ormation yielding

13 more information to you thsn valve position information?

14 A (WITNESS BCGER) You can get the same information

15 by verifyin; that the block valve was closed, which is a

16 direct position indication.

17 0 You would rather have two pieces of information en

18 valve position -- I understand why you ire saying this, in s

rather than the single piece of flow information?19 way --

20 A (WITNESS BCCEE) I think the flow information is
b

21 just one of many pieces of information that an operator !

22 would uce to determine whetther that valve was open when it

23 should not have been.
'

24 0 Is it perhaps a matter of reliability is what is

25 bothering you a bit? ,

:
,
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bl 1 A . (WITNESS.90GER) I have never used these types of

'l2 indicators, and I am not familiar with them. I can't ,

|

3 evaluate their relisbility. Valve position seems better to |

4 me, in my opinion.

5 DR. JORDANS I have ne more questions.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Anything further by anybody of

7 this panel?

8 (No response.)

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are excused, gentlemen.

10 DR. LITTLE: We weren't quite through.

11 9Y DF. LITTLE:

12 C I understand that you feel the modifica tions to

13 the procedures tha t the Licensee ha s described are adequate
p%.)

14 administratively to be even better than the methods

15 rer ammended in Reg Guide 1.47.

16 A (WITNESS EOGER) I said they were adequate until

17 ve completed our study on the reg guide.

18 Q One of Licensee's witnesses testified tha t these
19 procedures had not actually all been implemented, and they

20 are still working on the procedures. Is someone from NRC

21 7oing to review those prior to their arceptance?

22 A (WITNESS 90 GEE) Those procedures have been under

23 constant review bI us, by me. I have reviewed those

24 procedures.,

25 C And this is an ongoing procers?

|

I

.
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1 A (WITFFSS FOGER) Apparently co.

2 0 Did you think you were finished but now you know

3 you are not?

4 A (WITNESS FOGER) For some of the procedures , I

5 though t I was finished, yes. I am aware of other procedures

6 that the staff has made comments on and requested revisions
,

7-to. The ongoing change of procedures, we ha ve to complete

8 our review at some point in time. At the point in time I

9 reviewed these, I had the impression that I had a final
,

10 rrocedure.

11 0 Of all four areas mentioned in the testimony, all
,

12 major categories of procedural modifications that were oiven

13 in licensee's testimony?

14~ A (WIT. NESS EOGER) ! didn't get all of the

15 proced ures tha t they ref e ren ced, the hundreds of procedures

16 that they r.eferenced. I looked at the procedurer that had

17 to do with the alignment of safety systems.

18 Q There will be another final review?

19 A (WITNFSS BCGER) I don't think an aaditional

20 review was anticipated on procedures which had.been w;itten

21 off on or accepted.

22 (Board conferring)

23 0 I understand there are a larce number of

24 procedures that will be modified in the process of ensuring

25 the procedural modifica tions. At what point do 17u come

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 into review? Summarize again just what you are looking at? q

l

2 Are you lookino at each and every procedure that is changed l

3 and how it is changed, or are you looking at them in croups,

4 and sayinc that this approach is the we / to da it? :

5, A (WITNESS 90GER) The o riginal preced ural reviewed

6 the requirements of the Lessons Learned Task Force, the IEE

7 Bulletins and Orders, and the Commission 's o rder itself , and

8 made sure that the Licensee's procedures reflected the

9 requirements of those documents.

10 To follow that up, a requirement would show up in

11 a master administra tive precedure which would require all,

12 say, surveillance procedures to include certain steps. '4 h a t

13 I did was to look at that administrative procedure and

O
14 verif y that it had a step tha t was required by Bulletins and

15 Orders Task Force or by the lencons Learned Task Force. And
.

16 th en I would take, once I verified that that did show up in

17 an administrative procedure, to go to selected surveillance

18 procedures and verify that those procedures had been revised

19 to reflect the 7uidance provided in the master

20 administrative proc * dure.

21 C And then the Licensee takes care of the fine '

22 details to make sure the lancuage is inserted in the proper i
l

23 place in each or the procedures *

-|
24 A (WITNESE 30GER) That's correct. |

25 DR. LITTLE: Thank you.

Ov
|
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' > 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Anything further?

2 MR. CUTCHIN: I would like to try one fo11cw-up.

3 REDIRECT EXAMINATION,

4 PY F.R. C"TCHIN:

5 C "r. Roger, when v r'. Jordan was asking you why you

6 migh t prefer a direct indication of valve ponition rather

7 thsn just a flow indication in a situation like exists in

8 the line containing both the block valve and the PORV, would

9 not in advantage of having botn the direct indication and

10 the flow indication let 'ou be able to determine

11 indepenCently by the direct indicator that both valves were

12 clos ed , plus have the back-up information as to whether

13 there was a flow in that line?

'O
14 And then if you opened -- you have to have both

15 valves open in order to have a flow indication, but if you

16 di dn ' t ha ve a flow indication you would not be sure that

17 both valves were closed but only that one was clo.2ed?

18 A (WII. NESS PCGER) That's correct.

19 (Board conferring)

20, CHAIEaAN EMITH: Isn't there a positive indication

21 of position on the block valve?

22 WITNESS ? OGEE Ves, sir.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If you have a pos'itive indication

24 that the block valve is cloced and you have ficw, isn't it

! 25 an inescapable conclusion that the PORY valve is open,
i

1

L l

|
|

|
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O' 1 assuming reliability?

1,

2 WITNESS 90GER3 I think if you have the block

'3 valve indica tino shut and you~have flow, then that would

4 lead you to begin to wonder whether or not you had flow or
,

5 not, and you would continue your investigation and look at

6 the PORY discharge tail pipe temperatures, you would at the

7 quench tank temperature-pressure level. I*. would lead you

8 to go on and investigate further.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: As Dr. Jordan suggested, it is a

10 question of reliability of all of these signals.

11 '4ITNESS 90GER : I hesitate to say " reliability."

12 I would say an operator would use all of the indications he

13 had available to him to reach a final decision or

14 conclusion.

15 MR. CUTCHIN: I would like to f ollow up on tha t.

16 BY ZP. CUTCHIN:

17 0 If, as the Chairmen just hypothesized, you had an

18 indication of block valve closing and an indication of flow,

19 you would not know, would you, whether it was an incorrect

20 indication of Llock valve closure or an incorrect indication
,

'

21 of flow?

22 A (/ITNTSS 2CGER) Right. That's correct. So you

!
23 would go on to other things.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Anything further?

25 (No response.)

O
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\ 1 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All right. Thank you,

2 gentlemen.

3 (Witnesses excuced.)

4 CHAIPMAN SMITHS Yr. Baxter.
1

5 MR. BAXTERs Licensee calls William Itschner,

6 Richard Earley, James Moore, and Charles Pelletier.

7 Whereupon, j

8 WILLI AM ITSCH::E R i

9 EICHARD 2ARLEY

10 JAMES MOORE

11 CHARLES FELLETIEF

12 called as a witnesses by counsel for the Licensee,

13 Metropolitan Edison, havino firrt been duly sworn by the

14 Ch ai rma n , were examined and testified as followc

15 DIRECT EXAa! NATION

16 BY M:.. BAXTER:

17 C I am goinc to pose a series of questions to the

18 psnel, and I would like you to answer, coing from my left to

19 right, and I will not repeat the question f or each witness.

20 Would you sta te your full name, your title, and

21 your employer, please? |

|

22 A ( WIT:iFSS PELLITIER) hy name is Charler A.

23 Pelletier, assistant vice president, with Scienca

24 A p pl ic a ti on s , Incorpctated.

l
25 A (WITNESS BARLEY) My name is Richard Parley, lead

(

,
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O'\J 1 mechanical enoineer, employed by General Public Utilities at

.

|
2 TMI' Unit 1. )

1

1
3 A (WITNESS ITSCHNER) I am William F. Itschner, l

l
4 senior mechanical engineer for GPU Service Corporation. I

l
5 A (WITNESS '00RE) I am Jamos P. !!oore, Jr., j

6 mechanical components manager for GPU Service Corporation.

7 0 I call your a ttention to a document which tears

8 the caption of this proceeding, dated September 15, 1980.

9 It is entitled " Licensee's Iestimony of William F. Itschner,

10 Richard Barley, James Moore, and Cha rles Pelletier in

11 Response to the Lewis Contention and ANGEY Contention Number

12 SD on Fil te rs . "

13 Does the material ascociated with your name in

O
14 this document, including the attached ctatement of

15 prof essional qualifica tion s, represent testimony prepared by

16 you or under your direct supervision for presentation at
,

i

17 this hearing ?
i

18 A (WITNESS PELLETIER) Yes. l
|

19 A (WITNESS BAELEY) Yes, it does. )

20 A (WITNESS ITSCHNEE) Yes, it does.

21 A (WITNESS 500EE) Yes, it does.

22

23

24

25

O
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1 C Do you have any changes or corrections to make to

2 your testimony?
l

3 A (WITNESS PELLETIEE) No.

4 A ('JITNESS BAFLEY) No, I do not.

5 A (WITNESS ITSCHNEE) No, I do not.

6 A (WITNESS 300RE) I have two minor corrections to

7 be made. If you would refer to page 1 -- I'm sorry, page 2.

8 The fourth line from the bottom of the page refers to high

9 efficiency particulate absorbers. It should be changed to
.

10 high ef ficiency particulate air. High efficiency

11 particulate air filters is what they are.

12 On the top of page 3, the second line, thare is a

13 misspelling of the word " disposed." It should be

14 d-i-s-p o-s-e-d.

15 That is all the corrections I have.

16 0 As corrected, is the testimony true and accurate

17 to the best, of your knowledge ind belief

18 A ( VITt,ESS PELLETIER ) Yes.

19 A (WITNESS BARLEY) Yes.

20 A (WITNESS ITSCENER) Yes, it is.

21 A (WIT:iESS M00EE) Yes, it is.

22 XR. BAXTER4 I move that the te sti mo n y be received

23 into evidence and incorpore.ted into the transcript as if

24 read .

25 CH.1.IR ( AN SMITH 4 Are there any objections? The

) -

|
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1 testimony is received.

2 (The testimony of "essrs. PaliterO, Earley, Ishner

3 and Moore follows.)

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

14

15

16
|
|

17 ;

!

|18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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OUTLINE

O
The purposes and objectives of this testimony are to

respond to the Lewis Contention and' ANGRY Contention V(D),

which assert the need for improvements to the auxiliary

building filters and for the installation in effluent pathways
of systems for the rapid filtration of large volumes of

contaminated gases and fluids. The testimony shows that: the

quantity of radioactive gases required to be transported
,

outside the TMI-1 reactor building for processing by the waste

gas disposal system will be reduced from that experienced at

TMI-2; the leakage of radioactive gases is minimized; and the

charcoal in the filters is maintained in a condition which
ensures that iodine removal efficiency will be maximized in

(:)
gaseous effluent pathways. The testimony also concludes that .

the TMI-2 accident has not demonstrated a need for unspecified

additional filtration systems.

.
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INTRODUCTION-
OV

This testimony, by Mr. William F. Itschner, GPU Senior

Mechanical Engineer; Mr. Richard Barley, GPU Lead Mechanical

Engineer; Mr.. James Moore, GPU Mechanical components Manager, I

1

and Dr. Charles Pelletier, Assistant Vice President and

Manager, Science Applications, Inc., is addressed to the

following contentions:

LEWIS CONTENTION

Filters: There are new filters on the auxiliary
building of TMI#2. There are no similar structures on the
auxiliary building of TMIfl. Further, preheaters must be-
placed on the filters of the auxiliary building because
they got wet during the accident on 3/28/79 in TMI#2. To
mitigate a similar accident in TMI#1, preheaters on the
filters in the auxiliary building of TMIf1 are necessary.(q There are many design errors in the filter-system andm/
design of same. I am presenting the abuve as examples of
a larger problem.

ANGRY CONTENTION NO. V(D)

The NRC Order fails to require as conditions for
restart the following modifications in the design of the
TMI-1 reactor without which there can be no reasonable
assurance that TMI-1 can be operated without endangering
the public health and safety:

(D) Installation in effluent pathways of systems for
the rapid filtration of large volumes of
contaminated gases and fluids.

O
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RESPONSE TO LEWIS CONTENTION
3(v

BY WITNESS MOORE:

'

This content' ion addresses gaseous radioactive materials

located outside the reactor building, since these radioactive

materials are actually produced in the reactor fuel, they would

have escaped from the fuel, penetrated the fuel cladding and

have been transported through the containment building via one

of the plant auxiliary systems, such as the makeup and

purification system. At this point, the material is princi-

pally contained by the closed auxiliary systems, and thus the

design concern for the filtration systems is the limited

release of radioactive materials from these systems.

C)s- All of the methods employed to control the release of
.,

radioactiva material are based on the fact that if radioactive

material is stored, natural radioactive decay will reduce the

level of radioactivity. In TMI-1, the primary method of

controlling gaseous radioactive material is to collect the gas

in the waste gas disposal system (WGDS) where it is compressed
'

and stored in tanks. When the radioactivity has decayed to an

acceptable level, the gas is released at a controlled rate, as

allowed by the plant tech,nical specifications, through High
Efficiency Particulate Agrrcrbc es- (HEPA) and charcoal filters toy

the station vent. The HEPA filters retain radioactive par-

ticulate matter, while the charcoal filters retain radioactive

iodine. Essentially all of the radioactive particulates and

2--
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iodine are retained on the HEPA and charcoal filters where they() ISP
decay.and are eventually dLpeosed of when the filters are

replaced. Thus, the radioactive gases released will consist of
|

the long-lived radioactive noble gases which did not decay ;
,

during the storage period. |
|

The TMI-1 auxiliary and fuel handling building ventilation

system is designed to control the release of any radioactive

gases which may escape from the closed auxiliary systems.

These ventilation systems collect air and gases from the

various cubicles and areas of the buildings and process them

through HEPA and charcoal filters prior to release to the

station vent.

In TMI-2, the waste gas disposal system also collected and

(]) compressed radioactive gases, and stored them in the waste gas

decay tanks. During the first week of the TMI-2 accident, a

significant source of gas outside of the reactor building was

in the makeup tank which removed gases from the reactor

coolant. In the process of transferring this gas from the

makeup tank to the waste gas disposal system and compressing it

for storage, leaks in pipe flanges and a compressor released

some gas to the auxiliary building. atmosphere. It was col-

1ected by the auxiliary and fuel handling building ventilation

systems, processed through HEPA and charcoal filters to remove

radioactive particulates and iodine, and then released.
.

O
! -3-
|
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| The TMI-2 radioactive gaseous releases and the

( effectiveness of the charcoal filters following the TMI-2

accident will be discussed below by Dr. Pelletier. The action

being taken to assure the effectiveness of the TMI-1 charcoal

filters will be described by Mr. Itschner; and the action being

taken to minimize the amount of gas which could escape from the

auxiliary systems will be described by Mr. Barley.

In addition to these actions, TMI-1 will be modified prior

to restart to permit the venting of radioactive gases from the

reactor coolant system directly to the reactor building

atmosphere for storage and decay in the event of an accident.

This reduces the need to transport large quantities of radioac-

tive gases outside the reactor building via the makeup tank for

\T processing by the waste gas disposal system. Thus, the TMI-1/~
)

systems outside containment should not provide a significant

release path if exposed to the same conditions as experienced

at TMI-2.

BY WITNESS PELLETIER:

In responding to both of these contentions, it is impor-

tant first to put into the perspective the actual offsite

radiological consequences of the TMI-2 accident. The liquid

releases during the accident were insignificant. In total,

about 4 curies of radioactive liquid iodine were released.(8)2

This amount is less than liquid releases technical specifica-

tion limits for normal operation.

OO
-4-
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The gaseous releases amounted to be about 11 curies of

iodine and 10 million curies of short lived noble gases (pre

1

purge).(8) These releases, aus explained below, would hava been>

significantly reduced had the TMI-2_ accident occurred on the

as-modified TMI-1. Even so, however, the radiological con-

' sequences to the hypothetically most exposed individual from

all accident related sources amounted to 76 millirems (8) which

is a small fraction of Part 100 guidelines and is less than

one-year exposure to background radiation (90 mrem / year).

Early in the TMI-2 accident, it appeared that the charcoal

adsorbers in the auxiliary and fuel handling building ventila-

tion exhaust systems were not removing as much I-131 as they

should have been. Indeed, laboratory tests showed that the

(]) efficiency of auxiliary building charcoal for removing methyl

iodide was only 56% to 69.5%.(1) Also, there were

uncertainties concerning the source of the I-131 in ventilation

air. For these reasons, it was decided to install additional

iodine adsorbers.

Subsequent analyses show that the charcoal adsorbers in

the auxiliary and fuel handling building exhaust removed

approximately 90% of the I-131 to which they were exposed.

This estimate is based on the ratio of I-131 measured in the

station vent during the first two weeks of the accident and

that measured on a sampling of the charcoal after it was

; replaced' starting on April 12, 1980. This higher retention

efficiency compared to the previous laboratory tests is due to

:

-5-
|
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the following factors. One is that laboratory tests were

k- carried out at 95% relative humidity. The relative humidity to

which the charcoal was exposed during the first weeks after the

accident was less than 95%. An estimate of 30% has been
,

given.(1) It has been shown that the higher the relative

humidity, the lower the efficiency for retaining methyl

iodide.(4,5) The other factor is that laboratory tests are

carried out using 100% methyl iodide. This form of iodine is

the mos- genetrating form known. Measurements at TMI-2 showed

that from 10% to 30% of the I-131 in air was in the organic

form.(2) The rest was in forms which are retained with higher

efficiencies.(7)

Nonetheless, the low retention efficiencies for methyl

iodide measured for the initial charcoal loading at TMI-2

indicate that the performance of the charcoal had degraded

during its first year of operation.(1,3) To insure that the

charcoal at TMI-1 retains an efficiency of at least 90% for all

forms of I-131, a surveillance program will be carried out.

This program is discussed below by Mr. Itschner.

With regard to employing heaters to reduce moisture in the

influent air, tests have shown that maintaining the relative

humidity at 50% to 70% can extend the effective life of

charcoal adsorbers.(4,6) Therefcte, heaters to lower the

relative humidity may be worthwhile. However, this is a

question of economics, not safety. Finally, I know of no

evidence which suggests that the charcoal "got wet" during the

-6-
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accident at TMI-2. As noted above, the charcoal appeared top_s

h.ve only been exposed to air with an average humidity of 30%.~

BY WITNESS ITSCHNER:
.

As noted above, during the TMI-2 accident the auxiliary

and fuel handling building filter systems removed most of the

radioactive iodine that was released to the auxiliary and fuel

handling building atmosphere.

One and one half months following the accident Licensee

completed construction of supplemental HEPA and charcoal

filters on the roof of the TMI-2 auxiliary building that were

in series with the auxiliary and fuel handling building

ventilation systems'and filters. These supplemental filters

{"} provided iodine and particulate filtering of the auxiliary and

fuel handling building ventilation systems effluent.

The supplemental filters were installed to provide

additional capability for radioactive iodine removal during

reactor stabilization and plant cleanup because the installed

system filters were thought to be degraded as described above

by Dr. Pelletier.

In order to prevent degradation of the TMI-1 filter

systems, improved testing and maintenance requirements have

been adopted for the filters that serve both the auxiliary and

fuel handling building ventilation systems and the TMI-1 WGDS.

These requirements increase the frequency of routine testing

and require non-routine testing following events such as fires

C)%.
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or painting which may reduce the filter performance in an
7s() l

accelerated fashion. These' requirements were incorporated in j
i

the TMI-l Technical Specifications. )
i

Supplemental filters like those installed on TMI-2 are not |
|

needed on TMI-1 because action being taken ensures that the
'

currently installed filters will have sufficient capacity to

perform their intended function.

f

BY WITNESS BARLEY: i

i

:

As explained above, a significant release pathway of short !
:

lived radioactive noble gases was leakage in the Unit 2 WGDS to |
.

the auxiliary building atmosphere which bypassed the waste gas i

decay tanks. To avoid leakage in the Unit 1 WGDS, a leak |

() reduction program for systems outside containment has been

implemented as described in Section 2.1.1.8 of the Restart

Report. This program will significantly reduce the liquid and j

!

airborne radioactive contai.. ment levels outside the contain- |

;

ment. The TMI-1 waste gas disposal system is included in the

leak reduction program (see Item 5 of Table 2.1.-4, Restart !

;

Report.) |

Further, as discussed in Licensee's testimony on contain-

ment isolation in Response to Sholly Contention No. 1, and {

Section 2.1.1.5 of the Restart Report, containment isolation {

modifications are being made which will reduce the transfer of |
i

radioactive contamination from the reactor building. This will

assist in lowering the potential leve s of airborne I

i
:
!
.

-8- ;
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contamination outside containment and also reduce the demand onO the gaseous and liquid radwaste systems.
1

BY WITNESSES ITSCHNER, BARLEY, MOOP.E AND PELLETIER:

In summary, the modification and design provisions

derarlbed above ensure that:

(1) The quantity of radioactive gases required to be

transported outside the reactor building for

processing by the WGDS at TMI-1 will be reduced from

that experienced at TMI-2;

(2) The leakage of radioactive gases is minimized, thus

ensuring that radioactive gases are decayed prior to
release; and

{} (3) Charcoal is maintained in a condition which ensures
that iodine removal efficiency will be maximized in
gaseous effluent pathways.
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RESPONSE TO_ ANGRY CONTENTION NO. V(D) !

l

:

BY WITNESS MOORE

As discussed in Licensee's testimony above, the TMI-2

accident demonstrated a need to ensure tnat gaseous systems are

appropriately maintained in an operable condition. The

Licensee has taken action to assure charcoal and filtration

units are properly maintained and that gaseous radwaste systems

are intact. Further, the containment structure is designed to

hold fission products released from the primary system in the

event of accidents.

It is concluded that the TMI-2 accident has not demonst-

rated a need for unspecified " installation in effluent pathways

of systems for the rapid filtration of large volumes of

contaminated gases and fluids." Rather, the TMI-2 experience

has demonstrated that gases and liquids (fluids) can be

maintained in containment and storage facilities until such

time as processing can proceed. (See Licensee's testimony of

E. Fuhrer and R. McGoey on the Physical Separation of TMI Units

1 and 2.)
i
1

|
|

|
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WILLIAM F. ITSCHNER
\

Business Address: GPU Service Corporation
,

100 Interpace Parkway |

Parsippany, New Jersey 07054.

|Education: B.S., Mechanical Engineering, Newark !

College of Engineering, 1958. I

Experience: Senior Mechanical Engineer, GPU j

Service Corporation, 1974 to present. !

IResponsible for criteria preparation
and evaluation, technical review of
engineering design, project assist-
snce, field liaison and consultation
for the following generating station
systems and components: HVAC, fire

,

protection, waste treatment, heavy
material handling and maintenance
access.

Project Manager, E.R. Squibb &

. {\ Company, 1973 to 1974. Responsible
for mechanical engineering aspects of
construction projects dealing with

'

steam generation, chilled water,
cooling towers, water treatment and
process cooling.

Facilities Engineer, FMC Corporation,
1966 to 1973. Di: -ted efforts of
architects, engins.ers and contractors
in the planning for and construction
of a chemical research and development,

center.

Project Engineer, Ortho Pharmaceutical
Corporation, 1959 to 1966.
Responsible for the engineering facets
of various production projects,
including comfort and environmental
air conditioning systems; material
handling; 6ust collection and exhaust
systems; distilled and pyrogen-free
water systems; steam and gas sterili-
zation facilities; biological produc-
tion and sterile packaging facilities;

O- and, boiler water and cooling water
treatment programs.
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Chief Operating Engineer, United

-.() States Rubber Company (now Uniroyal),
1953 to 1959. Responsible for the
management, operation and maintenance
of a steam power plant and allied
equipment.

Professional
Affiliations: Member, ASME Committee on Nuclear Air and Gas

Treatment and ASME Executive Committee
on Nuclear Air and Gas Treatment. ;

1

Past Member, ASME Committee on Cranes
for Nuclear Power Plants.

Licensed Stationary Engineer, State of j

New Jersey. |
I
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|

Business Address: Metropolitan Edison Company i

Three Mile Island Nuclear Station
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, Pennsylvania

Education: B.S., Chemistry, Pennsylvania State
University, 1969. U.S. Naval Nuclear
Power School and Prototype Training
1969-1970. Graduate courses in
reactor plant engineering.

Experience: Lead Mechanical Engineer, TMI-1,
Metropolitan Edison Company, 1976 to
present. Responsible for the support
of plant operations and maintenance
activities relating to mechanical
systems and components including
review of safety related operating

f-) test and maintenance procedures.
(,j Member of Plant Operations Review

Committee.

Engineer, TMI-l Operations Department,
Metropolitan Edison Company, 1974 to
1976. Duties included providing
technical support and engineering
assistance to the Supervisor of Opera-
tions.

U.S. Navy, 1970 to 1974, Naval Officer
aboard operating nuclear fleet ballis-
tic missile submarine. Positions held
include Main Propulsion Assistant;

.

Demage Control Assistants Reactor
Controls Division Officer. Throughout
this period, duties included direct
supervision of nuclear power plant
operations and ma_itenance.
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100 Interpace Parkway '
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Education: B.S., Marine Engineering, State ,

University of New York Maritime i

College, 1956. -

'

Completed all requirements except
thesis for M.S., Nuclear Science and i

Engineering, Catholic University of
America, 1968. ;

Experience: Mechanical Components Engineering, '

Manager, GPU Service Corporation, 1978 ;

to present. Responsible for areas ;

relating to mechanical components, *

water chemistry systems, HVAC and fire ;

protection.
!
!

Mechanical Systems Engineering
;

g- Manager, GPU Service Corporation, 1971 i
to 1978. Responsible for areas !

relating to mechanical' systems and
structural design of power plants.

Senior Project Engineer, GPU Service
|Corporation, 1968 to 1971. Technical

cognizance over the design of power :

plant fluid systems, including
!

establishment of design criteria, !

design review and coordination and !
evaluation. !

>
?

Senior Engineer, Allis-Chalmers, t

Atomic Energy Division, 1964 to 1968. I

Responsible for supervising fluid !

system modifications and installation i
of a redundant reactor core spray [
system at the Lacrosse Boiling Water ;

Reactor Project; served as fluid
systems consultant for the Pathfinder i
Atomic Power Plant Proj ect. |

:

,
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| Lead Engineer , Allis-Chalmers Atomic
/~''

\ Energy Division, 1964 to 1966.
Responsible for coordinating work on
the Lacrosse fluid systems; performed
heat transfer , fluid flow, stress and
safety analysis designs for Lacrosse
fluid systems.

Various engineering positions,
Allis-Chalmers Atomic Energy Division,
1960-1964. Performed design engi-
neering work for the Pathfinder
reactor and turbine plant systems;
responsible for design of feedwater
temperature control system which
maintained a constant temperature at
all plant loads.

U.S. Navy, 1957 to 1958. Served as
Damage Control Assistant and
Engineering Officer aboard the USS
Lester.

Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training
Course, 1956 and 1959-1960. Received
on the job training in cne Hydraulic
Turbine, Steam Turbine, Centrifugal.O Pump and Nuclear Power Departments.

1

|
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CHARLES A. PELLETIER ;

Business Address: Science Applications, Inc.
3 Choke Cherry Road
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Education: B.C.E., Sanitary Engineering,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
1956. M.S., Radiation Biology,
University of Rochester ,1957. Ph.D.,
Environmental Health , _ University of
Michigan, 1966.

Experience: Division Manager, 1973 to 1978 and
Opc ations Manager, 1978 to present,
Science Applications, Inc. Manages
the activities of a group providing
technical research, services and
consultation to the nuclear industry
and government. Activities include
studies of iodine behavior, charcoal
testing, occupational radiation

(3 exposure reduction, leak detection
:U. methods for condensers and steam

generators and effluent measurements.

Chief, Environmental Inspection
Branch, Directorate of Regulatory
Operations, U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission, 1971 to 1973. Planned,
organized and directed work of branch
responsible for the development of
AEC-Regulatory effluent and envi-
ronmental inspection programs involv-
ing both radiological and
non-radiological considerations.

Chief, Enviror. mental Branch (Idaho
Operations Office), U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission, 1967 to 1971. Directed
the activities of a branch involved in
environmental monitoring and research
and the National Reactor Testing
Station (NRTS). Activities included
routine monitoring of atmosphere and
lithosphere at the NRTS; research on
deposition of airborne materials on
natural surfaces; doses from clouds of

|
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gamma emitting radionuclides and move-
ment of radionuclides in soil.

()- Directed independent environmental
monitoring programs around several AEC
licensed nuclear facilities in the
U.S. for the AEC's Division of
Compliance. Planned and directed
emergency response activities for
accidents at the NRTS involving
releases to the ' environment.

Instructor and Assistant Professor,
University of Michigan, 1960 to 1966.
Taught and performed research mainly
in area of environmental behavior of
radioactivity. Developed and executed
environmental survey for the Enrico
Fermi Power Plant and Ford Research
Reactor. Health Physics consultant to
industry.

Radiation Control Engineer, Bethlehem
Steel Company, 1958 to 1960.
Developed company-wide programs for
personnel monitoring and testing of
sealed sources. Perfc tmed Health
Physics surveys of industrial and

(]) medical x-ray units and radiography
sources.

Health Physics Consultant, ASTRA,
Inc., 1957 to 1958.

Honors and
Professional
Affiliations: Certified by American Board of Health

Physics, 1966.
|

Health Physics Society;
President-elect, Delaware Valley
Chapter, 1958 to 1959; Editcation and
Training Committee, 1967 to 1970
(Chairman, 1970); Secretary, Eastern
Idaho Chapter, 1968; Chairman, 5th
Mid-year Symposium, 1970; Symposia
Committee, 1972.

Appointed to the American Board of
Health Physics, January 1971 (5 year
term).
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! Member, ANS 18.1 working group for

O' - Sources at LWRs, 1974 to present.
standards development on Eff] uent

Honorary. Societies: Sigma Xi; Delta
Omega; American Men and Women of
Science; Who's Who in Ecology; Who's |Who in' Technology Today. |,

Publications: " Environmental Surveys for Nuclear
Facilities ," Nucleonics , January, |

1959.

" Maximum Permissible Weight
Concentrations for Enriched Uranium,"
Nucleonics, October 1958.

" Pre-Operational Environmental Survey
for the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power
Plant; 1958-1962," with G. Hoyt
Whipple, American Industrial Hygiene
Association Journal,-24, 172-179,
1963.

" Concentrations of Radioactive
Particles in Surface Air, November,,O 1962 through March 1963," with A. V.

~

Wegst, and G. Hoyt Whipple, Health
Physics, 10, 917-921, 1964.

"Use of Surface-Air Concentration and
Rainfall Measures to Predict
Deposition of Fallout Radionuclides,"
with G. Hoyt Whipple and H. L.
Wedlick, Proceedings of November, 1964
Conf. on kadioactive Fallout from
Nuclear' Weapons Tests, A. W. Klement,
Jr., Editor Conf-765.

" Detection and Quantitation of Fallout
Particles in the Human Lung ," Science
143, 957-959, 1964 with A. V. Wegst
and G. Hoyt Whipple.

"The Sensitivity of Environmental,

Surveys to Atmospheric Releases from
Nuclear Facilities," Ph.D. Th e si s ,

|
University of Michigan, 1966.

(I) |
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" Performance and Design of an i

g Environmental Survey," Proceedings of |

f(('/ Health Physics Society 1968 Mid-year
" Symposium on Environmental

Surveillance in the vicinity of
i

Nuclear Facilities , W. C. Reinig,'

- Editor , Charles C. Thomas , Publisher .

" Kinetics of Environmental Radioiodine )
Transport 'through the Milk-Food

,

Chain ," with J. D. Zimbrick, Ibid.
,

"The Behavior of Cesium-137 and other
Fallout Radionuclides on a Michigan
Dairy Farm," with Paul G. Voilleque ,
Health Physics Journal, December 1971.

" Effects of Feeding Sundangrass on
Iodine Metabolism of Lactating Dairy
Cows," with B. R. Moss et al . , Journal
of Dairy Science, 55:1487-1491,
October 1972.

"Results of Independent Measurements
of Radioactivity in Process Systems
and Effluents at Boiling Water
Reactors," Directorate of Regulatory

,(]) Operations, . USAEC, May, 1973.

" Comparison of External Irradiation
.and Consumption of Cows' Milk as
Critical Pathways for Cs-137, Mn-54
and Ce-Pr-144 Released to the,

Atmosphere," to be published in Health
Physics with P. G. Voilleque. '

" Sources of Radiciodine at Boiling
Water Reactors." EPRI, NP-495,
February 1978, with others.

" Sources of Radioiodine at Pressurized
Water Reactors ," EPRI, NP-939,
November 1978, with others.

;

" Compilation and Analysis of Data on
Occupational Radiation Exposure
Experienced at Operating Nuclear Power
Plants," AIF/NESP-005, September 1974,
with others.
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" Potential Benefits of Reducing

(']' Occupational Radiation Exposure,"
'

AIF/NESP-010, May 1978, with P. G.,

,

voillegue.

1

"Long-Term Performance of Charcoal '

Absorbers Removing Radioiodine in
Ventilation Exhaust Air," EPRI NP-534,
July 1978, with others.

|
" Surface Effects in the Transport of
Airborne Radiciodine at Light Water
Nuclear Power Plants ," EPRI NP-876,
September 1978, with R. N. Hemphill. )

1

" Location of Condenser Leaks at Steam
Power Plants ," EPRI NP-912, Oc tober
1978, with others. <

" Evaluation of Radiciodine Measure-
ments at Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant,"
N UREG/CR-0 3 95, October 1978, with
others.

"131I studies at TMI Unit 2," EPRI,
NP-1389, April 1980, with others.
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/3
h_) 1 MR. BAXTFR4 The witnesses are available for

1
2 cross-examination. '

3 CROSS-EXAMINATION

4 BY ME. LEWIS ~

5 0 Reading from my cross-examination plan, but not

6 all of it, of course, essentially both -- one bit of

7 background. The NRC testimony has not been received into

8 evidence, but do you four gentlemen have copies of it?

9 A (WITNESS PELLETIER) Yes.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITlia Is there a chairran on the

11 panel? It nicht be helpful.

12 WITNESS eOORF4 I will volunteer.

13 BY MR. LEWIS: (Pacuming)

O 14 0 The eroblem I have partially is to cerpsre th es e

15 two. Reading from my cross-examination plan, essantially

16 bo th testimony submittals come to the same conclusions: two <

17 leaks fcund at TMI-2 will not occur at TMI-1, for va rious

18 reasons. I use the tern "leake" as a general term meaning

19 both cracks in vent header and I believe degradation was

20 used , in your testimony on the action of the absCrber,

21 ch ar co al absorber. So that is a term I am using generally

22 to cover those two items.

23 I am looking at "f or va rious reaso ns. " Now, the

24 NRC testimony on page u of the ';RC testimony, the last

25 paragrarh --

0
|

|

i
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1 XR. BAXTER Is this the testimony on youre

2 contention? They have two different pieces.
,

'

3 MB. LEWISt This is the NRC testimony on the levis
!.

4 co n t en tio n . It is dated NRC staff 9/15, I believe. I don' t

5 have the front page. I believe it'is dated NRC staff 9/15.
6 Page four, last paragra ph, quote " Presently, all

! 7 plants are being or will-be,.when required to test all

8 engineered saf ety f eature gaseous effluent treatment systems

9 at regular intervsls by technical specification

to requirements." Cuote.

11 3Y MR. LEWIS (Easuming)

12 C Now, in the Licencee's testimony you refer to

13 tech nical specifies tion requirements , but you do not refer

14 to it specifically as engineered safety features, ESF. Is

15 any part of the filters covered by I.ewis con ten tion , or the
i

16 vent hender, coine to be or is on TMI-1 an engineered safety

17 feature?

18 A (WITTESS ?.00PI) I will ask P. r . Itschner to answer>

,

19 that.

20 A (VITNrSS ITSCHNER) No, they are not.

-21 Q The entire vent header, the entire charcoal
,

22 absorbers --

23 A (WITNES7 ITSCHNER) The chsrcoal absorbers, the'

24 filters and the ventila tion system for the auxiliary and

25 fuel handling building are not engineered safety feature

O
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) 1 ventilation syst' ems.
.

2 C I must have read the SRC staff's testimony

3 incorrectly. Then can you perhaps tell me -- and I would

-

4 have to' admit that it has been told to me already, but I

5 would like to go over it anyway what are the particular--

6 measures by which the tastimony -- page 1 you sa y, quotes

7 "The quantity of radioactivo gases required to be

8 transported outside of the TMI reactor bu13 ding for

9 processing by the waste dicposal system will be reduced from
'

10 th a t experienced at TMI-2.'' Ouote.

11 M3. PAXTER: What page?

12 MR. LEWI5s Page 1 of the Licensee's testimony,

13 the sentence tha t states, quote: "The testimony shows
'

14 that."

15 MP. SAXTE?a !s this the outline?

16 MR. LIVIS: Yes. It's page 1. I'm sorry, page 1.

17 ?Y ME. LEWISs (Resuming)

18 Q ! cannot see how any of this will cone about

19 because you say it will come about. If it is not an

20 engineered saf ety feature, what will cause all of these

21 things that you have following, shows that will actually

22 ha ppan ?

23 If it is an unfair question, please tell me.

24 MR. EAXTER Do fou understand the question?

25 WITNESS BARLEYS I think I understand your

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
l

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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() 1 question, Mr. Lewis, to be what requirements are on the

2 system. Mr. Itschner's answer refers to the auxiliary and

3 fuel-hand 11r.c building ventilation system, and he is

4 tech nica lly correct that they are not designed as engineered

5 safety feature systems.

6 But the testimony is correct that the technical

7 specifications nonetheless require testing of the charcoal

8 absorbers in tha system. It is a condition of our license

9 that we check test the charcoal for its perf ormance in those

10 syst ems .

11 WITNESS M00EF: I would add something. Technical
.

12 specifications de apply to systems other than just

13 engineered safety feature cystems.

14 BY MP. LEWIS (Resuming)

15 0 Eut this technical specification requirenent to

16 test the charcoal I believe also applied to TMI-2, and in

17 the testimony itself you point out -- ! forget which one had

18 the charcoal, but in the testimony on the charccal in this

19 License 9's testimony, it is pointed out that it wasn't

20 test ed , I belie ve , for 18 months.
,

21 Now, here's my problem. At TYI-2 it wasn't
|

22 tested. At OMI-1 it is going to be tested. How am !

23 supposed to trust it? Why? Give me ra tio nale ?...

24 A (i!ThESS ITSCENEE) Yr. Lewis, it was not a

25 requirement to test the charco!1 at TMI-2 as a condition of

O
L)
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O
() 1 the license.

2 Q I don 't believe that, because I understand from

.
3 one of.the -- I forget if it was the Fogovin report or the

,

4 Kemeny report. They both -- I think they bo th said it -- or

5 one of them that the filter media was not tested, with--
,

|

6 the concurrence of the staff, for some reason.

7 Now, if it was not a requirement, why did you have

8 to get the concurrence Cf the staff not to test it?

9 A (W1TNESS ITSCENES) If my recollection is correct,

10 in th e technical staff position in th e Kemeny report it was

11 pointed out that the charcoal that was in place in the

12 filters in Unit 2 was purchased and installed prior to the

13 requirements that are in the reg guides and the technical

14 specification requirements. Therefore, the staff gave

15 dispensation not to test in accordance with those

16 requirements, due to the fact that the charcoal war

17 purchased and in place prior to the promulgation of the

18 requiremen ts .

19 0 What you are saying is the staff can give

20 dispensation when it well pleases, which is correct. Eut

21 that still doesn't answer ny question, why should I believe,

22 therefore , that you are going to do anything?

23 Let ce explain my reasoning. You have a case in

24 court right now saying the staff wasn't doing its job
N..

15 prop erly , and here we are arguing a point that on TMI-2 the

O
|
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. ) 1 staff didn't do its job properly. Why should I believa the

2 staff will do ita job properly to make you do your job

3 properly on TMT-1 in the testing of the charcoal? I don't-,

4 see it. '

5 MR. BAXTER: Mr. Chairman.

6 CHAIRAAN SMITE: 3r. Lewis, it may be a cuestion

7 better addressed to the staff.

8 MR. LEWIS: Not really, because --
,

9 C H A IR *' A N SMITH '!ou want to know . hat basis any

10 member of this panel has f or believing that the staff is

11 going to do its job. '

i

12 MR. LEWIS: That's a little turned around. That's

13 a quantion that I will ask the staff..
I

14 My question here is to the Licensee. The Licensee-

15 is going on record in another court --

16 CHAIRMAN SMITE 4 Let's rephrace your question with

17 a one-part question , if possible. Ask the question, a

18 single question , and see if he can get a single answer.

19 SY MR. LEWISs (?ssuring)

20 0 If the NFC staff is ar inadequate as your prerent
1

21 court case suggests, why should I believe that the NRC staff
!

22 is ;oing to make you check out these filters ccrrectly?

23 A fa'I T N E S S ITSCHNEF) Amendment 55 to the operating

24 license for TMI Unit 1 includes technical specifications

i25 tha t are in force that now require us to test the charcoal

O
|
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(). 1 in the. auxiliary and fuel-handling building ventilation

2 systems at periodic intervals.

3 0 Again that goes back to the point that the staff

4 is going to have to make you do it.

5 CHAIRFAN SMITH: You think the staff will make you

6 comply with that regulation?

7 WITNESS ITSCHNER: We have every intention of

8 complying with the technical specifications of the license.

9 CHAIEMAN SMITH Mr. Lewis' question, however, is

10 -- we are not going to go very far into it, but he would

11 like to know why you think that the staff will make you

12 comply with the regulation. If you don't know, that's all

13 right. You just say that.

'
14 But if you have a reason to believe that the staff

,

15 will make you comply, that is the answer Mr. Lewis is
. .

16 seeking. That is the answer he is seekinc. But if you

17 think --

18 WITNFSS BAELEY: This is better addressed to the

19 NRC. But the Inspection and Inforcement agency of the NRC

20 is not empowered to change regulations that are issued --

21 CHAIRYAN SMITHS Let him tinish his answer.

22 W I T!'E SS 2ARLEYa They are not empowered, the ICE

23 inspectors are not empowered , to audit the tech specs. They

24 only audit our compliance to the letter of the technical

25 specifica tion . Therefore, if we do not comply with the I
l
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/( ) 1 technical specif'ications we would be subject to the

2 enforcement actions of the ICE division of the NRC.

3 CEAIRMAN 5%ITH: You are still not appreciating

4 the fine thrust of Yr.-Lewis' question. j

5 WITNESS YOORE: I will address the issue. The

6 main difference between TMI-1 and T'.I-2 is that there was

7 not a technical specification requirement to do this

8 surveillance on TMI-2. There is in force a technical

9 specifica tion requirement for us to de this surveillance on

10 Unit 1.

11 The ICE inspection people were not burdened, or

12 were not empowered, to check us to do it on Unit 2 because

13 it was not a requirement in the tech specs. On Unit 1 it is

14 a requirement and they will be doing it.:

15 EY ME. LEWIS 4 (Resuming) '

16 C In other words, it has been formalized?

17 A (MITNESS MCORE) That's right, it has been

18 formalired.

19 Q I guess tha t 's wha t I'm after on that question.

20 A (WITNESS BARLEY) In addition, it is the policy of

21 the company to comply with tech specs and we have an

22 independ ent auditing organization tha t a udits oursel ves f or

23 compliance with tha technical specifications , regardless of

24 what the NPC does.

25 C I hope so. Now let me get on to other items here,
,

(:)|
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.() 1 if I can remember them.

2 (Pause.)

3 0 Yes. This business about how much iodine got

4 out. In discovery I was handed -- I wa s mailed a document

5 that showed some laboratory results. I have it h e. re , but I

6 don't want to dig it out.

7- My problem with it is this. It appeared to me --

8 and maybe I was very unfair, but it appeared to me that the

9 information, the testing from the various beds of charcoal
~

10 to get the numbers that were gotten, was picked and chosen.

11 I forget the person"who is on lodine, but would that person,

12 like to defand the laboratory data and try to show why that

13 particular method used in the report on the iodine analysis

i) 14 in the TMI-2 trays was correct?

15 MP. BAXTEE: If you think you know what data the

16 questioner is ref erring to.

17 MR. LEWI5: I will dig it c:1 t .
.

18 WITFESS PFLLETIEE4 I assure you a re ref errinc to

19 the measurements made by liUCON for .".et Ed on the efficiency

20 of the charcoal taken out o; the TMI-2 filter banks. And

21 what was your question?

22 BY MR. LEWIS: (Resuming)

23 Q The methodology used leaves .me cold. It seems to

24 be cicked and chosen to get numbers, and I would like some

25 justification f or the methodology that was used in that

O
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1 report and whether you still consider .that report
|

2 justifiable? j

r 3 A (WITNESS PELIFTIEE) The methodology used to test

4 charcoal and the methodology that was used by the NUCON

5 people is a methodology worked out by a group of -- it is an

6 AST.M committee. It is composed of industry, government,

7 suppliers of charcoal, users of charcoal.

8 As I remember, they ran two tests. One was at 30
1

9 degrees Centigrade E7d 95 percent relative humidity, and

10 that is a fairly -- that is a standard test in the AST'

11 protocol of testing.

12 As I remember, and as I put in my part of the

13 testimony , the charcoals didn't do very well under those

O-
14 tests. That is a very stringent test.

15 The only other test I remember being done is one

16 in which they tested it at 30 percent relative humidity. As

17 I r9 member, the justification was that may be a better

18 indication of tne conditions under which the charccal.was
19 exposed during the accident at T .M I - 2 .

20 Those are the only two tests I am familiar with.

21 I have no reason to suspect that there was any selection

22 with the tests.

23 C You have gotten to the point I wanted to get to,

24 wonderful, namely, why do you feel that 30 percen t humidity

25 is a more justifiable humidity level for the TMI-2 accident

O
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( 1 for the air going through the filters and charcoal?

2 A (WITYESS PELLETIEE) As I understood their report,

3 they chose 30 percent because 30 percent was the relative,

4 humidity that had been measured over at the airport, at the

5 Harrisburg Airport, roughly over this time, late March,

6 early April. I have no firethand knowledge of why they *

7 cho$le 30 percent. I think that was the reason.

~8 DR. JCRD;N These tests you a re speakinc of,

9 then, were attempts to measu re the actual filtering

10 efficiency as experienced at the time of the accident; is

11 that right?

12 WITNFSS PFLLETIE5: That is what was said in the

13 report , yes.

' 14 DR. JORDAN: All right.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
V
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.1 BY HR. LEWISa ,

2 C That is a point.thet I have-a little. trouble

3 with. As I understand it, . the air 'or the volume coing -<

4 through the filters doesn't come from the'outside insides.it
<

5 goes from the inside outside, obviously.
-

,

6' A (WITNESS ITSCHNER) My recollec tion is the system -

7 runs around 128,000 cubic feet a minute, so you will have

8 120,000 cubic-feet s minute going in and out of the plant. !

9 For every minute there will-be 129.000 cubic feet coming in

10 and going out.

11 0 That will give me encuch information on the record

'

12 now to develop what the turnover rate for the buildinc'is.

13 I ca n ea sily find other dimensions.

1( )
14 A (WITNESS ITSCENER) The volume of the buildino and

15 s o o n .

16 ? That answers my .aestion.

17 A (WITNESS ITSCHNES) It will come out to conevhere'

18 about between two and five sir changes per hour, which is a

19 standard normal ventilation air change.

20 C That gives re enough on the record for that group

21 of questions.

22- DR. Jv2DA"; Is the air heated as it ecmes in?

23 A (WITNESS ITSCHNEE) The air is capable of being

24 heated. If it is necessary en a temperature basis it wills.

25 be preheated.

O-
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.i

( 1- 1 DR. JORDAN That would, if'snything, lower the

2 re ative humidity.

3 A (WITNESS ITSCENEE) That would lower the relative

4 humidity, the increase in temperature, yes.

5 CHAI5?AN SM.ITE: Does that mean,-then, if a test

6 is madr 'n the presumed outside humidity, that that vocid be

7 conservative?

O 'A (WITNESS PELLETI C9 ) I an not sure they didn't

9 take into considerat, ion this hea ting of the air in the

10 building. I an not sure it var in the report. They did

11 refer to the measurement at the airport, but they may have

12 taken into ronsideration the f act that it wa s he s ted , which

13 would lower the'relativo humidity.
(O

14 BY YR. LrWISs (Resuming)

15 0 Finally, on the Lewis contention we were asking

16 f or supplemen ta ry filters. Your testimony sayr, cf course,

17 that you don't need to stick a supplementary filter on top

18 of- T!I-1 ven t ctack; an I correct?

19 T- (WITNISS ITSCHNE2) That's correct.
)

20 C At the same time, isn't your testimony caying that

21 you have up;raded the present TMI-1 system so that there

122 isn ' t a need for this extra filter on the outside? |

|

23 A (WITNESS'ITSCHNEP) In what way do we uegrade the |
|

24 system.'

|

. 25 C Now you are saying that you are q,'.n; to check the
l

%

|

|

|
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,

- 1 carbon,for efficiency, you are coing to check.the flanges
t

2 and the vent-header for leaks. Isn't this in effect an

3 upgrading ?

4 A (IIT NE S S 5.2.R L EY ) Upgrading of our operating

~

5 practices. They don 't necessarily result in any system

'

6 design changes.

7 G I didn't say a system design change.

8 A ( *4 IT N ESS EARLEY) That is what the term

9 "up;rading" is understood --

10 Q Effectively was something upgraded.

11 A ('4ITNE55 BARLEY) Cur operating practice as

12 regards testing and inspection, that was upgraded, yes.

13 0 Testing and inspaction. That is exactly what I

'O+

14 wanted to know. Except for the change from one form of

15 ad corber un the charcoal to another form of adsorber on the.,

16 char coa t , was ther e any other dasign cnange? Although that

17 isn ' t considered a design c,hange, was there any other

18 physical design ch ange ?

19 A ( '4I Th ? SS TT SCE N EII) There have been no hardware

20 cha nces.

21 0 That is what I'm asking.

22 1 (*JITNFSS ITSCHNES) No hardware changes.

23 0 Io thic leaves design and inspection as tha only

24 two irear, really, cf major difference fcom T.9!-1 before the-

25 TMI-2 acciden t to TMI-1 whan it restarts if it restsrts.

|
|
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1 A ('4ITN"55 ITSCHNER) I didn't get the first part of

2 your.quastion.

3 C In reference to the filters and vent header only,

4 the upgrading of design and inspection are the only changes

5 on the filters, only design changes on the filters and vent

6 headers.
.

7 A (WITNESS ITSCHNER) To my knowledge. I didn't

8 think we stipulated there vere any design changes. There

9 have been maintenance procedures upgraded and testing

10 proced ures upgraded .
,

11 0 411 right, you are clarifyin;, maintenance and

12 testing.

r- 13 3E. JORDAN: In addition, there was a requirement
o

14 for quality rentrol 91 the cha rroal i tself . Hacn't that b'een

15 upgraded ?

16 A ('l:TNESS EARlIY) The charcoal that we used for

17 the ventilation system will be procured to a ecscification

18 and the procurement will be subject to our normal quality

19 controls.

20 BY YF. LEWIS: (Resuming)

21 0 ! ha te to go back to s point, but I have got a lot

22 of questions on this iodine. They revolve pratty r.u ch

23 around the middle raragraph cn page 5. One of my questions
;

|

24 is the sentence: "Also there were uncertainties concerning

25 the source of the iodine 131 in ventilation air."

l

I
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k/ 1 Can anybody explain the word " uncertainties" or I

2 what it refers to?

r 3 A (WITNESS PELLETIEE) The impression I wac trying

4 to get across in that paragraph was why they put filters on

5 the roof at TMI-2, the added filters on the roof. One of

6 the factors involved in that decision was that at the time

7 and this was in the first day or so of the accident-- --

8 there were uncertaintier as to where the iodine was coming

-9 from.
,

10 For example, it wasn't known whether it was coming

11 from leaky valvas in the letdown line. It wasn't known just

12 how. well the charcoal filters - were opera tina. There are the

13 uncertain ties I am referring to.

14 0 How are these uncertainties overcome at TMI-1 now?

15 A (WITNESS P CLL F TI F 7. ) In several ways. The leak

16 testing procram that Mr. Earley refers to in his section is
I

17 on e . Now,'before the fact there will be positive !
l

18 indica tions , if there were leakr, where they are. Tha t was I
|

19 not the case at TMI-2. |
|

20 0 May I interrupt?
|

21 A (WIT'lESS PELLETIER) Yes.

22 C Where they are. '.re you saying that there is come

23 kini of new inctrumentation, monitorine instrumentation?

24 A (WITNESS PELLETIEE) I will let Mr. Larley ansvar-

25 th a t .

O
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A
(sb 1 A (WITNESS BARLEY) Wh<t Mr. Pelletier is referring

2 to are new test procedures to meet the requirements of 0578,

3 which requires the establishment of the leakage reduction

4 program. It requires you to tast the systems, that is, to

5 inspect the systems at nornal cperating conditions for

6 leakage, to identify and quantify that, the various sources

7 of leakage that you may have, and to red uce by maintenance

8 means those sources of leakage to as low as reasonably

9 achievable.
\

10 0 I see we are b~ack to maintenance and testing as an

11 upgrading tool. Proceed with how these uncertainties tre

12 overcome at TMI-1 now.

13 A (*JITNESS PELLETIF3) Another area is the testing3(V
14 of the' charcoal filters that we have alluded to. The

15 ef ficiencies of these filters will be k no wn . At TMI-2 there

16 was doubt as to the involvement of the turbine side,

17 condencer side in the release of the iodine. At TMI-1 it is

18 my indication that, it is my understanding that the

19 condenser of f gas is - gets filtered -- no -- that was

20 another uncertainty at TMI-2.
,

21 Is that adequate?

22 0 I am waiting for you to end.

23 A t i'IT N ES S P ELL ETI EP. ) I will end.

24 0 I think that answers my question.

25 ! believe, Dr. Pelletier, you were nentioning the
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1

( - 1 efficiency of charcoal will be known, which brings us into 1

-2 the test prograr f or the charcoal, which should be that

3 Amendment 55 acain, I believe. That is the case. It'is

4 Amendment 55.

5 Now, this brings .e to the test and maintenance

6 program, which~-- Amendment 55. Are you sure it isn't
.

7 Amendment 15?

8 .M R . B A X 1' E R : They are speaking of the amendment to

9 the opera tin g license.

10 MR. 1EWIS: I ar now looking at a letter Mr.

11 Baxter sent me r tober 30th vith a paragraph 2.1.1.6 ofe

12 lice nsee 's -- Mr . Saxter, what do you call this?

13 MR. BAXTER: Restart Report. -

>

14 SY iiE.1EWIS: (Resuminc)

15 C And I believe these two paget tell me hcw this

18 maintenance and tiitino procram will be -- well, will be

17 scheduled and will be irplerented. Am I correct en that?

18 A (WITFESS BARLEY) Essentially yes.

19 0 Good. Please correct me if I make a wrong

20 assu mp tion. Please stop me before I build come kind of

21 illogical pyramid on it.

22 One of the problems I have with this program is en

23 pa g e 2.1-29(c), which is the second page, becinninc of the

24 third paragraph: " Phases number 2 and 3 of this prcerae will

25 be completed prior to TMI-1 restart." 2xcept fcr that,

(
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(
b. 1 there doesn't reem to be tco much of a scheduling of this

2 maintenance and tasting pr og ra m . I admit it has been

3 formalized, it has been agreed to by th e Licensee, this

4 maintenance and testing procram. It is now in the Tech

5 Specs Amendment 55.

6 But I am still weak on how and when this vill be

7 phased in, if at all.

8 A (~4ITNESS BARLEY) The statement in the restart

9 report commits us to complete the program prict to restart.

10 The procram consists of several system tests which require

11 in some cases different system lineups and different system

12 configurations and operatinc conditions. Those will dictate

13 the precise scheduling of the tests on the building spray

O
14 system or the decay heat removal system or the makaup system

'

15 or the waste gas system.

16 It is imprudent to put those sorts of details into

17 this because they are determined by day-to-day events at tha

18 plan ts. The main coamitment you should be intererted in is

19 that all of the system tests will be done prior to restart

20 a n d lea ve the daily day-to-day scheduling to us at the clant.
,

21 0 I appreciate that. I appreciate that you are not

22 going to put ""echanic_Jonas tichtened up bolt 3 on.

23 su bsystem A" in some re sta rt report or in tech specs or '

'24 anywhere, really; but at the same time, I have no meat to

l 25 bite into to tell me exactly what and when of this

\
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1 main tenance and testing upgradina will be incorporated when,

2 except sometima prior to restart.

c 3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Tr. Lewis, perhaps I can be

4 somewhat helpful in the procedure which ! think is

5 anticipated in the Commission order, and that is when it has

6 been determined what is required before restart, either

7 otherwise by the staff, by agreement or in this hearing, the

8 director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation will have to certify

9 to the Commission that there necessary actions have been

10 taken. That is on page 13 cf the mimeceraphed, Xerexed order

11 of hearing.

12 !s that the nature of your concern?

13 XP. LEWISs Partially.

'O
14 CHAI?. MAN SMITH: !f that is not helpful, continue.

15 5?. Lr.WIC Here is what is getting to me. What

16 is goin; to be done en the vent header in the filter system

17 is n o t going to be a ma tte r of ce rtifica tion to the

18 Commission. It is goina to te a matter, as the Licensee has

19 just stated here, pretty much of -- well no, I shouldn't sa .y

20 th e Licensea han just stated. It seems to be implied to ma #

21 the Licenree has agreed to a f orm aliza t ici. , and therefore 3

22 lo t of this then falls into the Licen see 's h andr.

23 For instance, on page 1, if you look at what there

24 actions are, what the Licen.=ee is gcine to do on th e 're n t

25 header and the filter syrtan, a lot of thic is merely .

O
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1. pa pe rwork ma neuvers develop a schedule, develop a method,

2 develop a testing procedure, determine nature of the well--

r 3 determination of the best method to meacure leakage, not--

4 necessarily have that system in place before startup, but

5 have a determination of that system before startup. At least

6 this is the way I am . ding it.
.

7 A (WITNESS BARLEY) Let me correct you. What you

8 are referring to is what we have described as Phase I, the

9 scoping in the plant an'd the develocment. Phase II states

10 that'the actual leakage measurement tests will be performed

11 for those systems identified, and in Phase III the data

12 collected during the tests will be evaluated and the

13 necessary corrective actions performed.

'O
14 Ihe results of the Phase II tests will te reported

15 to the NRC within sixty days of completion of Phase III. So

16 there is f ollow-through to fo the tests and to report the
[

17 results.

18 MS. P03EPT ADLERa ! am sorry to interrupt the

19 cross examina tion, but I was under the impression er ?,r.

|
20 Lewis gave the impressien that he was coing to cross examine

21 now on the charcoal testing system, tha testing system of
|

'

22 the charcoal filterr. The section of the re sta rt report
,

23 that we are no. referring to refers to the leak reduction |
l

24 testing program, and I woncer if Mr. Le wis is aware that

25 there are two dif f erent testing programs.

O
,
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1 "?. LEWI3i Yes. Yes, I finished my cross on the

' 2 charcoal ts far as'I wanted to po. I haven't' finished on

3 other parts of the filters. In fact, this would be a good

4 time for me to stop my cross examination of the Licensee. I

5 have got what ! vant.

6 DE. LITTLE: I want to ask one question. Is-what

7 you are after if they say pnriodic testing, you want te know

8 what that period is, how of ten it is conducted and how they

9 are actually coina to do the tast? Is that what you are
,

10 trying to get at?

11 ?. B . LEWIS: That is what thsv don't ha ve that yet,

12 and that is what they have omitted.

13 'JITNi25 2 APLEY We have that. The procedures are

-O
14 draf ted although not all of them are fully through the

15 approval chain. The program is set up for testing of those

16 systems on a rsfueline int 9rval basis. These procedures

17 will involve physical walXdown of the system at crerating

18 pressures and t+mperatures to identify leakaga, and where

19 leak age is identified, to collect and measure that leakage.

20 EY MP. LEWIS (Eesuming)

21 0 That doesn't change my point. !t is net in place

22 at this poiat.

23 A (~4IThESS 3AFLIY) Sore of the tects -- and you

24 micht be interested to know that we have done both nitrocen
25 a n d pressure drop tacts on tha vent header, and also a

f'

|
t

1.
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['/ .l- 1 helium mass spectrometer tert to identify leakage on the
|

4

s- j

2 vent-header, and both of those tests have indicated that we !

3 had no leakage on the vent header a t TM!-1.

4 0 I believe I have seen those tests. I appreciate

5 your bringing it up.
,

'6 One short, easy q u esti on , please.

7 Just for the record, you have.nc familial

8 relationship wi th Susan Ba rley, my associate in this case

9 A (WITNSSS BAELEY) No, I don't. I have a sister in-

10 law witn that name, but she is not in this case.

11 CHAIBMAN SMITHa One thing I can concerned about

12 on your cross examination plan, Mr. Levir. Under the

13 prot ocol that we,ar.rivej st that the cross e xa mina tion ;1ans _
,

() 14 would be available for inspection by the o th >+r p a rty , in

15 your cross examination plan you indicate some of your rians

16 with r es'p ect tc filing propcsed findings. That had not been

17 an ticipated . You are not required in advance te reveal whe t

18 your proposed findines are Joing to be. Let me ree if I can

19 -- f or the moment , I can't locate -- all right.

20 So, if you would like to remove that reference --

21 I cee. That is fine. I juct had recalled that I wanted to
.,

22 check it.

23 MR. LEWIS: I believe I only went as far as number
I

s. 24 2 under background in my entire cross examinatien today. I

25 really didn't cover anything else. I didn't believe I needed
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'2 CH AIR $' AN FMI"E s You are aware that the cross
,

,

3 examination plan'will be available for inspection of the

'

4 parties at the end of the crocceding and before proposed ;

|5 findings?
!

6 f.R. LEWIS: I gave a copy to the reporter to j
$

.

. I

7 incorporate in the record. '

f

8 CHAIRMAN SMITE: Okay. :

,

9 (The Lewis Cross Examination Plan followss)
;
r

10 |

1

11 :

12
i

; 13

14
,

i
15

4

16 ;

17
.

18 :

19 ,

J

20
i
:
'21

i

22 '

]23

-( )
24 i

%.

25

.

'
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Louis 10-15-80.
UNITED STATES CF AMERICA

'

/. NUCL2AR REGULATORT COMMISSION

BEFORE T:4E ATOWIC LICENSING AND SAFETT BOARD
Inthe matter af @,

]STRCPLITAN 3DI30N C0K7ANY ) Decket No. 50-289
'M I #1) ) (Step Restart)

Cross Examination Plan of Intervenor Lewis on Direct Testimony of
Licensee and NRC Staff.

(Filters)
3ackground Liodasee and Staff have submitted Testimony en the
Lewis Centention.(LIC 9/15/89 and STAFF 9/15/80) Essentially

I both teatimony submittals eene to tk same conclusions:
1. Supplomantal filters such as used en TMIf2 after the 3-28-79

accident will not be needed on TWId1.
2. Leaks found at TMI/2 will not occur at TMIf1 for various

reasons
3. Filters will handle iodine adequately at TMI/2 because of

changes in monitoring andinspection.
In coming. to these..cenelusions, both the licensee and the Staff

g s th very admissions that weaken.their conclusions.
1. Supplemental filters were needed after the ace 6 dent at TMI/2 '

2. Leaks did ecotr at $I/2.
3. Filters did not perform as well as possible at TMI/2.
4 Several others which will be incorporated in Intervenor' Lewis's,

cubmittal concerning findings of fast after close of direct
testimony.

Due th the Staff and Licensee's admissions in their respective
idirect testimony, Interrenor Lewis sees ne need at this time'

for cross examination except in these limited areas: '

1. S verify that the witnesses are setually speaking for the
Licensee or 3RC and not aanza merely giving a personal
opinion which has no bearing on t1s case.

2. To set .ao important admissions in the respective direct
testimonies in concrete

3. to ensure that the important admis& ions in tderrespect1*e te
,

I testimonies are net vacated during th verbal or oral presentations.
|For Instanse , if a better ,1ustification af for~using a

value of 30% relative humidity is given during direct , *e

I esamination en this point would be necessary. The same
could be said for almost any point in the direct written
submittal.

._. _ . --_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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() 1 CHAIRY,AN SMITH: "c. Eradford, do you have

2 questions?_ |

3 MS. EF.ADFORD: Ne gur. stions .

4 BY MP. ROBEET ADLER:

5 0 On page 6 of your testimony, first referring to

6 the bottom paragraph on the page, you ray with regard to

7 employing heaters to reduce moisture in the effluent air,

8 tests have shown that maintaining the relative humidity at

9 50 percent to 70 parcent can extend the effective life of

10 charcoal adsorbers, and you go on to say that this is merely

11 an econoric consideration, not a safety consideration.

12 However, near the top of the pege you ray it has

13 been shown that the higher the relative humidity, the lower
,.

- (,) 14 the efficiency for retainin? methyl iodide, which would

15 indicate that under any circumstances, reducin; humidity

16 would increace the ef ficiency of the filters in terms ef

17 retention of iodine.

18 Could somebody please explain that appa rent

19 inconsistenry?

20 A (WITNES3 PELLETIE2) There are two censiderations.

21 One is a long-term considera tion. When you expore charcoal

22 for long periods of time -- and by that I mean months, years

23 -- to humidities higher than 50, 70 percent, you wea ther the

24 charcoal and it becomes lesc efficient for adsortinc lodine

25 at the time of insult. It is a long-term phenomenon. That

"O
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1 is what I.was referrin;'to in the last paragraph. In the 1

2 top pa ragraph I am ref erring to the conditions that prevail

3 during the insult, during th e test, as I have indicated

4 there, and it icn't linear.

5 You can have a very high ef ficiency f or removing

6 methyl iodide, up to efficiencies as high ar 95 percent, and

'7 it isn't until you get above 95 percent that the charccal's

8 ability to rathin the methyl iodide will begin to decrea se.

9 Does that clear it up?

10 0 It claarc it up in my mind. The sentence at the

11 top of the page is simply very incomplete accordin; to that

12 testimony.

13 A (RITNESS PILLETIE3) Pardon?

14 0 That is fine. I think you have answered the

15 tuestion.

16 ! have a few question on th? testing and

17 maintenance of the charcoal filters dercribed at pages 7 and

18 9. First, can you daccribe whs: is invcived in the test of

19 the charecal filters, both the initial and the periodic

20 tests?

21 A ( 'a' I T N E.? t ITSCHNEE) Ih e tests are descrit ed in the
22 technical specifications, and they are further described in

|

23 det a il in A NSI-Y510, which is referenced in the reg quide

( 24 that the tech specs were modeled on.

25 C Can you describe the nature of the phycical test?
,

_-- |

V
.

1
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1 Is it comething more than a visual test?

2 A (MITNrSS ITSCHNEF) Are you in particular talking

3 about the test of the charcoal, the HEPA filters?

4 0 The charcoal.

5 A (WITNESS ITSCHNEF) The charecal is tested ir a

6 laboratory for efficiency, number one. There are tests --

7 DP. JORDAN: In the laboratory you measure test

8 ef ficiency -- you measure efficiency for removing iodine?

9 WITNESS ITSCENEP4 Yes. The tests in place would

10 be to verify the leak tightness of the adscrbers and

11 housings in which they are contained to assure there was no

12 leakage. This is done with a halite type of gas.

13 BY MR. E3 PERT ADLEF: (Resuming)
/

_ () 14 0 Durinc the in-place testing program, do you ha ve

15 an y procedures for measuring the efficiency of the charcoal?

16 A (WITNESS ITSCHNER) No.

17 0 Af ter the time the charcoal filters are installed

18 in the plant , there is no wa y to re cest the efficiency?

19 A (WITNESS I T SC H N E F. ) The charcoal is purchased and

20 installed in accordance wi th the reg guide requirements for

21 charcoal for this purpose. It then has demonstrated its

22 ef ficiency. Dependinc on the syster and the tech rpec
|

23 regairement, the period for testing is selected on the basis j
t ,

24 of verifying adequate capability for the tir.e period and t k <- '

25 use to which it is put.

O'
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r- 1 These procedures a re spelled out in the standards
b

2 I referenced and the Reg Guides 1.52 and the tech speer.

3 Periodically we are required to t e.= t this charcoal and

4 verify its capP.bility and replace it upon deternination that

5 it is inadequate.

6 A (WITNESS EARLEY) Let me add that once the

7 charcoal is installed in place, there are test trays'

8 provided with charroal that allow you to pull the test trays
9 and retrieve an individual sample of what was physically

10 within the filter housing and subject to the airflow stream
11 conditions. Thet is what is sent off to the laboratory for

12 the iodine efficiency analy.ses that Mr. Itschner ref erred to
13 earlier.

'( } 14 0 That is what I'm getting to. You actually renove

15 a physical portion of the charcoal in the im plant filter

16 during the periodic tests, t ak e that to the latorstory?
17 A (WITNESS EAELEY) That is a requirement of the

18 technical specifica tion , yer.

19 0 Was it ever determined war the cause of the--

20 degradation of the filterr a t TMI-2 ever . determined?
21 A (WITNESS PELLETIER) I don't think so

22 specifically , other than juct normal weathering.,
,

t

23 DR. LITTLE: How lon; had that particular batch of

f 24 charcoal been in there at th e time of the acciden t?
25 WITNESS ITSCHNER: Fy recollection is the charcoal

I
l

i

|
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'f'' 1 was purchased in 1975, and if I remember in the Kemeny j

l

2 Eeport,'the technical staff portion of the Kemeny Eeport, I '

i

L 3 believe it referred to that it had been in place for

4 approxima tely a year to 18 months prior to the eccident. So

5 this was during a portien et 00nstruction.

6 DR. LITTLEa How long had it been since it had

7 been tested for its adsorption capacity?

8 WITNESS ITSCHNER: The only time it had been tested

9 was at the time of purchase.

10 DR. LITTLE: All right.

11 WITNECS ITSCENER: Until subcequent to the

12 accident when the testing was done to determine its

13 efficiency at that time.

14 DE. LITTLE: Then I will ask. acains how frequently

15 are these trays removed to see how much remaining adsorption

16 cape city there is?

17 WITNESS ITECH5ER: It depende upon the system.

18 The frequency is determined by the tech specs, which aro

19 based upon the regulatory guides. If it is an engineered

20 saf ety feature system, then it is required every 720 hours

21 of operation or every 18 months or refueling outage,

22 wherever comes first. If it is Reg Guide 1.00 system, which

23 is normal ventilation system, it is required every 18 months
\<

24 or a t each refueling outage, whichever comec first. ;
.

25 DR. LIITLE: What is the turnaround time on the

(
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') 1 analysis?

2 WITNFSS ITSCHNERs y recollection of the samples I

3 that were taken subsequent to the accident and analyzed were ,

|

4 in the order of magnitude of two to four weeks. Maybe Dr. l

.

5 Pelletier could shed some light on the physical ti.e i

6 required to do these types of analysis and wha t the optimur

7 time may be.

8 WITNESS PEllETIEE: The test itself tekes about a

O day, and so the critical path is getting the sample out of

10 th e stallation and to the laboratory for testing. Se that

11 is p.)bably why it takes a week. We have done it faster

12 than that.

13 DR. lITTLE: Rnd then once it has been determined

() 14 that the capacity has been exhausted, how long does it take

15 to replace the charcoal in the filter if a problem is

16 no ted . How much time elapses between the time it is

17 recognized and the solution to it?

18 WITNESS ITSCPNEE: Depending on the circumstances

19 of the ch ange cut of the filters and the complexity of the

20 ventilation system, it can take a matter of days or a mattar

21 of weeks. If it is a rela tively small syster invc1ving two

22 to six trays, it corld be done in a matter of a day or two.

23 If it is a complex system, a large system such as

'

24 the one f or the auxiliary and fuel handling buildina, which

25 has something like 500 trayr, this could take a matter of

,

"O
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/~5 1 weeks. And as was experienced at TY.I-2 under the conditionsO
2 of radiation, this process was quito lengthy. Put under |

3. normal conditions for TF.I-1, I would say two to three weeks.

4 DE. LITTLE: All right. '

5 Excuse me, Mr. Adler, for interrupting you again.

6- CHAIBMAN SMITH: You are finished?
'

7 EY MR. ROBERT ADLER: |

8 0 on Table 2.1 of th e Restart Peport, the leakaoe

9 reduction program test summary, you list on the right-hand
,

10 column the acceptance criteria, and for the makeup and ,

11 purification system you list one gallen per minute as the

12 acceptance criterion .

13 Can you please explain the bcsis for t.het
,

() 14 criterion?
,

15 A G'ITNESS B AELEY) That particular system criterion ;

16 was derived from the technical specification on reactor ,

*

17 coolant system leakage, which allowc a total of ene gallon

18 per minute tote.1 unidentified leakage f or th e reacter<

'19 coolant systems. Since the portion of the makeup systems
I

20 under test are portions that are normally connected to the
,

21 reactor coolant system and not isolated, we applied the same -

'

22 crit erion t o that. So it is really in reality a summation

23 of reactor coolant and makeup system leakage that ends up to i

24 one gpm.q

25 0 I'n sorry; can you repeat the last sentence? !

>
-

t

_ d("N
i
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'N 1 A (WITNESS EARLEY) It is in reality the one gym(d
2 applies to the total ECS system leakage, with the makeup

3 system'portionc that are net isclated from the reactor

4 coolant system included in that total.

5 G "It" refers to the total ECS 2eaka ge ?

6 A (WITNESS PAR 1EY) Uni d en tified .

7 Q Were any of these acceptance criteria ba' sed on

8 off-cite exposure?

9 A (WITNESS EARLEY) Thsy were inasmuch as they

10 rela ted to tech specs that already governed system leakager.

11 such as in the cas? of the PCS unidentified leakage of one

12 gpm and the decay heat removal system leakage.

13 0 Isn't the whole purpose of the leagage reduction

() 14 procram to reduce off-site expocure?

15 A (WITNESS BAE1EY) It is. Its purpose is to reduce

16 and identify the system and component leakaper in the system

17 that would be expected to contain radioactive fluid under

18 transient conditions, and yes, the ultimate objective is to

19 reduce the of f-site exposures. The technical functions

20 group in Pa rsierany has some studier under way to trovide

21 the plant staff with a correlation between system leakage

22 amounts and the resulting impact on off-si*e exposure. Those

23 will be used in evaluating and prescribing the eppropriate

- 24 corrective actions f or leakage amounts that we. identify in

25 the course of this program.

|
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'

1 BY ME. DDENSIFE:

2 0 I have two questions. Mr. core, firrt of all,

3 your testimony on pace 4, the last paragraph of your part of

4 the te s ti mon y . In the middle of that paragraph you.say,

5 "This reduces th9 need to transport large quantities of

6 radioactive cases outside the reactor building via the

7 makeup tank for proccasing by the waste gas disposal '

a system."

9 Are you aware of any intentional use of the makeup

10 system for that purpose during the TMI-2 accident? Is that

11 really what you meant to say?

12 A (WITNESS M00EE Y+r. '

13 0 Was the makeup system used to deliberately vent

,( ) 14 radioactive gases out of the system?

15 A ('JITNESS h 00hEr Th e makeup system is a portion of

16 the reactor coolant system in normal operatior. With the

U hydrogen within the reactor coolant system, there was every

18 intent to r? move that hydrogen from the system, and ona cf

19 the mechanisms used was to tranrport it to the makeup tank.

20 0 Mr. Felletier, in your testimony on page C, you

21 talk abcut the efficiencies of the charcoal for methyl --

22 the other form is elemental iodine; is that correct? Can

23 y ou give us a tallpark idea of what the relative

'
24 ef ficiencies of a new filter charcoal filter will be for

25 methyl versus elemental lodine, and what the differences

.

-O
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I() 1 between the two species are, why one is more important than

2 the other, what the potential effects of the two are't

3 A (WITNESS PELLETIEP) You said a new filter ?

4 0 A filter qualified in accordance with Rec Guide

5 1. 52, let 's na y .

6 A (WITNESS PE1LETIER) This is a ballpark estimate,

7 but charcoal is much more efficient for elemental iodine,

8 typically, than for methyl iodide. It depends on many

9 factors. But I would say a factor of 10 or 100 times more

10 ef ficient wouldn't surprise me for elemental compared to

11 meth yl iodine. For the accident situation there isn't a

12 heck of a lot of difference between the methyl iodide and

13 elecental iodine since the critical path is assumed to be

- ) 14 the person breathing, and biologically elemental and methyl

15 lodine don't behave any differently.

16 In the case of a normally operating plant,

*7 however, elemental iodine is much rore obnoxious in the
,

18 cens e tha t i' oets out and stick to things, and particularly

49 grass. The cows eat the grass, it ends up in milk, and the

20 critical path is the grass-cow-milk-baby food chain. Is

| 21 that what you are after?

22 0 Yes.

23 Cne other point I would like to brine up. Isn 't
,-

~

|

.

24 it true that methyl iodine usually is an aged form of

25 iodine? The longer the iodine stays around, the more vill
|

'
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1 typically turn'to methyl versus elemental? -

2 J. ( *4 IT:iE SS PFLLETIEI) That's true.

3 ME. 00ENSIFE Thank you.

4 13. E0?ERT ADLER: I have one more question.

5 ?Y .,5. EL?EF.T AOLER:"

6 C This is a follow-up to-Mr. Lewis' questien

7 regarding the scheduline of the leak reduction procram. Mr.

8 Lewis was referring to Amendment 21, I believe., of the

9 restart repori. In Amend men t 7 there was an additional

10 pa ragraph tha t had a sched ule for the completion of thic

11' prog ram. It says that Phase I, it was expected .to be

12 co m plete d -- to be becun the week of December 3, 1979, and

13 it goes on from there.
S'

A
14 Can someone explain what the cause of the dela y- (,j
15 was, why this was postponed?

16 A (WITFESS ELRIEY) *h e r e ': son s for the delay were

17 primarily determined by the other delays in the plant

18 schedule s tha t is, that the number of cystems were out of

19 service f or maintencnce for various repairs, that there were
c

20 other maintenance priorities to be acccmplished at that time

-

21 th a t forced the attention of my staff to other items at that

22 ti m e . ]
1

23 3R. R0PEET ADLER: ! have no more questions.
]

/
'

I
24 EXAMINATION EY THE FOAEDs.

25 37 DI.. LITTLE:
.

v

|

i
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f( ) 1 O On page 7 of the testimony, as we have already

2 mentioned, the statement is given that the charcoal appeared

3 to have only been expcsed to air with an average humidity of |

4 30 percent. You have explained were the 30 percant number

5 came f rom. I am interested in how much confidence you have

6 that the filters themselves saw 30 percent humidity.

7 A (WITNESS PELLFTIEP.) T'e filters at TMI-2 at the

8 time of the accident.

9 C Yes. How mu:h confidence do you have that

10 actu ally what vns going through those filters had a average

11 humidity of 20 perrent

12 A (WIT 5753 FELLFTIFE) Ar I remember, it was fairly

13 cold . It wss in March.
!

, () 14 C March 29th and 29th.

15 A (WITNESS P ELL E TI E P. ) I don't exactly know how cold

16 it was. If you take air st, say 30 or 40 degrees and you

17 h e a t it to the air" that in the auxiliary building, it was--

18 probably 70 degrees. We start with a relative humidity of

19 70 percent, say. I would say that you can get it doEn -- it

20 sounds s little low to me, but 30 or 40 I think would be

21 reasonable.

22 C Taking into consid eration the turnover time in the

23 buildina and the conditionc prevailing?

l
24 A (WITNFSS PFLLETIEP) Eure. I don't think'there

25 was any humidity being added in the buildins. I think the

'- O
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}
1 air was just being heated and it retained the water that it

2 had when it came in.

3 0' Were thera any conditions inside the building that

4 would result'in the humidity being dumped into the
,

5 atmosphere?

6 A . (WIT.A ESS PELLITIEE ) I would say not if yCu are

7 referring to the possibility -of leakage aff ecting the

8 relative humidity. I would say absolutely not. Ycu have to

9 have a lot of water to raise relative humidity of 120,000

10 cubic f eet of tir a minute very much.

11 0 You'are confident that it was not ar high as the.

12 50 to 70 percent range at which the adscrption ca pacity

13 would be seriously affected. You are confident that it never
,

() 14 maintained hum:iity.that high for any appreciable length of-

15 time ?

16 A ('a'ITFESS TELLITI!? ) !t may have getten to 50. It

17 might have ;otten to 50. I am not cure I understand whe t

18 you are after.

19 C The rage before indicates that if you maintain the

20 relative humidity somewhere in the vicinity of 50 to 70

21 percent and don't exceed t ha t, then the filters are going te

22 be more effective. So you are confident that it did not

23 exceed that ran7e for any appreciable length of time.

24 A ('a'ITNESS PELLETI EE ) I should clarify scrething.

25 In that last paragreph the ctudies I am referring to that

)
'

'

|
|
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1 show the performance of filters degrade if the relative-

2 humidity is above 70, 50 to 70 percent, they are done for a

3 long period of' time, months, even years. What was present
4

'

4 at the time of the acciden t , just so it w a sn ' t above 95

5 percent, which I think we can say with sone assurance that

6 it wasn't.

7 C You are confident that it did not exceed 95

8 percent."

9 A (WITNESS PFLLi'TI EE ) Yes.

10 0 You have some feeling tbst 30 percent may be

11 reasonable to somewhat low average humidity.

12 A (WITNESE PELLETIEE) That would be my guesc, yes.

13 CHAIEhAN SMITE: hr. Cutchin.
.'

14 MF. CUTCHIN: I have no questions of these..

15 witn esses.

16 CHAI? MAN SMITHS Mr. Eaxter.

17 ME. .5 7 X T TF I have nothing further.

18 CHAIR 2Ah E 2 IT F Vr. Lewis, anybody clso, any

19 f urther questions?

20 (No response.)

21 CHAIRYAN SMITE: You are axcuced, gantlemen.

22 Thank ycu .

23 (The witnesr.es were excused.)
!

. 24 CHAIEKAN SMITH: All right. Let's go on the
%

25 record .

kAU
.
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- 1 Whereupon,

2 PEILLIP G.-STODDART,

3 called as a witness by counsel for the SEC staff, having 1

4 first been duly sworn by the Chairman, was exacined and

5 test ified as followsa

6 DIRECT EXAMINATION

7 BY ME. CUTCHIN:.

8 C. Mr. Stoddart, do you have a copy of a document

9 labeled SEC Staff Testimony of Phillip G. Stoddart Eegarding

10 Espid Filtration f or Large Volumes of Contaminated Gases and

11 Fluids ant' Effluent Pathways (ANGEY Contention V Di before

12 you ?

13 A Yes, I do.

O 14 C That document consists o.f 12 pages, doec it not,%)
15 and is accompanied by a one page statement of your

16 prof essional qualifications?

17 A Yes.

18 0 Was that document prepared by you?

19 A Yes, it was.

20 0 Do ycu have any corrections that you wish to make?

21 A Yes, I do.

22 C Would you state them, please? '

23 A Cn the first page, bottom line, it says " Order of

I 24 May 25, 1979." It should road "Crder of 'ugust 9, 1979."w

25 Cn oage 7, th e lact pa ra g ra ph , be;innin; "At

;

%>.

!
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1 TMI-1," it should be stru::k.
%-).

2 CHAIRMAN S ITH: Would you repeat that, please?

- 3 THE WITNESS: On page 7, the last paragraph on the |
!.

!' 4-page, beginning "At T I-1.," strike th e last paragraph. I

:
. i

5 MR. SAXTER: Is that a new paragraph on page 9,

6 th en , at the top of the page?
f

7 THE WITNESS: No, I'm sorry. That need not be a
,

8 new paragraph. It was oricinally a continuation of the,

,

9 first but it fully applies to the preceding material,

10 preceding the struck paragra ph.

3

11 BY MF. CUTCHIN4 (Perur.ing)
4

12 0 Are you then saying, .'r. Stoddart, thtt we should;

t

13 strike the material at the bottcm of page 7 becinnine wi th

() 14 "At TXI-1," and how far should that deletion extend?4

15 A To the bettom of the page, through the words

16 "recoval is concerned."

17 CHAIF?AN EMITH: One coment. Turn to page 7 of

18 th e testimony on your contention . There are two

; 19 testimonies. This is the one on your contention. You don't

; 20 ha v e it?

21 XS. DEADFORD: No.

22 CHAIRMAN 3M IT H : 'n' e ll , you borrow mine and I will

23 sh ar e Or. Little's. You have the testimony on Sr. Lewis'
4

I 24 contention.

4 25 XS. 9EADFCRD: Yas.
i

i - k b)\.
i

|
.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHfNGToN, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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'[ 1 'CHAIE"AN SMITH: Hers-is the testimony on ANGEY's

2 contention.

3 Do you have- any more contentions?

4 THE WITNESS: Yes, on page 11.

5 CHAI?"A5 5 ITH: I will m ak e th e corrections and

6 give it to you.

7 THE WITNESS: Page 11, the middle of question 16,

8 line 2, reading "There are other cryogenic systems." The

9 word "cryog?nic" should be struck there; it is a little

10 misl ea din g . And on the third line, regarding cryogenic

11 solvent extraction. Those worde shculd be eliminated,

12 " cryogenic solvent extraction," and be replaced by

13 " selective a bscrption . "

-- ( ) 14 DS. LITTLE And what was the next word? You said

15 selective absorption .

16 THE XIINESS: It refers to systems techniques such
-,

17 as crycgenic distillation and selective absorption. That is

|18 the extent of my changes o: that piece of testimony.

19 ME. CUTCHIUs These changes have been provided in |
i

20 th e reporter 's copy.

*

21 BY MF. CUTCHIS: (Eesuming)

22 0 With those modifications, is this testimony true

23 and correct, tc the test of your knowledge and belief?
<
'

24 A Yes, it is.
s, .

25 0 Do you adopt it as your testimony on ANGFY

i

q f^)\.

|

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
,

l

400 VIRGINIA AVE S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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-!/ 1 , Contention E(d) in this proceeding?
2 A Yes, I do.

3 C. Do you also have before you a docu rr en t consisting

4 of ten'pages, to which is attached another copy of your
.

5 professions 1 qualifications, and the document is entitled
6 NRC Staff Testimony of Phillip G. Stoddart Eegarding Need

7 for Heaters on Ventilation Exhaust Filters for T.MI-1 (Lewis '

8 Contention)?

9 A Yes, I do.

10 0 Was-that document prepared by you?
11 A Yes, it was.

12 O Are there corrections or modifications to be made
-

13 to i t ? :
'

'

14 A Yes, there era.,

15 0 Would you sta te them, please?
16 A On page u, eight lines from the bottem, the line i

i

17 readin? Efficiency of charcoal for the adsorption of noble"

3

18 gacec" rhould reed "for the adsorption of iodine." i
<

t

19 0 " Noble gases" should be deleted and the word
20 " iodine" substituted.

i21 A That is correct.

. 22 Cn page 7 in ansver to question 10, line 6, a word
-i

23 should be added there. " Charcoal is also triefly effective
f 24 in retaining noble gases." And on the r axt line, beginning

25 with the word on.the previous line, "ifficiency is not as
i'

'O
ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VtRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHff 4GTON D.C. 2fx24 (202) 554 2345
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t' /T 1 creat as for iodine." The phrase.'"not as great as for
(_)

2 iodine" should be ctruck ar.d replaced with " essentially

/- 3 tero."

4 On page 6, question 17, at the bottom of the page,

5 startinc third line from the bottom, it reads "will reduce."

6 Change "will" to "may."

7 On the neyt to the last line, starting with

8 " Efficiency," the words "will not" should be struck and

9 replaced by "but the staff is not aware of published' data on

10 release. " Strike the word "all" and replace it with "cf."

11 It should read. "but the staff is not aware of published

12 data on release of the radio-iodine collected on the

13 a d so rb e r . "

O '4 o ''1** tho=e e1<1= *1 =*- ' tae te=*1= "r = *a e-

15 Lewis Con ten tion now true, to the best of your knowledge and

16 belief ?

17 A Yes, it is.

18

19

20

21

22

23

[ 24'

25

v

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W,, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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'1 0 Do ycu adopt it as yeur testimony in this

2 proceeding on the Lewis contention?

|
3 A Yes, I do. ;

:)
4 . J, CUTCPIlia y.r. Chairman, I ask that Mr."

5 Stoddart's testimony just identified be received into

6 evidence and bound into the transcript, along with copies of

7 the accompanying outlines.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITHS If there are no objections, it <

9 vill be se received. '

10 (The testimony of Philip G. Stoddart follows.)

11

12

13

/ '

', 14

15

16

17

18

19

20 i

21

22-

23

24 ,

m . 1

25

(' ,

t I

ALDFRSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345'
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OUTLINE

.

This testimony of Pnillip G. Stoddart contains tne 14RC Staff's response to
.

tne Lewis Contention.

The purpose of this testimony is to demonstrate that, contrary to the

assertions of the contention, neitner new filters, nor preheaters on filters,

in the auxiliary building are necessary to provide reasonable assurance

of no undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

Conclusions to oe drawn from this testimony:

Tne supplemental gaseous effluent treatment systens installed on tne roof
/of tne TMI-2 auxiliary building are no longer in use.

The charcoal impregnant to be used at TMI-l will be more efficient than
tnat used at Till-2 at the time of the accident.

flew periodic test recairements for pseous effluent treatment systems
are to be required at Ti'.1-1.

These actions will improve the operating characteristics of these systens
to the extent that installation of supplemental treatment will not be necessary.

The filters at TMI-2 did not get " wet" during the accident of 3/28/79.

Preheaters can reduce the efficiency of cnarcoal adsorbers in some
circumstances.

Preheaters would have been of no effect on the releases of radioactivity
that occurred durir.g tne Tiil-2 accident.

Ir.stallation of preheaters on filters at TMI-l is not necessary.
/

u.

O

. .
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Vii!TED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0ill!ISSION )

'

|

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AtiD LICEfiSItiG BOARD

In the _iiatter of )
)

METROPOLITAli EDIS0:1 C0i1PAilY, ) Docket No. 50-289
ET AL. ) (Restart)

)
(Three liile Island Nucleer - )

Generating Station) )

NRC STAFF TESTIli0ilY OF PHILLIP G. ST0DDART
REGARDING HEED FOR MEATERS ON

VENTILATION EXHAUST FILTERS FOR TMI-l

(Lewis Centention)

Q.1. Please state your name and position with the NRC.
O A. My name is Phillip'G. Stoddart. I am an employee of the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Co niission assigned to the Effluent Treatment Systems Branch,

Division of Systems Integration, Office of Nuclear Peactor Regulation.

Q.2. Have you prepared a statement of professional qualifications?

A. Yes. A copy of this statement is attachsd to this testimony.

Q.3. Please state the nature of the responsibilities that you have had with

respect to the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1.

A. I was responsible for reviewing part of TMI's response to the Comission

Order of August 9,1979. Specifically, I reviewed their proposed methods

for achieving separation and/or isolation of the inventcry of radioactive
- liquids at TMI-2 from TMI-1. I was also responsible for reviewing andG.V

i

'

.
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o
evaluating TMI-l's conformance with Appendix I.of 10 CFR Part 50 and for

reviewing and evaluating portione, of TMI-1 responses to ||UREG-0578.

Q.4 'ihat issues are y u discussing in this testimony?

A .- I am addrening *.ne Lewis Contention, which states:
,

" Filters: There are new filters on the auxiliary building of TMI#2.

There are no similar structures on the auxiliary building of TMI#1,

Further, preheat 1rs must be placed on the filters of the auxiliary

building because.they got wet during the accident on 3/25/79 in TMI#2.

To mitigate a similar accident in TMItl, preheaters on the filters in

the auxiliary building of TMIr1 are necessary.

O Q.5. Have new filters been installed on the roof of the TMI-2 auxiliary

building?

A. Yes. Four essentially identical trains of a supplemental gaseous effluent

treatment system were installed on the roof of the TMI-2 auxiliary

building in the pericd immediately following the TMI-2 accident of

March 28, 1979.

Q.6. What purpose do these filters presently serve?

A. At this time, the supplemental s.ystem is not in use and has been ois-

connected from ths TM'-7. ventilation system; the system is now in a
t

" standby" or " mothballed" status,~

d
,

_ _ - . - . . . .
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Q.7. Why was the supplemental air treatment; system installed?

A. In the period innediately following the TMI-2 accident, some iodine-131

was being released from the TMI-2 auxiliary building and fuel handling

builoing gaseous. effluent _ treatment systems; to minimize this release and

to reduce future potential exposures to the offsite population, the
,

plant operators, with fGC concurrence, located an available treatment

system, had it flown to Pennsylvania and installed it on a " crash" basis.

The system was connected in series with the existing gaseous effluent

treatment systems and was placed in operation on or about May 15, 1979.

Q.8. Did the supplemental air treatment system reduce releases from TMI-2?

A The system was successful in reducing the amount of iodine-131 releasedO.
from the plant subsequent to installation. However, by the time instal-

lation was complete, the release of radiciodine from the accident was

nearly complete. At a later date,.when no more iodine-131 was being

released and after the previously installed gaseous effluent treatment

system components had been " changed-out", the supplemental system was

disconnected.

<

Q.9. In your opinion, should "new filters" be installed on the roof of the
ITMI-1 auxiliary building? '

A. Inmy opinion acd the opinion of the staff, a supplemental filter system on

the roof of the TMI-1 auxiliary building is not necessary. A number of

factors entering into the 1imited performance of the existing treatment system

at TMI-2 during and following the accident have been identified etnd steps have

.

Y " " - - '
___ x.__--_- -_ - -----__--__.____.-_
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been taken to compensate for deficiencies. For example, the charcoal

.in place at TMI-2 at the-time of the accident had been treated with a

potassium iodide im: regnant. It has been found that a duel or "co-

,im; regnant" treatment using both potassium iodide and tri e thylenedia-

mine (TEDA) is more efficient than either potassium' iodide or TEDA for.

certain conditions.
.

At'both TMI-1.and TMI-2, all charcoal used in the future will be of the

co-impregnant variety unless a more efficient material can be developed.

At TMI-2, the charcoal had been in place for more than 18 month!,, which
~

included about 12 months during which construction activities were taking
place.

O Under such circumstances, it may be assumed that aSerse condi.tlons

existed for a portion of that time, such as spray painting and the use

of solvents, in areas serviced by the ventilation treatment system.

Paint fu-)es and organic solvent vapors are known to seriously degrade
o ede ut.the efficiency of charcoal far the adsorption of r.ct,.: g;;c;; as a pre-

cautionary measure, the adsorbers should have been either tested idw -

aiately' prior to commencing power operations or should have been re-
(

placed but neither action was taken.

Presently, all plants are being, or will be, required to test all

engine 2 red safety feature gaseous effluent treatment systems at regular

-inte 3 4 cy Technical Specifications requirements. It is my opinion and Ie

the opinion of the staff that these actier.s will improve the operating.

.

-
<
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characteristics of treatment systems, under both normal and accident con-

ditions, such that the ~ installation of supplemental treatment systems

will not be necessary.

Q.10. De' scribe the filter system in use at the TMI-2 Auxiliary Suilding at the

time of the acticent.

A. The filter systsm'in use at the time of the accident is best described

as a multiple-bank ventilation exhaust treatment system incorporating

three levels of filtration or treatment in series flow. Air from the

auxiliary building ventilation system flows first througn a pre-filter,

sometimes called a " roughing filter", which is similar in appearance to

(]) a fiberglass home furnace air filter; the purpose of this filter is to

remove large particles and dusts from the airstream to minimize the

" loading" of the next filter in line. After passing through the pre-

filter, the air next flows through a "high-efficiency particulate air"

filter, or "HEPA" filter; this filter is analogous to the filters used

in " clean rooms" in the electronics industry or " germ-free" rooms in
,

hospitals. From the HEPA filter, the air flows next thrcugh trays of

charcoal and passes through a two inch depth of impregnated activated

charcoal tn remove radiciodine; this layer of char:oal is sometimes re-

ferred to as a " filter" but is technically an "adsorber", rather than
a filter.

O
.

|

.

- - ,
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Q.11. Has the design.of the TMI-2 auxiliary building ventilation air treat-

ment system'been modified in any way since the accident?

A. As described in the responses above, a supplemntal treatment system '

v.as placed in seriet with the TMI-2 auxiliary building ventilation treat-

ment system shortly after the March 28, 1979, accio6nt, but was later

disconnected. The exhaust line from the TMI-2 concenser air ejector was

routed through a new treatment system located in the lower level of the
i

TMI-2 turbine building, with the effluent being routed to the main

exhaust stack. The charcoal adsorbers in all gaseous effluent treatment

systems have been modified by changing the type of charcoal impregnant

to a co-impregnant of potassium iodide and triethylenediamine but

this action is not considered to be a desian change. Changes have beenO ~

proposed for the bypass dampers but no action has been taken on this

item.

Q.12. Has the design of the TMI-1 auxiliary building gaseous effluent treatment

system been changed?

A. The design has not been changed. The charcoal adsorber impregnant has

been changed to KI and TEDA.

|

Q.13. Did any of the filters or adsorbers in any of the gaseous effluent

treatment systems at TMI-2 get wet during the accident?

A. No. There is no indication or record that any of the filters or ad-

sorbers were wet or even moist at any point in the accident.

O

l
i

/ I

.
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Q.14. Why would anyone assume the filters were " wet"?

A. During the accident, the concentrations of radioactive nob.'e gases (that

is, gases such as argon, xenon, and krypton) in the ventilation exhaust

stream were quite high. Charc)al adsorbers are usually thougnt of as
.

being specific adsorbers of iodine. One should ba a are, however, that.

bridfy
charcoal is also ef fective in retaining noble gases, although the ef fici>-
ency is Y Ibi.'d. [ffr 'r' W _ During the initial phases of the

TMI-2 accident, it is theorized that the relatively high concentrations

of noble gases in the ventilation exhaust, passing through the charcoal,

resulted in the hoicing or retention of noble gas molecules in the char-

coal. This phenomenon had not.previously been considered in the design

O of eesorber srstems e"e es cescrieee. for iec' or e 8etter term. es
" saturated" with respect to xenon and krypton.

Q.15. Doesn't the term " saturated" usually mean " wet"?

A. That's the definition that would be assumed by most people. Ho.ve ve r ,

a technical or scientific definition is that saturation is "the
most concentrated solution that can persist in the presence of an excess

of the dissolved substance".

Q.16. The contention claims that : reheaters should be placeo on the TMI-l aux-
I

_

iliary building " filters" use the "TMI-2 filters" got wet in the |

TMI-2 accident. In the ev? + thet the " filters" were to become wet,

would a preheater either provent wetting of the " filters" or correct I

any adverse effect of wetting?

|

|

|
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A. No. In order for a " filter" to become wet, the presence of water drop-

lets or spray is required for an extendeo period of time. A preheater

does not have sufficient heat exchange capacity to accomplish the pur-

pose of converting water droplets in the airstream to sub-saturated air

during limited contact with moving air. Such a function can only be
3

accomplished by a device called a "demister" or " moisture separator"

which functions by inertial entrapment of water droplets or particles.

Gemisters are used in applications such as 3WR condenser air ejector

systems, where entrained water droplets are a condition of normal

operation in parts of the system. Demisters are not required for building

ventilation treatment systems because entrained water or oplets are not a
ccr.dition of normal or articipated operation.

Q.17. Under what conditions would preheaters be used?

A. Heaters are useful only where the influent air has a humidity of greater

than 70% for an extended period of time. Section 4.1.e of ANSl/ASME

Standard N509, Revision 6, April 1979, states " heaters are required
,

for units having adsorbers if the relative humidity of air to the ad-

sorber is potentially greater than 70% for sufficient time to cat.se
I

liodine release to exceed guidelines". The ANSI standard provides no |

other guidance on this matter. With other factors equal, high humidity
ase

w4gt-l reduct the charcoal adsorber radiciodir,e collection and retention !

\

p, sQ us 4 swus d pAI.ned dds w
efficiency,butdllc,0treleasegtheradiciodinecollectedonthe
adsorber. |

|

O |
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Q.18. Does a preheater improve the performance of charcoal adsorbers?

A. If the influent air is of high humidity, that is, above 75 relative

hu.idity, h35 ting the influent air could lower the relative hacidity
'

to 70% or less at which level the, adsorbers show improved acsorption

characteristics.

Q.19. Can the use M preheaters have a negative effect en charcoal adsorbers?
'

A. Yes. The retention efficiency of charcoal is inversely proportional to

temperature. Raising the temperature of tha air actually reduces the

retention efficiency for iodine. However, for a set of circumstances

where high humidity is an expecteo condition of operation, the-loss of

O retemtio" erricieoc7 throv98 8eetimt is mere the" ortset er 18e 4"creesee

retention efficiency for air streams containing less than 70% humidity.

Q.20. In your opinion, are preheaters necessary to mitigete the consequences

of an accident similar to the TMI-2 accident of March 28, 19797

A. According to the summary of releases given at p. !!-3-1; of NUREG-0600,

ter, million curies of noble gases, and about 14 curies of iodine-131 were

released from the TMI-2 f acility during the accident of March 28, 1979,

and during the month following the accident. The use of preheaters

would have hac no effect whatever on the releases and woul.d, therefore,

have hao no effe:t in riitigating the consequences of the TMI-2 accident

or any other potential accident. In my opinion, and on the basis above,

preheaters are not necessary to mitigate the consequences of accidents

similar to the TMI-2 accident of March 28, 1979.

_ -_ __ __ . -_ . __
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Q.21. In your opinion, does the design of the existing TMI-1 exhaust gas or
,

;

air treat..ent systems meet tne established f.'RC criteria without installa-

tion of preneaters? !

*

Yes. The design of the exhaust air or gas treatment systems at TMI-1.

meets the applicable criteria of Regula.Jry Guides 1.52 and 1.140, and

of Standard Review Plans 6.5.1, 9.4.2, 9.4.3, and 11.3. In meeti g these

criteria 1 preheaters are not a requirement for the conditions of service

projected for the various treatment systems. Therefore, installation of

preheaters is not required in the design and the design is considered

acceptacle to the staff.

%

(O

_

5
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Phillip G. Stoddart
w

Effluent Treatment Systems Branch
Division of Systems Integration

,

Office of ?;uclear Reactor ~ Regulation
.

liy name is Phillip G. Stoddart. I am a senior nuclear engineer in the
Effluent Treatment Systems Branch,-Division of Systems Integration in the
Of fice of fluclear Reactor Regulation. I. attended the fiew fiexico School
of Mines.from 1947 to 1949. From 1949 to 1953 I was on active duty with-
the United States' Air. Force, assigned as a radiological instrumentation
specialist with the Armed Forces Special k'eapons Co=and and as a radio-
logical safety instructor with a Strategic Air Command special weapons unit.

From 1953 to 1973 I was on the radiation safety staff of the Argonne i;ational
Laboratory, working from 1953 to 1957 at Argonne's Illinois site and from
1957 to 1973 at Argonne's test facilities at the f?ational Reactor Training
Station, Idaho Falls, Idaho, liy duties there included conduct of radiation
safety programs, including effluent control and waste management, for several
research and test reactors and a fuel recycle facility.

O la ,973 I ;oieed.the t<ucleer ae9vletory Com=4ss4cn (formerly Atom 4c ener91
Connission) as a nuclear engineer in the Effluent Treatment Systems Branch, 3

Division of' Systems Integration. In this position I am. responsible for the
review and evaluation of radioactive waste systems and for the calculation
of releases of radioactivity from nuclear power reactors. I am also
responsible for determining the adequacy of instrumentation previded for
maintaining the radioactive discharges from nuclear power plants and for
providing technical bases for guides and standards. I have' participated
in 9eneric studies of the relationship between reactor operation and radio-
active waste generation and in the preparation of staff reports related to
effluent control technology and effluent monitoring.

6

10

:
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:

Tnis testimony of Pnillip G. Stoddart contains the !!RC Staff's resconse

to ANGRY Contention V(D).

The purpose of this testimony is to demonstrate that, contrary to the

assertions in the contention, installation in effluent pathways of additional

systems for filtration of radioactively contaminated gases and fluids is

not necessary to provide reasonable assurance of no undue risk to tne nealtn

and safety of tne public.

onclusions to be drawn from tnis testimony:

The THI-l design includes in all potentially radioactive gaseous effluent
patnways systems for rapid filtration of all the radioactively contaminated
gases whien could be released through those pathways.

Filtration is only marginally effective as a treatment nethod for decontamin-
ation of liquid effluents.

The THI-l design includes means for collection, retention and treatment,
by methods other than or in addition to filtration, of all liquids prior
to their release to the environment.

Tne Tiil-1 design includes in its effluent release pathways means to reduce
radioactivity in gaseous and liquid releases to levels which are as low
as can be reasonably achieved.

.

O
.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
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BJf0RE THE ATO'4f C SAFETY AND LICENSIf|3 MARD

In the'itatter of )
)

METROPOLITAN EDIS0N COMPANY, ) Docket No. 50-259
et al ) (Resta rt)

)
(Three Mile Island Nuclear )

Generating Station) )

NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF PHILLIP G. STODDART
REGARDING RAPID FILTRATION FOR LARGE VOLUMES

OF CONTAMINATED GASES AND FLUIDS IN EFFLUENT PATHWAYS

(ANGRY C0iiTEiiTION V(D))

O
Q.l. Please state your name and position with the NRC.

A. My name is Phillip G. Stoddart. I am an employee of the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, assigned to the Effluent Treatment Systems Branch,

Division of Systems Integration, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

However, from June through November 1979, I was assigned as a member of

the TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

Q.2. Have you prepared a statement c? professional qualifications?

A. Yes. A copy of this statement is attached to this testimony,
i

Q.3. Please state the nature of the responsibilities you have had with respect

to the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No. 1.
m
.b I was responsible for reviewing part of TMI's respense to the Commission

.Avyd 9.19'19
Order of tiny 23, WS. Specificall'y, I revie ted their proposed methods for.
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achieving separation and/or isolation of the inventory of radioactive

licuios at TMI-2 from T :I-1. I was also resoonsible for reviewing and

evaluating TM!-1 in conicrnance with Appendix I of 10 CFF, part 50 and for

revie..in; and evaluating portions of Tf;I-2 responses to !:';:EG-0575.

- Q.4 1 hat issues are you addressing in this testimony?

A. I a addressing ANGRY Contention.V(D), which states, "The f;RC Order fails

to'recuire (as) conditions for restart (the) following modifications

in the assign of THI-1 without which there can be no reasonable assurance

that T||!-1 can be operated without endangsring the public health and safety:

(D) Ir.stallation in effluent pathways of systems for the rapid filtration

of large volumes of contaminated gases and fluids".

Q.5. Does the design of T||I-1 include systems in the gaseous effluent pathways

for the rapid filtration of largo volumes of radioactive gaseous et'luents? '

A. Yes. All potentially radioactive gaseous effluent pathways at TMI-1 are pro-

vided with exhaust air filtration systems having the capacity for the rapid
,

filtration of all of the radioactively contaminated gas or air which could

be released through those pathways.

Q.5. ^ces.tne cesign of I!::-1 include systems in the liquid effluent pathuays

for the rapid filtration of large volu:as of radioa:tive licaid effluents? |
!

A. No. Filtration is only marginali) effective as a treatment method for de- ;s

1

contamination of racioactive liquid effluents and is not credited with any )

O.
.

, .- . , .
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capability to remove. radioactivity from liquid streams by tne NRC staff.

The method of treatment used in the design of TMI-1 provioes for the collec-

tion, retention, and treatment, by methods other than or in addition to

filtration, of all liquid radioactive wastes prior to either re-use in the

plant or release to the environment. These methods are many times more

effective than filtration alone.

.

Q.7. In your opinion, is there, any merit in t'.e ~ installation of rapid filtrationr

systems for filtering large volumes of contaminated fluids?

A. Little. Filters following demineralizers are effective for removing resin
<

fines. As a means for removing radioactivity from a licuid stream prior to
O discharge, h: wever, the NRC assumes the filter is ineffective. Rapid filtration -i

would have an adverse effect in its potential for the release of large quanti-

ties of soluble radicactive wastes wnich are net removed by filtration.

Q.( What methods of radioactive liquid waste treatment are credited for removal

of radioactivity?

A. All sources of liquid radioactive waste within the plant should be coilected
|

and piped to' holding tanks where radioactive decay occurs. From the holding

tanks, fluids should be treated where necessary by a combinatien of treatment
.

systems incorporating filtration, ion exchange or 15. ;eralization, and -

evaporation and distillation.

I

l r^g9. Of the methods noted in the response to Q.8 which ones are used in the
! V

design of TMI-l?

A. All of L hem. Some plant systems use filtration. ion ?xchange, andt

-
.

_._ ._
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evaporative distillation. Other systems use only filtration and ion ex- !
,

change if that combination is sufficiently effective in reducing plant

effluents. !

'Q.10. Has the staff performed any studies to determine if any additional methods

or items of equipment could be added to-the TMI-1 design to improve system

performance in the treatment of liquic radioactive waste resulting from

normal operations or from anticipated operational occurrences?

A. Yes. In order to satisfy the requirements of Appendix I, 10 CFR Part 50,

the staff performed a cost-benefit analysis of the liquid radioictive waste

system f]r Tt1I-1. A summary of that analysis appears at page CS-2 of the

O 1:'t nestert Sea ("uaso-oeso). '" the eme>>>'s it es determ4"ee 18e: there

were no items of equipment which could be added to tne TMI-1 liquid radio-

active waste system which would reduce plant releases and therefore reduce

potential radiation doses to the population at a cost of less than 51,000

per man-rein or $1,000 per man-thyroid-rem, which are the cost-benefit criteria

of Appendix I for determining the need for augmerting plant systems.

Q.11. In the event of an accident at TMI-1, what would be the principal effluent

pathways in which large volumes of contulinated (radioactive) gas and

liquids might be present?

i A. Depending on the type of accident, contaminated gases could be present

in the ventilation exhaust from the Auxiliary Building and the Fuel Handling

O l

u

!

|
'

_ _ _ - _ .
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Building; if the Reactor Building purge line were open at the instant of

:

an accident, this could provide another release path for contaminated

(radioactive) gases until the isolation valves close (in about five seconds

following an isolation signal). Liquids would be retainee within plant

systems, tanks, 'and sumps; there are no postulated accident scenarios in

which lar ge volumes of radioactively contaminated liquids might be present
as plart effluents.

Q.12. Are all of these release pathways filtered?

A. Yes. All of the gaseous release pathways are serviced by high efficiency

particulate air filter systems and also by charcoal adsorber systems for

iodine' retention. As noted previously in'Q.11., there are no 6aticipated '

- liquid release pathways for large volumes of contaminatec liquids.

Q.13. Are all of these filtration systems always in service where the release

pathway is available? -

A. Yes. The Reactor Building purge line is always filtered when being operated,

which is normally only a small fraction of the time. The filter systems for

the Fuel Handling and Auxiliary Buildings operate continuously.

!

Q.14. Are the filtration systems that are installed in these effluent release
I

pathways adequate to provide filtration of contaminated gases?

A. Yes. The systems now in place are as effective as any tt. Nld be
' ~

installed. To show that this is true, we need to first describe the system

and tell how it works. The gaseous exhaust " filters" at TMI-1 can best be |

.

.~
-
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described as multiple stage series-connected gaseous evhaust treat: ent

systems. The first co ponent in the system is called a "rc: ,iing" filter.

This is similar in appearance to the fiberglass filters usa; in ho .e heating

systems and has the function of removing large particlas of dust from the

airstream. From the_ roughing filters, air flows next to a bank of high

efficiency particulate air filters, called "HErA filters". These are very

similar to the filters used in hospita' " germ-free" rooms or in the " clean

roo.ns" used in the electronics industry. Such filters have a rated efficiency

of greater than 99.97% for removal of small particles and are even more

efficient for larger particles. From the HEPA filters, the air r.sxt passes

through trays containing a two-inch depth of impregnated activated charcoal.

O T#e enercoel serves to trea ene reteia redio40eine b> the ecsorption process.

The charcoal trays are called "adsorbers" because they are not filters in .

the technical sense. The charcoal adsorbers "ad3 orb" or remove more than

90% of the radicicdine present in the airstream.

There are basically three forms of radioactive material present in the gase-

ous effluent stream in the accident condition. In order of increasing magni 4

tude of radioactivity content, these are (1) particulates; (2) radiciodines;

and-(3) noble gases. Particulates are readily removed from the gas stream

by the prefilters and by the HEPA filters. Relatively little particulate

matter appears in the gaseous airstream after an a:cident and only about one

part in 10,000 or less passes through the HEPA filters. The dose to the

populatitn from particulates released from a HEPA filtered system in an
-

.

- -

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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accident approaches zero and is not distinguishable from background, there-

fore, the staff considers that additional filtration is not re:; aired.

Fadiciodine has the peculiar characteristic of behavir; sometimes as a gas
,

and sometimes as a particulate - and of changing form from one to the other.

L'hile a HEPA filter will stop the particulate form of radiciodine, it is not

capable of retaining it in the form of a gas or vapor, so that a HEPA filter

or any other filter is not effective in retaining radiciodine. The method

used at IMI-1 for removing radiciodine from gaseous effluent strears is ad-

sorption on activated charcoal. Charcoal has an affinity for radiciocine

and will retain either particulate or gaseous iodine within its porous

O strec:cre. Th4, effin4ty. es well es the per4ce of retent4on, is increesee

by the use of impregnants such as potassium iodide (KI) or tri ethylene

diamine.(TEDA). TMI-1 uses a combination of K1 and TEDA impregnant in all

air treatment adsorber systems. The ch'arcoal adsorbers used at TMI-1 have

a design rating efficiency of 90% or greater for all forms of radiciodine.

At 1 the auxiliary building, containment purge, and fuel handl1..;i.

building treatme vstems, are provided with an additional st . EPA

filtration for the express e ose of reta ny charcoal fines or duct b'E
which may be given off bv narcoal - bers; the HEPA filters also pro-

,

vide another # .Or of particulate filtration at the e. # the treatment
.

_1r.S which is superfluous as far as particulate removal is-conce D .

O

.
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The efficiency of the treatment system just described is almost 100% for re-

| moval of particulates and greater than 90% for radiciodines. For noble gases,
!

i he'..ever, the efficiency of removal is, for all pra:tucal par,90ses, :ero.

For one of the potential sources of noble gases, however, there is an effec-

tive means for, in effect, removing radioactive noble gases from the effluent

path. A smaller volume source than those noted above, but one which can

contain more radioactive material in the form of noble gases, is the system

known as the primary coolant offgas system. As primary coolant circulates

through the core of the reactor, a small volume of fission product gases

is continually escaping from the fuel and is swept out of the reactor vessel

O w4th the circe >>tias cooleat. To miaimize t"e eccv=vletion or these seses

in the primary coolant, the primary coolant letdown system is employed to

separate the gas fro- the liquid coolant. As the liquid coolant is stored in

the reactor coolant bleed tanks and in lhe miscellaneous waste storage tank,

the fission product gases diffuse out of the liquid coolant and mix with the

other gases in the gas space at the top of the tanks. As necessitated by

changes in the tank level, the gas mixture containing the fission product gases

is bled out of the system into a surge tank and then compressed into a series

of holdup tanks. At Till-1, there are three such tanks, each with a design '

capacity of 1,125 cubic feet, At an estimated input of 130 standard cubic

feet per day, the system has the capacity to store or " hold-up" radioactivex

gases for over 90 days under normal operating conditions. " Hold-up" or storage

is a recognized and acceptable method for reducing radioactive plant releases.

O

. . -
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By storing these gases for 90 days, the process of radioactive decay results

in the effective disappearance of approximately 99.8?, of the gases that were

present at the initial removal from the primary coolant system. The only

radioactive noble gas remaining is Kr-85, which is released to the atmosphere

under carefully controlled meteorological conditions. These releases,

incidentally, are also treated by filtration and absorption through HEPA

filters and charcoal absorbers to remove any remaining traces of particulates

and radiciodine.

The systems just described are contained in the design of TMI-l and have

been evaluated by the staff and have been found to be acceptable in that

.they meet the criteria of Appendix ! to 10 CFR 50 in reducing effluents to
t as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) levels. The evaluation is detailed

in the TMI-l Restart SER in Section V.

Q.15. Cryogenic systems are said to be effective in reducing releases of noble

gases from nuclear plants. Most of the radioactive material released in

gaseous effluents from the TMI-2 accident was composed of noble gases.

Is cryogenic treatment of noble gases in high flow rate streams cost-

beneficial and practical?

A. ' 'i o'. Cryogenic systems have been used in certain nuclear plant applications

for temporary holdup or storage of noble gases. However, all of these
i systems have been of small volumetric capacity and are expensive to operate.

At San Onofre, Unit No. 1, for example, a cryogenic system has been used

to holdup the primary coolant system offgases for 60 to 90 days prior to

.
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release. The same function is accomplished at TMJ-1 with greater efficiency

and at lower ;st by using large storage tanks holding the offgases Lnder

pressure for longer periods'of time.

A ptincipal path i'or release of noble gases from the TM.-2 accident was the

ventilation exhaust from the TMI-2 auxiliary building and fuel handling
'

building, which had a nominal exhaust flow rate of approximately 100,000

standard cubic feet per minute. The existing technology of cryogenic treat-

ment of airstreams for removal of noble gases is limited to flowrates on the

. order of 10 to 100 cubic feet per minute, with the limitations being principally

cost of equipment, size-of equipment, operating costs, and maintenance costs.

O
-

The best available cost data -for cryogenic treatment systems are those

obtained concerning the San Onofre, Unit 1, system. The equipment cost was

approximately 5300,000 with an estimated additional cost of $300,000 allotted

for building space, labor, and utilities installation. In 1976, the operators

reported the cost of liquid nitrogen, used for cryogenic cooling, to be

$40,000 for one year of operation.

Based on the methodology in F.egulatory Guide 1.110, the estimated annual cost

of the cryogenic gas treatesn; dys'.m at San Onofre, Unit 1, was calculated'

I to be 5180,000. Extrapolation of :s and cost of such a unit sufficiently

large to treat a volumetric flow r .e of 10,000 standard cubic feet per

minute would not be sound engineering practice.

t

. . . . . . .
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The. releases of noble gases at TMI-2 were largely the result af poor operating

practice in pennitting the continued existence of known leaks of primary cool-

- ant ' systems and of primary coolant . system cover gas recirculating systems.

To address this problem the NRC has required licensees to minimize potential

leakage at the point of origin by me-a rigid control of system leaks.

This is c.,' of the lessons learned from TMI-2 and is the basic approach used

at TMI-1 and approved by the staff.

|

(.16.ThecryogenicsystemusedatSanOnofre, Unit 1,wasaliquid-nitrogen

cooled charcoal bed. There are other supuyass> systems and techniques such
selechy< s_b s** Pd 'N

as cryogenic distillaticn and --; , Where these..vn.

considered as systems for removing noble gases from the gaseous effluent
'

streams?

A. Yes. All of the known cryogenic techniques for removing noble gases from ,

,

effluent air and gases were consicered. All of the techniques have approximately

the same limitations, e.g. , high initial costs, high operating and maintenance
|

costs, and the sbsence of applied technology in the cesign of large volume systers.

'

:i'' Q.17. In your opininn, does the TMI-1 design incorporate sufficient treatatat in tne .

,

effluent release pathways to reduce effluents to levels which are as low as
[

reasonably achievable? !

'(
!
.

:
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Yes. The staff's evaluation.of the-plant design for treatment of radioactive

effluents .is presented at p. C5-1 of the TMI-l Restart SER (NUREG-0680). In,

' that evaluation, the staff concluded that there are no cost-effective augments

to plant systems which could reduce the cumulative population dose at a favor-

able cost-benefit ratts and that the plant systems for the treatment of

radicactive effluents meet the requirements of Appendix I to'10 CRF Part 50

with resp 2ct to the as low as reasonable achievable criteria.

-

< o

.

,

.
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'd' 1: CFOSS-EXAMINATION
-( /'

2- EY hh LEUIS:
'

3 0 In'your testimony on rage 4, the last paragraph --

4.page h, the'last paragraph, quotes' " Presently all plants

5 are being or will be required to test all enginaered r,afety

6 feature gaseous effluent treatment systems at re g u?.a r

7 . intervals by tech spec requirements." Ouote. ,

1

8' Were you here when I asked the Licensee's panel if

9 any part of the filtsr or vent neader system at TMI-1.was

10 saf ety grade encineered safety feature?

11 A Yes, I was here.

12 0 Do you remember their answer?

13 A Yes.
I'

O 14 Q Do 700 agree with it?
V

15 A Th eir answer. is correct . Since the tir e of
~

16 preparr e bn of thir.: testimony, I have recoce aware cf
P

17 discussions between another group and the Three Mile Island

18 1 people regarding the technical specifications, and I have

19 become aware that technical specifica tions have been adopted2

20 regarding the scheduling of testing of the HEFA filters,

21 charcoal absorbers, on a regular basic, even though those |

22 systems are not ESF filter systams.
|

23 This is a technical specification 'ehich is not

24 required of other plants so far as I know at this time.

|5 0 I am trying to merh your answer concerning

:
'

s ..

v

ALDERSoN DEPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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'/~N 1 engineered safety feat'ure systems being . required.in any-
^)%

2 plan t '- - is that correct? Is an-en;ineered safety feature

1
3 system-not required in any plant on the filter and vent

4 header 'at this time?.

5 A What I meant to say, if I didn 't misspeak, was

6 that non-ESF filter systems at'other plants are not required

7 to be tested on a s pecific basis. We de have a Eegulatory.

8 Guide 1.140 which recommends _that filters and absorbers be

9 tested at 18-month intervals, but does not require that

10 testing.

11 0 Let me explain what I am trying to get at. I am

12 trying to find out if there is a philosophy, policy,
I

13 treatment within the NRC which would at some future date or
'

('~)T 14 at s ome -- a t some future date, change the requirement for >

15 the filters and vent headers, or part of them, from

16 v ' '-saf e ty g ra d e to safety grade at TMI-1?

17 itave I asked that recronably?

18 A Would you repeat that, please?

19 0 What I as trying to figure out is, is there a

20 chance that somewhere along the way suddenly the NEC is

21 going te say TMI-1 nust have safety gra de vent header and

22 filter systers?

23 A I have not been a party to any such discussion. I

24 think it
,_

would be maybe more appropriate t.~ perhaps discuss

25 'the _diff erence betweenn ESF filter systems and non-EST
h

wp
G

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASNINGToN D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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' /'N 1 filter rystems. It is really not a practicable sort of'b
2Lthing to convert a non-ESF system to an E3F system. This

' 3. primarily ' 11es in t he q ualit y assurance and testing
,

,

4 requirements'which.must follow an ESF syster all th e way

5 through its initiation through the procurement of r.aterials,

6 through the testing of compenents, through the very highly

7. inspected installation of the system, to the final. testing
.

8 and so forth.

9 The only way in which you could convert an

10 existine non-ESF sys'em to an ,SF syctem would be to
i

11 completely rip it out and start over from Ecratch.

12 C You brought up a problem that worries me, but I am

13 not ready to go into that ye t , na ?.ely that the licensee has

'() 14 said that they will do maintenance and testing on this

15 syst em . I am just, wondering if that maintenance and testing

16 could be qualified without it being -- you know, could be-

17 adequate without it beina an engineered safety feature. I

18 am not ready to go into that yet.

19 I am still on the sentence that caused ne

20 monf usion in my questioning of the Licensee.
.

21 DR. JOEDA.Ns Perhaps one of the points of

22 conf usion is that, why did you refer to plants that have --

23 with the ea;ineered safety feature gaseous effluent

I. 24 systems? .:o w does that bear on your testimony when we are

25 talking about a. system that is not engineered, an en;ineeredi

'O
ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. lHC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 564 7345
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'17"} 1. saf ety' _f eatu re i Why did you brine that up at that point?
.%s,

f .THE WITNESS: It was brought up more in a generic :

|
3 sense, in that it talks _about plants with engineered safety |

4 |

|
4 feature systems being required to have that done. I believe |

, I
5 also that there is perhaps some discussion of a proposal to

6 inst all an engineered safety feature system in'the

7 fuel-handling building, which is shared by Units 1 and 2 at

8 TEI.

9 BY %F. LEWIS: (Resuming)

10 .0 That did confuse me. !ia m ely , there _ere other

11 referencer to engineered saf ety f eature systems. L'h e th e r

12 th ey were incorporated or not, I can't say. But there are

13 other ref erences throughout these documents I have in front
,

.()- 14 of me on angineered safety features on the gaseous effluent

15 treatment systems.

16 That worries me. It worries me. As you pointed -

17 oct, you just about hEve to tear this filter systen out and

18 start frc: scratch, or do an awful lot of maneuvering to

19 turn a non-ESF system to a ESF system, ac you pointed out.

20 I am just wondering -- and I hate to be on this

21 sentence so much -- all plants are being or will be

22 required. Fow, is that in any w a,y , shape or forn suggestina
,

23 th a t at some future date, the ACRS is suggest n; or whcever j
;

24 is supposed to be suggestinc, ir suggesting that the vent
1

25 header.s and filters become rafety grade at some future point?

) l
'

l

i
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( 1 :CHAIRYAN SMITH: Let's take a short break.

'2. -(3ecess.)
]
Ip. .3' DE. JORDA54 Eefore you answer Mr. Lewie' '

1

4 question, inithat'sontence that he is questioning you about, j

5 whirh says, " Presently ell plants sre reing or will'be

6' required. to test .all engineered safety feature caseous

7 effluent treatment systems at regular intervals," are you

.8 implying'there er stating there that many plants, 2ncludina

9 TMI-1, do have engineered safety febture gareous effluent

'10 syst ems connected to, say, the containrent or other parts of

11' the plant, and that that is what you are referring to?

12 '4 h a t engineered safety features are yt a talking

13 about ?

() 14 THE WITNESS 4 The gasecus effluent systems, the
,

15 processing systems for the filtration er charcoal absorption

16 of gasen which are being rel+ased from the plant te the

17 atmosphe re. There are in some cases systems which P, r e

18 intern al to the plant, in some reactor containments, der

19 ex ample, which act as a kidney filter system. And while

20 these in some cases are engineered safety feature nystems in

21 that they are within the containment itself, they are not
J
1

22 accessible f or testing except during shutdowns, and H
1

23 th eref ore the -- that type of evstem is not roquired te be !
|

t 24 tested on the same frequency as the effluent systems.

25 DE. JCPDA." So tn6re are a numbe:. of encineered

!'

n.

ALDERSoN REPcRTING COMPANY. INC,
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'' ]''j 1' safety' feature caseous filter systems. Put you are not

%)
2. referring now to the filter system in the roof of the

,

3 auxiliaryEbuilding?'~

|

4' IHE WITNESS: That's correct. that' system is not

5 an .enginee:ad sa f ety- fea ture system.,

6 %3. CUTCEIKt' I think for the record we may_need

7 to clarify something, because my understanding is a little
.

| '8 different from what.! just heard here. I want to be sure

9 that in answering that euertion -- whether or 1.ot "r.-

10 S todda rt is referrine to the inct that there are indeed some
i

11 filter syc+ ems at TMI-1 which are engineered safety feature
;.

.12 syst ems , rather than to plants genetically. We need to get

13 that clarified.
,

(G 14 Are there engineered safety f eature filter syrtens_j
,

15 at T5I presently? In the response you duct gave, were you -

16 ref erring to TF.I-1 syrtems or were you referring to systems

17 which you know to be present in other plants?

18 THE WIT!;ESS : Principally to systems which I know

19 to te present in other plants. An example would be a

20 control room recirculation filter systep, which in most

21 plants is an engineered safety feature system. It is not,

22 however, a gaseous effluent syster. It is only for internal

23 u s e .
,

( . 24 hE. CUTCHIFs Are there such engineered rafetyi.

25 f eature systems at T5I at which you a re a ware that are
,

f
l

- '- ( ):
s
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'O -1' presently installed?'
'

.

V.
..

I2 -THE ' WITN ESS t. I am.sorry, I am not sure whether

3 the contro11roemisysten.is such a system.. It may well'be.

4 I did'not review' that system and I am not familiar with it.

5 MR. CUTCHIN: You are'not referring te T!!-1

.6 systems when you ara answering this question?

7 THE WITNESS: That is correct. *

.

.8 MF'.'CUTCHIN: Thank you.

9 BY.MR. LEWISs- (Eesuming)
, ,

10 0 'I appreciate tha t clarification, b ut there are

11 other things not' confusing me; they seem to be--

i

12 contradict 3ry in this answer.

13 .A' Mr. Lawis, perhaps I am speakinc out of: turn. The

I) 14 NRC at this time is not empo wered to require testing of
%-

15 non-engineered saf aty feature filter systems. We-can
i
!

16 recommend such testing, but we are not orpowered to require

17 it.

18 Q- You are not'empowared to require testing of ;

I
19 non-EFF systems? Did I get that richt?

20 A That is rorrect.
'

,

21 0. Correct ma whan ! get to a pclnt wh6:e I am

22 wron g. Jump in, interrupt.
i

23 The licensee, as far as I can remenber, has just

c. 24 testified tha t they are going to tert their. gaseous effluent

25 filt ers and vent header. If the NRC is not empowered te I

,,

(.
~>
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'/ -1; require testine of non-ESF systems, caseous effluent. vent
(

2 headers and. filters', end the se ven t . h ee de rs and. filters are

I3 not ESF, wh/ c9n'.t the Licensee just turn around and say, we

4 ain't' going to do' it ?

~

5 A !n the psrticular case of IMI-1, this, as !

6 understand, .as an agreement which was reached in discussionw
,

7 between the Commission and the Licensee with regard to

8 restart, and that the licensee did agree to regularly test-

9 the cystems, even thouch they were not EEF systems. We are i

10 ha ppy to see this sort cf agreement, but it is not something

11 we can mandate st this time in the present regulatory <

12 structure.

13 CH AIF.y. AM E!!ITE : If it becomes e technical

() '14 specification, however, you can enforce it.

15 TH E WITiiEES : Certainly, yes.

16 PY ME. LIWIS: ( 11esu min g )
g

17 0 Is arendment 55, t echn ical specification, such an

18 Ogreement that is enforceable at this time?

~ 19 A Yes.

20 C So you ca n f o rce inspec tion , the new inrpection

21 schedule, the new maintenance schedule, the new testing

22 schedule, which is now presently being incorporated, has
,

23 been incorpora ted , I believe it is still being inccrporated :

24 in the amendrent 55 technical specifications ?

25 A Yes.

!
(,
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1 0 Eat it has been incorporated by agreement'only?f g-

V
2' A. That is correct.

3 'O Can that egreerent be rescinded unila terally by

4 the. Licensee?
|

5 A ~ ! am' afraid I'cannot address the legality of that I

6 question. I don't know the answer.

7 CHAIEZANLShlTH4 1r. Lewis, it would be my

8 impression that if you were to convince this Peard that such

9a tech rpec'would be a condition of re r ta rt , that they could

10 not unilaterally renounce the tech spec. But I can't

11 comment beyond1that.

17 ME. LEWII4 That was one of ry findings of fact

13 which you would have to then --

' ' /~3 14 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 !f you were to persuade us that
V

15 such a tech spec were necessary as a condition for restart
i

16 and it survived-throughout the reviews and everything, it is

17 my view that they could not unilaterally walk away from it.

18 N o w , the process by which they could get it removed I don't

19 know. I don't know if it would require ancther full hearino

20 or n o t . But it would require something other than just -

1

21 sending this tech spec back. '

i
22 XE. LEWI5: An Appeal Scard could always reverse t

23 th e decision of this Board. i

/ 24 CHAIRMAN SMIIH: ho, I am not talking about that.
'

25 I am talking atout if such a ondition were to survive this

u /NO
t
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e r's 1 entire hearing and be imposed by the Commission and the
U

2 courts.snd 'all of'the review process and it becomes a final '

3_ order of'this case as a condition of the' restart, the .f
d

'
4 Licensee in my view could no t unilaterally renounce the tech

i
5 spec. -

6' They could seek relief, but I would imagine that ;

7 that would in and of itself require an opportunity for s |

,

8 hearing. There could be other processes. There would have ,

!

9 to be full oppcrtunity for "EC cbjection and cencurrence if
,,

10 th ey tried tc, change the tech spec.

11- "E. LEWIS: The Board has answered my line of ;

i
5

12 qu estioning. |
>

13' EY !F. LEUIS4 (Fesuring)! :
| r

I (} 14 0 I would like to get on to another line of

15 questioning, but, believe it or not, on the same paragraph. ;
,

16 I'm s orr y ,- I know it is getting to be a familiar paragraph. ;

L

17 CHAIEEAN S ITE: Iven if it were not a Eoard
,

|
!18 cond ttion, I think there might be other relief that an

19 Intervenor could have, request a show cause order, for -

20 example, if the agreement were renounced of that nature. <

t

21 h3. LEWIEs The problem with that is that it is

22 v e ry difficult to get access. I would have to go down to
[

23 Washington and watch the litrary in the Potomac Euildinc to
;

24 come up'with a timely show cause order. !t is a good [
s ?

~

25 suggestion, of course. -

!

i :
t i

~

< (G)
'

; ;
;
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1 LetJme go on to somethinc 91re..''

"

2- BY % F. . 1 WIS. ( F.e s u mi n g )

4' 0 1: think your statement here about engineered

4 saf?ty feature gaseous effluent treatment systems is very

5. pertinent'after a' proper -- it confused the issue, becauce

6 it. isn 't ESP yet.

7 But I have been following ACPS and a few other

8 things.in this proceeding, and I believe that a'let of these

9 systems are being simed at EST, which brings me to the

10 problem that you pointed out about. changing ESF to.--
'

11 nbn-FSF to ESF systems.

12 Would it be impossible to change the filters --

13 f orget about vent neaders, just filters -- to an VFF system?

[{ 14 .A You said filters? Is that intended to lnclude tha
~

15 filter system, or just the physical filter itself?

16 C The housing, the HEIA and the charcoal, net the

17 roughing, r-e-u-g-h-i-n-g?

18. A Mr. Lewis, to all intends and purrccac the non-EFF

19 and ESF systems ars identical. The components which oc into

20 th e systems a re iden tical. The methods of construction are

21 identical.- l'h e materials uced ere identical.

22 The only-real difference between an ESF and a
~

23 non-ESF filter systsm such as we are talking about here is

# 24 th e degree of quality assurance which ;oes into tha
1

25 procurement of tha materials, the building of the assembly

u ;
\

|

|-
'
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('Y 1-of the item and'so forth. U-d
2 To meet the.present ESF criteria, there is no real-

3 way-that you can socify a syster short of. tearing it out anc
,

4 starting over, unless you change the rules of what makes an

5 ESF' system.

6 C- Hasn't that been done on other systets at TMI-17

7 A Not to my'knowledae.

8- 0 Haven't other systems at TMI-1 bee n changed from'

9 non-ESF to ISF?

10 A I don't know. ,

11 0 To put it simply, my worry about going to an EEF
'

12 system is a lessons learned generated accident along.the'

13 lines of Crystal River. I don't believe I have a richt to
I () 14 nail you with those questions. Let's ;o on to other points

15 in your testimony.

16 I nelieve you agree with the Licensee. And at

17 this poin t I would like to put it on the record,that I

18 really didn't mean that you have to have a great big box on

19 to p of the roof to reet -- to ur gr ade t he filter system.

20 Bu t I believe that you a gr ee with the licensee that you do

21 not.need a supplementary, supplemental filter at TMI-1 such
.

22 as were used after the accident at T"I-1. At I cerrect?

23 A To put that in the proper context, Yr. Lewis, I

24 vrote my testimony first. I r.ede my statement. The
m

2511 censes subsequently wrote his testimony. I would put it

r '/'

~

gh<
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:.p)' 1 that he; agrees with me.(_

|
-2 Q. A111right, you 're correct . The dates are correct.

' - 3 Me. BAXTEE: I thought they'were submitted

4 simultaneously.
I

5 TEF WITNESS: i had not seen the Licensee's

6 testjmony when I prepared mine.

7 EY MP. LrWIS: (Eesuming)

8 C I am worried about the part that the staff played

9 in okaying at TXI-1 an 18-month time period where the

;

10 ch ar coal was untested.

11 CHAIEEAF 3XITH: You mean THI-2.

12 MR. LEWIS: You're right. I am worried about the!

.. 13 18-month time period at TMI-2 where the charcoal went
i

14 untested.

15 BY XE. LEWIS: (Eesuming)

'

16 Q My question is, what prompted or caused -- what

17 was the rationale the staff used to allow an 18-month period

18 where this charcoal was exposed to all sorts of things, to

19 go by without it beino tested?

20 A The rationale for that has been past experience in

21 quite some number of other installations wherein the

22 charcoal has been periodically tested under' typical

'l 23 oper ating conditions and the life, the efficiency of the
.

N. 24 charcoal over periods of ts much as four or five years has

25 been shown to be satisfactory and to meet the general
,

.
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'/ 1 1 criterie.we use in determining the acceptability of charcoal
.

P
, .

2 absorber systems.

3 We believe tha probable degradation of.the

4 charcoal that we are speaking of at TMI-2 was the fact that

5 the charcoal had b?sn eut in place some number of months

6 prior to the conpletion of construction at Three-Mile Island

7 2. We speculate.only that the charcoal may have been
f

8 exposed to painting fumes, co1 vent fumes, perhaps some other

9 organic materials, whic5., with air either diffusine through

10 the filter systems or perhaps even being exhsusted through

11 the filter system- that these materials were in fact

12 passing through the charcoal and probably caused the

13 c? arcoal to degrade.

() 14 Again, this is only speculation. Curs

15 recommendation when chercoal is installed .ir tha t it be !

16 installed either cimultanecusly with the end of construction

17 or shortly af ter con structien, such that such fumes are not

18 exposed to the charcoal. In fact, we recommend that in any

19 case where such exposure has occurred tha t either testing be

20 don? or that th e .:h a rcoal be replaced.

21 CHAI2EAN SP.ITH: tr. lewis, does that bcttle a t'

22 your hearing table have any relationship to the hearin.17

23 MF. L T'4I C : It is charcoal from an CSF filter. I

(' 24 don't know if I will use it or not. I may. I can put it

25 away if --
,

i- j

u n)%.
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.O(j 1 CH A IF. Y A N SMITH: No. I.was debating whether it

2'was charcoal''or iodine.
'

3 (Laughter.)

4 3E. . LEWIS: I promise, I will net bring elemental

5 iodine into this hearing.

6 B Y % F. . L WISs (Fecuming)

7 0 The NRC recommende that the charcoal be put into

8 the filter -- stop me when I ' m . w r o n.g -- when the filter

9 housing i 'J in place in the nuclear power plant and noct of
,

10 the painting on the filter and the paintina that might go.on

11 in'the plant is over; is that correct?

12 A That is correct, and the painting whicP is in

! ~!,
13 areas contiguous or connected in any way to ' the filtration

(~g
-()- 14 systsm.

15 0 Have you ever seen one of these filters being
,

16 built?

17 A Many timas, yes.
,

18 C Are you faciliar with whether the charcoal does cc

19 in at this time? '

;

20 A The plante that I have seen uncer ccnstruction
3

,

i
21 have placed the charcoal af ter every possible exposure to '

;
a

22 such fumes has occurred . |

f23 0 Have you seen the filters that were going inte

( 24' plare at TMI-1 handled in that manner? |
:

25 A I was not present to see that, no. |
,

/' .I.

''

. |
l r

'
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1 0 Do you know where the filters are built that go to
.V

2 TMI-17 |

.c. 3 A Excuse me? Where they are built?-

4- 0 Yes, what manufacturing firm and what city?

5 A I don't recall.
!

6 0 Unhappily, I am not an expert witness on this or I

7 world tell you which manufacturing firm.in which home' city,

8 and I would tell you that the charcoal coes in,long before

9.they are even shipped out. But since I am not an expert

10 witness , I e nnot tell you that. -

11' MR. LFWIS: No further questions.

12 CH.AIE/AN SMITH: Mr. Adler, ds. Bradford, do you

13 have questions?

() 14 ME. FEADFORD: On br. Lewis'? On curs?

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: On Mr. Lewis'?
;

16 MS. EEADFORD: Nc.

17 CHAIE!AN SMITH: Mr. Adicr?

18 MR. ROFEET ADLEE: We have no questions for this

19 witness.

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: ?. r . Faxter?

21 ER. FAXTEE: No questions.

22 (Board conferring.)

23 CHAIEf.AN 3 ITH: S.r. Catchin?

24 MR. CUTCHIN: Yes, sir. I have no further

25 questions.

,

1
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1

I-- - 1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You may step down._ However -- we
(

2 will take the next one. But Dr. Little may have questions

3 later on th? Lewis testimony. We will proceed.

4 MR. CUTCHIFs He is available here now for both. '

5 CHAIRMAN FMITH: Dr. Little isn't ready, so we

'
6 will proceed and if she has quections on the Levis

i7 cont entions later she will ask thee later.

8 So let's begin with your examination of Mr.
i

9 Stoddart on your contention. ,|
t

10 CR055-EXA5INATION
.

11. BY MS. BRADFORD: .

,

12 0 I have a couple of questions which are just to see
,

13 if we sre speaking the same language. I hope you will
7

:

[ 14 forgive my inadequacies. I am never quite sure what you are

15 talking about.

16 On page 11 in your testimony, question 16, ycu ;

!

17 made a chance?

18 A Yes.

19 C Can you explain to me what the difference is? |

20 A "he rearon for the change? A cryogenic rystem is
;
>

21 an extremely low temperature system, te mpe ra tur et in the
.

I

22 order of minus 200 degrees Fahrenheit, minus 225. he |

23 ref erence to the selective absorption should not have been j
!

24 to a cryocenic cyster. It chould te to a cooled system._ ;r

y ,

25 C That would be not as coldi i

't

h
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'/~% 1' A Not e s cold. Typically en the crder- of rero.Gi
2 degrees Fahrenheit perhaps to 20 degrass would be a chilled

1
! 3 system, not a cryogenic system. The cryogenic distillation

4 operations at extremely low temperatures; selective

5 absorption, at.terperatures such as we have 'been-exposed to
l

6 in the part few' days, 20 degrees, on that order.

7 0 So when you say al'1 of the known cryogenic

8 techniques f or removing noble gases were considered, you are

9 limiting that answer to cryogenic techniques?

10 A Well, this specific answer. However, e th er

11 techniques were considered.
,

12 C Such as?

13 A k' e l l , for example, chilled charcoal LGd systers,
--

' >

14 which are useful in delaying noble cases such as the'

.15 cond enser of f gTs systems a t a boiling water reacter. Such a

16 system requires a very larga volume mass of charcoal and ir

17 not compatible with a high-v olume system such as we are

18 discussing here for treitment of a building exhaust system.

19 C When you talk about a high-volume system, can you

20 quantify that for me?

21 A Typically, a cryogenic systen, such as the one

22 used at San Onofre, has a throuchput on the order cf one to

23 perhaps three stan?.ard cubic f eet a minute. The exhaust

24 system for the ventilation of the auxiliary building was

25 quoted by one of the previous witnesses at about 150,000

'

'*- . .
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- ("S 1 cubic feet.per minute. They are crossly different in
Q

2 volumetric flow rate.

3 The cryocenic systems we are talking about

4 probably could be increased in size a. factor of 10, maybe,

5 20, and still'he msnageable se far as size, cost of the

6 cryogenic material to cool the system and so forth.- But it

7 is my opinion that to try to extend the technology of some

8-of these cryogenic systems to the sort of flow rates you

9 would require for a ventilation of a Duilding is beyond any
.

10 logical engin eerin; - e stima tes.

11 0 So you .are sayinc tha t the large system you would

12 have examined or considered ,in this question 16 vac

13 somethin; on the order of 30 standard cubic feet per minute?

(} 14 A ' Pardon me. I didn't hear that.

15 0 I'm sorry. The largest system you would have

16 examined or considered was on the order of 30 rtandard cubic
17 feet per minute?

18 A Not 2 large systam. I would say that a large -

19 system such a s you migh t need to treat a -- any Sort of a

20 building -- would be perhapc a minimum of 1,000 standard

21 cubic feet a minute, if you had a "ery tight building and a

22 lot of time to treat the effluent.

23 In most' cases your buildinos are not that ticht.
' / *

'24 If you redure the volumetric flow of a ventilation system,s

25 say to a.buildin; cf the site of the auxiliary buildine,

-
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g ym 1 down to:1,000 cubic feet per minute,.you would lore all
' 'N_

-

2 control ofLthe air.- The air would tend to exfiltrate out
1

3 through cracks in the building, through cracks in tha floor-
|

'4 and so forth. You would ne longer have contrci cf the i
1

5 atmosphere in the building.. l

6 (Pauce.)

7 Q I am looking at page 5, the top line on page E,

e 8. talking about, " Depending upon the type of a cc id en t ,

9 contamin .ced gases could be present in th e ven tila tion

10 exhaust in the auxiliary building and tne fuel-handling -

11 building if the reactor building purge line were open at the

-12 inst ant of an accident." Quote.
,

13 Can you tell me what the reactor buildine purge
.(

14 line is?- -

15 A Yes. The reactor buildinc is normally a field

.16 containment. Mort pressurired water reactors are provided

17 with 9hst is called a purge system, which is used

18 periodically to remove icdine -- well, actually, to clean-up

19 perhaps the building atmosphere bef ore an en try is made,

20 somatimes to control the pressure within a building,

21 sometimes to -- excuse me, ! lost my tra_n of thcught.

i 22 0 What volume is this line? What volume?

23 A As I recall, that is on the crder of 10,000 to

'

\ .
24 15,000 standard cu61c feet a minute.

j 25 0 Did you consider filtration for that?
l

l'

i "O
i

l
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1 A. 'That cystem is -normally filtered whenever it is

2 beinc used, whenever'it is beino purged. Ihe air, the cases

3 that are'being removed from the containment building, are,-

4. passed through HEPA filters, hard charcoal adcorbers, before.

5 being released to the atmosphere.
<

6 This is not a syster designed for prolonged use.

7 It is typically used for one or two hours at a time.

8. In some plants there is a continuous purge system

9 on the order of perhsps'1,000 cubic fee. per minute.

10 However, the purge cystem for.both THI-1 and TEI-2, both cf

11 those. systems are designed for intermittent use.

12 Does th!t answer your question?

13 0 It dces about th at .

() 14 (Psuse.)

15 0 I have one more question. It seems as if ANCFY
s

16 has filed testir.ony on a subject different frem what the

17 staf f and the Licensee were expectina . I am wondering if

18 you are f amiliar with a study that is called " Post-Accident

19 Filtration as a Means of Improving Containment
.

20 Ef f ectiveness . "

21 The study was prepared under a grant to "CLA, and

22 t h e number is -- I don't believe it has a JUPEG. It has a

2 number, UCLA 7775. It was prepared under the direction of a

24 Dr. Okrent, 1975.

25 A I have not read that study, nc.

_

-
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f~N 1 0 You cre not familiar with that?'U
2. A No.- )
3 0 Thank you.- i

4- (Board conferrinc.) .

5 CF 7 IE'' AN S 'd IIH Mr. Adler? j

6 MR. FOBERT ADLER: No questions.

7 BOARD EXAMIN ATIO:i

8 BY DE. LITTLE4

9 Q .In your response to the Lewis contention,-on page

10. 9 of your testimony in your answer te questien 20, you refer

11 to the consequences of the accident at TMI-2. Now, let's

12 assume that'an event occurs at IMI-1 and there is a similar

13 amcunt of iodine-131 which is aVOilable for release.
..

_()' 14 Uhat is gcing to prevent the relea se f rom

15 occurrine? Just briefly recap what changes are going to be

16 in place that would prevent release of the iodine from T%I-1?

17 A If w? ignore for the monent the administrativa

18 control procedures in reducing leaks and just addruss the

19 filtration , assuming .the esme cituation were comehow to

20 exist at Three Mile Island 1.

21 C Tha 's what I want. 1
i

22 A Yes. The charcoal adscrbers, adsorber units at

23 TMI-1 and also at IMI-2, have had the cha rcoal charged to
,

1,

24 what- we would call a.diff& rent mix of charcoal. Now, the

125 cnarcoal that was in use at both TMI-1 and TMI-2 at the time j

~(
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cier
..1 of the accident had whate we called an impregnant of

.

1
.t

>tA
2' potassium iodice. |

'' 3 Now, in investigations which were going on at the

I4 same, time as'the accident and subsequent to the accident, it *

r
.

5 was' determined that'a mixture of impregnants, approximately

6 half.of the charcoal being' impregnated with potassium iodide

7 and approximately half of the charcoal beity impregnated

8.with a' proprietary mixture called TEDA, or triethylene

9 diamine, that such a mixture of impregnants was much more

:10 ef f ective ' regardin g the retention of the organic icdide,

11 which was the principal concern about release during the ' t

12 accident.

,
13 0 How much will this improve th e capacity? What-

A)( 14 kind of numcers, ballpark?

15 A Ballpark, I wculd hesitate to quess. I would say

- 16 probably a factor of two. It would principally affect the

17 release of the organic f raction , which in the case of

18 immedia tely f ollowing an accident would be a relatively

19 small percentage of the total iodine.

20 The more probable form would be either the

21.elem e n tal form or what Dr. Pelletier ?.eferr to as the
22 hypoicdous acid form of iodine.

.

23 0 Do those ir proved impregnants affect the I
'

|f
\

24 absorption capacity of the elemental iodine? l

25 A I haven't seen any fi"ures on that. The charcoal |
i

(I .

l |

| |
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77] - 1 that was in place even at Three P.ile Island at Unit 2 af ter i

C/
2 the accident retained something on the order of 90 percent

4

r .3 of the -- of all the iodines, even after some'decradation

4 had previously occurred.

5 With charcoal thet had not undergone similar

6 degradation and that did have the 50-50 mixture of the TEDA

7 and the potassium iodide imprepnants, I would venture that

8 the retention of the elemental would be on the order of 98

9'to 09 percent, on the order of 90 to 95 percent cf the

10 organic. These would be what you might call educated

11 guesses.

12 0 Co:w.uu:e with the rafeguards that are now in place

13 to e nsure- th a t t :.e iodine will not be released?
.-

[] 14 A The safeguards in piece?-

R. ,

15 Q I asked you how we could be sure that release of

16 iodine would not occur from TEI-1 wi th the chances that have

17 been ;iven, if the ame amount was relcased in an event

18 th(r e that was released in the T%I-2,-

19 A The assurance that is given is in the numbar cf

20 inspections that take place to assure that the proper type

21 of iodire is actually in place, to ensure that the proposed |

22 testing is done at the proper time, the proper sequence, and

23 the proper Ianner, and ensuring that the systems are used in

'' 24 the way in which they are intended to be used.

'E. EJXTEF: ! think the witness said icdine whend25

!

T \
\ /
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Ti - 1 he' meant.to say charcoal. Old anybody else hear that?
N.)

2 You. talked about testing to nake sure that the
E

- 3 iodine was in place.

4 TEE '4ITN ESS : I meant to say the charcoal, which

5 does' remove'the-iodine, to en' t 't r e t h a t the charcoa] is in

6: place.
,

7 BY DE. LITTLF4

8 C Are you confident that ~ in the proposed tcstine

9 program there will be assurances that the charcoal that ic
.

10 there will be of suf ficient absorption capacity, and that if

11 11t is not th e. t this' fact will be recognired on a timely

12 basis and tha t corrective actions can 5s made?

13 A Yes.-

*

.[-) 14 C Do .you have an idea how often these tests are

15 goino to take place?

16 A Th e technical specificatien which was testified to

17 earlier requires that the testing be done every 16 r.o n t t a .

18 Past experience has shown that unless there ir sore

19 challenge which occurs to the charcoal, such as refarred to

20 bef ore , pain ting taking place within the building serviced

21 by those systens, really, there is verv little probability

22 th a t the charcoal itself would le degraded.

23 0 Suppose that by come f ailure, that the charcoal is

24 in f act exhausted, er that sufficient iodine releare occursx

25 so that the capacity is exhaurted in the course of an

w (h%|
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1 event. Is there any way the.t there can be assurance thatf-
'

' \) '
2 th e persons who have to make the chcnge can be protected, or

3 the public health can be protected during this change of the,

4 charcoal:

5 8 The chanceout of :harcoal is typically done

6 under conditions where thet no flow t. trough the

7 particular bank of charcoal adsorbers-that is being moved.

8 The systems a re blocked off, closed off so that there is no

9 flow at the time that the charcod' is being removed.

10 The drawers in the assemblies in which the

11 charcoal is lodged are broucht out and wrapped in several

12 layers of plastic to prevent any possible de sorption of the

13 iodire re tsiued on the charcoal. The people who are doing
,

}
14' the ac.ual chancing themselves re supplied with respiratorya

15 protective equipment , either in the form of charecal filters

16 on a face respirator or are supplied with f resh air supply

17 by mask, es the job is teina done, to prevent their own

18 exposure to any iodine that is beinc released.

19 It is considered a safe operation.

20 0 That is preventive naintenance or reutine

21 changeout. '?ha t about under accident conditions? Can this

22 be done under accident conditions?

23 A Accident cc nditions are essentially dene the same,

24 vay, yes. I was basically di.s t e ssin g the type of changeouts<-

I25 th a t were done at TMI-2 following the accident. I was there

l

/

!
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r() 1 onsite and did observe ~some of these operations myself.
1

2 (Pause.)

3 EY DR. JORDAN

4 Q. Ms. Pradford asked if you were fantliar with a

5. report -- would you state it again?

6 MS. PIADFORDs It is called " Post- Accident

7 Filtration as a Means of Improving Containment

8 Effectiveness."

9 BY DE. J3EDAFs (Resuming)

10 C You answered tnst you were not familiar. Is this-

11 net a system that might be used to prevent a release.of

12 radioactive gases f rom say a centainment vessel in case the

13 pressure should become very hich? Did you address _that at '

-- 14 all in your testimony, and if not why not?

15 A No, I did not. My testimony was responsive to the

16 question add: essing existino rystems. The system which is

17 being discussed -- and perhaps I might qualify my previous

18 answer, in t hat I, in reading the testimony of Dr. Eeyes,

19 did make reference to that pa rticular r6 pert, as I recall.

20 I have read brief summat:!es of other work in tha

21 area . These are proposed systems to accommodate accidents,

22 which are highly speculative as to whether they would ever

23 occur. I do ; feel I am parhaps the qualified witness to
,-,

s ., 24 address this particular ares . I de have some peripheral

25 knowledge of it, but that would be about the extent of it.

~. t
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1- C When you wrote yo'ur testimony, did you consider
(1
'

2 the possibility that this ;r what APGFY had in mind?
i
4

3 A I did not at.the time.' Uhen I read Dr. Eeyea's !,

4 testimony, I could see that perhaps by extension this wa s

5 what was intenfad. But just in reeding the basic

S contention, I didn't really feel that it addressed that'

7 point.

8 I might point out that there are a' number of other

9 factors involved in such a discussion. Again, ! am not

10 pa rty to these items, but there are discussions going on

11 within NBC and with~other groups concerning the actual

12 releases f rov. accidents. There are studies which are being

13 propcsed , perhaps to modify the exieting accident source L

14 terms.
\

'

15 It in thought, I believe, by Dr. Stratton of Lor

16 Alamos and some other people who prepared a report submitted.

17 by EFEI, who claim that the iodine cource terms in the event

18 of an accident are grossly exaggerated. If such studies are

19 f ollowed up , it would perhars have a creat effect on the

1

20, discussions on the sorts of venting systems we are talking I
|

|21 about here. ;

22 And acain, I em perhaps -- I am certainly not the i

1

23 staf f 's knowledgeable witness in these ar-cas.

'

24 9 But you have not made any attempt to address the

25 contention in considering that as a persidility of what was j

~k
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;

'

T 1 meant? -

J ,

2 A Ne, I have not, in that the NRC has not edopted.a

3 firm position on this. And really, as a:. expert . witness, I>

4 can only address thoce areac *het the NBC and the staff have
,

5 developed positiens on and have gone through the procedures j

6 of the Standard Eeview Plan, reg ula to ry cuides, and'so forth. !
!

7 O Thank you.. t

,

8 LHAIRMAN SMITH: Anything further? ,

,

t
9 MP. SAXTEE: Excure me. .

t.

10 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Ms. Bradford has an additional |

11 question.

12 CROSS EXA INATION ON BOARD EXAMINATION |
!

13 BY MS. ERADFDED: |

I~ 14 0 Mr. Etoddar?, when yuu were given ANGRY's -

i

!15 contention to study so you could prepare tertimony on it, ;
;

10 were you given t? ? interrogstory and responce that we made
{
'17 t o t h e Licenses, further specifyinc the contention? 'd e made
|

18 the response in March of last yet.. i

19 A I don't recall. |
t

20 0 Do you know whether all the information you were

21 civen on our concern wa s just the conten tion as it was filed i

22 in October?

23 A 1 had access to cost of the interregatories that

,

24 were put out. I don't recall any interrogatorias working on i
l'

25 this particular question. I'm corry, I cJn't recall. '

s'

(- {I ;

I

I
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- 1 0 In th'eLannwer to'that' interrogatory, we did cite'

( -

s

2 this study that you are not familiar with.- And I was 4ust

- 3 wondering whether you noticed that at the time.

4 MR. CUTCHIN: I think the witness has already

5 answered the question, Mr. Crairman. He doesn't recall.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: She is tryinc to refresh his

7 memory.

G THE WITNESS: I don't recall anything relative te-

9 containment filtered venting that I read, no.
4

10 MS. ERADFORDs He said he was not familist with

11 th e stud y. He didn't say that he didn't know _that we cited

12 th at study.

!

13 CH AIF.:: AN SMITH s He says he couldn 't recall. You

14 are allowod to inquire a reasonable amount to try to prod

15 his memory.

16 MR. CUTCHINs If this is coing to ge on much

17 further, I think we are now starting to delve inte matters

18 which the Board has not yet ruled on as admicsible within

19 the scope of this contention.

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH It may be that the Eoa rd -- the

21 Board, if it goes much further, will have to have a

22 conf erence on that very point.

23 fr. Faxter?
/ ,

24 CRCSS EXA INATION ON E0ARB FXAMIKATION i

'

|

25 BY MR. EAXTER:

"O
.
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p ^1 0: .In 41scussing the frequency of testing of cherce.s1
V

2~ filters and the potential concern for the need to remove

- 3 them during an accident situation, is the concern that the

4 charcoal filters can be depleted or are likely to be

5 depleted by lodine, or that thair effectiveness micht be

6 ' diminished' f or sc Ae other reason ?

7' A Primarily, their effectiveness might be depleted

8 by come other. reason. The capecity of filters -- of.

9 charcoal adsorbers for iodine is substantially higher than
.

1,

10 th at encountered'in the accident at "' M I - 2 .

11 0 Thank you.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Anything further of Mr. Stoddart

13 by anybcdy?

14 (No response.)

15 CHAI? DAN EMITE: You are excused, Mr. Stcadart.-

16 Thank you.

17 O'itness excused . )

18 CH AIF.* AN SMITH 4 1 understand you want to talk

19 about schedulinc. .9 s . Eradford has a report she wants to

20 make on what the Intervenorr are doing on emergency planning.

21 '' r . Lewis, thank you very much for comino.

22 (Pauce.)
]
1

23 MS. 3EADFORD: The parties interested in emercency ;
1

/ |
24 planning have met several times, and most re ce n tl y the -

,

25 Licensee gave un another ccpy of our contentions, with

c .y .

%
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'1 suggestions about which once, which cuggecticns've might'"

2.dror. -L'e have"gone through these and also cone through

3 several turnings around of how to order these contentions,

4 how to number them, all thic.
,

5 In resolution of $11 that, I would like.to see

6 whether it would be acceptable to tne. Board and the. parties

7 if I Xerox the surviving contentions by the 12 categories

8'that 3r. Cunningham cutlin+s in his filing docketed December

9 18th, which we thought was a rearonable order te put the

10 contentions in becauce it goes chronolocically as you would

11 go through the actions during an event.

12 The licensee didn't have cbdections to that

13 sequencing, but they will order their testimeny as they ' tis h .

.i() 14 I will undertake to provide everyone with a copy

15 of all of the contentions, so divided and marked with "r.

'

16 Zahler's notation as to whather he concidered it an offrite
17 or an onsite contention, since that was a notation that ha

18 found useful. End then we can somehow number theb within

19 those categories, or I can just go ahead and nunber them.

20 CH AIE'J AN EEITH: Ihese will be the Lurvivinc

21 con ten tions ?

22 "S. EEADFORD: Eight.

23 I would like to also like the Ecard if ANGEY may
,

24 formally adopt Mr. Shelly's emergency proced ure cententions.
,

25 CHAI?"AN SMITH: I think this will be tec

LhJ
l
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yg 1 complicated. Zaybe ?.r . Tourte11otte andHMr. Euxter shouldt '

-Q,.

2 schedule a meeting with Mr. Zahler present and Mr. Gray to

- 3 take it up. Sr.. Tourte11ott e?
.

|
4 VE. TOURTILLOTTE: We wi]l see if we can do that 1

1
5 coma tir.e in the near future, and mayba we can just sit down j

6 and reach a;reement witil Ms. Pradford s5out these tatters.

7 CHAIRMAK SMITHS It certainly cannot be addressed
*

8 tonight.

9 MS.'3EADFORDs We agreed that We.would oc through

Q with and give an answer about what we thought about his

11 comments on our contentions by thir week, with "r. Zahler.

12 And I would like to do that, just communicate directly to

13 E r . Zahler. Eut I thought it would be best te communicate

14 with everyone by giving a new copy of the documents, so that

15 everything was still th e re .

16 CHAI2 MAN EMITH F e.y t e the better thing te do is

i 17 f or Mr . Tourte11ot te or Mr . Zahler tr. initiate a conference

18 with Ms. Bradford and take.the initiative for seein: that
19 her repommendation is given considera tioc.

20 ME. TCUETILLCTTEs We will do that.

21 CHAIEMAN SMITH There is not much that can te,

22 done tonight. a' i t h the exception of Dr. Little, I don't

23 think there is anyone that is in the room that is as

24 familiar with tne emergency procedure contentions ac you are |' -

25 now. There are the wrong people here.

- '
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1 MS. BRADFOED: I u nder st ?.n d .
,

|

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you. |
|

3 MS. BEADFORD: And you will take up our requert, I-

|
4 or should I jurt take it up with the other parties? {

|5- CHAI52AN SMITE: tr. Eholly has made that request |
!

6 and you will mul e that a formal motion. That'is perfectly

7 appropriate. You can to that right now on the record. On
|
1

8 behalf of ANGRY, you wish to adopt the Sholly contentions. !

|

9 And we will have t? give the parties an opportunity to

10 respond to that. .S u t you don't have to file anything in

11 addition for rh st.

12 If you have any argumente ycu want to rake in

13 su pport of that request, you can either make ther now or

.()'
14 file a paper on them. Your position is that you have an

15 interest in his contentions as well as he does.

16 MS. BEADF0ED: The only contentions, emergency

17 proc.? dure contentions, we were not interested in were the

18 ones rela ted directly to Cumterland County. 1 believe he

19 has already dropped those. That is just for clarification.

20 Th a t was it.

21 CHAIEJAN SMITH: I don't believe either the I

22 Licensee or the staf f is in a position to ob3ect or agree to

23 your motion. I just want to let it ride there. The motion

( 24 is deemed made and they can respond to it either according I
l

25 to the rules , in writin g, or they can be addrersed in the 1
,

u /{ ,
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} -11 context of the meeting that you aro going toL rch edule wh en

2:you come to the Board and r eport. l
,

3- I think somebody -- there is going'tc have to be ai !
''

.

1

4 coordinated report'to the Board, isn't'there?

-5- 3R. CUTCHIN: Yes. ,

6 CHAIEMAN S I"Ma Then let's leave it this way.

7 Notwithstanding other provisions of rules or earlier Board

8 orders, you can respond to the floard , answor Mr. Bradford's

9 motion, at the time you report to the Eoard.
,

10 ME. T0"RIELLOTTE: Very well.

11 CEAIE AN 5 ITF4 Any problems with that'

12 (No response.)
.

,13 MP._CUTCHIN: Before we go into the schedule, I

() 14 would like to identify for the record the documants which !

15 passed out during the break to the Ecard and the parties who

10 sre present today, including UCS. "e got them in their

17 hands bef ort they departed.

18 In antiripation of Dr. Eoes' then-planned

19 attendanca next Tuesday and because of discussions that had

20 taken place last week or so about the LOTI test that took

21 place early in Lecember, Mr. Poss wished to place in the

22 hands of interested parties and the Foard copier of these

23 two documents.
!

24 ."1:st is a memorandum for *.r. Poss fror. a Mr. E.W. |
,

|
25 Sherin , and tha subject is "Prelin,inary Conclusions from

' L_
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LOFT Tent'L3-6 (Emell.Ereak LCCA With Feactor Coolant-Pump
J.

'

,

.? , .. 2 Delayed Trip)." That is dated Fecember 12th, 19EO. !w.'p

.

L3- The recond document is from'a Mr.'L.F. Leach,.

,

,

4 manager of.the LOFT department of IGCG, and'.it is addressed- . !
< ,

'

5 t'o Mr. E.E. Teller, director.. The cubject is "Ouick look"

6 Report f o r 10FT LDO A L3-6/LB-1-LTL- 16 4-9 0. " That docunen;

7fis dated December 22nd. It says 1961, but I am sure it
.y

8 meant 1980. Thank you.

9 ME. TGURTELLCTTE: If we could have just a fen

10. minu tes to t.eet with the applicant and dis 'ss the schedule,
1

11 and then perhaps we could tell you how we think we nicht be-

12 able to proceed. It von't take very long.

13 CHAIEhAN SMIThe Go ahead, take a break..

4

14 (Eecers.)
,

4 15 CHAIEMAN SMITHS on the recerf..

16 MR. TOURTFLLOTTE: Mr. Chairman , I wr2nt to report

17 a de velopmen t that has en impact on next week's schedule and

18 then dice tes next week's schedule. Licensee has requerted i

19 and the se 11or staf f at NEC has agreed to a r.eeting at the

20 end of next week on Friday.

21 CHAIRrAN SMITFs Naxt Friday? j

22 :15. TECWBEIDGE: Next F r it' a y , at which we will

23 seek clarificatin and also discusrion of the staff'c

24 position on scope and schedule of rsstart, pre-restart
s |

25 requirements. Under these circumstances, it seems to ur

~O
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/ 1 premature to bring _on Messrs. Doss and Capra, as was planned

2 for this coming Tuesday, to circuss their answers to Board

' 3 Question 2, amony other things.

4 And Tr. Tourte11otte, at my request, has agreed to

5 defer that testimony. looking at next week's schedule, the

6 following two items that were planned to be discussed were

7 separation and the beginning, at least, with Li ce.n s ee 's

8 testimony on contro~ room design.

9' Uur witnesses .ca nnc t be a vailable on control room

10 design 'until Thursday, which is the schedule we have been

11 thinking about. And unless the Board thinks that the

12 separa tion testimon y, on which we have no remaining

13 conten tions, but considerable Board interest, unless the

() 14 Board thinks that that is goino to take substantially more

15 th a n a d a y , or for sure a coucle of days, we would simply

16 propose to drop Tuesday as a hearing date, start with

17 separ a tion , as we presently visualize it , on Wednesday, in

18 the expectation that it is quite possible that that would be

19 a on e-d ay matter, and then begin on Thursday and Friday,

20 with half of Friday with ,our control room desi;n tastimony.

21 That I think is the schedule which we have just

22 discussed and is agreeable to all of the staff and

23 ourselves , and I think to the Commonwealth.
_

24 CHAIFLAN SMITP: You would suggest that we start' s

25 the first tning We d n e sd a y morning?

* O
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'r~T 1 MR. T30WERIDGE Put I am looking at Dr. little
(_/ 1

2 and trying to get's sense of whether she has more than a

3 day's worth of interest in our testimony.

4 CHAIR /Ah S ITH z. Evory panel member who had never ,

5 been to a hearing or had tourad.a plant had plenned to be

6 here to watch.the proceeding on Tuecday a nd tour the plant

7 on Wednesday. And we saw our issues slipping away as it was.

8 %e certainly don't want to have a hetring Just to

9 entertain panel members.

10 dR. TECWERIDGE: Jid you say the panel members

11 were going to look at the plant on Wednecday?

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: They were going to observe - th e

13 hearing on Iuerday.

() 14 ME. 730WBRIDGE: Would it he possible for tha

15 panel member to just switch that around?

16 CHAIPMAN SEITH: And do it Thursday?

17 M.;. TECWEEIDGEs See the plant on Tuarday and core

18 to a hearing on Wednesday.

19 OHAIEMAN S P. IT H s I guess that would be possible,

20 depending on the time. Is that possible for Met id?

21 MB. EAXIER: You might concider having them visit
.

22 the plant on Thursday, when there will be an Intervenor

23 involved .
- -

24 CHAI54Ad SMITH: There are many of them who haves
,

I25 complicated schedules, just as we do.

.
s -w;

. 1
1 % -\

-

1
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p 1. (Pauce.)
,

J
2 DF. LITTLE: One of them ha; pens te. he the new

,

e 3 chairman of the panel.

4 XE. TF0W3 RIDGES "r. Wallace informs me that we ,

5 vill.indeed reschedule our end of the tour if the' panel-

.' 6 members want to take the tour Tuesde y instead of Wednesday.

7 CHAIRMAN EP.ITH: They have devoted both days to it.

8 and I chn 't see how it would make any difference unless one

9 or the ot'her one of them had decided to skip a plant tour or'

10 a h e a rit. q d a y .

11 In any event, I think that is probably the better

12 arrangement. .-fl right, so we will begin again Wednesday

13 morning.
'

14 ME. TEDWPEIDGE4 We don't have UCE traveling in

15 the morning from Washington. Should we not go tack tr our

16 9: 0C o ' clock --

17 CHAIEMAN 5"ITMs 10:00 o' clock 9:00 o' clock--

18 Wednerda y .

; 19 (Board conferrinc.)

CHAIE'AN SMITH: All right. We will recu.te atd20

21 9:00 a.m. We will meet here at 9:00 on Wednesday, with what

22 -- separa tio n . *

23 M3. TE0W? RIDGE: With separation. -

\.

24 CFAIF"AN SMITH: And then we will have controls
\

25 room design.

..
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~(~% 1- ME. TROWERIDGE To be followed by Licensee--g
2' witnesses on control room derign.

- 3 ME. BAXTEPs On Thursday.

4 XR. IROWERIDGE: On' Thursday.

5 CHAIPMAN SMITH: Is there any chance that could be

6 set for Wednesday? They are not just just not available?

7 DR. JORDAN: I suspect we will be able to use the

8 time very usefully on Wednesday afternoon if we have any,

9 because there ir a lot of testimony on~ control room design.

10 It is that thick (Indicating). I don't see how I can get

11 through it between now and then anyhow. I wculd be

12 delighted if we get Wednesday afternoon off.
,

13 CHAIEMAN SMITHS Let'c make ene -- ar far as the
._ ,

_ 14 hearing is concerned, we will begin '4ednesday at 9:00

15 o' clock. As far ac switching the tour fer the panel members

16 is ccncerned , we set that tentatively for Tuesday. However,-

17 let me check with them tomorrow. And they have a

18 ref erence. They have a person, I believe, to call at the

19 plant. And if that is not satisfactory, if scheduling it

20 Tuesday is not catisf actory, what do we do, what should they

21 do? Call the rerson whose name was given?

22 MR. TEOWBRIDGE: That's fine. We will talk to
,

23 th at terron and alert him.
,

(. 24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Let's go off the record. And so

25 we will adjourn ur:til 9:00 a.m. Wed ne cd a y.

s .
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( 1 (Whereupon, at 7:07 pm., the hearine was

2 adjourned, to reronvene at 9:00 a.m. on Wednesday, Ja nua ry

-

3 14, 1960.)
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This is to certify : hat the attached proceedings before the

in the . natter of: Metropolitan Edisols Company (Three Mile Island Unit 1)
'

Date of Proceeding: January 8, 1981

Docket 11unbe r : 50-289 (Restart)
_.

Place af Proceeding: Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

were held as herein appehrs, and that this is the original transcript
thereof for the file of the Commission.

Barbara Whitlock
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